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Distributing It has been said that the future of America is in the hands of two 

Qur_ Product. men, the investigator and the interpreter. The practical value of 

every invention, discovery, or improvement depends upon its being 

interpreted to the masses, and in particular to the special group in a position to 

use it to the best advantage. So, investigation advances knowledge, while inter~ 

pretation advances progress, 

Information is our product, and the records show that we are distributing 

that product guite efficiently—-and economically. We are combining investigation 

and interpretation in a manner to put our results very promptly into the hands of 

those who can use them profitably. 

In addition to the thousands of letters received and answered during the 

year, each dealing with somebody's specific problem, we contributed during the 

period July 1, 19353 to June 30, 1934, no fewer than 50 papers to the various 

Department series of bulletins; prepared and distributed more than 25 informal 

multigraphed and mimeographed circulars on special or emergency topics; and -pre- 

sented phases of our work in more than 200 papers contributed to journals pub— 

lished outside of the Department. 

We are rapidly approaching the goal of having bulletins available on every 

important fruit, nut and vegetable crop and ornamental plant. Some of our bulletins 

have been translated into foreign languages. Others have been incorporated into 

standard textbooks. Our more popular Farmers' Bulletins have actually reached the 

amazing circulation of 1,500,000 copies each. 
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Two very popular bulletins are "Roses for the Home," and "Beautifying the 

Farmstead," both by Furman Lloyd Mulford, issued as Farmers' Bulletin 750 and 1987. 

Pressing them closely in the matter of circulation is Farmers' Bulletin 1675, "The 

Farm Garden," by J. H. and E. R. Beattle--and with good reason! Tne 19350 Census 

shows the value of "farm garden vegetables grown for home use only" (not including 

potatoes and yams), crop of 1929, as $226,046,4135--more than a quarter cf a BILLION 

dollars! As the authors of the bulletin point out, a well-cared for garden will 

yield a greater return per acre than any Similar area on the farm devoted to regu- 

lar farm crops. A project that adds so materially to the well-being of the farm 

family by supplying food that might not otherwise be provided, merits our encour— 

agement and has always received it. 

In distributing our product, we have not neglected the spoken word, for it 

may well be that addresses delivered by our investigators before conventions and 

growers' meetings will exert a greater influence than the printed word in some 

cases. This is particularly true when our workers appear before key men of various 

industries or sections of industries, as at conventions of trade associations, 

manufacturers' groups, farmers' meetings, and the like. Then, too, such talks 

quite often appear later in the printed proceedings of these meetings. 

Dates A striking illustration of the helpfulness of such talks was the appearance 

of W. R. Barger before the Date Growers' Institute at Indio, Calif. last 

Spring. Here he explained the methods he has worked out for the handling and stor— 

age of fresh dates, metnods so far-reaching in importance that they vitally affect 

the entire date industry and actually have the effect of making dates a staple in- 

stead of a very seasonal product. 

Such a discovery, placed at their disposal so promptly, means a great deal 

to the date growers, but it is important for the consumer as well for it paves the 

way to a wider utilization of one of the very finest food crops, and one as yet 

comparatively little used in this country. Further interest is given to the work 

by the fact that the commercial date industry of the United States was brought in- 

to being as a result of the Department's investigations. It is now one of the 

promislng new fruit industries of the Southwest. 

Walnuts One of the important publications of the year is Technical Bulletin 387, 

"Pollination and Blooming Habits of the Persian Walnut in California," by 

Milo N. Wood of our staff. But as important as this bulletin is, it is quite like- 

ly that Mr. Wood's personal talks and demonstrations have been of greater value. 

He went into the field and showed growers increased yields as high as 194 percent 

as a result of his system of artificial pollination! 
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The value of the increased yields per acre in his demonstrations ranged 

from $25.62 to $429.00, while the cost of the artificial pollination was but 

from $1.46 to $3.00 an acre. In some of the orchards in which his demonstrations 

were made, the increased yield from the artificial pollination was sufficient to 

produce a profit for the first time in the history of the orchard involved! 

OUTSIDE PUBLICATION 

Of late years we have been taking more and more advantage of the opportuni-—- 

ties offered for prompt publication of results by the various agricultural and 

farm papers, trade journals, and scientific publications. Some of our largest 

dividends have been made possible through the friendly cooperation of these papers. 

Gitrus. Fruit It was through the help of these papers that we were able to 

Thinning, etc. place before growers the results of our studies on pruning methods, 

and to secure an almost general substitution of light thinning in 

commercial orchards for the more severe pruning methods previously used by the cit- 

rus growers of California. Through this substitution, a large annual saving in the 

amount of Washington Navel and Valencia orange, Marsh grapefruit, Eureka and Lisbon 

lemon crops has been effected without any reduction in the quality of the fruit; 

the cost of pruning has been greatly reduced, and marked increase in size of the 

trees has been brought about by eliminating the dwarfing effect on tree growth 

caused by heavy pruning. 

The substitution of light thinning for the severe pruning formerly used is 

estimated by A. D. Shamel to be worth at least $3,500,000 a year to California 

growers alone-——a saving of more than three times the annual cost of all of the 

investigational work of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. 

Canning, Drying Outside journals, too, have given us very effective channels 

and_Preserving. for the distribution of data of vital importance to the 

rapidly growing and changing canning, drying and preserving 

industries. Freezing preservation in particular is so imperfectly understood as 

yet that constant warnings are necessary to safeguard the industry from severe 

losses through the use of the wrong methods or unsuitable varieties. 

Unless we put our findings on record promptly and in some detail, we find 

it very difficult to convince the average fruit and vegetable handler that one 

variety is better than another for freezing preservation, for example. And it is 

even more difficult to convince him that a variety unsatisfactory for general mar-— 

ket purposes may be exactly what is needed to make a first-—c!ass frozen pack prod— 

uct! 
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Peaches for One of most important contributions in this field told cf studies 

Preservation on the varietal adaptability of peaches to freezing in small 

By Freezing, consumer packages. Just how important such studies are, and how 

vitally the information they supply is needed, is indicated by the 

revelation that of 56 varieties of peaches tested, only 9 made a ready—to-serve 

dessert product ranked as satisfactory in texture, degree of preservation of natural 

color, and characteristic flavor and aroma. This clearly indicates the risk faced 

by the fruit handler who goes ahead without expert advice in this freezing preserva— 

tion field. Prompt distribution of our findings is very desirable. 

Freezing ths Other studies, also published in outside journals, reveal the 

Young Dewberry possibility of delivering the Young dewberry and red raspberry to 

and Raspberry. consumers by means of frozen pack in a condition. practically equal 

to the freshly picked fruit. The Young dewberry is well known for 

its superlatively fine flavor but.heretofore it has not been possible.to ship it 

for any considerable distance, as the berries softened and stained the boxes... The 

red raspberry, already one of the popular dessert and breakfast fruits, should meet 

with greatly increased consumption now that means have been found for delivering it 

in a practically fresh state over a good part of the year. 

Kieffer Pears Another contribution told of interesting developments in connec— 

tion with our studies of the Kieffer pear, widely grown in the 

Southern and Eastern states, where it yields large crops and is relatively blight 

resistant. Heretofore it has not borne a very good repltation for quality, but our 

investigators found that fruit held at 60° F. either with or without previous 

storage at 32°F. developed a flavor and texture markedly superior to that of lots 

held at either higher or lower temperatures, and the quality of the Kieffers so 

treated, when eaten fresh or after canning, was better than is usually considered 

possible with this variety. 

We published, too, the results of studies which prove that preserves may. be 

made from the Kieffer pear comparing very favorably with these made from. Bartlets. 

All that is necessary is to avoid putting up the Kieffers as soon as gathered. 

They should be stored for approximately two weeks after harvesting in a tempera- 

ture of from 60 to 65° F. This temperature range is the deciding factor. Merely 

storing the Kieffers is not enough. The temperature, it was found, must be kept 

within this narrow range to secure the best results. This should not be particu- 

larly difficult, however, and the distribution of our findings in this connection 

should result in a greatly increased use of Kieffer pears for preserves——especially 

ky housewives who have material that would otherwise perish. 

Sweet corn. Recently we have been telling of frozen pack sweet corn fresher and 

sweeter after 6 months or a year storage than sweet corn bought at 

the market with the husks still fresh! Freezing appears to stop most of the changes 

that normally take place so rapidly in sweet corn after it is gathered. 



We have perhaps made a little wider use of outside publications in connec-— 

tion with our freezing preservation work than with most of our investigations, be- 

cause this frozen pack industry is so new and so imperfectly understood as yet 

that facts are needed promptly to safeguard against heavy financial losses. It is 

a matter of extreme gratification that we have been able to offer helpful suggest— 

tions, and to have played an important part in laying the foundation for this new 

industry. A summary of the contribution of our workers to the studies of freezing 

preservation of fruits and vegetables would include such things as the discovery 

that satisfactory commercial preservation can be obtained by the use of ordinary 

cold storage temperatures without the installation of special low-temperature— 

producing equipment; the demonstration that no danger to public health exists in 

properly handled frozen pack vegetables, and that the frozen packing of vegetables 

is safe as well as commercially feasible; the establishing of commercial packing 

and preservation technique for many types and varieties of fruits and vegetables, 

and the pointing out of the fact of varietal adaptability of fruits and vegetables 

to freezing preservation and the relation of fundamental science to thetechnology 

of this industry. 

Celery Mosaic Not only have we been able to enlist the aid of the farm and trade 

journals in getting our results before those interested, but such 

technical periodicals as Science give considerable space at times to our work. It 

was in Science that we presented Dr. F. L. Wellman's preliminary account of celery 

mosaic control in Florida by the eradication of the wild host. 

It had been discovered in the course of our investigations that a form of 

mosaic affecting celery in Florida was also generally to be found upon a particular 

wild plant or weed. Further study revealed the fact that the disease carried over 

from year to year on this weed, and was transmitted from the diseased weeds to 

healthy celery plants by plant lice. It appeared that then if it were practicable 

to control this weed in the immmediate vicinity of the celery fields, it should 

be possible to largely eliminate that form of mosaic in celery in that section of 

Florida. Weed control campaigns under the guidance of our workers have thoroughly 

deminstrated the practicability of obtaining commercially satisfactory control of 

the disease by this method——saving growers in that one area alone hundreds of thou- 

sands of dollars. 

Preservation of We were able to present in a fruit growers' journal a very 

Grapes _in Transit comprehensive outline of the new method worked out by W. T. 

and Storage. Pentzer and C. E. Asbury in connection with the use of sulphur 

dioxide as an aid in the preservation of graves in transit 

and storage--an improved method which bids fair to do for grapes something of what 

oiled wraps have done for apples. Already it has been found satisfactory in com- 

mercial practice and is being used in the export of Thompson Seedless grapes to the 

Orient, thus promising to open up important new market outlets for considerable 

quantities of the more tender varieties of California grapes. 



New hybrid Secretary Wallace this summer presented the strawberry breeding 

rawberries. work briefly to readers of the Country Gentleman in connection with 

a discussion by him of the importance of agricultural research, but 

this work really merits an article by itself and, for that matter, has been discussed 

in several of the agricultural journals, as well as in Department publications, 

press releases and over the radio. To date we have introduced seven outstanding new 

strawberries which promise to replace largely the present commercial sorts in their 

respective fields-—because they are superior in quality, in productiveness, and in 

disease resistance! The present annual value of the crop from these new sorts is 

more than $1,000,000, a total which will pass the $5,000,000 mark, it is conservative— 

ly estimated, within a very few years. 

: 

Behind this accomplishment is an interesting story of careful and patient 

work by our plant breeders. George M. Darrow, George F. Waldo and their associates 

have actually grown and tested more than 200,000 plants in developing the new hybrids. 

To begin with, of course, the seedlings are just planted out and left to sink or 

swim. Disease and insects eliminate a good portion in this preliminary test. Since 

resistance or immunity to pests and diseases in an all-important factor in new 

varieties, we naturally give attention only to the survivers in this test. Of the 

more than 200,000 seedlings grown in the field tests, then, slightly less than 4,000 

have been considered worthy of further trials. From these the seven mentioned have 

already been selected as worthy of naming and introduction into commercial culture-= 

and aii have made good. Doctor Darrow, however, is vuptimistic that some even better 

than the original seven may be found among the plants still under test. 

There is an added feature of interest in connection with this breeding cam— 

campaign in that it has aimed at the production not merely of a superior strawberry, 

but of several types of strawberries to meet special needs. Varieties adapted for 

eating as fresh fruit, for example, are not likely to be satisfactory for canning, as 

cooking tends to alter the flavor and the berries lose their shape and color, Neither 

the dessert varieties nor the canning sorts are suited to preservation by freezing. 

And so on. 

It is four years now since we put out the Blakemore as the first evidence of 

what this strawberry breeding work was going to mean. It is one of the finest, if 

not the finest preserving variety. Its color and firmness make it a good market 

berry, and its added tart flavor serves to fit it for preserving. Last season in 

some sections the Blakemore was actually bringing $2.00 or more a crate than other 

sorts by reason of its fine appearance and superior shipping qualities. Now we are 

receiving enthusiastic reports on the Dorsett, Fairfax and Southland as desserts 

berries and on the Redheart as a canning variety. 
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Navel Orange-—- The things we have discussed so far represent what might be called 

In Again! solicited publicity. Getting the news about them into print 

has required some effort on our part. But certain of our investi- 

gations go right out and secure their own publicity. The Navel orange stands at 

the head of this list. It is easy for writers to find interesting things to say 

about the California citrus industry, its growth and development. One of the latest 

stories is based on a comparison between the California citrus industry and the 

State's gold mining activities. Figures show that in the period from 1895 to 1933, 

the Citrus industry has brought more than $2,000,000,000 (Two Billion!) to 

California—-which is more then pealized from all the gold mined in the State since 

1848! 

A rather curious feature of this publicity is that writers almost always 

deal with the Navel orange and the citrus industry in California, instead of dis— 

cussing the development of orange growing in other sections of the country as well. 

Not only that, but in discussing the citrus industry of California they still en- 

phasize the Navel, apparently ignorant of the fact that the Valencia is now repre— 

sented by some 10,000,000 trees in California, while the Navel total is around 

8,000,000. The Valencia comprises 61 percent of the present citrus crop of Cali- 

fornia. Of course, this attitude on the part of the writer is due to the spectacu= 

lar history of the Navel orange in this country, and the astounding fact that the 

introduction of two Navel orange trees, sent to Riverside ,Calif. by the Devart— 

ment back in 1873, has given rise to a $100,000,000—-a~-year industry. 

1 om oe een 

Bud _ Selection. Association contained an essay entitled, "I Love My Scrub Cow." 

It said: "My scrub cow gives me employment every day of the year. 

She consumes my hay and grass, and grows sleek and fat. She is a thing of beauty, 

although a burden forever. To produce milk and butterfat would detract from her 

physical beauty, tnerefore it is unreasonable to expect it of her. She helos to 

reduce my income tax. I love my scrub cow. She is a luxury. Dairymen are en— 

titled to luxuries as well as other people. My neighbor tells me to sell her to 

the butcher, but my neighbor is a hard—hearted man; so is the butcher. The cowtester 

says that the profits from three of my best producers will keep her in comfort, 

so why should I worry? I love my scrub cow. It requires much time to feed her, 

but very little time to milk her, My banker says that the small amount of milk 

she contributes can justly be called the 'milk of human kindness,' for it is human 

kindness alone that allows her to exist. Even Parson Jones was heard to remark 

that greater love than this hath no man, that he wears out his life supporting a 

scrub cow, expecting no reward, not even the respect of real dairymen." 

It often seems to me that the real success story back of the growth and 

development of the citrus industry of the Southwest is to be found in the manner 

in which A. D. Shamel, C. S. Pomerory, and their associates past and present, have 

succeeded in convincing the growers that "scrub cows" may exist among plants as 

well as among animals. Merely introducing the Navel orange wasn't enough. 
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Their work soon established the fact that in a great many citrus orchards 

there were trees that were inherently unproductive; also trees that regularly 

bere off—type fruit which was unsalable. They also demonstrated that these tree 

characteristics were inherent and were perpetuated in progeny trees propagated 

from them; and that trees which were inherently productive, producing fruit of a de— 

sirable type, also perpetuated those characteristics in progeny trees propagated 

from them. These facts being established growers have topnworked thousands of their 

unproductive and off-type trees with buds taken from parent trees having known 

superior performance records. 

Likewise, nurserymen in propagating their stock have been taught to select 

buds from superior trees. In fact, with the growers made aware of the results of 

our work——and the agricultural journals of California aided greatly in this can— 

paign of education-—-nurserymen who were not able to assure the purchasers of 

citrus stock that their trees were propagated from high performance parent trees 

had no customers for their stock! We thus struck at the root of the situation. 

If the growers could get nothing but good planting stock, then good planting stock 

was all they could get! 

These bud selection studies have not only been of vital importance to the 

California citrus industry, but have actually influenced citrus growing all over 

the world. Probably the results of few of our research activities have been taken 

over by an industry all over the world to the extent exhibited by the citrus bud 

selection work. 

It appears quite likely that this one project has returned to growers a 

dividend sufficient to cover the cost of all the fruit and vegetable crops and dis-— 

eases work done by the Department since its establsihment! 

Lilies For those who are not deeply interested in money returns, we are prepared 

to furnish stories of accomplishments in the field of beauty. We haven't 

gone about painting lilies, but we have added to their attractiveness in other ways. 

The Royal Horticultural Scociety's "Lily Yearbook for 19335" contains Dr. David 

Griffiths' discussion of methods for the vegetative propagation of the lily. The 

periodical "Horticulture," used his paper on "New Lilies for America." presented by 

him at the meeting of the American Society for Horticultural Science. 

Tommenting on these lily hybrids, a Pacific Coast writer, after a visit te 

our Bellingham station, wrote: "What Doctor Griffiths has accomplished in hyvirdi- 

Zing and propagating new lilies seems little short of miraculous. To see the hun- 

dreds of lily varieties he has collected is a revalation, but to see the number- 

less hybrids he has produced is yet more astonishing. These hybrids far exceed 

their parents in vigor and beauty." That's painting them! The Pacific Coast 

writer adds; "Some may ask why the Government maintains farms merely for the 

propagation of flowers. Through this work it has been shown that we can raise 

narcissus, tulip and hyacinth bulbs literally 'to beat the Dutch,' and instead of 

importing millions of bulbs annually from Holland, we now ship them from Puget 

Sound in carloads." 
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Cabbage varieties Dr. J. C. Walker and his associates saved the cabbage and keaut 

industries in some sections by producing yellows—resistant 

varieties promptly. Cabbage yellows is becoming a serious problem in many places 

wnere it was entirely unknown a few years ago. 

ellews-resistant It begins to appear that we builded better than we knew when 

a 

When, in cooperation with the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, we 

developed the yellows—-resistant cabbage variety known as the Wisconsin Hollander, 

it was intended tc replace Danish Ballhead in the late cabbage growing regions 

where yellows were severe. Although the new variety was somewhat rough and lacking 

in uniformity, not so attractive as the best strains of Danish Ballhead, it saved 

from ruin the cabbage industry over a considerable territory where yellows was so 

severe that other varieties could not be grown. 

As the disease has become increasingly severe in other areas, additional 

yellows-resistant varieties have been developed, each a disease—resistant counter— 

part of a susceptible sort, until we now have available a resistant variety of each 

of the important commercial types. We are now going back over the ground, making 

further refinements and improvements in the new sorts. Not only have we developed a 

disease-resistant sort, you see, but we have actually produced disease—resistant 

counterparts of each of the important but susceptible commercial types! It is not 

difficult to get the story of such an interesting and valuable piece of work be= 

fore the public. 

Those Million The fact that horticulture is a $4,000,000,000 industry in 

Dollar Dividends this country, nakes any improvement or new variety an in- 

pressive dividend payer. A popular magazine recently had a 

discussion of Marquis wheat. Below a photograph of this variety was a legend 

stating that Marquis wheat had added hundreds of millions of dollars to the value 

of Canada's annual wheat crop. We know that such statements are literally true. In 

addition, the dollars that come from agriculture are, like those from mining, new 

dollars; not merely a passing of the same dollar from hand to hand, 

Horticulture has no difficulty in matching the Marquis wheat dividend, En— 

tirely aside from the creation of new varieties and the working out of new methods, 

the control of diseases adcs milliins to the growers' incomes. Our investigators 

have shown that mosaic, leafroll, spindle tuber and other virus diseases of the 

potato are transmitted by aphids; that they are among the primary causes in so- 

called "running out" of potatoes; that there are several types of potato mosaic; 

that the combinations of these diseases are responsible for rapid deterioration in 

potatoes; and have gone on to demonstrate that the use of isolated tuber seed plots 

to grow disease-free seed, and the development of varieties resistant to diseases 

are the most effective means of controlling them. Preventive measures already 

placed at the disposal of growers are saving the industry $10,000,000 a year. 
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Sweetpotatoes. The development of effective control measures for sweetpotato 

black rot means a saving of $5,000,000 or more each year to growers. 

Even more impcrtant has been the work in reducing storage losses, not only saving 

millions for growers and handlers but making it possible to put sweetpotatoes on 

the market practically the entire year--to the delight of the consumer. We are 

continuing studies of varieties and strains of sweetpotatoes from different parts 

of the world and have found some that are apparently immune to fusarium wilt or 

stem rot, a disease which cannot be controlled by spraying, dusting or seed treat— 

ment. The increasing prevalence of sweetvotato wilt is going to force more and 

more growers to use disease-resistant sorts. We are preparing to meet the demand! 

Fruit. Diseases The amazing savings through the development of control measures in 

fruit diseases have always found ready space in the outside journals, startling and 

almost unbelievable as the figures sometimes are. Control methods with apple 

cedar rust, scab, bitter rot, blotch, powdery mildew, etc. represent, for example, 
annual savings of fully $20,000,000. There was a time, too, when the annual losses 

from peach yellows amounted to from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000. Control methods 

have cut the loss to about $500,000 a year. Another $10,000,000 annual saving 

has been brought about by the control of peach brown rot, scab, and the serious 

leaf curl disease. Pear blight control means another $10,000,000. with perhaps 

half as much from control measures with little peach, peach mosaic and phony 

peach disease. Just now we are making encouraging progress with control measures in 

pecan diseases. 

However, this isn't a summary of results, but a description of distribution 

methods and mediums. I find that during the past fiscal year we have had discus— 

sions of our investigations in such magazines as Science, Journal of Heredity, 

Phytopathology, California Citrograph, Mycologia, Citrus Industry, Florists Ex— 

change, Florists Review, Canner, Food Industries, Fruit Products Journal, Western 

Canner and Packer, Country Gantleman, Journal of the Washington Academy of Science, 

American Potato Journal, Ice and Refrigeration, Canning Age, Journal of Bacteriology, 

Seed World, Better Fruit, American Fruit Growers, American Nurseryman, Journal of 

Biological Chemistry, Journal of the American Chemical Society, the Farm and Garden 

supplements of the Los Angeles Times, the New York Times, and undoubtedly others 

not coming to the attention of the NEWS LETTER, 

In addition, papers have appeared in the proceedings of the American Society 

for Horticultural Science, American Phytopathological Society, National Pecan 

Association, Date Growers' Institute, American Pomological Society, State Horti- 

cultural Societies, Amsrican Cranberry Growers, and in various Old World Journals 

and proceedings. 
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DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS 

Vegetable Standardization Among the interesting papers contributed by members 

and Description Studies. of our staff to the Department publications during 

the past twelve months are the three issued in con=- 

nection with Doctor Boswell's vegetable standardization and description work. 

Extremely rigid market requirements demand vegetable products quite uniform and 

true to type, as well as nationally recognized standards and descriptions of the 

varieties in the trade. This means in effect the application to vegetable crops 

of the standardizations methods of industry, and benefits seedsmen, growers, 

handlers and consumers. The publications are of the "census size", the pages being 

9 x 114 inches, and the three contain a total of 41 full-page half-tone plates, 

15 full-page plates in natural color, and 33 text figures. The papers are: 

U.S.D.A. Miscel. Pub. 160: "Descriptions of Types of Principal American 

Varieties of Tomatoes;" 

U.S.D.A. Miscel. Pub. 169: "Descriptions of Types of Principal American 

Varieties of Cabbage," and 

UlS. DA; Miscel Pub. 170):) “Descriptions of Types of Principal American 

VaEzet16s of eas." 

Rather than attempting to describe and treat the synomony of the hundreds 

ef so-called varieties of vegetables now listed in American seed catalogues, these 

publications deal with but the dominent varieties of the vegetables discussed——those 

making up from 85 to 90 percent of the commercial acreage of this country. The 

bulletins listed describe 9 varieties of tomatoes, 9 of cabbage and 20 of peas. 

The studies upon which they were based were carried out at Arlington Farm, Va., and 

in New York, Indiana, Michigan, California, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia 

and a number of locations in Wisconsin and Texas. It was evident during the course 

of the work that a single stock of any given variety may vary more or less, depend— 

ing upon the climatic and soil conditions under which it is grown. These differ-— 

ences in expression of varietal characters have been extremely confusing to the 

trade and knowledge upon this matter has been very greatly needed. The publications 

discuss in considerable detail the effects of different environmental factors upon 

the expression of individual varietal characteristics in the various sorts, and 

illustrate the varieties in considerable detail. 

It is expected that the bulletins will be used most largely as handbooks of 

reference by seedmen, canners and growers. With this in mind, detailed directions 

are presented for testing and comparing varieties and stocks, and suggestions given 

as to how to make accurate comparisons and records. Preliminary to the detailed 

descriptions and illustrations, the outstanding characteristics of the principal 

varieties are presented in tabular form so that comparative differences can be 

recognized at a glance. 
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The descriptive text is comparatively brief, occupying but 12 to 18 pages 

in the different bulletins. The text includes not only descriptive and compara— 

tive terms for portraying the characteristics of each variety, but actual figures 

are presented for defining what is meant by the camparative terms used. Many 

thousands of measurements and individual readings were made as a basis for the 

verbal and numerical descriptions presented. On account of the high cost of these 

publications, they are available for purchase only-=-through practically at cost. 

They may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing 

Office, Washington, D. C. -—— 35 cents for No. 160; 50 cents for No. 169; and 45 

Cents: for) Now 7/0). 

Much of the work necessary for Similar publications on carrots, beets, 

spinach and onions has been done. All these studies are part of a tailored-to-— 

measure job. The investigations were undertaken in response to the demands of the 

industry and hence designed to meet special needs and to accomplish definite ends. 

There has been the closest cooperation from the beginning with representatives of 

the canning and vegetable growing industries and the seed trade, while workers of 

nearly two dozen State agricultural experiment stations have joined hands in the 

studies. 

It is expected that the elimination of "drone" varieties on the basis of 

the recommendations to be made in this series of bulletins will result in a sav— 

ing of as much as $10,000,000 a year to the vegetable growing industry of the 

country. The standards and descriptions to be set up will enable a grower to con- 

centrate on those varieties which represent the best chances for profitable sales 

and will result in better stocks of seed being available for planting. 

Fruit Ripening. "The most illuminating of all contributions to the ripening of 

fruits," said the Gardeners' Chronicle last June, "is that made 

recently by Joseph S. Caldwell. (Technical Bul. 403, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 

"Hydrion Concentration Changes in Relation to Growth and Ripening in Fruits.") 

"Why should young apples be so hard and get so viciously acid before they reach 

a sweet and ripe old age...Dr. Caldwell holds, and we think rightly, that the 

sourness is not only the harbinger but also the begetter of ripeness. For so soon 

as acidity begins to increase the fruits begin to swell. The tree, willy nilly, is 

constrained to supply them copiously with water and the fruit increases in weight 

and size...Dr. Caldwell supplies the explanation: The thick walls of the fruit 

are mainly composed of substances which have properties similar to those of a jelly 

or glue; and so also have the living content of the cells. These, the pectose and 

the protoplasm, are colloids, possessing most imperious powers of absorbing water, 

Jelly-like colloids such as those of fruits can only exercise fully their power of 

imbibing water in an acid medium, and the more actively acid the medium is, the 

more water they can absorb. And so by piling up acid in itself the fruit makes 

short work of ard turns to nought any resistance which the tree might offer to 

yielding up water to its young..." 
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PRESS RELEASES 

One of the very best means for getting information distributed promptly and 

widely is through the use of the "press releases" sent out to hundreds of papers 

regularly by the Department Press Service. As a rule, we prepvare the basic data 

for the release, and the experts in the Press Service put the material in the for 

most likely to be used by the paners served. 

Controlling This type of publicity is especially effective with discoveries 

bean diseases requiring a minimum of technical explanation. The fact that bean 

seed grown in the Western States is free from seed-borne diseases 

was one to be grasped and used immediately by any grower, with the result that the 

use of Western bean seed in the East, Midwest and South is already saving the in- 

dustry actually millions of dollars=——this one discovery yielding a dividend suf- 

ficiently large to pay the entire cost of the Division. Dr. W. D. Moore recently 

wrote from his headauarters at Charleston, S. C. pointing out that until 1929 the 

local growers bought bean seed without giving attention to anything except variety. 

Increased losses were sustained from year to year from such diseases as anthracnose, 

bacterial blight, and halo blight until during the season of 1928 the losses amounted 

to 50 percent for the entire trucking section of South Carolina, and many growers 

were annouucing that they were through with bean growing. As a result of our ad— 

vice, Western seed is now used almost exclusively, and Doctor Moore has not found 

enough of the 3 diseases mentioned to count. Since the latest available figures 

give South Carolina a total annual yield of snap beans of more than 300,000 bushels, 

worth nearly $300,000, if we have been able to save half of this for the growers, 

we have a considerable dividend to report. This, of course refers to a single 

State. Similar returns are being secured in other regions. 

Cabbage A press release imparted the information that treating cabbage seed with 

hot-water would heln, resulted in one test in which a 4-acre tract of cab-— 

bage on an Indiana farm produced 75 tons of cabbage, while a nearby field, planted 

with untreated seed, produced just 8 tons! Since the method is really so simple and 

inexpensive that it should be used by all cabbage growers, the principal equipment 

needed being an accurate thermometer. little time was lost between the time of 

discovery and its introduction into commercial use——-thanks to the press release. 

Citrus A reduction involving charges for transit precooiing went into 

Refrigeration. effect last August, saving growers $19 a car over the rates pre-—- 

viously in effect. Cold air at a temperature of about 25° F. fur- 

nished by a refrigeration plant operated by the railroads is blown through the cars 

until the temperature of the fruit is reduced to about 40° F. Then the car is 

tightly closed until it has crossed the hot desert region, after which the ventila- 

tors are opened to admit the cool outside air. No ice is used in the car at any 

time. In spring and fall the methcd maintans a satisfactory carrying tempera— 

ture for the rest of the trip to the Eastern seaboard. Here is a type of discovery, 

the value of which is easily understood. Publicity concerning such work emphasizes 

the fact that money spent for agricultural research is an investment of the highest 

class: not an expenditure in the true sense. 
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Bacterial One of the most important press releases of the year was based on a 

Canker of talk on the bacterial canker of tomatoes, given by Dr. H. L. Blood 

Tomatoes at a meeting of the Utah Academy of Science. Bacterial canker is a 

serious disease which has been much more destructive since 1527 than in 

the years before. As a result a vigorous effort has heen made to develop control 

metheds. Cooperating with the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, he learned 

that the seeds carried the disease, and various chemicals were tried as disinfect— 

ants. 

In recent years canneries and ssedsmen have been using high speed power 

machinery for extracting tomato seed from the ripe tomatoes. In general, the older 

and slower methced of placing tomatoes in vats to ferment until the seeds loosened 

from the pulp has been discarded. But Doctor Blood had a lot of tomatoes which 

he knew were infected with the canker disease. He wanted this infected seed for 

tests of disinfectants. He did not have a power extractor. So he went about it in 

the discarded way, by fermenting the fruit pulp. From his lot he planted untreated 

seed, and seed treated with various disinfectants, and to his suprise found that 

the untreated seed which came from severely infected fruit was practically free from 

the disease=-as good or better than disinfected seed from the same lot. He re- 

peated the experiment. Again the fermented seed from diseased fruit proved free 

from the disease. In other words, his tests proved that a return to the old—fash- 

ioned method of fermentation in saving tomato seed will control about 100 percent 

<= SS ee 

the disease can be practically entirely elininated! Before this discovery, many 

tomato growers had been wondering whether the disease did not snell ultimate ruin 

for most of them. 

Tomato And,speaking of tomatoes, a recent press release goes far to explain 

Juice. the necessity for continuing projects. The average person might feel that 

a scientific project should have a definite aim, and when that aim is 

accomplished the project should be dropped, definitely and finaily. This is not 

always practical for the reason that the average scientific project has many phases. 

One problem may be solved=--and new ones arise immediately. 

Ten years ago we introduced the Marglobe tomato, developed primarily to 

obtain a variety resistant to Fusarium wilt. It proved to be resistant to the wilt 

and to the serious Nail head rust, and further revealed itself as a highly superior 

variety not only for the southern winter tomato area for which it was planned,but 

for many other regions as well. It has been one of our best dividends payers, and 

appeared to represent a job finished——and unusually well done. Now comes the phenom— 

enal demard for tomato muice and we must go back over the work, testing and select- 

ing progenies from the crosses made years ago in an effort to secure sorts especially 

suited for juice production--and at the same time resistant to Fusarium wilt and 

Nailhead rust. 
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INFORMAL CIRCULARS 

We are making excellent use of the informal multigraphed or mimeographed 

circular, more than 25 being prepared (new and revisions) during the Fiscal Year. 

We now have them available on a wide range of subjects=-from Acid Citrus Fruits to 

Zinnias! 

Stem-end rot One of the most important of these circulars is that prepared 

ef Citrus Fruits. by J. R. Winston outlining a new procedure in the use of borax 

for the control of stem-end rot of citrus fruits in Florida. 

He has put on paper a description of a common sense way of using an antiseptic 

wash=—-the wonder being that it was not thooght of and used right from the start. 

However, a lot of important discoveries have sounded ridiculously simple when de- 

scribed. Mr. Winston also discussed this newer borax treatment in an article in 

the Deoartment's Yearbook for 1934, 

Freezing Until very recently it has not been possible for us to purchase 

Preservation. officially reprints of papers contributed by members of the staff 

to outside journals. The authors were called upon to supply the 

demand for copies from their personal supply of reprints. We are now permitted to 

purchase such reprints in limited quantities (not to exceed 200) through the Depart— 

ment's Office of Information, but we find that it is often better to have the paper 

reproduced in the form of a multigranhed or mimeographed circular-—- if it is not 

too !ong to be issued in this form. One of the paners recently handled in this 

manner is H. C. Diehl's "A Physiological View of Freezing Preservation," which 

originally appeared in Industrial Engineering Chemistry for June, 1932, and for 

which there has been a steady demand. ; 

Form Letters. Sometimes the multigraphed or mimeographed circular is really noth- 

ing but a form letter, made necessary by repeated inquiries on the 

same subject. Such form letters can give more detailed information than would be 

included in a dictated letter——and 500 cosies may be run off at about the cost of 

a Single dictated letter. 

Sometimes these circulars might impress the casual observer as being un— 

necessary or even undesirable, but the point is that any inquiry reaching the De- 

partment merits the best reply we can make. The only thing we have to bear in 

mind is to see that the work of answering inquiries is conducted in the most 

economical manner consistent with efficiency. 

Last 4Spril. J. H. Beattie prepared a circular on "Do the Phasesof the Moon 

Affect tlant Growth?" A visitor seeing a copy of the circular on my desk, showed 

considerable amusement at the Department's "wasting time on such things." But we 

receive numerous inquiries on this subject and with the circular at hand any of the 

clerks ca, handle them satisiactorily—-at a cost .f less than 1 cent. Even trif- 

ling inquiries from tax payers deserve that much consideration! 
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TEE RADIO 

It appears quite likely that when prehistoric peoples exchanged messages 

by means of their signal fires, a part of the "programs" related to the hardling of 

their farm and garden crops. Well, we are continuing such messages in the programs 

of the latest development in news transmission-—the radio. 

The radio has developed a phase which makes it very useful for distributing 

cur information. It has built up regular programs which are looked forward to by 

thousands and even millions. The National Farm and Home Hour has become a regular 

daily event in the lives of hundreds of thousands of people, and the potential 

audiences is perhaps fifty or sixfty million. Well, we are on this program. Our 

Garden Calendar " has been appearing on the Farm and Home Hour every Tuesday for 

6 years. We also take advantage of the opportunities offered by such radio pro- 

grams as the "Farm Flashes," "The Primer for Town Farmers," "Housekeeners's Chats," 

etc. 

About five years ago, at the request of garden clubs of the District of 

Columbia and nearby points in Virginia and Maryland, we started a weekly broadcast 

urder the title "Timely Garden Suggestions," conducted by W. R. Beattie. This broad— 

cast has met with an enthusiastic reception-—-as is indicated by the fact thatitis 

still going strong after five years. 

Because of the size and character of the radio audience, the programs are 

usually given in popular form,. but such popular treatment does not necessarily 

weaken or lower scientific standards. The popular form simply makes the material 

more easily understood by the general radio audience. Last June we had an excellent 

presentation of the strawberry breeding work, giver on the "Gardes Jalendar" pro- 

gram in the forn of a sketch entitled "The Strawberry Festival." It met with a splen— 

did reception and undoubtedly did much to imoress the listeners with the accomplish= 

ments of the Division. 

Dr. Victor R. Boswell's splendid presentation of our work for the vegetable 

growers and handlers of the country, given before commercial vegetable growers 

at Amherst, Mass., some nonths ago, during the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment 

Station and Agricultural College Farm and Home Week, went out over the radio to 

thousands who need just such an outline of the aims and purposes of the Division's 

activities. After all, that is vitally essential for practically all criticism is 

based on lack of knowledge. Give a person a clear idea of what we have done, are 

doing and plan to do, and we have a friend and supporter. 
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ECONOMICAL DISTRIBUTION 

Some years ago the Scientific Monthly paid the Department the compliment 

OMIStakinewithatait wenhects the distribution jot its sproduct (information) more 

efficiently than industry effects the distribution of its products, and by strictly 

modern means. And we do this inexpensively. A former Secretary of Agriculture 

once wrote in regard to our publications; 

"Most newspapers accept the burden of answering questions from readers. 

Some newspavers subscribe for a syndicated service that agrees to answer the ques— 

tions that come in from the readers. Replies to readers cost money, but newspapers 

accept it as a part of their job. How much more is it the job of a public agency 

like the Department of Agriculture, supported by public funds and employing spec— 

ialists who are recognized as authorities in thie fields. 

"Our knowledge——no matter how developed-——is public property. Every citizen 

has the privilege of writing to the department for information. Our specialists 

are investigating under specific appropriations provided for study of specific 

problems. The information is on tap for anyone who wants it, whether it is new 

or old. If the 6,000,000 separate forms do not turn to us or to the cooperating 

State institutions for information in usable form, where are they to get it? If 

they can't turn to us, why have a Department of Agriculture? 

"In the early days of the department it soon became evident that specialists 

were spending time and effort in replies to oft-repeated questions which could be 

answered better, more comprehensively, and much more economically with printed 

pamphlets. Today the interest of the public is the principal determinant in se- 

lecting subjects for new popular bulletins. While a bulletin costs about 1-1/4 cents, 

a letter costs anywhere from 25 cents to a dollar. If a farmer writes to us and 

asks for information on onion culture and we reply, ‘We're sorry, but we can't tell 

you anything about onions because many people feel it wouldn't be a prover function 

of government,' the cost of that short letter would be several times the cost of a 

bulletin that gives adequate information on growing onions." 

It is a fact that we can distribute the average multigraphed or mimeographed 

circular, Farmers' Bulletin or Department Circular, for less than the cost of the 

stamp with which the inquirer mails his request for information. The NEWS LETTER 

itself is a good example of the economical distribution of information. MThroug 

it our entire personnel is informed the first and fifteenth of each month concerning 

those matters affecting their official work--and the cost is $2.75 for 300 copies, 

including envelopes and mailing to more than 100 field employees. In other words, 

we get to all our employees the information, say, concerning a change in reporting 

cn advances of funds for travel, at about what it would cost the average section 

leader to notify his own staff. And each NEWS LETTER carries some 12 additional 

pages of information. 
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED OR APPROVED FOR PUBLICATION (IN PRESS) FOR THE FISCAL 

YEAR, JULY 1, 1953 to JUNE 30, 1934. 

Gallavel Lda S. 

1934 Hydrion Concentration changes in relation to growth and ripening of fruits, 

U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. 403, 54 pp. illus. 

Darrow, Geo. M., and Waldo, Geo. F. 

1934 Response of varieties and species of strawberries to length or daily 

light period, U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. 453. 

Culpepper, C. W., Moon, H. H. Composition of the developing asparagus shoot in 

1934 relation to its use as a food product and as material for canning. 

Ezell, B. D. and Diehl, H. C. Relation of maturity and handling of Bartlett pears 

1934 in the Pacific Northwest to quality of the canned product. U. S. Dept. 

Agr. Tech. Bul. 450. 

Mallison, E. D. and Powell, C. L. Transnortation of the Bartlet pear from the 

1934 Pacific Northwest. 

U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. 434. 

Rese, D. H. and Lutz, J. M. Bruising and freezing of apples in storage and 

1934 transit: US. Dept. Agr. Bul. ‘S70: 

Stuart, W. and Milstead, E. H. Shortening the rest period of the potato. JU. S. 

1934 Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. 415. 

Woed, M. N. Pollination and blooming habits of the Persian walnut in Calif. 

1934 U.S. Dept. Agr’ “Tech. Bul: S872 

Wright, R. C., Peacock, W. M. and Whiteman, T. M. 

1934 Effect on subsequent yields of sorting cut seed potatoes at different 

temperatures and humidities. 

U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. 394. 

Wright, R. C., and Peacock, W. M. Influence of storage temperatures on the rest 

1934 period and dormancy of potatoes. 

U. S. Dent. Agr. Tech. Bul. 424 
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Journal of Agricultural Research Contributions 

Anderson, M. E. 

1933 Fusarium resistance in Wisconsin Hollander cabbage. Jour. Agr. Research 

Vimeo NOV a el oo 

Banfield, W. N. 

1934 Life history of the crown-gall organism in relation to its pathogenesis 

on the red raspberry. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 48, n. 9 May 1, 1934. 

Colles) Ji Ri 

1933 Liver-spot disease of pecan foliage caused by Gnomonia caryae pecanae. 

Jour. Agr. Research, v. 47, no 1l, Dec. 1, 1933. 

Culpepper, C. W. and Moon, H. H. 

1933 Composition of eggplant fruit at different stages of maturity in relation to 

its preparation and use as food. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 87, n. 9, Nov. 

ths DEES. 

Darrow, G. M. and Longley, A. E. 

1933 Cytology and breeding of Rubus macropetalus, the Logan and related black— 

berries. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 47, n. 5, Sept. 1, 1933 

Dykstra, T. P. Weeds as possible carriers of leaf roll and rugose mosaic of 

19335 POtavoy IOUT AST ReESOAnCH Vin U4, Ni Le Uli Ty LOSS): 

Hildebrand, E. M. Life history of the hairy root organism in relation to its 

1933 pathogenesis on nursery apple trees. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 488 n.10, 

May 15, 1934. 

Jodidi, S. L., and Boswell, V. R. 

1934 Chemical composition and yield of the Alaska pea as influenced by certain 

fertilizers and by one stage of development. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 

48, n.8, April 15, 1934. 

Larson, R. H. and Walker, J. C. 

1934 Soil treatment in relation to clubroot of cabbage. Jour. Agr. Research, 

v. 48, n. 8, April 15, 19354. 

Baunitzen, J. I. and Wright, R. C- 

Factors affecting gladiolus in storage. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 48, n. 

3, Feporuary 1, 1934. 
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Journal of Agricultural Research (continued) 

Riker, A. J., and Hildebrand, E. M. 

134 Seasonal development of hairy root, crcewn gall, and wound over-growths 

on apple trees in the nursery. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 48, n. 10, May 

15, 1934. 

Bose. D> Hi, .ard Lutz i: M- 

$33 Injury to pears caused by paper liners impregnated with sodium silicate. 

Jour. Agr. Research, v. 47, no. 3. Aug. 1, 1933. 

Thompson, Ross C. 

1634 Size, shape and orientation of plots and number of replications required 

in sweetpotato field-plot experiments. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 48, n. 5, 

March 1, 1934. 

Traub, H. P.,.ard Romberg, L.. D: 

1633 Metheds of controlling pollination in the pecan. Jour. Agr. Research, 

Vic 4%, De De SEDL. 42, 1955. 

White, R. P., and McCulloch, Lucia 

1924 A bacterial disease of Hedera Helix. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 48, n. Q, 

May 1, 1934. 

Wilcox, R. B. and Beckwith, C. s. 

1933 A factor in the varietal resistance of cranberries to the false—blossom 

disease. Jour. Agr. Research, v. 47, no. 8, Oct. 15, 1933. 

Yearbock papers 

Boswell, V. R. 

1934 Vegetable-description work progresses: First reports now available. U. S. 

Dept. Agr. Yearbook, 1934, pp. 366. 

Waite, M. B. 

19274 Zinc proves useful in the control of some plaat diseases. U. S. Lent. 

Agr. Yearbook, 1934, pp. 380-381. 

Winston, J. R. 

1934 Citrus fruit resists stem—end rot better by newer borax treatment. U. S. 

Dept. Agr. Yearbook, 1934, pp. 161-162. 

Miscellaneous Publication Series 

Rose, D. H., Fisher, D. F., Brooks, Charles and Bratley, C. 0. 

1924 Market diseases of fruits and vegetables: Apples, pears and quinces. 

U. S. Dept. Agr. Misc. Pub. 168 
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Boswell, V. R. et¢al 

1933 Descriptions of types of principal American varieties of tomatoes. U. S. 

Dept. Agr. Misc. Pub. No. 160. 

Boswell, V. R. et al 

1934 Descriptions of types of principal American varieties of cabbage. U. S. 

Dept. Agr. Misc. Pub. No. 169 

Shoemaker, D. N., and Delwiche, E. J. 

1934 Descriptions of types of principal American varieties of garden peas. 

U. S. Dept. Agr. Misc. Pub. No. 170 

Circulars 

Beattie, J. H., and Batten, E. T. 

1933 Tests of varieties and strains of large-seeded Virginia-type peanuts. 

Ciren tele nia si eDepta ALT, 

Bryan, Mary K. 

1933 Three bacterial spots of tomato fruits. 

Circ. 2ce,) UU. o. Dept. Agr. 

Clark, C. F., Stuart, W., and Stevenson, F. J. 

1933 The Katahdin and Chippewa potatoes. 

Circ. 276, U.S. Dept. Agr. 

Edmundson, W. C. 

1934 Distance of planting Rural New Yorker No. 2 and Triumph potatoes as af= 

fecting yield, hollow heart, growth cracks, and second—growth tubers. 

Circ. 338 U. S. Dept. Agr. 

Griffiths, David 

1933 Some hybrid Martagon lilies. U. S. Dept. Agr. Cire. 299 

Griffiths, David 

1934 Daffodils. U. S. Dept. Agr. Circ. 122 (revised — supersedes U. S. Dept. 

Bul. 1270, The Production of Narcissus Bulbs). 

Griffiths, David 

1934 Bulbs from seed. U. S. Dept. Agr. Circ. $ll. 

Miller, Paul W. 

1934 Walnut blight and its control in the Pacific Northwest. U. S. Dept. Agr. 

Circ. 331 
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McKay, M. B. et al 

1933 Virus and viruslike diseases of the potato in the Northwest and their 

control. 

U.S: Dept. vAgra Camrchecia 

Nixon, R. W. 

1934 The Dairee date, a promising Mesopotamian variety for testing in the 

Southwest. 

US Ss. Dept. Agr. Circe ,o00r 

Porte, Wn. 

1934 The Pritchard tomato. 

ULusS. Dept. Agr.) Circ 243. 

Rose, D. Ha, Wright, Ro C.,, and Whiteman, 2-0. 

1933 The commercial storage of fruits, vegetables and florists' stocks. 

Uns Dept. Acrs Circimeler. 

Wright, R. C., and Whiteman, T. M. 

1833 Freezing of greenhouse—grown tomatoes in transit. 

Unis Dept AG Iya CairCuecoes 

Farmers! Bulletins 

Beattie, J. H. 

1934 Greenhouse construction and heating. 

Farmers' Bulletin No. 1318, U. S. Dept. Agr. (Rev. ) 

Boswell, V. R. and Beattie, J. H. 

1934 Storage of sweetpotatoes. 

Farmers' Bulletin No. 1442, U. S. Dept. Agr. (Rev. ) 

Caldwell, J. S. 

1933 Farm and home drying of fruits and vegetables. 

Farmers' Bulletin No. 984, U. S. Dept. Agr. (Rev.) 

Gilbert, W. W., and Popenoe, C. H. 

1934 Diseases and insects of garden vegetables. 

Farmers' Bulletin 1371, U. S. Dept. Agr. (Rev.) 

Kinman, C. F., and Magness, J. R. 

1934 Pear growing in the Pacific Coast states. 

Farmers' Bulletin No, 1739, U. S. Dept. Agr. 

Walker, J. C. 

1934 Diseases of cabbage and related plants. 

Farmers' Bulletin 1439, U. S. Dept. Agr. (Rev..) 
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Informal Multigraphed or Mimeographed Circulars. 

Beattie, J. H. Cauliflower and Heading Broccoli Products. 

Do the phases of the moon affect plant growth? 

Peppers. (Revised) 

Beattie, W. R. Hotbeds and Coldframes. 

At Savory or aromatic herbs in the kitchen garden. 

Brierley, P. Rose canker diseases. 

Sweet pea diseases. 

Clark; (CE: The Golden potato: A new variety. 

Dana, B. F. Curly-top disease of vegetables in the Pacific Northwest. 

Demaree, J. B, Report on pecan rosette control. 

Could, Ho<P- Dwarf fruits. 

Cirieiaths Dr The Persian Cyclamen 

Lumsden, D. V. The poinsettia. 

Mallison, E. D., Gorman, E. A., Smith, Edwin, and Hukill, W. V. 

Revort on investigations of the transportation of fruit by rail 

from the Pacific Northwest. 

Mulford, F. L. Greenhouse culture of orchids. (Rev.) 

Lily pools, (Rev.) 

Hyacinths. (Rev.) 
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Robinson, T.R. Acid citrus fruits in the Gulf Coast. (Rev.) 

Banana growing in Florida. (Rev.) 

Papaya culture. (Rev. ) 

Avocado in Florida (Rev.) 

— 
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Weiss, Freeman Diseases of Rhododendrons in ornamental plantings. 

Winston, J. R. Reducing decay in Florida citrus fruits by the use of borax. 

cae Coloring borax-treated citrus fruits. 

Yerkes, Guy E. Propagation of evergreens. 

Rose propagation by cuttings. 

Rose propagation by means of seed. 

Rose propagation by budding. 

— 
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Plant Research "As in the past," says the Annual Report of the Chief 
and Agricultur— of the Bureau of Plant Industry, "the Bureau has cen— 

al Adjustment. tered its activities on scientific research in the be- 

lief that such procedure will lead to the greatest aid 

to social and economic progress, thus contributing definitely and spe- 

cifically to a sound program of agricultural adjustment. The researches 

of the Bureau aim at bringing about greater efficiency in crop’ produc-— 

tion, transportation, and storage, together with the. most advantageous 

methods of utilization. Thus the Bureau's fundamental work'‘affects dir- 

ectly the producer, also those who legitimately and necessarily act as 

intermediaries between producer and consumer, and the consumer proper. 

"The projects now mainly engaging the attention of the scientific 
staff extend over a wide and varied field. They involve three broad — 

groups: (1) genetics or plant breeding, whereby crops better adapted to 

climatic vicissitudes and the constant shifting and changes in economic 

requirements are brought into being; (2) research on phytopathologic or 

plant-—disease and plant—pest control; and (3) agrotechnic or improved 

cultural and handling methods whereby unit costs of proeue een are les- 

sened and unit prices received by the producer are increased.! 

The 1934 report discusses the work of the Bureau by Divisions, 

and the fruit and vegetable crops and diseases investigations are 

treated kindly, some six pages of the report being devoted to a discus-— 

sion of various phases of our activities during the year. 
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Producer They tell us that a world without flowers would be like a 
of Smiles face without smiles. So it is interesting to note that one 

of the Christmas presents offered readers of the December 
issue of the Florists! Review is tne first of a series of 16 articles by. 

Dr. David Griffiths, pointing out that tulip bulbs may be produced with 

PLROLLL in chis County. 

"This country is still occasionally informed that it cannot pro= 
duce certain bulb stocks," he says,"and the platitude has been so often 
repeated that many believe it.. This erroneous conception is responsible 

for much delay in the establishment of tulip culture,. This disqualifi- 

cation has applied especially to tulips, caffodils, hyacinths and crocus. 

A part of the pronouncement has been exploded. This country now pro— 

duces daffodils and irises in large volume, and in a quality equal to 

that of any imported bulbs." 

Doctor Griffiths is convinced that better tulip bulbs can be pro- 

duced in this country than those imported--and ‘that they can be produced 
with profit to the grower. Why and how this may be done he is explain-— 
ing in this series of articles in the Florists! Review. There is good 

evidence, he insists, to support the contention that tulips are more 

easily produced than either daffodils or bulbous irises. They are ad-— 

apted to a wide range of conditions in this country. 

We also can place them on the market earlier, producing stocks. 

within the limits of profitable tulip culture which will bloom two or 

three weeks ahead of imported bulbs. And since the annual demand for 

tulip bulbs in this country totals around 200,000,000 in normal years, - 
it is quite evident that the industry would be capable of maintaining 

a considerable farming population remuneratively. ‘While the crop is 

somewhat exacting in its requirements, it really is not difficult to 

handle as a whole, and is less beset with troublesome pests than most 

horticultural ventures. 

Being perfectly hardy, the tubip may.be grown successfully over 

an extensive territory in the United States—-the northwest, the central 

states, the Atlantic coastal plain, and the regions as far south as 

Tennessee and North:Carolina. Too, the crop is adapted to a wide range ~ 

of soil types. And Doctor Griffiths points out that methods have al-— 

ready been developed whereby: hand labor in the production of tulip bulbs 

may be eliminated to a large extent. The notion that tne crop is an ex- 

pensive one to produce is’ all wrong, he declares, insisting that it is 

no more expensive than onion set production, while the yield under in-- 

tensive and thorough cultivation is nothing less than phenomenal. 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

R. B. Wilcox, Pemberton, N. J. a oe pee tue: 

In a very interesting summary of disease conditions of blueber- 

¥ies and- cranberries for the past season in New Jersey, he writes: euiileys 

blueberry crop of New Jerséy was about 15 percent larger in 1934 than 

the previous year, and the price was a fraction of a cent higher, the 

average returns to growers being about 30 cents per quart. The crop 

dncrease was’ not quite as great as was expected from the. new fruiting 

acreage. The deficit was due largely to injury to the bushes, especial- 

ly of certain varieties, caused by low winter temperatures. 

"This injury snowed up in several ways and at various times. There 

was some complete killing of both tne'flower and leaf buds. Many en- 

‘tire canes were weakened so that they did not leaf out properly in the 

‘spring. ‘They made some growth, but some of them weakened and died under 

.the stress‘of producing a crop. Other: canes are still living but: have 

not made much new growth. In most of these weakened ‘canes there-is more 

or less discoloration of the pith.’ In a few fields the injured canes 
were removed in August and the remaining parts of the bushes seem to ve 

“in good’ condition and have madé satisfactory growth. The low tempera- 

tures of last winter will undoubtedly have some effect on the 1955 crop, 

~although a further incréase in the total-crop is to be expected. 

"Parasitic diseases were not serious on the blueberries in New 

Jersey during the past season. The losses from Sclerotinia were slight. 

There was, as usual, some mildew on the leaf late in the season, but ~ 

this has never been serious. Phomopsis was more prevalent than usual, 
but I lay this to the weakened condition of the bushes. 

"As to the cranberries, false blossom continues to spread through 
the State asa whole. Control measures are coming into much more general 
use, however, and many badly diseased bogs have been replanted, so that 

the situation is improved on numerous. properties. The trend is toward 

-pyrethrum dusting ratner than spray, although some dusting was rather 

ineffective last season. I believe that stronger dusts will be used in 

the future. As a result of our campaigm against the use of flood water 
in June for leaf—hopper control, I expect. this practice to be largely 

abandoned from now on. Due chiefly to the inroads of false blossom, the 

crop trend has been sharply downward for the’ last ten years and I suspect 

that it reached the bottom this season. Final crop figures are not yet 

-.available, but they will be between 50,000 and 60,000 barrels for the 

state. This is the smallest single crop. sincé 1902, and the long-time 
average has fallen to about that of 1905. This in itself is very serious, 

but it is not the whole story. 
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R. B. Wilcox (continued) 

"Due to several separate causes, cranberry fruit-rot has in- 
creased to the point where it took not far from 50 percent of the berries 

during the last season. A report was published in 1929 that bogs which 
had been sprayed heavily with bordeaux mixture were suffering from copper 

poisoning; this resulted in some spraying being stopped. Many growers 
were using their spraying equipment for leaf-hopper control during June 

so that important bordeaux sprays were omitted. The high bog tempera-— 
tures during last summer favored the development of early rots; but I be— 

lieve the greatest single factor in increasing rot was the very general | 

use of flood water in June for leaf-hopper control, beginning about 1929. . 

We pointed out the danger of this practice, but the method was so cheap 

and effective that our warnings-had little effect. The increase of rot 

has now become so unmistakable and serious that practically everyone is 

convinced that June re-flows must be abandoned. Thus, as regards rot, | 

also, the bogs have returned to the condition of 1905, when Dr. Shear 

made nis demonstration of rot control. 

"Bordeaux spraying will be practiced much more generally and con- 
sistently next season than for. several years past, and I look for an 

immediate drop in rote The infection has become so heavy on many bogs, 

however, that it will take 2 or 4 years to control it-satisfactorily.j ‘The 

usual spray programs have not always given good control and I believe our 

new recommendation to continue spraying through the blooming season will 

five a decided improvement. 

"As you know, this recommendation is based both on our knowledge 
that the blooming period is a critical time for fungus infection and on 

our experiments of last summer, which showed that open flowers could be 

sprayed safely with bordeaux mixture and rosin-fish-oil soap. These ex-— 
periments also indicated the unexpected importance of particular spreaders 
in addition to their role-of increasing the ae of the fungi- 
Cide. We shall try to learn more about the effects of different spreaders 
next season,!! 

Eisive Bergman, Amherst, Mass. . 

"The winter flood has been put on some bogs but about half of 
them are still out of water," he writes.in the report of the Cranberry 
Disease Field Laboratory for the week ending December 22. "Some bogs are 
still short of flooding water, but rains late this fall have added to the 
supply in the reservoirs." : 

a 
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POTATO ITE STIGATIONS 

W. C. Edmundson, Greeley, Colo. 

"We are having some cold weather but no snow," he writes Decem- 
ber 2/th. "This winter, to date, has been very much like last winter. 

he men who are working on relief at the Station have lost no time 

because of.cold or stormy weather. 

"Weld County will hold. its annual Seed Show ana Farmers! Insti- 
tue next week. I have been asked to discuss the work of the Station at 

the Institute. I expect to exhibit a number of our most promising seed- 

lings at the Seed Show. Some young seedling plants and first year seed- 

lings will-also be shown. From all indications, good seed potatoes for 

Rania ss Dhew hos > crope willbe scarce in this) section... ‘There will be 

an increased demand for-Triumph seed. Trivymphs have been selling for 

a cents to $1.00, whereas Rurals have been bring but 60 cents per cwt. 

"Tt is about 12 years since we introduced the Triumph in this 
section for the late crop, and its popularity has been growing ever 

‘Since. The increased price received for this variety has meant much 

‘to. growers." 

COVERING TOO MUCH TERRITORY! 

Among the more popular of our bulletins are the Miscellaneous 
Publications on market diseases of fruits and vegetables. Because of 

the colored plates in these bulletins and the resulting expense for 

printing them, the Department was able to secure only a small edition 

for free distribution and these have beén sent to officials in State 
and Federal institutions who are in charge of lines of work directly 
related to the subjects covered -— 

Miscellaneous Publication 98, "Market Diseases of Fruits and 
Vegetables - Potatoes,"! ie pe 

Miscellaneous. Publication lel, "Market Diseases of Fruits and 
Vegetables - Tomatoes, Peppers, Eggplants," 

Miscellaneous Publication 168 (in press) "Market Diseases of 
Fruits and Vegetables —- Apples, Pears, Quinces". 

So we have to refer inquirers to the Superintendent of Documents, Gov- 
/ ernment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., who has a supply for sale-- 

ae cents for 28 ; 20 cents for 121; and 40 cents for 168. (not out yet). 

‘It appears, however, that some folks are a little too hopeful 
regarding the scope of the publications. One man wrote the other day, 
for example, asking for a copy of MP 121, "Market Diseases of Fruits 
and Vegetables -~ Tomatoes, Petters, Eggplants." The underscoring is ours! 
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FRUIT AND NUP PRODUCTION 

Atherton C. Gossard, Spring Hill, Ala. 

In a report which reached us a little too late to be included in 

the December 15 NEWS LETTHR, he'makes some comments on the weather that 

are still decidedly interesting. 

"Within the past week we have had our first really winter weather," 
he writes, speaking of the two-week period ending December 15. "So wintry, 

in fact, that if I recall the newspaper write-up for December le correctly, 

the temperature was lowest for that date in the history of the Mobile 

Weather Bureaue Certainly it was unseasonable pre—-holiday weather. 

"The temperatures for the mornings of December 8, 11 and le, re- 
spectively, were 27-1/2, 22 and 18 at the State Satsuma Experiment Station 
at Spring Hill. They were 4 to 6 degrees higher at the Mobile Weather Bu- 
reau which is in town, in a valley, and quite near the-vay. All flowers 

in bloom, many succulent plants, and unpicked Satsuma oranges were frozen. 

The poinsettias, unfortunately, were ruined just before Christmas, 

"The Satsuma growers suffered. Quite a bit of fruit: was unpicked. 
The market had been poor and a number of growers were holding their fruit 

on the trees, hoping for a rise in the market. This unpicked fruit was 

lost. Very little heating of the orchards was done. It is quéstionable if 

the fruit could have been saved by heating, unless many more heaters were 

used than most growers have. How much injury was done to the trees is not 
yet known. -It may be some time before all the effects of the freeze show 

upe. Some little defoliation beginning to show but, just now, it does not 
look particularly serious. Two years ago, a 14-degree morning caused com- 
plete defoliation of the Satsuma trees, and considerable injury to the 
wood. It is to be hoped that the 4 degrees difference was enough to pro- 
tect the trees from such serious injury this year." 

Geo. Pe. Hoffmann, Meridian, Miss. 

The sweetpotato storage house at the U. S. Horticultural Field 
Station appears to be working most satisfactorily, he reports, and a very 
small quantity of coal is being consumed, "It is interesting to observe 
the response to heat by the 9 varieties and selections," he comments. 
"The fact that some of the selections cure so much more rapidly than 
others suggests that our commonly accepted curing temperature of 85-90 
degrees F. might result in under- and over-curing where several varieties 
are stored and cured in the same house, Apparently, roots of the white 
and red skin varieties and selections, especially the latter, are a bit 
sensitive to a temperature so high as 65-90 degrees F. immediately after 

. having been placed in the curing house, 
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FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

Milo N. Wood, Sacramento, Calif. 

Toucaing upon the chestnut investigations, he writes: "It: has 

been necessary from time to time to give prospective growers the 

best information available upon the chestnute During November there 
were a smaller number of requests for such information than during 

any previous month for a considerable time. This is probably due to 

the fact that the enthusiasm of the growers for planting chestnuts 

has been somewhat subdued by the discovery of chestnut blight in 

California. 

"Although chestnut blight was discovered in very limited areas, 
it appears that the blight thrives very well in the valleys of Calianov= 

nia, contrary to some of the opinions previously held by nurserymen 
and others. As the chestnut trees having the blight have been destroy- 

ed, it is hoped that the trouble will end there. However, the State 

Department of Agriculture and others are watching every chestnut 

planting quite closely. 

In reference to the walnut pollination work, he wrote late in 
November that in all of the experiments examined a great increase in 
yield had been found, regardless of the fact that in some orchards 

from 30 to oO percent of the walnuts were lost because of sunburn. 

"Sunburn varied widely ih the different districts," he com 
ments, "but was quite general over most of California, and was espe 

cially bad in the valleys. 

"Maps were completed of the various experimental plots with - 

the exception of one or two. Records in the Escalon district: have 

been completed. Yields in the pollinated plots in the so-called 
"non—bearing' orchards ran about a ton to the acre in the district, 

alien, tae older orchands) as high as 1-1/2 tons per acre. This is an 
increase of several times the crop previously obtained during the 

best years.!! 

PAGING TARZAN! 

It is beginning to look as though the folks down at the Ue S. 

Pecan Field Station, Shreveport, Lae, are developing a field of ac- 

tivity for the numerous "Tarzans" who fail to land jobs in the movies. 
B. G. Sitton reports that trees in the orchard of Mr. Henry Marston, 

Cushatta, which were rosetted, have been treated--most of them with the 

zinc glazing points suggested by Doctor Chandler, Trees about 30 feet 

high took an hour or so to treat, he explains, and the larger ones will 

consume so much time that only a few can be handled. It can be im- 

agined that it is no easy job to climb around in those big pecan trees, 

50 to 60 feet high--hence the possible demand for Tarzans! 
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FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

C. KH. Schuster, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"In the last two weeks," he writes on December 15, "we have cov— 
ered considerable territory investigating a condition in the filberts. 

We first found the pollenizers in the Barcelona’ groves shedding their 

catkins two months ago.e AS time went on it became evident tnat in some 

groves this would be quite serious, as the amount of pollination mater- 

ial would be very limited. It seemed .to us that it might be associated 

with the unusually dry season that we had this past year. 

"After visiting a large number of orchards in Oregon and Washing-— 

ton, there seemed to be three factors bringing this about: (1) vigor of 

the trees; (2) the crop borne in 1934; and (4) the moisture supply avail- 
able, which is mainly determined by the types of soil. Where all three 

factors were adverse, we found the trees practically bare of catkins. .In 

Washington we found DuChilly orchards not only bare of catkins but also 

with a great amount of dead wood in them. One 9-year-old orchard that 

bore 1,000 pounds per acre in 1934 was extreme in this condition. We 

Visited some 10—- and 12-year-old plantings that were planted at a dis- 
tance of 1O feet apart. In such orchards almost mo catkins wene presems 
On any type of tree or variety. : 

"Those varieties that are commonly known as light producers are 
almost always vigorous trees and in many cases are also the trees that 

sned pollen late as a rule. Such trees seem to have been affected very 

ag wher 

"Tn the Barcelona, which began shedding pollen some weeks ago, 

the later development of the catkins indicates low vitality. Instead of 

developing to the normal size and length, most of the catkins are shed 

when about one-half developed. An observation of these catkins shows 

that as they begin elongating the central axis is generally discolored. 

Often no pollen at all is shed from these catkins as the pollen remains 

in the dead anthers in a waxy condition. 

"We were able to get records on over 30 varieties and on loca-— 

tions from irrigated to shallow, dry, soil." 

He had written earlier that in the college orchard a group of 
better than 20 Red Aveline filbert trees had barely a handful of catkins 

and those remaining were being shed rapidly. The Red Aveline seemed to 

be affected worse than any other variety noted, though the DuChilly in 

some places was very nearly clean of catkins. The Daviana was not quite 

so badly affected. 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Edwin Smith, Wenatcnee, Wash. 

"At the present season very heavy inroads of blue mold decay are 
being found by growers and shippers in Winesap apples as well as in 

Delicious," he writes in his report for tne December 3-18 period. Vhen 
this decay. is found starting at the calyx end the owner associates the 

loss witn wasning. In general, poor keeping quality this season is 

being attributed by growers and shippers to extreme washing requirements, 

even though the fundamental causes may lie elsewhere. 

"Tae Western Cooperative Oil Spray Project decided tnat steps 
would be taken to delete tne word ‘oil! from the name of the cooperative 

project. Witn exception of nicotine, members had found no organic com- 

pound satisfactory for codling moth control and this alone generally 

Was inferior to arsenate of lead. Calcium arsenate, when applied in 

Sufficient load was giving promise. In semi-arid districts a safener 
such as zine sulpnate and line was necessary and to secure an adequate 

load summer mineral oil was needed. Nicotine sulphate and fish oil as 

a spray for codling moth was proven ineffective. Nicotinum has given 

promise. An organic soap such as triethanolamine oleate with mineral 
or kerosene was found to build up remarkable deposits of arsenate of 
lead. Tnis deposit is film-like and, unlike other spreaders or stickers, 

tends not to wash wnile spraying. Providing it can be used with safety 

from burning and can be cleaned satisfactorily, tne hope is expressed 
that sufficient loads may be applied positively to stop the codling moth 
in the first brood. Owing to difficulties in removal found in our work, 
recommendations for cryolite are limited to two cover sprays. 

"At the meeting of the Washington State Horticultural Association 
at Pullman, Mr. Ryall was a member of the committee to outline the 1935 
program of cooperative work. : 

"During the week of December 10th we made the first examination 
of Delicious; Starking, Richared and Golden Delicious. The fruit is 
keeping in good condition, contrary to the general experience of the in- 
dustry. This season promises to give some outstanding records on the 
behavior of Delicious wnen harvested at an advanced IMALO MICA Ny Vie | 

FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

Hilmer Snyder, Fresno, Calif. 

"The first grape seeds which were planted in the greenhouse 
Showed germination in 12 days, which is somewhat quicker than in pre- 
vious seasons. There is a wide variation, however, in the length of 
time which it takes seed of the same variety to germinate under the 
Same conditions. [In previous seasons there has been as much as 80 days 
difference in the time of germination between seeds of the same variety 
under the same planting conditions." 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Corrections There seems to be a little misunderstanding in some quar- 

on Voucners. ters in regard to the legal method of initialling correc-— 

tions on vouchers--especially corrected totals. Our work- 

ers are not authorized to initial corrections except on reimbursement 

vouchers (Form 1012) and payroll vouchers (Form 1013). In the case of 
vouchers covering the purchase of supplies, etc. (Form 1034) corrections 

must be initialled by the person (payee) who, signed the voucher. If a 
bookkeeper, secretary or some other official signed the voucher for the 

company, he mist initial tne corrected totel or any other cnange. And, 

of course, wnere an employee signs for tne company, it is necessary that 

he indicate his title or authority for-signing. 

a 

Photograpns: "With further reference to requests to furnish photographs 

Outside Use. for reproduction," says B. P. I. Memo, 809, issued by Mr. 

Rachey on December 19, 1934, "8, PP. 1. Memos. 599, S17 and 

~22 are cancelled. It seems desirable that in the future only such pho- 
tograpns be furnished to agencies outside the Department for publication 

aS already have been publisned in eitner departmental or outside publica- 
tions. When photograpns of this nature are furnished for outside publi- 

cation, those publishing them should be requested to note tnat the illus- 

tration is reproduced from the bulletin, circular or journal where it 

appeared, without further credit to tne Bureau of Plant Industry or the 

Department of Agriculture than as it may inhere in the correct citation, 

thus: 'Tnis photograph is furnished with the understanding that if used 

eit Deenoued. "Reproduced from......... ood 

"It would appear proper to furnisn previously unpublished photo- 
gérapnas for use in special articles primsrily presenting the results of 

some pnase of our work. Care should be taken not to furnish unpublisned 

photograpns which we might wish to use later-in an official publication. 

All previously unpublished pnotographs contemplated to be used in this 
way Should be submitted to the Office of the Chief of Bureau for approval. 

"Official press releases from the Press Service of the Office of 
Information are official pnublications and we should cooperate with tinat 
service in so far as possible should they need illustrations. Here, too, 
however, we should safeguard photographs we may wish to use in connection 
with our strictly research, technical or extension publications. 

"Aithougn tne drain on any one division is minor, the aggregate 

number of photographs being furnished constitutes a considerable item, 

and it is suggested that whenever more tnan two pnotographs are requested 

they should be handled through the Office of Information and a charge 
made ,"! 
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE 

ion workers. were well represented on the programs of tne va=- 

at the Pittsburgh, Pa. meeting, December 27. We are listing 
apers approved for presentation. Some titles were changed 

slightly for the printed. program 

Aldricn, VW. W. ‘Some factors affecting fruit set in pears. 

‘ands Worle: Gate “At ” BFE t+ of leaf-fruit retio and available 
soil moisture in heavy clay soil upon amount of bloom of pear trees. 

Hvaporating power of the air and top-root ratio in 
relation to rate of pear fruit enlargement. 

Auchter, E. ©., and Roberts, J. W. Spraying apples for the prevention of 

fruit set. 

Ballard, W. 5., and hindner, R. C. Studies on the littie—leat 1) Goibene 

Beattie, J. H. Some promising sweetpotato seedlings and introductions. 

Beaumont, J. H., and sama M. H. Relative value of GLUE TES: wetting 

agents in removing ad residues. 

la ears ia Diehl, H. “ds Freezing storage in relation to microbial 

t ion and ee hSLELo of quality in sweet cider. 
mosaic on cabbage in Wisconsin. 

R. A study of tne temperature, day length and development 

tos oSyei@sieie, G) alice. Chlsyocisye) (ene) seoysio's) - 

Symptoms of rose mosaic. 
Clark, C. F., and Stevenson, F. J. Breeding behavior of Katahdin potato. 

Cooley, J. S. Infectability with root rot as index of seasonal apple root 

activity. 

Relation of host vigor to infection with root rot of apple. 
Crane, H. Le, Hardy, Max B.; Loomis, N. H. and Dodge, F.-N. WHitectvonmean 

thinning on size, degree of rilling and annual yields of pecans. 

Crane, Hs Le, Hardy, Max 8.,- Dodge, PF. N. and Loomis, N. oH. -titect wars 

bagging on the drop of pecan clusters. 

Crane, H. L., Hardy, Max B., Loomis, S. H., and Dodge, FP. N. Growik san 

yield of pecan trees as affected by thinning the stand of trees, 

and other orchard practices. 
Cullinan, F. P., and Weinberger, J. H. Studies on the resistance of peach 

ouds to injury at low seuiers PRES 4. 

Darling, H. M., Leach, J. G, and Krantz, F. A. Scab resiStance in 

potato seedlings. 

Darrow, Geo. M., and Dewey, Geo. We Studies on the stomata of straw-— 

berry varieties and species. 

Degman, =. S., and Auchter, E. C. Metaxenia studies with apples. 
Diehl, H. C., and Berry, J. A. Suitability for freezing preservation of dif= 

sage varieties of fruits and vegetables grown in the Pacific NW. 

Drecnsle Cnarles. A Phythium species of megalacanthum type in cineraria 

ee 

Occurrence of a species of Apnancymeces on spinach roots and 
flax roots. 

A new major group of Zygomycetes parasitic and predacious 

on invertebrates. (Mycological Society) 
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Gardner, F. E., and Yerkes, G EH. The performance of fruit tree seedlings 

when dug at different stages of maturity. 

Gerhardt, #isk, and Ezel, Boyce D. Sugar and acidity changes in pears 

as influenced by variety and maturity. 

Goldsworthy, M. C., and Green, E. L. The availability of the copper of 

bordeaux mixture residues and its absorption by the conidia of 

Sclerotinia fructicola (Wint.) Renn. 
Griffitns, David. Acceleration of flowering of daffodils and iris. 

Moaekcrv Ma Bs, Sesumont, J. He, Murcay, CC. W., and. Cassil, C. G, 

Lead residues and their removal as influenced by spray. 

Harding, Paul L. Pecan storage with special reference to breakdown. 
Harley, C. P., Masure, M. P., and Magness, J. R. Fruit thinning and bien- 

Nial bearing on individual main leaders of Yellow Newton apples. 

Harmon, *. N., and Snyder, Elmer. Grane root distribution studies. 
Haut, I. C., and Gardner, F. E. The influence of pulp disintegration 

upon the viability of peach seeds. 
Magness, J. R., Status or orchard soil moisture research. 
Miller, Hrston V., and Brooks, Charles. Relation of storage temperature 

to reductase activity in lemons. 

Nixon, Hoy W. Metaxenia in dates. 
POneia SOW Perce, lie, Sm bh, M.-A.,.Dunezan, J. C., Green, EB. I. 

and Goldsworthy, M. C. Copper phosphate mixture: A promising 
tungicide. 

Rose, ). H., Haller, M. H., and Harding, P. L. Relation of temperature 

or fruit to firmness in strawberries. 

Ryall, A. L. Certain physiological effects of carbon dioxide treatments 

on Italian prunes. 
Schuster, C. E. The relation of leaf area and shoot length to nut produc- 

tion of walnuts. 

Shapovalov, Michael. Chemical splitting of the tomato "combination streak"! 

virus complex. 

Snyder, Elmer. Breeding for seedless vinifera grapes. 

and Harmon, F. N. Vinifera grape cion influence on Dog Ridge stock. 
BucerC sl. -A.,- Waldo, G. F., and Brown, W. S. Conditions affecting cold 

ance in strawberries. 
Stevenson, F. J., and Whiteman, Elizabeth Fuller. Cooking quality of cer- 

tain potato varieties as influenced by invironment. 

swingle, C. F. Hormones in relation to healing of wounds. 
Thompson, Ross C. Some soil conditions affecting lettuce seed germination. 
iGauve Heo) .> and Robinson, 1. R. Maturity and quality of acid citrus fruits, 

Weinberger, J. H., and Cullinan, F. P. Witrogen intake and growth response 

in peach trees following fall and spring fertilizer applications. 

Weiss, Freeman. <A fungus spot of azalea flowers. 
and Thelma Post. Bottom rot of calla rhizomes. 

Wetsemane!. Mo, Wrieht, R. C. and Griffiths, David. The foreinge of Paper 

Waite narcissus bulbs after storage at various temperatures. 
Yerkes, G. E., and Gardner, F. E. Dormant rose plants as affected by 

temperature and humidity while in storage. 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

SO Non Hh nie No wos bn TE RS. 

The Offictat Organ of the Division of Frvit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 

Gases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

John A. Ferrall, Editor 

This W27S LETTER is for distribution to emplovees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 

ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 

field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 

Woes EDS Jashine ton.) Oe G.. mepruary le Oss INO 

Grapes "A recent inventory made at the end of the past year," writes 
Kilmer Snyder from the U. S. Experiment Vineyard at Fresno, Calif., 

Nindicates tnat we have 1133 grape varieties under test in our experimen- 

tive neyares. (| Mais total includes S56-American Native varieties, 95 

Franco-American Direct Producers, 1386 P:ylloxera-Resistant rootstocks 

and 564 varieties of Vitis Vinifera. In addition, the grape peeeckines 

records include between 400 to 500 individual fruiting vines. 

"The year 1935 marks the completion of 42 years of data with many 

of these grape varieties," he continues. "The tests conducted with Am- 

Gricam Wabive varieties indicate that there are some of these which are 

of value under California conditions, especially when grafted on Phyllox- 

era-resistant rootstocks. 

"The low quality and poor resistance of the Franco-American Direct 
Producers have proved this group worthless under present conditions in the 

grape industry...As a result of our continued tests, the Phylloxera-resi 

ant rootstocks adapted to California grape sections have been confined t 

a Jimited nuniber. The question of resistance to nematode’ injury confin 

L 
Site 

Ss 

tae rootstocls to a still smaller number. Among the vinifera varieties, 

many have been tried in order to find a few which have a commercial value. 

There is a tendency towards diversification in table grape production. 

"Practically all of the newer varieties now grown commercially 

resulted from our own introductions or from preliminary tests in the 

Department's experiment vineyards.!! 

“ 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TEANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Raising “-A- little more than a year ago, December 15, 1933, to be exact, 

The Wind! the MEWS LETTER announced the granting of Public Service Pa- 

ae tent No. 1935590 to Hdward A. Gorman, Jr. of our Stati. Unes 

patent made evailable for public use 4 wind operated rotor which can be 

mounted on the top of a refrigerator car--or storage. house--to provide 

a medns for circulating air in enclosed spaces. The improvement has met 

with so much favor that the Press Service is giving it » little wider 

publicity.. 

"A simple, inexpensive, wind-driven fan to circulate air within 

railvay refrigerator cars promises to cut losses of fresh fruit and 

vegetables by maintaining more uniform temperatures in the cars both in 

summer and winter," says a statement cent out to papers the middle of 

January. "The device, developed by the United States Department of Agriculture 

has been ¢ranted a public service patent. Department officials believe it 

will be of value to producers, shippers, railroads and consurners.e 

ne fans, two to a car, are driven by small 'windmills' on the 

roof and will operate in a wind with velocity of as 1ittle as 4 or 8 

miles an hour.e There is no reason why the fans cannot be used on 

storage houses, says H. New Cosmean. cre) On ule Division of “ruit and Vege- 

table Crops and Diseases, Buréau of Plant Industry, “ho invented the 

devicee 

"then the heating or cooling of refrigerator cars to the proper 

temperature depends upon the natural.circulation of air alone, the var—- 

{ation in temperatures is too great. ‘hen temperatures at the top of the 

ear are at the right level, they are too low at the bottom of the car. 

The Department's air circulating device forces air at the top of the car 

throven an air duct to each end of the car where it passes over ice in 

the warm months and over heaters in the winter. 

"Te fans were developed originaliy to provide more even tempera- 

tures in cars carrying fruit from the vest coast to the east during the 

winter, Yhen cars mist be heated. 

"'Waintaining fruit and vegetanoles at the right temperatures during 

shipment in the winter months has become as great a problem as during 

the summer, according to Durward F. Fisher, wo is in charge of the 

fruit and vegetable handling, transportation and storage investigations 

of the Bureau of Flant Industry." 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Edvin Smith, Yenatchee, Wash. 

"Delicious, Richared, Starking and Golden Delicious were tested 

AOECUalby etter ripening, he says an the report for the December 19- 

January 12 period. "An interesting observation in these lots was that 
vascular water—core in the third picking disappeared in lots delayed for 

® Gays in the orchard before storage to a much greater extent than where 

the fruit was stored imaediately. The quality of Golden Delicious had 

progressed approximately to the same degree as was observed in the latter 

Pon Om anuemy. Gin LISS. 

The apple industry in Yashington has continued on its downward 
slide into the Vailey of Depression. Very neavy shipments were forced 

during tne month of December through the ripe condition of Delicious and 

Staymen' in cold storage end Yinesaps in common storage.  Winesans in 

fairly good condition are bringing back 70¢ or less per box whereas 

Stayman end Telicious in over-ripe condition are being sold on the eas- 

tern auctions at pvrices which realize little more than the freight costs. 

Many lots weich have been repacked on account of decay arrive in easterm 

markets with still more cecay....Repacking has been more common during De- 

cember than has been the case in many years. Growers and hippers are 

prone to associate the extensive decay, especially where it appears at the 
calyx or lenticels, with extreme washing programs necessary to meet the 

spray residue tolerance. 

NAt the Field Mens! Association meeting January 12, a forenoon was 

devotec to a discussion cf this problem, with an extensive display of ma- 

terial where, for the most part, the spray, washing and handling programs 

were !novn. While human-fallibility in controlling vashing solution con- 

centrations, temperatures and renewals could be pointed out as contributory 

causes of decay in many of these lots, the fact still remained that it vas 

the exceptionai lot where picking up vVindfalls, delay in the orchard or 

high storage temperatures were not also to be associated vith the exhibits 

of distress. 

"The Vashington State Experiment Station and the Wenatchee Indus- 

trial Laporatory have made tests to show the action of verious soaps, used 

as spreaders in spr@y programs, upon the solubility of arsenate of lead and 

it was shown that some soaps are mare active than others. The conclusion 

was reached that most soaps are incompatible with arsenate of lead and 

Gause some brenking down. Je have observed slignts lenticnal injury, vhich 

Deemmcasevere aiter washing, on 7imesap spples sprayed with a fish-oi17 

Soap, ond there was no other deduction to be made than that. the spray 

program was the major contributing factor in this particular case." 

3 
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DISEASES OF TRUCZ CROPS 

Pen Diseases Peas are subject to a number of diseases, several of weiel 

may cause serious injury and loss. A publication dealing 
with the sudject has peen needed for some time and we finally have it-- 

"Pea Diseases and Their Control! by L. L. Harter, % J. Gaumeyer and B.h. 
Tade, issued as Farmers! Bulietin Noe 1735. A foreword gives an excellent 
summary. 

Ascochyta blight, it voints out, is seed-borne. "Seed grovn in 

the Northwestern States is practically free from the disease germ and 

should be obtained for planting if available. Refuse left in the field 

after the crop is harvestedshould be plowed under and the peas rotated 
With ovher crops. 

"Bacterial blight is a seed-borne disease, and the same methods 

of contral as for Ascochyta blight should be practiced. 

"The wilt organisms are seed-borne to a slight extent. They live 

almost indefinitely in the soil, so thet crop rotations is of no sreat 

value. ‘The only control of the disease consists in the use of resistant 

varieties, a number of which sre available. 

"Root rots sre caused by a s£roup of several organisms that live 

a long time in the soil. Thev cannot be entirely controlied. The losses 

may be reduced by planting on well-drained soil, by c reful prepsration 

of the soil, by maintaining a continuous growth, by the use of the proper 

heruidizer. and bya. judicious. Crop. GOueul Cn. 

"Foot knot is caused by a parasitic celvorm that inhabits the 

sandy soils of the Southern States and California. It causes swellings 

nd galls on the roots of many crops. Some of the cowpens, grasses, 

nd cereals are resistant and should be used in rotation. liany weeds 

are susceptible and should be destroyed by clean cultivation. 

ie) 

sev) 

"Powdery mildew produces a white, talclike povdery growth on 

the lenves and other parts of the plant. “nen control measures are 

necessary, dust.vith sulphur. The first applic=tion should be made 

when the disense first appears. Several applications may be necessary 

to hold the check. = i ier “oO O iy) top} © 4 iS 

septoria blight, anthracnose, md downy mildew are three disenses 

that do not occur commonly, Ther rnrely require the application of con- 

trol measures, and none are recommended. Seed grovm in the Northvestern 

States is more nearly free from seed-born diseases than that gromm in 
the East and should be used for planting when available." 

as are nov grovn in practicnlly every part of the country, and 
form an important part of the diet of our people. 

ie 
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FRUIT AND NUT. PRODUCTION 

Quod erat This old Latin Phrase, meaning "I'm from iLissouri," has 
Demonstrandum been ndopted -s the motto of a lot of people. I am be- 

cinning to believe that D®@rrovy and Company had such 

folks in mind vhen they inaugurated their campaign to create nev and 

better strayberries. Several new straberries, already introduced into 

commerciel culture, are shoving ‘emt 

"Sreshness like the breath of spring," is the enthusiastic com- 

ment of cone Michigan nurseryman on the Dorsett, for example, referring 

to its "bright, flame-red appearance" which makes it "sparkle" as if "elec- 
trified," an appearance which coupled with generous size and wniformly 
perfect shape marks the Dorsett as one of the Shirley Temples of the 

strayoerry vorld. "But we had a new treat when the berries reached the 

taste-test," declares this nurseryman. "They have an absolutely nev, 
tantalizingly delicious flavor as light and airy as their color." 

Mew VOCsSeite ahead S| Opintoney Sens a new Standard which, places 

it ahead of all others for keeping and shipping. In compsrative tests 

he kas found that it outruns and outyields the old Premier, withstands 

drought, excessive reins and frost better than the standard sorts, and 

~s.so 'peppy* that poor soils do not hold it back. "Dorsett plants 
possess extra long roots and heavy crowns, which furnish the vitality 

to set a larger crop of fruit than the Premier, and ripen every berry 

evenly, maturing them to greater average size and greater beauty than 

the Premier. In firmmess of flesh and skin Dorsett again ranks ahead 

of Premier. The berries do not bruise, fade or darken even after being 
held several deys or shipped long cistances....They always look fresh- 

DLekeGs.ccin actual tests Dorsett berries placed on eastern and central 

‘Markets last summer brought higher brices than all other varieties. By 

comparison the averacve selling uae was oo cents per crate higher than 

Premier, and 89 cents higher per crate than other common sorts." 

The seme man nas a few conservative words to add concerning the 

Fairfax, another of our new strawberries, rick he describes as "a jewel 

Pao corn imnom perries.! it kasi in-aas opinion, a “royal flavor"=— "A 

real tang of the wild, tempered with the ricrness and mellowness of its 

English ancester-—-Foval Sovereign--combine to make the Fairfax the 

aristocratic dessert berry." He adds, simply, nfter speaking of its 

brilliant avnearance, larger size, end superior quality; "Everyone is 

willing to pay extrn for berries that LOOK BETTER, TASTE BETTER, and 
ARH BETUTERE" 

And, as Aunt Jemima says, “Ain't it the blessed truth!" 
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FERMENTATION AND BACTERIOLOG TCA STUDIES 

de Ae Berry, seattle, Task. 

tAttendance at the Convention of the Northvest Canners and Ba 
rellers in, Porthand;, dJanuary 4,.5, and 6, and the pulting onion an ex 

Piper of frozen pack chrud ts: aud vegetables in Coe on therewith, are 

the big items in our activities of recent date," he writes on January ies 
"Our materiel came to the exhibit tables in good shape, and I think cre- 

ated 2 grent deal of favorable comment. Certainly there was no lack of 

nterest. The different varieties. of raspberries, blueberriés, etc. 
vere studied very carefully by some of the dellegntes.-<. 

"Some very interesting tolks were presented, including one by. dam: 

McConxie on o new corrosion-resistant type of can Which (in sctual ted s 

over a long period) greatly minimi Zes trouble in acid frvit packs. The 

only fault of the new material is its softness, but it is n ped this can 
jos seemlsveblheClo sage 

"In the Laboratory we have started studies on the keeping quali- 
ties of frozen berries after 6 months freezing storaze. Cans at. 

room temperatures (thése are strawberries) show no swelling 11 days 

atiter withdrawal. 

"Additional information on the death rates of yeast in sixup au 

different freezing temperatures is slowly becoming available. I shall 

ibe abile to make a)report on this’ in asother month. (The tieunecsamnc 

alread: interesting." 

He had written earlier: "some interesting results on the death. 

rates of .yeasts in sirup solutions which over.a 4-month period at subd-— . 

freezing temmeratures have become svailable: Using 500 cc portions of 

inoculated sirup et -5° and DOW. sty AS quite apparent that the yerusus 

are killed more quickly at the hisher temperatures. Roughly, the. !'xiil! 

for the lower temperature is, at 4 montns, 60 percent, end -t the hizher 

temperature. 90 percent. 

"Tn regard:.to::the carbmation of frozen pack berries: No freak 

change in the destruction rate of microorsanisms has-been effécted by 

the addition of 0.5 gram solid SOs to the Noe 2 can--all the cen vill 
stand. Some of our carbonated packs have becn under observation for 6 

months, anc the picture is nav clenr enough. 

"Some blackberries packed aa years ago in airtight containers 

and stored continuously ‘at. 28° F. are still astonist lingly zood. ‘This 

Is a case of cold storage rather than frozen pack, for ice never formed 

in the pack." 
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POTATO INV. STIGATIONS 

Tacre must be something in this iden that it is better to give 

Memb Oececcives | At least a picture in the Denver Post in connection 
with the award of prizes at the Annual Fariners' Institute. and County 
Seed Shov held at Greeley, Colo. the first week in Jamuary vould seem 
GO imcicate this. It shows our friend ¥. C. Edmtndson Handing out 

prizes te the winners of first place in the potato and beans exhibits, 

and his smile rates a good 44 percent higher than those of the men re- 

ceiving from him the championship cups! 

Incidentally, ¥. C.'s display received a lot of praise. The 
CEeclen oripune for January Ss sada: "7, C.’Hdmundson in his exhibit 

for the Colorado Pctato Experiment Station here, has an excellent dis- 
play of seedlings grom st the frm, thére being 58 trays of new var- 

ieties, most of them as yet unnamed snd still being tested. A number 

are first veer from seed and will hawe.to-.e grown for a number of years 

before tneir fitness for commercial growing will be established. Most 

of them are expected to fall by the wayside. One of the interesting 

features is the variance of seedlings showing tne influence of parental 

blood. Crosses of russet have such a russet skin as to be undesirable. 

"The nev Katahdin seedling which got into the 700-vushel-per- 
acre class on the “estern Slope this year, is shovm in two samples, 

one from the- experiment farm and one from high altitudes. ‘The spud 

has been widely distributed in this State and is meeting with con- 

sederable favor. The variety is quite resistant to disease, both of 
the virus and blight form. Edmundson's large exhibit. is attracting 

a great deal of attention at the show." 

ene were G2 exmibitors, 60 in the potato competition, the 

tareest of the show. J. C. reports that the seed show was not quite 

as large as it has been in past years, but that the quality of the 
potato exhibits was very gzood--and he shouid know, as he was the man 

BenOrnveC LO jdze the potato exhibits! The grain exhibits were 

betow Par, and the corn displays nothing to brag about. The veather 

Was rather unusual--about the sort Greeley usually has in October. 

January 2l he wrote: "The lmd of perpetual sumshine has had a 

decided change in the weather. Saturday about 1 inch of snow fell. 

This is the first moisture we hrve had since last summer. Saturday 

Hight the thermometer dropped to 17 belo. zero—-and on the 2lst to 27 

below. “The poteto market remains about the same, dealers paying $1.25 per 

emienor Irinmphns and 65¢ for Rurals." 
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Blectricity in Considerable interest has been shown in Theodore P. 

Tuber-indexing Dykstra's demonstration, in connection with his pota-. 
to disease work.for the Division at Corvallis, Oreée, 

that electrical hotbeds are practical in tuber-indexing work. where 
electricity is fairly cheap, as ‘it. is in Oregon. 

Tuber—indexing is probably‘the most effective method of elimin— 
ating diseased, weak and low-yielding potato tubers from seed stock 

intended for planting in the seed plot. The work is usually done in 

winter, the first step being to select as many tubers, each weighing 

from 7 to 9 ounces or thereabouts, as greenhouse, hotbed or outdoor 

space will accommodate. The next step is to number each tuber for 

identification and then remove a seed piece or set from each, preferably 

from the seed end, although any strong eye will serve. 

This is put in a suitable-sized pot (the 3-1/2 or 4 inch size 
is satisfactory), or it may be planted.in a greenhouse bench or hotbed. 

In either case the set must be labeled with the number of the tuber 
from which it was taken. The plants produced from these seed pieces are 
carefully observed for virus diseases such as the various types of 

mosaic, leaf roll, spindle tuber, giant hill, and the yellow dwarf. All 

plants showing any of these diseases or any sign of weakness are noted, 

and the seed tubers from which the sets were taken are discarded. In 
this way it is possible to get rid of most if not all of the diseased 

tubers before planting them. 

"Tuber indexing," says a Press Release discussing this work, 
"is a way of weeding out potatoes that carry infectious virus diseases 
in the tubers. A commercial grower does not, as a rule, try to index 

potatoes which he plants to harvest: for commercial seed. Instead he 
indexes the tubers for the small’area'he plants to provide his own 

seed for the following year. To ‘index! a potato, he cuts out one eye 

from a selected tuber and grows this sometime during the winter, keeping 

a record or index of each eye and of the potato from which it came. If 

one of the young plants grown in this way shows symptoms of a virus dis- 

ease, the original tuber is discarded. 

"In the past it has been necessary to plant in pots and grow the 
test material in a greenhouse and not many growers have found this 

practical. T. P. Dykstra, experimenting in Oregon where electrical 

current is cheap, has found that it is practical and satisfactory to 
test indexed tubers in an electrically-heated hotbed. Some commercial 

growers have followed this lead in indexing varieties which are especial- 

ly susceptible to virus diseases, but otherwise desirable." 
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FRULT DISEASES 

John C. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"A meteor passed over Fayetteville about noon on December 26," 
he writes, "and came to earth near Farmington, where one farmer recovered 
a 5-pound fragment in a field. Many local citizens reported hearing the 

noise and seeing the smoke trail of the meteor. The local papers report 

that the meteor was seen in Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma as well as in 
MORBASAS c 

"A news item in a local paper states that according to Federal 
crop statistics, the farmers of Arkansas received $10,801,000 more for 
their drought— iented crops in 1934, than they did for their bumper 

COS Ol oss. | 

tecimeselerce. Wimncennes, jlmd:, 

"Another mark of merit in favor of our zinc-lime spray has been 
Called to my attention by Dr. C. T. Gregory, Department of Botany, Purdue 

Experiment Stati 

"According to Doctor Gregory, growers of carnations in the north- 
ern part of Indiana during the past 4 or 5 years have been using with 

excellent results a 3-450 zinc-lime mixture to control leaf-spot disease 

which has been causing considerable damage. Before beginning the use of 

the zince-lime spray to control the disease, one grower, Mr. Wm. Beyer, 

Crown Point, Indi, in a single season lost $10,000 worth of carnations 
from bacterial leaf-spot damage. In the 4 or 5 seasons that he has been 

using the zinc-lime spray, the damage to carnations caused by the CaS Sei e 

in his greenhouse has been negligible." 

Je Re Cole, Shreveport, La. 

Writing concerning pecan production and prices, he says that the — 

Skannal and Fullilove orchards produced about 50,000 pounds each. "The’ 
Georgia Giant variety came through for the Skannals again. For 10 years. 
prior to 1930, scab destroyed the crop of nuts each year, altho the trees 

set heavy crops. 

"I began spraying the trees in 1930 and saved the crop of nuts. A 
check tree was left for comparison, and the nuts from this check tree were 
almost a total loss. I sprayed for scab the two years following, and there 
was less scab even on the check tree. In 1933 and again in 1934 there has 
been no renee on these trees, even tho 1954 was one of the wettest years in 
history here. Therefore I am unable to explain the apparent disappearance 

of scab on the Georgia Giant variety." 
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et FRUIT DISEASES 

Paul W. Miller, Corvallis, Ore. 

"Fistological studies on the mode of entry and the intimate re- 

lations of Phyllactinia. coryli, the cause of filbert mildew, to its 

-host- were carried on during the week," he writes on January leth. 

"Tt was found as a result of the studies that this fungus pene- 

trates the tissues almost entirely through stomata. However, only a 

limited development of a fungus mycelium within the host tissues occurs, 
infection being confined largely to the spongy parenchyma cells about 

the stomata. The limited development of the fungus mycelium within the 

tissues probably accounts for the small amount of damage that this fungus 

commonly causes in a normal season.!! 

ULTROPAK STAND 

Jonn Ce. Dunegan writes from Fayetteville, Ark. on January 12, of 

avery satisfactory stand he has devised for the Ultropak. 

"Considerable time was spent on photographing various types of 

peach rust pustules on specimens from various parts of the world," he 7 == 
says in his report for the week ending January leth. "The photographs 
were all taken with the Ultropak equipment and as a by-product of the 

work this week I converted my old B & L microscope into a very satisfactory 

stand for the Ultropak. | 

"The Conversion was accomplished by merely removing the stage, con-— 
denser, and iris diaphragm. These parts were bolted to the stand and can 
be put back should the need for a second microscope arise in the future, 

while in the meantime I have devised at no expense a stand for the 

Ultropak which is equivalent to one sold by E. Leitz for $116.00." 

FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

George F. Waldo, Corvallis, Ore. 

Writing for the December 2429 period, he tells of the examination 
of canned strawberries, including all selections of canning strawberries 
from the breeding work at the Corvallis, Ore. More than 200 cans were 
opened and carefully examined. 

"Qut of this number," he comments, "about 15 were selected as 
being equal to or better than the best varieties of canned strawberries 
now grown.!! se 
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BULB INVESTIGATIONS 

The New Year appears to be starting quite well for Doctor Grif- 

fiths. January 1Oth he delivered not one, but two lectures on lilies 

at the Ohio State Short Course for Florists at Columbus. Resting up 

one day, he was on hand for another lecture on lilies at the Morris 
Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania. He got back to Washing- 

ton just in time to be moved bag and baggage to the new Horticultural 

Building at Beltsville, Md. 

"While at Columbus," he tells us, "it was reported that two 
firms this past year have been putting bulbs on the market wnich have 

received storage treatment according to the formula developed by our 

Division. The bulbs are sold on the basis of early flowering quality. 

Some sucn stocks were on exhibit at the meeting." 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Rental Agreements for all Services Other than Personal.--Our Busi- 
ness office calls attention to the necessity of executing short term 

rental agreements for all services other than personal (such as laundry, 

ice, hiring of mules, spraying machines, etc.) that extend regularly 

over a period of more than 4 months. In the event that such services 

are required only intermittently, a statement must be attached to the 

voucher explaining that the service is temporary. 

We have recently had a number of vouchers for such services 

which had no explanatory notes attached to show that the service was 

temporary and consequently payment had to be held up pending the receipt 

of the explanatory statements. If, therefore, you will make sure to at-— 

tach a brief statement to the voucher showing whether the service is 

temporary or not, it will eliminate unnecessary correspondence, and ex-— 

pedite the payment of the voucher. 

Field representatives are also again reminded to give formal 
notice to contractors in terminating all short term rental agreements 
or utility contracts. Termination of telephone contracts requires a 
supplementary contract. To terminate.a lease the Solicitor's office 

is required to prepare a supplementary agreement. which must be signed 
by both the lessor and the lessee. The Business Office should be ad- 
vised immediately of any contemplated terminations, in order that the 
proper action may be taken. 
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STRAIGHT | PERMANENT FURROWS ADVISED FOR IRRIGATING CITRUS ORCHARDS. 

In a statement to members of the western section of the American. 
Society of Agricultural Engineers at Corvallis, Oreg. on December 28, 

Cc. A. Taylor of ‘the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering of the Department, 

pointed out the advantages of straight permanent furrows for irrigating 

Citrus orchards where cultivation for water conservation is limited to 

weed control, and where the use of the same furrows or checks for more _ 

than one: irrigation is practiced, says a release from our Press Service. 

"With permanent furrows, it is possible-in one operation to con— 

trol weeds and to prepare furrows ‘for irrigation with the least possible 
disturbance to soil. This is desirable, since stirring the soil, es- 

pecially when it is moist, breaks down its structure and reduces its 

capacity to absorb water. In this way water can be spread over the land 

more uniformly and more efficiently and with less danger of over irriga— 

tion. Furrows can be made broad and shallow so that more of the fertile 

top soil is available to feeder rootse Compaction of soil, although 

unavoidable, is minimized. 

the best distribution of water and nutrients in the zone 

der root concentration, use as many furrows as possible; 

says Taylor. ecause there is a ready cross transfer of water made 

throughout the tree and because any root may deliver water to any branch, 

water need not be applied in each furrow at each irrigationse It may be 

applied in alternate rows, in alternate groups of furrows, or even between 

alternating rows of trees. Alternate irrigation is a safe means of ‘drying 

the soil close to the wilting point and permits relatively long intervals 

between irrigations and economical and efficient practice. 

of greatest f 

"With a number of furrows, unavoidable packing of the soil by 

wheels may be confined to two definite furrows which may be put to good 

use. The wheel furrows or lanés can serve as lead ditches to carry water 

which, at different points along their length, may be cut in to the more 

absorptive furrows in which wheeled implements are not operated. 

"For weed control and for building of permanent furrows, Taylor has 
developed sweep attachments which clear the furrows of weeds and other 

debris without breaking them down. This operation permits the free flow 

of water in the furrows. The sweeps are drawn through the furrows when 
the soil is -dry before each irrigation. The cutting may be as Vitttemas 

1/e inch, or as déep as desired. To get the best cutting action when 

disk harrows are used for incorporating bulky organic matter into soil for 

fertilization, disks are set at a large wide angle and the implements are 
equipped with 12-inch rollers to limit the cutting depth to not more than 

5 inches. Unless equipped with rollers, the harrows disturb and pull away 

too much soil from under trees where it is usually soft. Minimum disking 

ae the feeder roots of the trees. In most groves, the cover crop 

f weed growth is disked under as soon as the ground is dry enough to be 

pa in the spring.! 
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DISSEMINATING RESHARCH FINDINGS 

The annual report of the Department's Director of Information 
takes note of the fact that there has been some comment in the newspa- 

pers and elsewhere on the supposed conflict involved in continuing re- 

search while seeking to reduce or control farm output. 

"Department officials, but not always the public," says Mr. 
Eisenhower, "understand that the purpose of research is to promote 

efficiency, to lower production costs, widen markets, develop new uses 

for farm products and by-products, improve quality, and raise farm 

living standards. Efficiency in this sense does not necessarily mean 

larger total production. There is no inconsistency in regulating the 

total output of the farm and at the same time producing that output at 

the lowest possible cost." 

He adds that one reason for the failure of the general public 
to understand this lies in the fact that we cannot under »resent con- 

ditions publish research findings promptly and in full. This is even 
truer now than in the past, since the pressure of emergency work at the 

Government Printing Office must necessarily lead to the shelving of 

many research manuscripts. The fact remains, however, that expenditures 

for research are not fully justified until the usable results are made 

available. 

This being the situation, the annual report of the Chief of the 

Bureau of Plant Industry offers, in the section on publications, some 

statistics reflecting credit on our Division. It reports that the Bureau 

of Plant Industry as a whole contributed 140 papers to Department series 

and 3// to outside publications. My check shows that of the total of 517, 

228 were prepared by members of our staff. Better still, of the 228, but 

34 were printed officially, showing that we have been making a very success-— 

ful effort to get our research findings in print promptly, regardless of 

official limitations on publication, — 

This list of 228, of course, does not include the 25 or so infor- 

mal papers, multigraphed or mimeographed for distribution. (Incidentally, 

F. Le Mulford stops by to inform us that the "Hyacinths" paper credited 
to him in the list of such informal: papers carried in the January 1 NEWS 

LETTER is not one of his contributions. He is correct, as usual. The 

paper should have been listed as "Hydrangeas." ) 

Also, and still incidentally, it rather amazes me to realize that 
these 226 published papers, the multigraphed and mimeographed papers, 
and the other publication work of the Division received editorial and 

other attention by W. W. Gilbert and Ellen G, Bulger of our editorial 
section. There must be a trick in it; they probably use mirrors! 
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Hificiency-- A collector of antiques noticed in an old shop a cat lap- 
That's allt ping milk from a valuable saucer. He immediately ee to 

talk to the dealer--abdout the cat. Hs finally purchased the 
animal for $20. Then, walking about with the cat in s arms, he renarked 

casually: "You know how it is--cats get lonesome without some faniliar oo- 

fbf) Sen E them. I guess I'd better take along that saucer. I'11 zive 
you a doliar for it." The dealer snook his head. The collector raised 
the offer to $5. No. After some further hazgzling, the collector in des- 

peration raised his bid to $100. "No," said the deal 
it for $1,000. Already from that saucer I've sold 

er. "You couldn't buy 

O90 ecats.!! 

frue efficiency is usually along simple lines, whether one ig speak- 
ing horticulturally—or merely categorically. For example, the universal 
method of Harvesting cozmercial citrus crops is to cut the fruits oe 
the trees with clippers. Tis, clipper cuts occur and sometimes stems are 
left long enous to esuse injury to other fruits in harvesting, ee or 
packing. §uch wounds, you ses, allow the entry of the blue and sreen 
molds taat cause decay. 

SO waat? So our investigators looked into the matter and foumd in 
Florida that mature grapefruit can be pulled from the tree without te Uae, 
to the peel, and that fruit so harvested will- suffer less from sten-ond 
rot i3 cormion storage than clipped fruit. Since pulling is fester, and 
eheaper, tana clipping, there seens to be zo0d reason for nakinz it the 
standard practice for grapefruit at least. In fact, Florida erapefruit 
Srowers wouldn't take $1,000 for the discovery. Tiros it they expect to 
seli-——bui, ‘saucily speaking, you can finish the story yourself} 
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FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

W. 2. Barger, Indio, Calif. 

Writing from-the U. S. Experiment Date Garden at Indio, Calif., where, 
as the poet says, "the breeze is sometimes gentle, and the cows are always 

Kine," W. R. wonders pathetically whether, so far as date growing is con— 
cernéd,. our light has gone out under the bushel! 

His concern is brought about by an item in the Riverside, Calif. 

PRESS of January 19, 1935, in reference to the agricultural census being 

‘taken in the Coachella valley as part of a nation-wide census. The blanks 
used, it’ appears, have no provision for reporting on date production. Worse 

still, when one. of the enumerators turned in a report with date records 
written in the most available space, the report was sent back with the ad- 

vice that Citrus trees only should be listed and that he should "not waste 

time and confuse the report with unimportant side lines." 

Unimportant side lines! Yes, that's the sort of red rag they have 

been waving’ in front of Wo R. "Date production in the Coacheltar Valter. 

harvest of 1934," he writes, "was 6,226,325 pounds according to County 
Agricultural Commissioner's record. Production is increasing one and a 

half to two million pounds a year. The American production represents 

90 percent of the high quality dates offered to the American public, and 

e5 percent of the market supply of dates in small clean packages." 

Better still, of course, this production represents a relatively new 

crope We still import some 50,000,000 pounds of dates each year—-44/7, 822,000 
according to the 1934 Yearbook of the Department. We do not expect to re- 

place all of this importation with American-grown fruit, because our growers 

are specializing on quality product and pack. But we do expect to bring 

about a tremendously increased use of dates by the American people as they 
learn more fully of the high food value of dates—-and that an American— 
grown, quality pack, clean and wholesome is available. At present, of cours 
the production in this country is scarcely more than enough to supply the 
Pacific Coast, but each year the crop is reaching out into new regions 
farther East. 

A decade or so ago, the date palm was not much more than a botani- 
Cal curiosity in this county--in fact it still has that status with most 
of our people. But in the Southwest it has become the basis of one of 
the most promising new fruit industries. By reason of our efforts to 
secure and test all of the leading date varieties of the world to find 
those best suited to American conditions, we now have in the Division's 
experimental gardens of the Southwest a larger collection of varieties 
than can be found in any Old World Oasis. And we have introduced new 
and improved methods of growing and handling--not the least of which is 
W. R. own handling and storage system, making dates practically a staple 
product instead of a very seasonal one, 
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‘Ur SEAS SHS S OF ORTAMENTALS 
wee roe 

Frank P. McWhorter, Corv anid iste Ore. 

“Wnat is truth? said jesting Pilate; and would not stay for an an- 
swer." At least: that is what-Bacon tells us. What is Dioxon? asks Frank 

McWhorter; and he does not wait for an answer either. He gives one him- 

self--to wit,’ and vize; 

‘With the aid of a technician made possible through unexpected 

furds and with the aid of the Dioxon slidemaking. process. which cytolo- 

gist Veir brought to us, we can report for the past month some. 600 serial 
seetion slides representing over 100 embeddings made with the purpose of 
answering some of the moot questions relating to bulb viruses and dis- 

eases.' he writes..January: 2. 

"Now, what is Dioxon?. Chemists call it DIETHYL DIOXIDE. Let us. 

Gali it a technician's dream. Here is why: Drop any kind of non-woody 

tissue in any ordinary. fixative;.wash if necessary, then put directly 

into Dioxon. .Leave it a few hours or over night, then drop it into 

melted paraffin, :leave a few minutes. and embed immediately! Results 
will be perfectly marvellous or perfectly rotten; generally marvellous. 

In making the above slides we used about one liter of Dioxon at..a cost of 

56 cents! The Dioxon is put in a bottle with calcium chloride and asa 

result, the Dioxon takes the water out of the tissue, the calcium caloride 
eimrdeaies the Dioxon—-and we Maga perpetual ae ion Professor Weir 

and I will publish an account of 'just how!..in SCL ENCE. we 

"From these slides we have ee a. flies ‘understanding of what _ 
constitutes a virus condition in Narcissus. The leaf mottle and’ blue - 

island remnants (accepted external criteria of narcissus mosaic). aré 
expressions of the depressing action of the virus. on final chloroplast: 
formation and activity; we know this since the tips of even severely 

-mqttled leaves appear uniformly green. The characteristic mottle,is by 

no means the unique and specific symptom of mosaic in Narcissus. From 

a former study of frozen sections we nad determined that the prominent 

ridges in some varieties when mosaic diseased are indeed virus. effects. 

Hrem these paraffin gections we can prove their origin. They. arise, not. 
from.cell arrangements within the leaf and from meristematic epidermal 
specialization as do the normal vein ribs, but principally from true 
epidermal hypertrophy and hyperplasia. 

"Tae epidermal cells enlarge, elongate, grow down and up, replacing 
the epidermis. proper with a tongue of vacuolate cells. Similar changes 
in neighboring chlorenchymatous. cells follow and the enlarging mass forms 
the rib or ridge.. We have previously listed bronzing as a possible virus 
symptom, but observed that bronzing is usually accompanied by fungus pen— 
etration. The full explanation is now apparent for the hypertrophied 
epidermal cells literally kick-off their. original cuticular membranes 
during the enlarging process and e: xpose. thinwalled cellulose areas... -:} Not 
only is the cuticle disrupted but the guard cells of the stomata. are 
pulled asunder. These changes permit water loss and easy entrance. ote, 
Puge oe Gepora and other fungi. This explains the quick wilting of mosaic, 
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DISEASES OF ORNAMENTALS 

Frank P. McWhorter (continued) 

leaves and flowers. We find that every variety of Narcissus tested ex- 

hibits ridging of virus origin; in some the ridging is extreme; in others 

it is only apparent as microscopic misbehavior of the epidermis, 

"We hoped that the difficulty of diagnosing narcissus mosaic ‘by 
external observation, and the even greater difficulty of proof by in- 

oculating test plants and waiting a year for results, might be eliminated 
by cytolozical tests involving 'X bodies! demonstrated by the Dioxon 

method. As negative evidence, our unstained Talma and Rocky Mountain 

Narcissus material under critical illumination snowed no organized X 

bodies and little organized striate material. Our new observations have 

shattered the dream of narcissus mosaic diagnosis by X-body determination. 

"Sometime ago Doctor Kunkel sent us type plants of his famous Hippeas= 
trum equestre. They yielded sickly plants with a mottle more characteristic 
of the 'Yellows! than of mosaic. . Last spriag we sampled the Hippeastrum 
by fixing material for future use. In the beginning of this Dioxon tech- 

nique ‘series we embedded some of this material and found it full of gi- 

gantic vacuolate bodies just as. Kunkel and others had described. The 
paraffin slides were not perfect and we decided to pickle fresh material, 
using the same fixative. We ran:.a careful series with single-lined plants 
in various degrees of yellowing and mottle. We got almost perfect slides 

but no X=bodies! Material from these same plants pickled a year ago is 
full of X~bodies..§ We do not know on what factors the formation of these 
may depend. It is not a question of faulty technique. It follows that 
if X-bodies come and:go in the classic Hippecastrun, HioWw can they serve as 
signposts for disease in eile ainsi Narcissus? 

"Quickly made Dioxon slides have proved an. excellent means ves came 
ferentiating between. mite-injured and virus-injured Amaryllis plants. 

Mr. Doucette sent ws some for our virws disease collection. We entered 
them as. 'mild mosaic,! and as ‘such they have: continued. Mr. Doucette 

hot-water treated his lot. and cured them of the virus! The Dioxon slides « 
show that epidermal changes plainly resulting from insect feeding account 
for the mosaci-like patteral 

"One of our most important greenhouse activities is the building up 
of stocks of bulb seedlings of known history. Thsse are to determine 
whether the viruses are seed-borne, and to furnidh virus-free material for 

decisive work on virus types. Mr. Millsap reports that in the case of Iris 
seedlings (and we have grown thousands now) not one case of seed transmissid: 

is apparent. One startling case is the beautiful Ivis Ricardia. (Paige: 

is a terribly mottled plant Doctor Brierley brought here from 4 Califor- 

nia Iris specialist. From this plant Mr. Millsap has developed six fine ~ 
seedlings with dark green leaves--these may bloom this year....We have a 
crop of lily seedlings ready for use this season in our virus work. -Hqually 
important is a large zroup of Regals selected from plants apparently re- | 
Sistant to, and undoubtedly susceptible to, 'fire,' to determine the in=* 

heritance of these factors...We have completed the lily virus-to-tulip 
cycle by successfully inoculating virus-free lily seedlings with pure 
color-removing virus fromtulip...Yes, we are keeping busy." 
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FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

A. D. Shamel, | Riv verside, Calif. 

"The Washington Navel orange harvest in southern California is 

now fully under way and the crop.is apparently a larger one than the ear- 

lier estimates indicated, AM he writes January 28th. "The present estimates, 

based upon picking daar are at. least 25 percent greater than those as of 

- the first of the year. In Tulare country central California the Washington 
Navel crop was first.estimated as 4,500’ carloads, and the crop turned out 
to be over 11,000 cars.-: While mahal, ola of increase is not likely to be 

duplicated in southern California, there is a considerably larger crop than 

Was anticipated wumtil picking records revealed the larger number of boxes. 

IMicinenease.| bOuain contmal and southern California, as langely due vo 
the large size of the fruit which is running here about 126 to the box 

average size. Last year the average size was about 216 oranges to the box. 

While the Washington Navels are much larger than usual, the Valencia orange 

and Marsh grapefruit in southern California are smaller. It is a rather 

strange condition and one that arouses freguent comment amongst growers. 

Litecrevace matheniderinite indications, on a heavy drop of) fruit) in 
those Washington Navel orchards that have not been picked before the bloom- 
HAZ PSwUOde ) Li yuais drop occurs the shipments of this fruit from this) dice 
trict will not be quite as large as the present estimates indicate. Growers, 

almost universally, believe that the possibility of this drop depends upon 

climatic conditions during the next few weeks, They say that cool, dry 

weather will result in the fruit 'tightening up' on the trees, while warm, 

damp weather will result in a heavy drop in the orchards that have not 
been picked before the bloom." 

On January 2lst he wrote of an opportunity he had of visiting the 
section around Vista which is planted extensively to avecados, mostly of 

the Fuerte variety. "The harvest season for this variety is pretty well 

along now," he wrote "The trees, for the most part, look to be in good 
physical condition,.and the recent rains are considered to be of great value 

to.the orchards. The trees will bloom in the near future if the present 
_ Weather holds on--much earlier than normal. Also, I had an opportunity to 
. see something of the selection and propagation of a special strain of the 

White Mulberry that is being grown in this district for silk worm culture.'! 

January 14th he reported on a study of two Navel orange limb sports 
in an orchard in the Bloomington district, one of which appears to have 
some Commercial possibilities. It is a late ripening fruit, green when 
the normal fruits are orange in color. "If the fruit continues to show the 
late maturity characteristics next spring, I think I shall recommend a small 
progeny test, probably through top-working on older tree in the same orchard. 
A late ripening strain in which the fruits are otherwise desirable and the 
trees productive, would be a valuable addition to the collection of strains 
now in existence in this WERE 6 oo 5 HW) 
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“FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

Wliaeae Sseniicleng sy acie\seato) Calif. 

Writine on January 26th, he reports: "Tho grape pruning work at 
Chico, Calif. was completed during the week of January 14th. An average 

of 236 vines per day per man was pruned at this plot, which included 
resistant stocks, Americana native srapes, aad vinifera varieties. At 

Elk Grove,-Calif., pruning work was started, grape cutting made, and. ar- 

rangements made for the completion of the work at that plot. — 

-"Pruxing studies were started ot the Oakville plot and cuttings 
of stocks and grape varieties were made during the week of January 21st. 

The cuttings were transported to Fresno for future use. Growers visited 
the Oakville plot during our short stay, interested mainly in.Phylloxera 
resistant :stock, and the better types of white and red juice grape var- 

ieties. In addition, growérs in the Napa Valley section had also showa 
interest in American native varieties for bleadinz purposes. -Approxi- 
mately 700 srape seedlings were transplanted fron “flats to small paper 
pot containers. Agéitional seeds are still zerminatins and tne plants 
will be transplanted later.! 

C. P. Harley, Wenatchee, Wash. 

Tae weather conditions, from tie standpoint of the apple tree, 
are again perfect," he writes jesoesy e9th. "We have had a 2ead ‘comermes 
snow since Christmas, and it is melting this week rather rapidly and xost 
of it is being taken up by the.soil." t 

He had written: January 23d: "Last week we experienced our first 

cold weather of not only this year, but last year as well. Temperatures 
ran from zero to 3 below, with maximums of about 4 to 5 above. During 

the past two years there has been a definite trend toward fall and early 
winter pruning throushout the district. We have not been very enthusias= 
tic about this practice for our results in studyine the injury fron prun= | 

ings wounds and perennial canker infections have showa rather coaclusively | 
that winter injury is more liable to occur about the pruning wounds made 
in the fall or early winter than in those cuts made in late winter or 

Ssprins...eThe last two winters have been so mild that practically xo 
injury has occurred, but we are not so sure that this sood luck will 

continue indefinitely." 

Cres MInrAnEe SaACnaseabOn lem: 

“Nye have had some heavy rains of late and the rivers in this ene ot 
the State are approaching the high water mark," he writes January 10th. 
"On recent visits to Palo Alto I have found that with types of peach trees 
that hold their leaves very late into the wititer, root extension continues 

much later than with trees of types that shed their leaves at normal peach 
leaf shedding time. Both types of trees were worked on the same type of 
rootstock. Here the influence of scion on stock is rather marked.!! 
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. FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

(MeeWeht. Palo Alto, Calif. 

"The Or oeeee weather has been extremely favorable for deciduous 
fruit in the South, and even if there should be a considerable number of 

clear, bright, sunny days from now on, I think the danger point is passed," 

he writes to Doctor Magness on January llth. 

“There has been more rain already than for the total season last 

year, and a correspondingly large amount of cloudy weather. Some of the 
peach orchards, particularly the varieties Muir, Tuscan and Lovell, were 

so badly injured last year that they put out very little growth, but with 
“the exception of such orchards peaches will apparently have a fair crop 

this coming year. Some varieties not completely resistant but worked on 

mecistany stoeks have held their tToliage unusually late this year, in fact, 

DSLae Sha shell foliagce wo to) the lend of December. Just how much significance 

this may have cannot be definitely determined until the trees in question 

have passed through several seasons, but I think there is a possibility 

that certain stocks may have greater value in the South than others, par- 

ticularly if the variety worked on these stocks possesses some degree of 

resistance itself. 

"Rainfall here at Palo Alto is also much ahead of last year and 
anvabundance Or Waben Dor irrigation in the coming season is assured. ‘The 

dormant spray has been finished and the pruning is being pushed forward 

as rapidly as weather conditions will permit. Topworking of new hybrids 

from the nursery on old trees will also soon begin." 

He Le. ih Crane née, Albany, Ga 

Dea AG abialed sab selolad ae URS. hecanwiveld Stav1Ony and! a bora tory. om 
_ damuary léth, he says "During the past two winters we have lost so many 

- pecan trees in our Oren any at Philema, caused to a large extent by winter 
injury, that it was thought there might be a relation between the stock 
on which the varieties were propagated and their susceptibility to injury 
from cold. For this reason, an analysis was made of the data, and no 
such relation was found. 

: "During the week several lots of nuts grown under different. cul- 
tural conditions were carefully sized into groups varying 1/16 inch in 
diameter. These nuts were cracked and the thickness of the shell of the 
nuts in the different size-groups determined. It was found that the thick- 

ness of the shell on the nuts increases as the diameter of the nut becomes 
greater, There was found considerable difference in the thickness of the 
shall of the nuts produced under different cultural treatments, but the 
relations are inconsistent and are not understood. 

"eather quite warm for this season of the Vea, Wau only, one 
light shower of rain." 
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CHEYENNE HORTICULTURAL FIELD STATION 

"The past week we finished cleaning a crop of 18 pounds of orach 

seed raised last fall in the ereenicuse,! he writes ee 2d. “"Oraes 

is a ereens crop weich seems well adapted to this region and im waich mci 

interest is developing amons Home szardeners and various State institutions 

that need a large and constant supply of sreens for imintes. Spinach is 

not a very satisfactory crop for tzis rezion because it bolts to seed so 

frequently without making ce Canomee SHO 3 Beinz a low-growins plant, it is 

seriously injured by blowin= soil and is hard to clean for use. Orachis 

of uprizht erowth and consequently eas. injured by blowins oo relalgheaitsne 
easier to’ clean. It is about as carly as spizmach acd Nad ncver Beer sseS 

served to bolt to seed before reaching edi ble size. There are two methods 

of harvesting: The youne plants may be harvested whole as wit2 spinac4, 

@r tiey may De allowed to Srow conutisuall:, im wich case only the! feaves 

and tender tips of the branches are narvested, as with New Zealand spinach. 

in the Latter case, the plants devellop seed, but bas Sas ao intiueweetos 
WEDS) (Se isioshilalipni@e (onde wees) acolalayade'c 

"Orach has long been grown by European peoples as a vezetacle crope 
It was known to the Greeks as "Atraphaxis'" and to the Romans as "Atriplex." 
a was introduced into England in 1548. The exact date of its introduction 

nto this country is zot known, but McMahon in 1806 mentions three kinds as 
ee in American gardens. Apparently, though, oracn never became popular 
with the English colonists who settled the Hast and so far as can be deter- 
mined, the seed is not now listed by any American or Canadian seedhouse. Just 

how it migrated into this section of the country is not known, but it is now 

rather widely used as a substitute for spinach, especiolly by people of Cermat 
extration. Probably p ioneers of German descéeat oithsr brought seed with them 

or, knowing of the crop in the ol@ country, sent there for it. Reudberaimaed 

his 'Flora of Colorado! (1906) states that it is to ve found growing wild at 
altitudes up to 7,000 feet in the vicinity of Boulder, Gleawood Springs, ha 
Veta. and Hort Gonualcene, Colo., and ovserves taat it is an escape from 

Cultivation. 

"The Cheyenne Station has collected seed from several zrowers and from J 

the escaped forms and has grown them for comparison with commercial varieties 
from Hurope. There are apparently taree commonly know edible types. Tnese 
are the 'yhite,! Yereen,) and-Vred!, and refer to the Soneral color of tae 

plant. The waite type is the only one which has been found under cultivatioa 
this region and it apoears to be identical with the commercial variety 

Triumph! of European scedsmen. Under test at this station, the green (Lee 
Gruen Riesen) and red (Blutrote) varieties are equaily hardy and drougat re= 
Sistant, but do not have as thick leaves nor are the leaves as savoyved as those 
of the Triumph. The Station has been testing this crop since 1932 and has 
ent out seed to widely different parts of the plains country. The majority 

of our cooperators are of the opinion that it is superior to spinach in ease 
of culture as a greens crop. We have on 4and about 22 pounds of seed and plaw 
t? increase this during the cams season in order that we may more widely 

test it throuznout this area.!! 
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FRUIT DISEASE INVESTIGATIONS 

John C. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"The mild weather, a feature of the two previous reports, was 

rapidly:replaced by winter weather on the elst, with a 50 degree drop 

in. temperature in 24 hours," he writes January 26th. "The cold wave 
covered the entire State and brought conditions favoring winter injury 

Popes wesrees in the peach sections... « 

-- "Four submarginal land projects are planned for Arkansas, ac- 

cording to a.statement just released by Mr. Dan T. Gray, former dean of 

the College of Agriculture, and now Regional Director for the A. A. Ae 

The land in these projects, if acquired by the Government, will be largely 

devoted to forestry, grazing and game preserves. Mr. Gray pointed out 

that unless the people were willing to sell the land to the Government 

at the appraised price the projects could not be carried out." 

He wrote January 19th: "The St. Lovis Post Dispatch devoted a por- 
tion of a column to the death on January 14, at the age of 80 years, of 

Henry M. Koch, the brother of Dr. Robert Koch, the noted German bacter- 
iologist. Mr. Henry Koch came to America at the age of 16, and after 
acting as surveyor in Texas, settled in St. Louis in 16/0, where he 

achieved prominence as-a merchant and banker. In 1905, he visited his 

famous brother in Berlin, and in 1907, Dr. Robert Koch returned the 

Visit during the course of a world tour. The item created considerable 

interest in the Plant Pathology Department, where 'Koch's postulates'! 

are a Vital part of experimental procedure." 

Howard 3. Parson, Spring Hill, Ala. 

Writing from the U. S. Pecan Disease: Field Laboratory on January 26, 

he says: "The late cold wave tnat has swept the country, reached its low 
of 19° here the morning of January 23. The maximum for January 22 was 25°, 

above which the temperature did not rise for 26 hours. Enough snow fell 

to blanket the ground, more than has been seen here for many years. 

"Satsuma orange trees that were unheated will undoubtedly completely 
defoliate. It is too early to tell whether heating has avoided all injury 

cor not. Many growers of cabbage took advantage of the warm spell preceding 

the cold to set out young plants. Press interviews with these growers 

indicate that some suffered little damage, while others lost as much as 

90 percent of their crop. 

"Azaleas and other flowering shrubs are not thought to be hurt 
much, if not benefitted, thru the blooming périod being delayed." 
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FRUIT DISHASE 

Lee M. Hutchins, Fort Valley, Ga. 

'Ternperatures in central Georgia have continued very cool," he 
writes February 4th, "and we now have an accumulation of about 800 hours 

at 49 degrees or below. Hiley twigs that we bring in from the orchard 

are coming into Dloom in the greenhouse. The weather is still cool and 

chances are excellent that we will accumulate a full thousand hours or 

more by the middle of February. This should guarantee prompt blooming 

of peach trees with the arrival of warm days in early spring. If the 

normal exnvectency holds good this year, we should see some trees begin 

to open a few blooms the last week in Feoruary, and the trees should be 

coming nicely. into. bloom by the Sth to the lOth of March, This expectan— 

cy will be changed if the weather does not warm up in March. Sometimes 

we have seen blooms on the Hiley trees over a period of six weeks on ac- 
count of cool March temperatures which did not permit the rapid full 
development of bloom. 

"There has been a certain amount of winterkilling of peach buds. 

We have trade counts for the several varieties grown here, and the death 
rate of the buds is roughly from 10 to 25 percent. There has been quite 
a bit of killing recently, and as the weather has remained cold, the 

Succulent bud tissues have not browned to an extent where it is easy to. 

say with certainty in all cases whether or not the bud is killed." 

He had written January 26th: "The weather at Fort Valley the past 

week has been cold. A light blanket of snow covered the ground on Wed- 
nesday morning, January 23. We have had no temperatures here which have 

alarmed oeach growers in any way. The lowest figure for the past week 

was 19.5 degrees on January 23. There is an excellent set of buds, and 

growers are optimistic about crop prospects...» 

Jo lo Wemenccen MM ocvae. (Ges) 

Writing from the U. S. Pecan Disease Field Uaboratory on February 2; 

he says: "A fight is being made against a small mite which has infested 

our stock cultures. This mite enters plate cultures and leaves a bacter— 

ial train wherever it wanders, 

"Tt also penetrates the cotton plug of text tubes and likewise 
contaminates stock cultures that have been carried along for a number of 

years, many of which are considered quite valuable. All cultures were 

transferred this week in an attempt to save them. These mites were 
perhaps brought into the laboratory last summer on leaves or nuts col—= 

lected for examination." 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

Paul We Miller, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"The weather during the past week has been very stormy," he writes 

January 19th. "Up to six inches of snow has fallen at various points in 
the Willamette valley in Oregon. The snow was accompanied by the coldest 

weather we have experienced since December, 1932. In some spots in the 
valley the thermometer dropped to 19° above zero. A peculiar phase of 
this storm was the fact that a south wind prevailed during its height. 
According to Hdward Wells, the U. S. Weather observer at Portland, Oreg., 

there is an almost unprecedented occurrence, since the storms: from the - 

south are in almost all cases accomoanied by rain and relatively mild 

temperatures.!! 

J» Re Cole, Shreveport, La. 

Writing on January 26th, he says: "We have had real wintry weather 

here, in contrast to the week before. The official low here was 15° above. 

It was 10° at the station. All truck crops in this vicinity were either 

killed or severely injured." 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Purchase of articles manufactured in Federal penitentiaries.-—- 

In a recent decision the Comptroller General ruled that it was neces-— 

sary that articles manufactured by Federal penitentiaries be obtained 
from them unless it can be shown that the penitentiaries were unable 

to furnish such articles. Tne following is a list of articles manu- 

factured by Federal penitentiaries: Deck mats, brushes (all kinds-- 

including paint, varnish, and floor), cenves, cloth bags, burlap bags 

brooms, tentage, all gray iron castings, bronze castings, and aluminum 

castings. 

In accordance with this decision, all orders for the above mentioned 

articles must be submitted to the Washington Office, which will arnange 

to obtain them ins the Bureau of Penitentiaries. An exception is made 

in the case of articles to be paid for from Public Worxs Administration 

funds, as such ae can not be spent for material made by covict labor. 

Telegraphic Budzet and Finance Cireular-No. ll, dated January 25, 1935, 

solicitation calls attention to the fact that telegraphic solicitation 

of Bids. of bids shall not be made except in extreme emergencies. 

The Comptroller General has ruled that this method of ob- 

taining bids does not comply with the Revised Statutes in regard to ad- 
vertising the needs of the United Stetes, etc. 

In cases of extreme emergency, where it-appears essential to 
solicit bids by telegraph, the matter should be referred to our Business 

Office for handling. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Ford Parts Procurement Division Circalar Letter No. 78, dated January 

22, 1935, authorizes the purchase of repair parts for Ford 

cars and truck by an exception to Executive Order No. 6646. This will 

now permit the purchsse of Ford parts without the restrictions of N-R-A. 
codes. 

Distributing Some of our workers are following the ancient custom of 
Publications sending requests for publications direct to the Office of 

Information. This is no longer permissible. 3B.P.1I. Memo. 
681 of November 7, 1932, called attention to the new regulations in this 

Matter, requiring that orders be sent for approval throush the Bureau's 
Office of Publications (Mr. Pickens), meaninzs that orders drawn in our 

Division should go to Mr. Gilbert for checking and forwarding. This pro- 

cedure is necessery to insure that orders are prepared carefully and cor- 

rectly so that they may be handled with a minimum amount of time and labor 

in the Office of Information. 

Where less than eight publications are ordered, an eee (publi- 

cation size--ebout 7xl0-1/2 inches) may be used, and the seri and number 

of copies written, along with the initials of the employee ovdenanee on 

the inside of the flap. Neither order nor frank is needed. 

Where more than eight publications are needed, orders for Farmers! 

Bulletins and Leaflets snould de prepared on Department Form 75 (white); 
and for all other publications on Form 74 (blue). Publications should be 
listed in numerical order, according to series. Hach order should bear 

the name of the Division, as snould the addressed envelope or frank, and 

must be initialled by the employee ordering. The addressed frank should 

be pinned to the upper left-hand corner on the back of the order. Tae max— 

imum number of copies of any publication ordered at one time is fixed at 50. 

Where an order calls for more than 25 copdies, it should be accompanied by 

a- Stevens indicating the purpose for wiicn the bulletins are needed. 

It is useless to request the sending out of discontinued series 
(B.P.I. Bulletins and Circulars, Department Bulletins and Circulars, etc.) 
as such publications are no renech available for free distribution except 

where copies may be on hand in the Division issuing the bulletin. Before 

ordering publications sent out, a check should be made to see if they are 

actually available for distribution--or have been superseded by a later 

publication, etc. 

In the case of foreign addresses--and if doubtful whether an ad- 

dress is foreign or domestic, consult the Postal Guide--a separate ee 

is made for each on Form 81 (original) and 8l-a (duvlicate)¥* and su 
mitted in duolicate. Prepare the address on the special 4x6 fran! a label; 
do not merely type it on the envelonve. The address should be carefully 

verified with the information on hand and if necessary with a U.S.Postal 

Guide, the decisions of the National Geogravhic Board, or a good atlas, 

and should be complete and accurate in every detail. All publications, re- 

gardless of series, may be listed on the same order, only the series and 

*Old Forms 131 and 132 

te 
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publications are sent with 

in the envelope and the 

SnHouUld= Dear tae noOvavLome 

bids or making purchases 
pobbing up, though it 

thet the Government should 

not, whereits needs can de Notaern ic: Supplied, contract with its officers 

OG employees, tor the reason that such contracts are against public policy 

and arrox ne ZEOUMOSH LOL ICOMOlamhNASOONcaVvOLNoLSMs traud, eb. | in a recems 

case or is type, where a pidder was employed by tne Government of the 

Virgin inde at the time he submitted a bid for tractors, the Comptroller 

General advised that "no bids should be considered or contracts entered 

into with any employee of the Government of the Virgin Islands or of tne 

United States--whether such employee be tempnoraery or permnnent--for delivery 

Of Supplies and materials.!! 

SUDDEN DHATH OF REXFORD HK. SWARTZ 

Februsry 1, two - 

ssibly shocked 

the above item was handed to me by Mr. 

Swartz, we were inexpre i ed to learn of his death from sDinal 

meningitis. That was Friday. I had seen him on Tuesday and while he com- 

plained of being tired and went home later than afternoon, none of us con— 

Sidered tne illness as serious, as he was a man of exceptionally robust 

physique. 

He came to tne Buren back i 1 Lois, aS a stenograpner with the sugar 

plant investigstional work. 4e Bored THE Sia Os —MenOld, Onimee On  COibmom, 

Tucked torazse Crop Disease ‘investigations in 1915. From 1920 to 1922 ne 

served as 

Cotton, Truck snd-ror 

cea woich he neld until that office was 

sulting in the present Division of Fruit 

secretary to the Assistant Gnie? Ons 

and 

Bureau, then back sco coming 
age Crop Disease Investigations as head clerk, a posi- 

included in the 

Vegetaole Crops and 

consolidation re- 

Diseases. 

His outstanding ability, coupled with his splendid background of experience, 

led to his selection as the head of our business office. 

While conspicuous for nis industry and office loyalty, after an as- 

SOCiation Of nearly a quarter of a century 

am inclined to believe that his outstanding 

ness to go out of his way to hel» others. 

the trouble he would take 

far off field station workers, for example. 
problem his own and never rested satis 

will be a long, long 

fades from th 

He leaves a wife and five children. 

Tt 

uel Winiwidil Sy SOMbAyiLOia Was 

time before the recollection of 

tI1e Minds and hearts of our workers, 

Teed Laila “ata @statak@njewl \yoreues 1 

chara cteristic was nis willing- 

was perfectly amazing to see 

to answer even relatively trivial inquiries from 

the worker's 

OMIM Cer) lias 

many friendly acts 

He invariably made 

his 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VECETABLE CROPS AND DISEA SHS) 

“The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit ame ‘Yesetable crops and Dis- 

eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture 

John Ae wemrailll: Editor 

This: NEWS LETTER-is for distribution to employees of ‘the Division on 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and-confidential na- 

ture, and is not to be published without securing-the prior approval of 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Grops and Diseases. The reports of 

field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and.so are not necessarily the official and final word:on the suleaic CTS. 
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BeEVonsLtyva Once over on Snake River, when Andrew McWilliams! saddle 

horse had the botts, he sent a buckboard 10 miles for a 

scientific stranger who claimed to be a botanist. But the horse died. 
Andy, you see, expected rather too much from science. So do a lot of 

people. The worker with plants, especially, has a much more difficult 

job than the average person realizese That's because of the resemblance 

between plants and humans. 

Sir Jagardis Chandra Boss, of India, always insisted that plants 

had a pulse and heart beat very much like animals, and reacted to stimu-— 

lation in a manner to indicate the possession of a nervous system. Too, 

J« R. Cole has told us that pecans suffer from pneumonia--though he 

spells it Gnomonia. It is only reasonable to expect, then, the perver- 

sity to be found in human beings. Growers down at Shreveport, Lae who 
came to scoff remained to spray, for example, when J. R's spraying work 
ine 950 produced the first crop in 10 is ef Phe check tree anal iiaane 

a victim to the scab which destroyed the crops of previous years. The 
spraying was continued the two years following and there was less scab—— 
even on the check tree! In 1933 and 1934, there was no scab, though 
1933 Was one of the wettest years in the Shreveport section's history. 

Is the action of this check tree evidence of the influence exerted by 
€00d companions--or merely perversity? 

And consider the situation in Tulare County, Calif. The Naval 
orange crop, estimated at 4,500 Garilloads, turned out to be! 11,000. Stil 
the estimate was close--so far as the number of fruits produced was con- 
cerned--but the oranges ran about 126 to the box this year: 2G sists 
Valencia oranges and Marsh grapefruit in southern California, on the 
Other hand, are smaller this season. So it goes. Lots of people kill 
themselves from sheer ennui--but not plant workers. i 
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FRUIT AND VEGHTAELE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Gabe Ramsey, .ChvcaZzouw hele. 

"Tast week I discovered something new, or at least very uncommon," 

“he'writes to Mr. Fisher under date of February 19th. "It is Peronospora 
parasitica in storage cabbage. I have'photographed several specimens 
so that I can use the best for a colored plate in the new section of 

the handbook. } 

"The unusual seems to have been the rule, in fact, for the past 

two weeks.- Severe spotting and decay of California cabbage by 

Mycosphaerella brassicicola has been found in a few cars, and Sporotri- 

chum malorum inducing a brown, watery, core rot of Winesap apples are 

the two latest finds. Perhaps you and Dr. Brooks have observed this 

Sporotrichum rot frequently but I think it is) rare with us here on ume 

mid-west markets. Neither the description by Gardner nor Heald fit the 

type of decay that I have found here, although on account of the few 

specimens at hand I have no right to pass judgment on the types of decay 

produced by this organism. I haven't’ looked up Kidd's article on this." 

SPRAY RESIDUES 

In a notice to producers and consumers of apples and pears, tae 

‘Secretary on January 24th announced a restriction in the quantity of 

lead residue permitted on these fruits in interstate commerce. 

The tolerance permitted for 1955 crops will be 0.015 grain of 
lead to the pound of fruit. . Sprays containing arsenic or fluorine 

will be under the same restriction as last year--0.01 grain of arsenze 
Drioxide or O20) srain of fluorime to tke poundmomsermIG. 

Many consumers desiring to make assurance of safety doubly 

sure have sought advice as to the mensures that may be taken in the 

home to cleanse fruits such as apples and pears. Commercial cleaning 

methods generally involve the use of dilute acid or alkali solutions 

to loosen or dissolve the residue, followed. by rinsing in water. 

Such vigorous measures are unnecéssary in the kitchen, where attention 

Can be given to each individual fruit. The usual sanitary vractice 

in the home of scrubbing with water is desirable under any circumstance. 

Peeling the fruit, or perhaps better, removal of stem and blossom 
ends where the residue is most difficult to reach, is an added measure 

of safety which may be recommended. 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION.AND STORAGE INV#STIGATIONS. 

ie eubentvicr. resng, Calan. ; 

"Our exhibit one elas season's experimental pack of grapes was © 

held Friday at the cold storage plant and the turn-out was very grati- 

fying," he writes. February 11th. Notices were sent to about 45 persons 

who we thought would be interested, most of them being grape shippers, 

and during the course of the day we had about 75 visitors, some coming 

from as far as Stockton,, San Francisco, and Bakersfield. 

"The cold storage company provided a large room and tables where 

we. could exhibit the various packages to good advantage. The packages 

exhibited included check, fumigated, and packages receiving 5, 10 and 
15 grams of Sodiun Bisulphite. These treatments were shown in the saw- 

dust lug holding about 22 pounds of grapes and 10 pounds of sawdust, 

the sawdust chest holding 34 nounds of grapes and about le pounds of saw- 

dust, and the sawdust keg which holds a little more grapes and sawdust 
than the sawdust chest. 

"In the display lug pack we exhibited untreated lugs, fumigated 
lugs, and packages in which we had placed Acid Sulyhite in the pads. 

i "The thing that was evident to those who saw the exhibit was 
the greener color of the stems in the packages receiving Acid Sul- 

phaiGes. Lotordatierence was nov apparcnt in) the lots) receiving 5 szams; 

but was very marked in the 10 gram lots; 15 grams of Sulphite produced 

injury in the form of bleaching of tne capstem attachment. An occa- 
sional bleached berry was noticed in the 10 gram lots. 

"Very favorable Comment was made on the exhibit by the shippers 

and cold storage men attending. Since there has been so much mold in 

storage grapes this year, the interest in any method to obtain better 

mold control was very real. We plan to take a few packages to the cold 

storage meeting at Del Monte, showing the check and the sulphite 

AReatmMent Ss... | 

FRUIT AND NUT FRODUCTION 

G. F. Kinman, Sacramento, Calif. 

Writing under date of February 1, he says: "We have had mild winter 

temperature this year. The soil at a depth of 1 to 2 feet in the Sacra- 

mento Valley nas not gone much below the middle forties on the Fahrenheit 
“scale and this has not been cold enough to stop. root growth, at least on 

roots pruned during the fall....The performance of buds of some fruit 
trees indicates that the coming blooming season will be even earlier than 
UMervery carly season of last year." 
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POTATO IVESTIGA \TIONS 

Reduced from Everybody knews that agricultural researcn is in itself 
SIL STON ae 60¢! the biggest bargain ever offered, but we have bargains 

in general lines, too. For example, Dr. William Stuart, 

who for 25 years has been in-charge of our potato breeding and cultural: 
investigations, tells the Press Service boys to break the news to potato 

growers that now is the time to buy certified seed. Such seed cost 

nearly twice as much last year as it does now. And, of course, the re— 

duction in price means absolutely no lessening in quality! 

Prices offered to growers for certified seed in the 22 States 

which certify now average about 60 cents a bushel. ‘Last year a similar 

average (and by the same mathematicians!) was $1.10. Prices vary from - 
4O cents in Maine to about $1.15.in Nebraska, where the 1934 crop was 
approximately one-third that of 1955. Nebraska, in fact, is the only: 
State where prices are higher this year. oy a 

Certified seed potatoes are virtually free from invisible virus 

diseases such as mosaic, leaf-roll.and spindle tuber, and from such 

Visible diseases as scab, black scurf, late blight and yellow dwarf. 

Certification comes only after official inspection by some State agency 

such as the board of agriculture, the agricultural college, or the State 

potato growers! association. Inspections are made in the field and after 

harvest, and vary slightly in GUE Perea States. 

"The use of good digeaweseees seed, is absolutely necessary for 

profitable potato production," says Doctor: Stuart. "Farmers speak about 
varieties of potatoes 'running out!', when they begin to decline in yield. 

Investigations have shown that ‘running out' is due almost entirely to 

the presence of virus diseases which do not show up in the tuber itself. 

The: best way to eliminate these diseases is to destroy all diséased;' — 

weak, or off—type play i" 

The production of certified seed potatoes last year, ‘incidentally, 
was next to the largest on record--10,313,495 bushels. Only the 1928 pro- 

duction topped that mark. Many farmers who produce certified seed potatoes 

obtain their seed from growers who specialize in foundation stock. This 

foundation stock is so free from disease -and of ‘such high quality that’ - 

those who plant it have to do very little "roguing," or weeding out of 

sick plants, for.at least two or -thrée years. 

Incidentally, Doctor Stuart told those at the recent Ohio Vegetable 

Growers Association meeting that potato growers should take steps to off- 

set the prejudice against potatoes in the diet. He pointed out that no - 
less an authority than the American Medical Association approves the 
potatoes and meat diet--exploding the notion that proteins and carbohy- 

drates should not be eaten at the same meal. Furthermore, he said, the 

potato is no more fattening than wheat, rice, corn or other starchy foods—- 

and even has an advantage over these because of its mineral content. 
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FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

Himer Snyder, tosses) Craaintia 

"Several trips. to commercial vineyards were made during the week 

WO. aClerawahiiyy and study . root-knot nematode infestations," he writes for 

the Feoruary 49 period. "Severe root-knot injury was found on l-year, 

e-year, 8-year and 18-year-old plantings of Sultanina (Thompson Seed- 

less) vines. The l-year and 2-year-old plantings were found so badly 

infested that the vines are to be pulled out. 

The S-year-old and. 18-year-old plantings were decidedly weakened 

and have practically, passed their commercial usefulness. While is was 

impossible to deternine when these two ‘bearing Vineyards were infected 

with nematode infestations, the growth and commercial possibilities were 

destroyed long before the expected life of a normal vineyard had been 

reached. In all locations examined, the soil was sandy underlaid by a 
-light sandy loam. This type of soil has been classified as the Fresno 
red sands, normally the texture was. more or less the same to a depth of 

6 feet. Leveling, cultivation, and irrigation has in places changed the 
normal depth and a slightly heavier loam occurs in some places within a 

foot or two of the surface. A c-year-old planting. of the rootstock 

Rupestris St. George was so oe infested that the vines will be pulled 

Out this spring. 2... 

Nita GOin Wasaqwlenna Opal. (ae orbs studies.of grape rootstocks in relation to 

their resistance to nematode infestation, a new test plot of 356 stock 

». Vines was planned for a very sandy location where the soil.has been badly 

infested with nematode. . 

Mada t toned rains ‘during the week brougat the seasonal total to 

ete 36 inches,. which is greater than any total rainfall OIE, iGlalalis section 

Pome 05-1906," 

He had written February 2d: "Some preliminary records were taken 

at pruning time to ascertain the correlation or the weights of grape 

prunings and linear growth of the vines. 

an average of 10 varieties ae linear growth of 335 inches 
per pound of brush primed. ‘from the vine. The correlation varies with 

varieties as indicated by a linear growth of abil) imehe sper) pound ot 

brush with Sultanina, while Panariti produced 562 inches of. growth per 

pound. This would indicate that Panariti makes a much more slender 

growth than Sultanina, which.is actually the case. The ratio of linear 

growta to brush weight gives a descriptive picture of the varietal 

growth habit." 
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DISEASES OF TRUCK CROPS 
FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

ie A arch: Medtose: Oreg. 

A study of 1933 and 1934 pruning data proved decidedly interes-— 
ing. "These data seem to show that pruning was more critical for fruit 
et than soil moisture conditions during the spring," he comments. 

} 

a 
U 

Ss) 

"This does not mean that fruit set was not limited by insuffi- 
-cient soil moisture supply to the growing tissues, since other work in- 

dicates that the pear root systems cannot supply soil moisture as 

rapidly as it is lost by transpiration during the periods of high evap— 

orating power of the air. The rate of shoot elongation was slightly 

influenced by soil moisture conditions during the spring, but here again 

severity of pruning was the dominant factor. 

"A study of the amount of fruit. enlargement in relation to the 

leaf area per fruit showed that in every case of heavy pruning, as com- 

pared with light pruning, the heavier pruning apparently increased the 

amount of fruit: slemcenen? per unit of leaf area. Efforts to find the 

factors involved in this apparent increase in leaf efficiency for fruit 

growth were unsuccessful." 

DISZASSS OF TRUCK CROPS 

cs Wem Moone... Onarlestonr, Serve 

"Considerable farm activity has been under way during this period, 
_he writes for January. "Much of the land for akl crops has been prepared 

and all farmers are now ready to begin potato planting. This crop, how— 

ever, will probably oe shorter than at any time during the past 2O years. 

In addition to the general difficulty of arranging suitable financial sup- 
ve port, all farmers fear the present outlook for this crop and are cutting 

their acreage of their own accord. 

"Spring cabbage will be about tne normal acresge, and the other 
crops—-such as beans, cucumbers, etc.—-will probably be somewhat greater 

than was the case last year. Ws notice, however, that all farmers, re- 

gardless of their contemplated operations, are coming to us in greater , 

numbers for help with their proolems. We get more calls at present for 

help on disease problems than at any time since we started work in this 

ROSTOne 

FRJIT DISEASES 

John C. Dunegan writes from Fayetteville, Ark. on February 16th 

that the first routine examination of apple blotch cankers was made 

during the week and an appreciable number of the pycnidia examined were 
found to be full of spores. These examinations will be made weekly to 
gain data on the time of spore fornation, the discharge of spores and 
the initiation of the primary infection on the fruit and leaves. 

2 PS S> 

24-4 
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FRUIT DISHZASES 

John C. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"Reports received from the peach section in the vicinity of Nash- 

ville, Arke, indicate that the low:temperatures in January killed a large 

portion of the peach buds," he writes February 9th. "The figures received 

tomdate imdrcate a mortality around 60 percent. Here in northwest Arkan— 

Sas tne mortality is practically 100 percent. I examined 1,009 buds from 

one orchard near Springdale and 1,005 were dead. These buds were on ig 

limbs taken from all parts of one of the average orchards of the district. 
Twenty-five branches were collected from various parts of the orchard that 

had received the irrigation treatment during the drought last summer. There 

were 805 buds on these branches, put $045 were dead." 

He had written February ed: "A decided improvement in strawberry 
prices over the 1934 level is predicted for 1935 by J. H. Heckman, Exten-— 

Sion economist in marketing, University College of Agriculture. However, 

he points out that the improvement will not be as great as it would have 

been if the drouth had been general in areas competing with Arkansas 

Deri s. 

"The effect of the severe drouth'on beds neglected because of the 
poor returns received in 1934 has resulted in a picking acreage for 1935 

in Arkansas of $8,800 acres, which is only 40 percent as large as the 

acreage picked in 1934. This represents the smallest acreage since the 

State became a major strawberry producing area. Other States that compete 
With Arkansas in shipments will have about 72 percent of the 1934 acreage. 

"Suostantial plantings will have to be made in Arkansas, bringing 
the total acreage up to 16,000 to 18,000 acres if the State is to retain 
its place as a major strawberry producing area, and receive the maximum 

returns possible from the crop, says Mre Heckman. 

"Blakemore, more recently introduced variety, has given good 

returns as well as showing greater drouth resistance than some of the 

other regular varieties, and Dorsett is another new variety that has 

ee etry esults in limited pllantings in this State, Mr. Heckman 
Sandi, 

It is easy to see that Mr, Heckman is going to be a very good 
friend of Darrow & Company, the strawberries (Blakemore and Dorsett) to 
which he refers so kindly, being, of course, two of our small fruit 
creations, ceveloped by George M. Darrow and his associates, thus proving 
that it is sometimes very good policy to "let George do it." The prominent 
Workers in our strawberry breeding work are, of course, George M. Darrow, 
George #. Yaldo, and C. H. Schuster. But I suppose they call Schuster 
Neeoree," too. 
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U. S.- Fruit Disease Field Laboratory, Springfield, Mo. 

from January 19th to February 16th, savs: 

LO tak ee 

FRUIT DISEASES 

Vote Vile Nowd5 

The report: for’ the Ozark Pruit Disease haboratony for tie period 
"During the past three weeks 

Springfield, Marionville and Cassville areas whe 

to note effect upon them of the low temperatures which prevailed in early 

January e 

ment Station at Mountain Grove, 

In the 

Number of buds counted Variety 

Red Bird 466 

Alton 870 

cnet on 595 

Harly Hlberta 762 

Plberta 900 

late Elberta 620 

Je He Hale $12 

Krummel 756 

Wilma Ug7 

Mikado 519 

McGraw Oo 

re peach buds were examined 

In the peach variety orchard at the Missouri State Fruit wxperi— 

he following records were made: 

Percent live buds. 

Su 

{2 

it 

19 

Springfield, Marionville and Cassville areas the records were: 

Syonenhal=ntnusdlol AS 

Marionville.. 

Cassava dulea eye. 

Dlberta 697 

McGraw 509 

glberta 1,960 

Elberta 1,966 

2 

51 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

hesive Pierce, Vincennes, Ind. 

wate from the Fruit pieease Laboratory concerning observations 

during the early part of. the year, he says: "Peach fruit buds made much 

less advancement than was expected during the period of high temperature 

the first-part of: January, probably on account of the almost total absence 

of sunshine the first aoe days of the month. 

"In spite of their retarded Beier, a Sugg sane high percent- 

age of the peach buds were killed by the cold weather January ¢l-c/. 

Blberta buds from our experimental orchard,- examined January ¢3, showed 

a mortality of 28.3 percent. Elberta buds from the Dyer orchard snowed 

a mortality of 37.3 percent. It is reported that 90 percent of the Elberta 

and Hale buds in the Dixie Orchard were killed by the freeze." 

Lee-M. Hutchins, Fort Valley, Ga. 

"Continuous rains. during the: past week have completely prevented 

our getting into the nursery or orchard," he writes February l/th. "The 
accumulation of hours of cold at 45 degreés F. now reaches approximately 

900. Hileys and HZlbertas brought into the greenhouse come promptly into 

bloom, whereas Mayflowers are still lagging as they need a full thousand 

hours." 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Retirement "The Civil Service Commission has, advised this Department 

that it has been decided to handle certain retirement. forms 

by distribution direct to the claimants by the Civil Service Commission 

rather than by furnishing a supply of the forms through the various de- 

partments,! says: Doctor Bip SEF ERE director of personnel, in Personnel 

Circular Noe 9, dated February 9, 1935 "The. specific forms are: 

2806-2 "Change of Beneficiary" - 
300/ "Claim of Beneficiary" 
3006 "Application for Payment of Amount due 

Deceased Employee or. Annitant'! 
(Temporary form) 

"A supply of the above forms will be made available in the Office 
of the District Manager. of each Civil Service district as well as in- 

the offices of the Commission's representatives outside of the Continen- 

tal limits of the United States, or the forms may be obtained from the 

Cayvad service Commission in Washington, D. C.” 

"Application for Payment of Accurmlated De since ane. form 4-R 15, 
has been superseded by form 3006, supra, (temporary) and further use of 

said form 3-R 15 should be discontinued," 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Get Your For several years past we have called attention to the 

Orders in regulations which state that orders placed during the 

H latter part of the fiscal year for the purpose of expending 

remaining funds cannot be accepted. Therefore again we 

urge you to check over your needs and contemplated purchases and send 

in as early as possible your orders for supplies and equipment. 

If you wish, such orders could be sent in the form of separate 

lists--for example: 

le List of items.wnich are needed at once and which 
should be secured as soon as practicable; 

Ce ‘List of items which require the securing of bids. 
(Orders for such items could be-held up for sub- 
sequent confirmation by you, if you wish--that is, 

the securing of bids simply make purchase possible 

but does not commit us definitely to the purchase 

something comes up to prevent this, or to-make 

it undesirable.) 

Job Printing, It nas also been our experience that each year many 

Binding, etc. orders for printing of field record books, card 

forms and the like, as well as requests for the 

binding of official books, etc., come in during the latter part of the 

fiscal year. 

It quite often hanpens that these orders reacn us after the 

Printing and Binding fund has been exnausted and so must of necessity 

be held untidvat ter sumliye o 

Please, therefore, check over your requirements in this respect 

for the next five or six mont! nd us immediately your orders 
for any printing or binding ee These orders should reach us on 

or before March 10th. 

Railroad In connection with the necessity of purchasing roundtrip 

Tickets tickets where more economical, etc. and the need for ex-— 

plaining why one-way tickets are used on occasions, one 

worker attached a note to explain the need for securing a refund on 

a portion of his ticket. "To make it plain," he writes, "I was coming 
On the going half, but not ee on the half returned, That Xs, 

I didn't go on the ticket--I came." 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 

me "You perhaps by this time heve been informed of the un- 
Business timely death of Mr. Swartz, waich occurred so suddenly 

Office. on the morning of February lst," writes Mr. Ce 3. Schoen-— 

hals in a memorandum to members of the field staff, dated 

February 15, 1935. "We were just as shocked here as you were in the 

field to learn of his passing. He has been suffering with severe 

headaches, and on the Tuesday previous with acute earache whicn developed 

into mastoiditis and quickly into streptococcal spinal meningitis. 

"Mr. Swartz was very highly regarded throughout the dividion, 

the bureau and the department for his sterling character and ability. 

He followed strictly the princinle of a helpful attitude toward anyone 

raising a problem or inquiry regardless of its nature. While it is 

true we here have sustained a real loss and shall sorely miss his 

Gheertul) Counsell, I am Certain that 'the man in the field’ will miss 

him more as a friend 'in Washington.! 

"Tt obviously becomes necessary to appoint a successor and it 
affords me pleasure to announce tne appointment of Mr. Leroy 0. Gillette; 
CeMAneVRO Needs NOMI eOdUeEt Ton ho Our Stati, since) f am sare he las 

Served you well on many occasions in His capacity as clerk in charge of 

procurement of supplies. He too has always been considerate of the needs 

of the field man. [ know you will find in him a man who will follow in 

the policies of Mr. Swartz in being always kindly and considerate and as 
helpful as possible. May I assure you that you may feel equally as free 

in stating your problems to Mr. Gillette as you were with Mr. Swartz. 

"T recall that on many occasions Mr. Swartz informed me of the 

splendid cooperation he received from the field staff. I bespeak this 

same fine cooperation for Mr. Gillette and I know you will accord it to 

him. It goes without saying you will have full cooperation from Mr. 

Gillette." 

Goods of it is noted that several of our field men are submitting 
American Form 1034 vouchers to which are attached slips certifying 

Origin. to the American origin or the materials purchased. Our 

Business Office has a supply of 1034 vouchers with the 
certification stamned on them, and will be glad to send a supply to 

any employee needing them. It is suggested, too, that the unstamped 

vouchers on hand (that is, the 1034 vouchers without the certification 

stamped on them) be returned to our Business Office for stamping. We 

have also a supoly of sub-vouchers, Form 101e-D, for distribution to 

those desiring them. 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

Pelee OON tebe ee Gene ER 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vezetable Crops and Dis— 
eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United Sta tes HiSigyeue sles of BS GLEE 

Jsoan AY Perrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 
ture, and is not to be pudlisked without securing the prior approval of 

coe Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 

exd workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions. 
5 

= SO ave Mot necessarily the officinl and final word on the subjects 
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Vegetable Standardizatio Hor more than six years the Division has 
and Description eee been cooperating with some 25 State Azricul~ 

tural Experiment Stations located from const 
to coast and from Canada to the Gulf, and with seedsmen and growers in 

the working out of descriptions of the important varieties of tomatoes, 
cabbage, peas, beets, carrots, Spinach and onions. ._ Work, too, nas been 

ee on turnips and rutabagas, wita peppers next on the list. Studies 
have not been in progress simultaneously on all the crops, out with 

iWOromwrcheec at a time.. An effort is be SLOuenrOW Cacao p) dala 
aumber of widely separted important producing areas so that we can Ce 
termine How mca variation occurs in the apoearanc 
varieties as a result of the conditions under which they are grown. 

» WaLch werewplanmed aid care 
Ol) Aen BIS Wellin anys) Meaer Ss sed) ez: 

or tae past thres vears tas work nas ob: y 
Roy Mazruder w2o spends practically ‘is fall isis 91 

S ected tumerous improvements and refinements during its 
ae TAN OU jeCts Ole COUrse. as tO Diadvaad adequately deserve 

the existing tyoe of each of the important commercial varieties of vege~ 
tadles most Searly conforming to the generally accepted ideal for that 

particular variety. We want to set up standards to suide buyers and sel- 
fers. <A fruit buyer in Boston can telegraph to the Valley of Virginia 
and order a carload of U. S, No. 1 Delicious apples in standard bushel 

baskets and Jmow exactly what he will get if the product actually con 
forms to tne specifications of that grade. We want to make it possible 
for handlers of vegetables to place orders with the same confidence. 

aN ithe 72 Glau davopmtaley 
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VEGETABLE PRODUC TION, STANDARDIZATION AND “IMPROVEMENT INVESTIGATIONS - 

Especially de we exoect to prise order out of the confusion aAov 

existing wnen vezetable zrovers mie up their sesd orders. .-A grower may 

admire the superiority of a neizhbor's crop of tomatoes over his om ™ 

resolve that tne following year he will grow the variety thst his heigh- 

bor grew:. He orders the variety by name but ae different seedsman- 

When his croo reaches maturity he finds that wile the tomato is differ-— 

ent from the sort he grew previously, it is also different from the tomato 

sroywm by nis neighbor. When he complains, the seedsma ~ insists that he 

sold him ~ very fine strain of ths particular variety in question. This 

may | at may be uniform and of g7:0d quality; but it-as 

the grower wanted. 

This situation exists because at present the sesdsmen and growers 
do not azree upon exactly what charac cteristics a certain variety should 
possess. Standardization is the solution of the problem, and to bring 
that about all that is necessary is to get 2zrowers and seedsmen to adopt 

the descriptions or specifications of some authority whose recommenda-— 

tions they are willim= to accept. We velieve: seedsmen are well 6a ae 

way towards accepting this Division as the authority. After all, so fan 

as establisting standards is concerned, it doesutt really matter so mech 

wnether the standard accepted for ths tomato represents a fruit. just_a 
Little larger or smaller or deepsr than tae one you Lad im mind.) feiss 
portant tring is to get the same picture before everyone who is interestéd 

in that variety so.-that they can all understand exactly what -is referred 

to wien the variety is mentioned. We expect to make this easily possible 
through tne descriptions and illustrations in the series of pu ublications 
being issued as a result of this cooperative work. 
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“undesirable sorts, with 2) Tesud tia concentration of the etter gorts, 
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VEGETASLE PRODUCTION; STANDARDIZATION ‘AND 1MPROVENE ae ac ae 

TAere is no danger tnat tne foe bo reduce ae cutee ot vege- 
table varieties and emphasize the important sorts ‘will di scoura ze ef- 
forts to produce new Os ce Gag ee Mie pressure reine 
the production of improved’ sorts, aa’ scientific enthusiasm’ in- crop | precede 
ing and improvemeis will resalt in the introduction of more 2ood new var- 
ieties the “nex® few wears tbnaa we Rave ever. secn hee iacan: ‘equal 

time before. Vorieties of .supsrior morit will displace our present ! 
“standard varisties regardles SOL Woo are) Sav Or Gonlt sai. 

Ald we ore seckin= to do is to make sure tart all onenzed in the 
Suvi) aac) Gandlin=) or vegetables speak tas same dqnsusgo.. Te are meot— 

dug encouraging cooperation because those coacerned soc how the. prozram 
works, to the advantage Or, SEA, bles ena a domand.for tne. standardized 

SOGUS With (2c resultine falline off in orders for.minon varicties wild 

pormit scedsmén to concentrate on a relatively fow variotios, 12d their 
Customers will. inevitably rece ive greater value; for. jnoir. money, ond stow 

erg will toe role’ to supply, 8) ae Quality, more uasform product, aad 

Duets & crop with 2renter entuaiaty, Of T1201 9 protitabls marker. 
Nad toe Coasamer=—1m0 is ACs “Tent . logeadary persoa but. you--+2nd you-- 

aad ies Gn receive more for his *wonecy. After:oll,: this vogetable 
standardization aad de Serio uo4 dee is morely 1 program to: climinnte 

sonsoless waste and sive every O1e 25 the whole sequences of trading aad 

uso 4 more cle sirable nnd pOrmwwille product Aes Tne 

te Stands ordization dovs not moan. reducing things Tosa dead. lLerol- of 
gamers ss and aedioeri ty. Aart industry, commereinl or agricultural, 

sufficiontly i interested to atten pt to work out steandords, is moti soine: - 

product will - heehee Gana si 
tion simply means that ths are'° 

ob cortoin definite specifica=: 
POMC eae UnRCAISey ome) Fane TO joxpeet.) Aad toe Godustry will) aot 
Devi yeas aevicilce to fall sulea Bellow the specizientinis for faar toot 
it might sect a oad reputation——-resultings in commerce inl death. Ore of the 
strongest ewes. Ja Tove. on standardigatiow is thivboat.alsiost incvi— 
table; sorkgs Lovard improvement in tas. product-—7hon. an industry besins ~ 
tor sSrandardi zo, 1b will almost duvariadly tond to standardize: at tho. 
bizhest puncticadle level of excellence. 

Ome eerie Gach aelon: standard. AAG vas 

representative of the best. StARAAZGLZ9, 
ticle is sunranteed, so to sspeak, to mec 
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FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

“Atherton C. Gossard, Spring Hill, Ala 

"The Gulf coast-had its third hard freeze of the winter this week," 
he writes for the week ending March 2, "upsetting the ideas of some of 

the residents that we don't have more than two a year. On the morning: 

of February 27 the temperature dropoed to 24° at the Alabama Citrus Spray 

Laboratory at Spring Hill, and to 26° nt the Mobile He ake. Burcau. On 
the morning of Fobrunry 28 the temperature dropped to TOC at Spring Baill, 

25° in Mobile, and 17° at the Horticultur xl Development Company's or- 

chards ten miles west of Spring Hill, 

"Dr. L. L., English, cntomologist at the Citrus Spray Laboratory, 

thinks there was more damage to plants on the first night than on the 
sccond because of water from previous rnxin, which froze on the foliage, 

_Aand high wind on the former night, and dricr, still nir on the latter. 

"Following partial and, in some cascs, nearly complcte defolia-— 

tion and some wood injury of Satsuma orange trees by the two previous 

freezes of thewintor, this third freeze miy cause nearly complete 

defoliation and more scrious wood injury of the Satsuma trees over con- 
siderable of this territory. Roports from growers indicate that eabbage 
planted since the January freeze cxme through this freeze fairly well, 

"Mobile's famous "Azgalca Trail" has had a hard time this year. 
The azaleas were bvoginning tc blossom at the time of the January frecze. 
Open blossoms and large buds were frozen tacen, and the opening of others 
somewhat retarded. Many of the bushes were gctting well into bloom this 
week and, in another week or ten days would have ane a wonderful 

Sight. Needless to say, there are no azalea blossoms now, and it is 

doubtful if there are cnough buds left on ee poe bplsooming varieties 

to maize the usunl gorgcous display this ycar. 

H. L. Crane, Albany, Ga, 

"The mecting of the Southoastorn Pecan Growers Association was 
one of the best they have ever had," he reports under date of 

Fobruary 23d. 

"It was disappointing, however, that so fev growers attended. 

The mectings were well advertised, but at most thore were only about 
60 present. Tho first da ay's program was given over t2 production methods, 
and the laboratory staff here contributed most of the papers, 

. . . . ! 
"Weather clear and cs2l, No rvin xt Philema during the weeke. 

SS Ct 

TN i aca it at te ag 
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FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION ~ 

Cale Schuster. Commillis, Oreos. 

'To. pollination workion the filberts and prunins Wonk on then 

Has been completed tis week," Ne writes for the week of February 11-16. 

Wins blovtin= Sceasoa Of tye fidbert. Bas ended enrlier tian usual." 

Weis of Mebroary SG, ac said: | Thinatas out in the pruaia= 
work on filberts ins not siven very satisfactory: results. The aunber of 
Lossons thot anve developed and thé wood Srowth connected titra it has 

mot besa as “Mcins desired. On tne other, nand, the trees tmt ve 

peusted back Neavaly Vast sprige Nave Aa unusually Taree anount or teaalle 

Mowers | La wale COmmMeECuLonN 14 295 Iitorostits to “ote that us the new 

SHOOUS | Cevelooee., SOme vane almosu Pane af flowers, Heo Qiiens) Wene 

heavily loaded.!! : 

Mice mC Ora = ond Coulbia tac) Dlg. on te pruned and 
uspruaed tecesiiit4 tae tilbert," Se wrote Februsry.ed. "In thes crowded 
OU ndS On woo Nonderntcees prunime so Lar As Viianias Ob is  comcenied 
HAS ou) S1vieteaay aopereciable nesuluse eadine back would nopear to 

sive bette ewe seven Leal cee Ore) 1) Wie not wat we ected. Mant cant 

Olay be told ean oy Our eoutti n= 6! 

lato Ne Noods Sacrace to, Calit. 

Waa ical concernins observatioas and work: aura 

SAGs ie Diao. ENS Says! MPT Ae bas eriod spMAsis was placed upon 
field work. Trees of the-ney nlmond creations 8-21 and 8-32 were dis- 

Peto, COVE rs for TUru em brigl. Vita GoeNexcepbion or the 
Bara SEES some of these troes have bac distributed to ie 

miedo. district. Aa attsaot “as beon sade to test thes new 
varieties under aa tne oi PIS) WOBAs iG LONG) Wormiioay ALO hae te pla 

Giteeoreny Sod.s, under differoat SySuets Om Mery Sabo. TG Made apa 

Lows Cullucal =actnods.. Ye ssould, trasrefore, be certain of the actual 

pomieraceyon Vie Uo “ew promisi7= varievics before. tiey are planted: 
See COsiaer eval) SCA Oy. « «96 

42 the taree weeks 

S 

Na atteript has been nde to complete the collection of data on 
atagad ae elds with special attention siven to variation in varieties, 
water supily, situations,. soi7e, pootstocks, and cultural methods. 
Althou ve eet work Has been Handled as a side isshe, definite informa— 
ea eee TO approxinately.10,000 acres hag Deen obtained in addi- 

tion te tat previously collected. In addition to 2eneral informatinna, 
one eDief value OE vans Wegore) MeOaw  iolanesh ales tah sar iake) | altakc, | valongloye eal above ra, tc! he: 

Vase OuserIClLOns wiles male or) succoss oF farluro ia mlmiond producti: 

caacemsideratre Toi Uns bec Tallane over quite o llon= period this 

Wairlber=s  M@et os the soils which wore surferin. from a dry condition are 

Sieve hesllur bed wits moL1stune.  Teis condition should mike a sreat 

hpreOMeNcaG tos year over last In the quality and DrOCUCULON, Of Walaencs 

Pema re ao) Aa strteus .! 
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FRUIT AND NUL PRODUCTION 

We WV. Aldrich, Medford, Oreg. 

"The close proximity of Anjou trees on well-drained, free soil 
to Anjou trees on water-logged, adobe soil gave an excellent opportunity 

to observe the effect of -soil moisture (and probably soil temperature) 

upon time of bud Eo ee aes report on February 25th. 

"Bud opening is oul “aavanced cia Mela aS) evened: and buds are just 
as far advanced on the trees in: colé (7), poorly drained adobe soil as 
on trees in well-drained, free soils: This observation refutes the 

popular idea among growers eal Soll temperature affects time of bud 

opening.! 

Vriting:on February 18th, he reported, "The sales return was re- 
ceived for the 9 boxes of Bose-produced on the scattered, small trees 

at the station. Since the price for each size is based on the average 
returns for same 200 care of Bosc, these prices merit consideration. 

The larger sizés brought smaller returns than the smaller sizes. The 

extra fancy 150's netted the Station $.68 per packed box, whereas the 
120's netted only $.37 per ‘box 

"Since: een commission and packing charges total about $2 
per box, the auction price of the 150 size was about $2.68, and of the 

120 size, $2.37. This 13.1 percent discount in auction price on the 

larger size is a decided difference in market price. However, on the- 
basis of net return to the grower, the $.31 discount on the larger 
size becomes a 45 percent reduction in net return. Since production 

operation is at least $.50 per box, the net return of $37 per box for 
the larger size means an actual loss to the grower. Hence the produc- 

tion of sizes smaller than’ 120 is at present a major production problem." 

He had written February 4th: "A 2.04 inch rainfall during January 
brought the total rainfall since September 1 up to 11.65 inches, which 
is just.1.42 inches above the 24-year average. Thus, with the soil well 
wetted to a considerable depth, and with about 36 inches of snow (equiva- 

lent to about 12 inches of water) in the hills, the BeOS Pere for the 

1935 supply of soil moisture are promising.! 

Je L. Pelham, Shreveport, — 

Te started work on the pruning block," he writes in his report 
for the week ending F,bruary 2d. "Low temperatures caused more damage 
to cover crops than usuale The oats were almost a complete loss and the 

vetch was badly damaged. The damage Dossibly was due in part to the 

high temperatures the preceding week.!! 
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FRUIT AND NUP PRODUCTION 

Hlmer Snyder, SES, Colif. 

2 ae Po ess 

Whany erovers: Visiting the Fresno station during the past fer 

_ months have béen’ inquiring for inf formation concerning the ST ONi nS of 

enariti (Black Corinthe) , the. ' Zante Currant of Commerce,! he writes 

a ee eod~ | 

"A considerable number of growers =i plant the Pdnariti th : lis 
“spring. The’ interest in Panariti is brought about mainly by the price 

rere which has beén paid during the past.few years while other raisins + 

very love The dried Panariti or Sean ee nave been sold by the <rower 
for & and 7 cents per pound.: hile the average yield per acre would 
probably be less than a ton to the acre, some of the better cared for 

-Vinevards have been yielding 1-1/2 tons or more per acre. At 7 cents 
per doundc a very satisfactory profit -can.be made. 

"Tn 1916 there were only ree small. plots of Panariti of 

less than an acre in commercial production. Through the efforts of 

our rinsing work and publications showing what production could be 

obtained with correct ringing procedure, the Panariti acreage has 
gradually increaséd so that at the present time there are approximate- 
ly between 2,000 and 2,000 acres of this variety in bearing. Some are 

used locally as a ose market grape, some are used in special wine 

making, but the major portion of the crop is used to produce the 

PiSugab excl ee erae 

"It might de aiged that: ve still have to convince some of our 
rs th vat the dried currant:-is peau ecwured from a grape (Vitis) 

tare om the English currant (Ribes) »! 

ee a HORTICULTURAL FIELD STATION 

WYO e A. C. Hildreth, Cheyenne 

NiZarch came in like the proverbial lamb following mild-weather 
_.the latter part: of February," he. reports under date of March 2d "The 
. first appre Sees snow of the -season started fa wlling February 23-6 
picts Cheyenne’ * Feather Bureau reported a. fall of 6.4 inches, with precipi- 

tation of 47; but st the station the snowfall was tees than three 
inches, with & fey drifts in lov places not over a foot in depth. 

‘The precipitation - -totalled a-.26-..All of the snov, except a few 
scattered pa tches where sheltered. by shruo bery ; had melted aay by 
event ng OF ‘February 28tn « 

t 

oidessaras work: on apples.1 onder n. way, February 25; only a fen of 
the trees are blooming this season. Contonued planting seed of ormamen- 

tals Seed of 114 varieties of trees and shrubs, and 167 herbaceous 

perennials and legumes vere sent to cooperators.e Preparing hotes on 

fruits and perennials." 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

hesielPTeOLee. | Mae eonaesnn lar Roni sh eee 

"Further investigations shov that the amount of: bud+killing on 
Slberta peech was mach greater than was indicated by examinations made — 
& snort ine after the period of freezing weather January 21-28," he 

writes on February 22d. "The examination of a fairly large number of 

bucs the second veek in February.also shovs that the percentage of buds 

kaiitedinG Sone higher on the short fruit spurs than on tne longer 

growth. Of a total of 418 buds on short fruit spurs from cur experimental 

orchard -at Sie Knox County Poor Farm, SLO or 74.1 percent had been 

killed by the January freeze. A total of 583 buds on long growth from 

the same orchard shoved a mortality of 59.3 percent. Taken as a whole, 

he 1001 fruit buds from the t70 types of fruiting wood snowed & mor- 

tality of 65.5 percent. The percentage of dead buds in-this particular 

orchard as shown by an examination made late in January was 28.3 percente 

"The percentage of dead Elberta buds in the Dyer orchard has 
X1so increased considerably since the first counts were made late in 
January. On February 19, an examination of 300 buds from both long and 

short fruiting: wood on low limbs from this orchard showed that 60.3 

percent had been. killed by the Jamary freeze. On the same date, 3800 

buds from both types of growth on limbs from the tops of the. trees 

showed a mortality of 55.3 percent. The average percentage of dead 
buds was 57.8 percent. The percentage of dead Elberta buds in the Dyer 
orchard as shown by an examination made the latter part of January was 

Sled Percente 

Lal making these detailed examinations to determine the amount 

of the damage caused by frost, it was noted that in both orchards the 
live buds were well distributed.on.the.trees...This.shevuld result in a 
full crop of fruit, if no further damage to the tuds occurs. As an 
aid to fruit-setting, on account of the apparent wealmess ofthe fruit- 
img wood and the eae buds in our experimental orchard, nitrate will 
be applied to the trees three or four weeks before the esas period .! 

Pail. Ore Hiller, Corvallis, 

"During the week a conference with Mr. R. A. Bailey, Prune Code 

Administrator, was held in regard to the prune scab project," he writes 

February 16th. "Mr. Bailey called my attention to the great financial 
loss which prune scab occasioned during the season just .past... The. _ 

'dockare! due to scab blemishes on the prunes ranged according to the 
locality from 10 to 100 percent of the crop. Around Roseburg, Oreg. on 
Petite prunes, scab was very bad, the average "dockage! due.to scab. being 

33 percent. It is planned to establish a field station somewhere in the 

Umpqua valley near Roseburg in order to study the disorder in this 
vicinity vhere it is apparently ‘particularly severe,!! fed 



ae 
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For Lee HM. Futchins t Valle; 

Writing from the U. S. Peach Disease Field Laboratory on March-2, 
he says: "The past week has seen. another case of the remarkable resis= 
tance of peach buds at Fort Valley against freezes. With the buds of. 
most varieties swelling and with some of them in the pink, we have ex 

Bee eaeed no serious crop loss as a result of the low temperature which 

dropped -to 17.9 desrees."! 

ohn C. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"The isolation expcriments with the brown rot cankers on Wrly 
igs, started on February 23, yielded cultures of Sclerotinia 

ahs 

tw 

oe from two cankers," he réports March 2d. .-.-"To date I have 
ed 28 cankers and have secured the brown rot fungus from ees 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, “TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS 

Hdvin Smith, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"Since returning from Vashingetom mr time has been: occupied pri- 
mirily in examining. Delicious -and Golden SeLRGn Gas in our storage ex- 

periments," he writes February 24th. 

"Excepting the immature fruit and the apples: -which were harve 

after water-core had set in, the condition is very satisfactory. The 

flavor, however, has depreciated so thet most lots may be classed from 
mild to neutral-:. Golden Delicious are giving their usual striking per- 

formance, particularly in the way they keep their: quality after bein; 

-placed &t a temperature of 65°, SOL of our lots which were delayed 

for 6-1/2 days at 65° constant t ature before storage and which vere 

held at a constant.temperature ©) r 6 days after storage were still 

“in very satisfactory condition f 

fo 

r dessert purposcercece 

"The weather in Kastem BH Washington has én moderate, vee many 

plea sant bright ee Gays and with al 

present time ‘temperat res have not been high enovgh 

thougn if the pesenth bright weat 
Till be advanced ahead of normal. . fi ele Aves ok : 

some of the young peach trees in this district are nov shoring 

severe killing from the abrupt cold weather which came on aaa 20th 

folloving uninterrupted mild temperatures.! 
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ONE YEAR PROBATION REQUIRED FOR ALL 
PROFESSIONAL Si/PLOYAS. 

_. . "Effective March 1, 1985," writes Dr. W. W. Stockberger, direc- 
_. tor of personnel,-in Personnel Circular No. 10, dated February 14th, 

_ "all probational employees appointed in all grades of the professional 

_ service of the Department of Agriculture will be réquired to serve a one 
year probationary period, instead of six months. 

"This decision has been reached after a survey made by all the 

Bureaus of the Department of Agriculture. It was the concensus of 

opinion of a great majority of officials. contacted that the period of 

probation should be changed from six months to one year for all pro- 
_ fessional employees and the Civil Service Commission, under date of 

February 9, 190, approved this change." 

CARELESSNESS IN WRAPPING FOR MAILING 

In B..P. I.: Memo. 819, dated February 18, 1935, Mr. H. a. Allen- ; 

son, business manager of the bureau quotes a letter received from lir. 

WY. M. Moaney, Postmaster, Washington, D.-. Ce: 

"This office is in receipt of a report from the Kansas City 
Missouri Terminal, rdative to the réceipt at that point, en 

route to destination, of a parcel post package mailed by your 

bureau, and addressed to Mr. Ralph R, Vill, State College, New 
Mexico, in a-damaced condition for the reason that it was not 

' properly prepared.for mailing. As: 

"The: report indicates that the contents of. the package were 
‘too heavy for:the type of container used, in that-only flimsy 

wrapping paper was used, with adhesive paper tape for reinforce- 
ment, which necessitated that the package be rewrapped before 

forvarding it to destination. 

"Tt is requested, therefore, that when packages containing 
heavy material are prepared for mailing, they be wrapped with 

sufficient strong wrapping paper, together with stout cord in 

order to prevent like damage being occasioned them in the ordin- 
=] 

ary course of handling in transit." 

lire Allanson asks that we bring this matter to the attention 
“of all employees. of the Division who have occasion to prepare parcels 

for mailing... 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Airplane Travel "Yith increasing use of the airplane as a method of 
and Insurance. travel," says B. P. Ie Memo. 821, dated February 26, 

1935, "it is suggested that individuals who have oc- 
casion to travel by airplane review the coverage of their life insurance 
and accident insurance policies to ascertain whether in case of accident 
their families are protected. 

"T understand that most of the old line insurance companies now 
include airplane travel without extra charge except where an individual 

is engaged on an activity where airplanes are used extensively, or ‘there 

an individual is a pilot. In such cases insurance companies, I under- 

stand, will issue an amendment to cover airplane travel at a small addi- 

tional coste 

"This memorandum is intended merely to suggest the advisability 

of employees carefully checking over their policies to be sure their 
dependents are protected where they do have occasion to use airplanes.! 

Gasoline,etc.e In any instance there it is found necessary to obtain 

bids for products covered by the Petroleum Code--such 
as gascline, kerosene, paraffin, etc.--the matter should be taken up 

with the Business Office here in Vashington, in order that we may be 

certain that the required clauses are made a part of the specificationse 

NO FREE SEEDS--OR PLANTS. 

"For twelve years the U. Ss Department of Agriculture has been 

trying to convince 100,000,000 people that it has no free seeds or 

plants," says a notice sent out to papers by our Press Service. "Yet 
each year as spring approaches, thousands of requests pour in from ~ 

farms, suburbs and penthouses. And they are met with disappointmente 

"Years ago-—-previous to 1923--there vas an annual appropriation 
for free seeds for Congressional distribution through the Department 

of Agriculture, but in 1923 the Government decided to discontinue the 
distribution of this great quantity of seed since it was only commer-— 

cial garden seed such as could be bought from any good seed house, and 

did not necessarily represent varieties better than those in common us€e 

"Not only does the Department of Agriculture have no free seed, 
it has no seeds or plants for sale either." 
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TSE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLES CROPS AND DISHASES 

SeuNUSMONTALY PSV s Lereak. 

Mie Of=uciel Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis-— 
eases, Bureeuw of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

John A. Ferrall, Editor 

This NaS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

eid tae maverial contained in it is of an intormal and confidential na= 
ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 
the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 
field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and SO are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 
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Quality——-. some weeks ago the WEWS LETTER mentioned that 228 of 

end Quantity the 517 publications by Bureau of Plant Industry emoloy- 
ees during: the past fiscal year were prepared by members 

Deuce) Siettiomnnus Divisions UWelmeant | tals, of Course, as praise, now 
censure! iow, with iiscellaneous Publication No. 168, "Market Diseases 

of Fruits end Vegetables -— Apples, Ae @Quinces, ont the press we ame 
Horcibly reminded that the Division is s trong on quality as well as 

fan bility ane vs publications. 

Taese market disease publications, along with the splendid ser- 

des bein, issued in connection with the vegetable standardization and 
@eserincion Studies, are setting a very high standard indeed, In fact, 
they Aave elready acquired something of an international reputation for 

pee Gualit.;, One of our Canadian friends tells us that they are the 
finest eae Seen, Another congratulates us warmly on the entire ser- 

Hee Welving to tell us how valuable they are in his official work. 

Mond tne steady and continuous domestic demand indicates high approval. 

Mee uere!'s a reason. Vee Gilbert and’ ais editorial asso— 
Clates fave put in an amazing smount of work on iMiscellaneous Publica- 
ion 168, for example, just to make certain that the color plates are 
aS mearly perfect as possible. They have driven the engravers wild, but 
market iaspectors and others using the publication will call down blessin:'s woon them. Carefully prepared color illustrations add much 
BO uae Cost ot the bulletin, but they add a hundredfold more to its 
Wetue in practical use, After all, a color plate is a good bit like an Sec--and you know there is no such thin. as a "pretty good" egg. Hither mols <o0d--or ang) aLfpalld aut 
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DISEASES OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS 

Ls | rank P. Mewhorter, Corvallis, Ores. 

"The signs of the season point to another outbreak of Iris leaf 
Spot on bulbous iris," he writes. "Before the first of February reports 

from growers who has given Iris bulbs the double treatment (bichloride 
plus Ceresan dip) were hopeful, but the leaf spot is with us 

Tat 

"Last year we proved to our own satisfaction that Heterosporium 
S Was identical with the one on German iris and therefore from 
source," he continues "This year the fungus appears different. 

ually, according to published accounts and our own observations, the 

i 1a Stage is formed only on the old, fallen, weathered, decaying 

German iris which have been riddled by the conidial (Heterospor- 

tne previous spring. Now both are forming on the young green 
foliage of bulbous iris. 

"For years the tips of the winter leaves of bulbous iris have 
been injured by cold. Why during 1954, and we fear 1935, should these 
injured leaf tips become centers of infection for Heterosporium? We 
observed none at the local bulb plot 1934, but we nave plenty now 1935. 

True, we brought in stocks 'to get a start! of tne disease for spray 

purposes, but now there is as much or more in our orasinal as ian the 

new lots. We don't know wnere it came from, but we have no evidence 

t came from the new lots. Personally, I feel that we are dealing 

with a plastic fungus which has 'set! a strain adapted to bulbous iris. 

But we are welcoming these local depredations (with true phytopatholo-— 
gical joy) for at last we have at hand plant material for testing out 
a spray progrem. This is being done. 

"Wie have observed an interesting case of virus diseased callas 

in a Portlend greenhouse. The disease which exhibits symptoms we would 

expect from Australian Spotted wilt in this plant, has a local history 
Which shows that it has developed in the greenhouse during the past 

Cars. They have propagated their own stock and propagated the 

disease with it." 

DISEASES OF TRUCK CROPS 

"Potato planting is now over," he writes the first of March, "and 
rowers nave every prospect of getting an excellent stand. Excess rain 

e usuel 'scare' of the average grower in this section and of course 
been little more to date than the minimum requirements. Seed 
was much more general this season than ever before, consequently 

e should be very little loss suffered from Rhizoctonia. The planting 
of sucn crops as beans, cucumbers, and squash is now under way....!! 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

M. A, Smith, Springfield, Mo. 

"Daring the month of February there was an average daily excess 

of 4 dex zrees or 112 for the month," he writes March 9th, "Beginning 
March 1, every day was above the normal temperature to and including 
March 6, On the 6th the temperature GropsedworeOo h.) but In Spite ot 
this tnere was en excess of 70 degrees during the first 7 days of March. 

Growers have naturally become alarmed because of tne growth which apple 

and peach buds have made during this period. One-nalf inch of rain fell 
February etth, end Lsb/ 2 INCHES ony Mawenntvin 20 Renard SapSorl Ss) whal cla 

last fall were practically depleted of moisture are now well saturated, 

"During late February and early March, apple scab perithecia 
were found in abundance in many orcnards in the Ozarks, At this time 
last year what few scab perithecia were found were only partially mature. 
The first mature ascospores, were found in material collected February 26. 
Hrom tne observations to date, it appears that there will be ample scab 
inoculum im Aora 1, 

Life at the Ozark Fruit Disease Laboratory is not always as sSer- 

lous aS tnat, however, A recent visitor to the office was asked if he 

intended spraying his peaches in the dormant with lime sulphur or Bore 
deaux mixture, "I always use both--mixed togetner, "declared the visitor. 

meteel taev Lo fen better results that way, M.A. recovered from the 
shock of tne reply sufficiently to express the opinion that it was ratner 

fertunate tor the visitor that his trees were still dormant, ‘The big 

fest von, he comments in writing us of the gffair, "is; What are the 

chemical reactions involved when liquid lime sulphur and Bordeaux are 
Mixed anc then sprayed out. Some task for the chemist, it seems to mel” 

HUE HODUC MRO, 

Pao oomanet., Riverside, Calif, 

ieee Dy Rchov  Ohien om | GhembureAu Oi 5 Cl ucaber. yam 

Mr. Knowles Ryerson were in the Riverside district fortwo days last 
Week," ne writes March 18th, "and spent part of their visit here with us. 
«+ + « there was little or no apparent damage from the low temperatures 
of the fore part of last week in the citrus orchards that were protected 
Y heaters, In some others there are indications of injury to the tender 

young blossom growth but the extent of this damage will not be knorm for 
Pome seume, . . . We have had a total of about 11 inches of rainfall 
during the present season and this is more than twice the amount for tne 
Seme period last season, Navel orange picking has been greatly delayed 
by the frequent rains and the fruit is dropping rather heavily in those stoves in which we are working." 
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Lee MM. Hutcuins, Fort Valley, Ga. 
> > SCN Ci ~ 

"In South Carolina we performed a thorough series of .experi- 
ments in which the principal features of the phony: techni que for 
dormant inoculation work were repeated in the case of the new peach 

4 F 
d ase tsere," he writes March L7tn, from tne U. 5..Peach Disease 

Field Laboratory, discussing some field work in South Carolina, 
” 

a 

Mie plented a nursery With a total of 76 grart or inoculation 

lots and wsicn included perhans 2,000 piece-root grarts and inoculated 

trees. This is a situation which will bear close watching. Many of 

f this disease indicate tnat it may be caused by a 
so it-is extremely dangerous as the spread is rapid. 

iprivine back from South Carolama to Hort Valley, = ‘stopped 
f av Cornelis and laid out the apply spray plots tor. this year's 
Op-removal Sprays. HElbertas, Geargia Belles and J. #. Hales were in 

e extended pink stage of blooming, just ready to expand’ into) sul 

oom, At Griffin, Ga., the Hlbertas were in full bloom and continued 

thisstage on to Fort Valley 

"Owing to continuous cool weather, With temperatures staying 

well below 70, the trees nave bloomed fairly evenly and have remained 
in bloom for a long period. Open blooms have been seen on tne trees 

of Hiley and Elberta in orchards about the laboratory for the past 

two weeks. The peak of oven blooms was reached on about March 15, and 
on this date nerhaps 5 to-15 percent of the blooms had sned the petals, 
75 percent were in full bloom ‘with ‘anthers dehisced, and about 10 per-— 
Cent in the pink Stage, buds not vet open. Tne blooms are exceptionally 
large snd beautiful this year. ‘ There iS a neavy set throughout central 
Georgia snd crop prospects at the present time are excellent." 

BRU ERODUS H VON 

Milo Ne iiood, Sacramento, Calif. 

"Recent light frosts were reported to have done a great deal of 
damage to tne almond bloom in the Cnico district," he writes March 16, 
"However, examination of some of the orchards shows that except in very 
low places tne damage was probably not so severe as reported, Owing to 
the fact txat the snow pack is. very i the foothills, the ohne? dis- 
trict has expected frost. The Peerless v ety Was ead somewhat in 

Many or tue unheated orchards. Orchards es, ally heated eseaeee with 
little or no frost so far as could be seen at the time they were examined," 

Ge i¢ had written earlier: "The almond breeding work has been emphasized 
this year -nd enough crosses made to obtain nuts for planting all the lend 
possibly aveilable and still allow for a considerable mortality from 
n ral drop, crow damage or other damage possible to almond orchards,'" 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

Eimer Snyder, Fresno, Calif. 

"Local nurserymen in the Napa Valley have sold practically all.of 
their white wine varieties and are rapidly selling out their stock of 
Rupestris St. George rootings,!| he writes March ed. "While no extensive 

plantings are being made this season, tne acreage of white wine varieties 

is being increased to supply the demand for these. Semillon, the basis 
of most Sauterne wines, is the variety most in demand. One-year-—old 
bench-grafted vines are selling for $100.00 per thousand, while rooted 
resistant stock vines are selling for $35.00 per thousand. 

"A. row of vines ef Riparia Gloire had growth over two inches long 

at Oakville on February 26th. On the morning of February 27th, a light 
Prost killed all of these shoots. Other buds and vines will start later. 

Riparia Gloire was the only variety which had started to grow--whicn is 
about a month earlier than other-varieties will start at that station." 

rr EE Eg EE 
a = 

DAVID GRIFFITHS Dr. David Griffiths died at Emergency Hospital, Wash- 

ington, D.C. Tuesday evening, March 19,1955, after 

a brief illness. He had been engaged on his official work up to within 
a week of his death. He is survived by his widow, Mrs. Leuise Hayward 

Griffiths, and a son and daughter. 

Doctor Griffiths received his bacnelor of science degree from 

the South Dakota College of Agriculture, which also awarded him his 

master's degree later. In 1900 he received the degree of doctor of phil- 

Osophy from Columbia University. He came to the Department in 1901, but 

Beas mon Until 1917 that he joined the Horticultural activities and 

began the investigations which were to become such a vital part of his 

dife-—-the work with flowering bulbs. largely as a result of his efforts, 
the commercial culture of bulbs is now on a satisfactory basis in tuis 

Cbuntry--a thing believed impossible when he started his project. Doctor 

Griffiths became such a recognized leader in his field that contributions 

from his pen were in constant demand, here and abroad. 

Flowers =re a form of beauty available to rich and poor alike. 
One does not need to own flowers to share in the pleasure their beauty 

Bives. To have added so much of beauty to a world which so sorely needs 
it, is to have left a splendid memorial indeed. Too, thousands now 
derive their livelihood from the growing and handling of flowers and or- 

Namentals, Doctor Griffiths' work has done much to point the way to a 
better and surer livelihood for this groupe 
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NUT PRODUCTION 

Hod. crane, Albany. Gal. 

"A visit was made to the Wauland Plantations, 12 miles north of 
Albany, where very severe winter injury was observed on three- “year- old 

tung trees," ne writes SOE the week ending March 9th. 

"There was little cr ‘no injury to the wood, but 100 percent of 
all terminal buds examined were killed. Observations made at Philema 
on vigorous 44-year-old trees showed little or no damage from the winter 

cold. Pears were in bloom wnen our last low temperatures occurred and 
very severe damage to the blossoms resulted. Examination of the peach 

buds shows that although there has been a variable amount of injury, 

Where are still Vert sutiierent: buds worms cOOd Crop Oneemiauamen| 

Writing on March ed he said: "On Thursday I visited the 500-acre 
mecan Orchard of the date Jonni De) ha tulles) has orehard aol conden 

years old, located on good land, and nas been welll cared for in the 

past. About one-fourth of the acreage is of the Schley variety. in 

the past two years this variety has scabbed quite badly. In the spring 

of 1934, the variety set a very heavy crop of nuts, the trees were not 

sprayed to control scab, and as a result no nuts. were harvested. The 

crop of sehillcy was a total doss. 

"The manager of the orchard had great faith in pruning as a prac-— 
tice to overcome many difficulties in pecan growing. Therefore, when 

another grower told him that very severe pruning prevented his Schley 
trees from scabbing, he was in a state of mind to listen to the sug— 

sestion. He started a number of men in the Schley blocks cutting the 

trees. They were not pruned; they were butchered. 

"In all my experience and dealing with fruit and nut growers, 

I have never before seen such a job of butchering trees.. When I 

pointed out the scab lesions on the shoots left on the trees and told 

him that these were the source of his scab infections, he was greatly 

surprised and said he thought the only infection came from the leaves. 

What he can do now to save the trees is a problem. This is just another 

example of the truth of the old saying that 'A little knowledge is 4 

dangerous thing.!!. 

HORTICULTURAL FIELD STATION 

A. ©. Hildreth, Cheyenne, Wyo. 

"The first harvesting of gee ae rhubarb grewn in the headhouse 

basement was made March 9th," he write "We have finished planting 

seed of tomato and onion in flats for ae tests Harvesting of 

muskmelons and describing of varieties has been continued. Completed 

breeding work on apples and started on pusn fruits. 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVUSTIGATIONS. 

dwin Smith, Venatchee, Wash. 

Writing on March 9th he says: "We continued with the work of pla- 
Ging recording tnoermometers in cars of Delicious apples shipped out of 
cold storage at Peshastin to the auction in New York City. Some of tue 
Cars carrying instruments encountered winter conditions instead of tne 

anticipated spring-like weather. As low as -26° was reported at Willis- 
won, N. D. curing this period. 

"We were called upon for a discussion of Winter transportation 

problems at the weekly luncheon of the Wenatchee Valley Traffic Asso- 

Ciation. More interest was manifest in the Department's studies with 

salt.and ice in connection with summer s.ipments of precooled soft fruits 
than was shown in our work with winter shipments. 

"One of tne shippers handling green peas from coast di 
brought uo the problem of 'heating! in top-iced shipments of thi; 

modity when not precooled. The problem of shipping green peas also was 

brought to our attention during our recent call on the fruit tra 

Chicago, as dissatisfaction had been experienced in receipts from the 
facet sound district. The application of Dr. Brooks and Mr. Miller's 

method of using COo gas during the initial stages of transit suggested 
itself as being one means of inhibiting respiration until the action 
the ice could have its effect on the center of the lading. The Depart- 

ment may be called upon to make trials of this during the coming season. 

tri Gis 

ae 

"The apricot growers of this district have made a request for 
studies on tne ripening of the Moorpark See It has been found 

that this variety, the Basares one grown in the State of Was.iington, 

is unsuitable for canning purposes because of a lack of uniformity in 

the rate of ripening as received for cane 

"Tn addition to soft scald in Yinesap apples, this season at 

least, one lot of this variety nas been found wherein storage scald was 

Fampant. Altioug®: well colored, the fruit had been picked in late 
tember while still very immature. Scald also has been common in 1% 

Delicious, »vicked before being fully mature, despite the fact that 

Oiled wraps were used. 

"The appearance of from 2 to 3 percent blue mold decay in other- 
Wise sound, cold storage Vinesap apples is creating interest in winter 

Washing and packing just prior to shipment. This practice has been 
inereasing in the Yakima district during recent years. ‘The fact that 

various lots of Winesaps from cold storage showing from 5 to 25 percent 
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FRUIT AND VEGETAFLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Edwin Smith (continued) 

blue mold decay have had to be-repacked or unpacked and sold loose, with 

a dead loss of 55 cents per box for the initial packing, is addin= 4 

great deal of impetus to the intention of storing apples loose when har-— 

vested. The outlook for shipping more bulk or loose apples during 1945 
and future seasons also forecasts the probability of a swing im tunis 

direction. We may expect a reappearance of the storage scald problem if 

the storing of loose fruit ccmes into vogue." 

He had written March ed: "One of the principal transportation 
problems during the spring and autumn surrounds the most econcmical 
transit protection to give apples shipoed from ccld sterage with temper- 

atures from 30° to 42° when transcontinental atmospheric temperatures are 

moderate. To give a car an initial icing costs approximately 5 cents 

per box, consequently growers and shippers desire to avoid this expense 

bf temperatures may be kept low enough to avoid advanced ripening without 

ice. We are now inserting recording thermometers in cars of apples moving 

to New York to secure records of temperature changes in cars where ice 

is not used. [ater we expect to secure records in cars with, and in 

thers without ice moving east in the same train." 

JAPAN WALNUTS 

Writing from the U. Ss Horticultural Field Station at Merzdran;, 

i , Geoe F. Hoffman reports: "It has been interesting to find a small 
ommercial planting of the so-called 'small' Japan walnut (a variety of 

ns sieboldiana) in full and profitable bearing near Waynesboro, 

iss. WJhis nut cracks or opens easily at the suture, is well filied 
with a large 'meat', and is of good flavor--between the flavor of the 

glish and Black walnut. Recause of the said regular bearing, tis 

variety is attracting attention." 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Foreign [If you do not wish to pay the costs of travel on snips out 
Travel. of your own pocket, by all means travel on vessels of the 

American Merchant Marine} 

The Comptroller General has just made two decisions on such 

cases where Department. employees traveled on vessels of foreign registry, 

and ruled that under the law such travel could not be paid from official | 

funds. Every employee who has even a remote idea of making an official 

foreign trin. should read: these decisions. Copies of the rulings have been @} 

sent to all Section Leaders and to our principal field stations. If there 

are any members of the staff who find it impossible to consult these, i 

copies will be mailed to them direct from the Business Office on request. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Photographic On many of the supply: vouchers passing through the 

film packs, etc. Business Office it has been noted that members of the 

Pew stati; are Hurechasin= cut films, roli films, film 

packs, and fers lends ig paper fromlocal deslers at prices considerably in 

excess of the amount paid for the same items delivered by contractors in 

Washington. In many instances savings could have been made of from 25 to 

5O. percent: - 

The Supply Section in Washington attempts to keep a fair supply 

of such items on hand for immediate shipment, and can mail under frank 

as many as four or five dozen at a time, thereby passing on the contract 

Savings to the members of our staff in the field. With funds on many 

allotments running short, such savings are decidedly worthy of consideration. 

[tems carried in stock include: 

ap) 1p Hole toadmise eo amos bald S17 

Film packs....-.all generally used sizes 

Cat talnse -cnsnze) bay and: 6x10 
Commercial Ortho 

Panchromatic 

S. Ss Panchromati¢ 

POmi GeadsG) | - 

Portrait Panchromatic 

Commercial | 

Azo paper .- almost all numbers (in gross lots) 

° 

“\It © 

Occasionally stocks are low, but only a few days are required 

replenish the stock and by attempting to foresee needs for a S 

time in advance, field workers may obtain almost any item of this tyx 

an time for its contemplated use—-and, as pointed out,. often E 

of from 25 to 50 percent. 
Qu 

Round-trin "In the-audit of. reimbursement vouchers," says Mre Hse He 
@ickets. . -Allanson in.a Memorandum for Heads of Divisions, dated 

February 11, 1955, "the General Accounting Office checks 
very closely on the purchase of one-way tickets to determine whether 

found—trip tickets were available, In a number of cases, we have oeen 

required to make collections from individuals where it was clear that 

a round-trip ticket should have been nurchased. It is suggested tnat 

you call to the attention of members of your staff who have occasion 

)to travel the desirability of determining carefully in advance of travel 

pWhether a round-trip ticket can be secured and utilized advantageously. 
myhere a one-way ticket has been used, the reimbursement voucher should 
yCarry a careful statement showing why “the purchase of a round-trip ticket 
Was not practicable," 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Injuries in From time to time instructions and information have 
Line of Duty been seat to the various field stations zivins the 

procedure to be followed in case of injuries received 
by employees while on official work. Too great an emphasis can not be 

placed on tne request to follow these instructions: implicitly. 

t that the instructions and forms be kept tozether 
file (or in the "first aid! cabinets) so that in 

case of ae ident the first thought of the employee or superintendent 
of the field station will be te render the. aecessary forms and then 

follow ae ties al instructions as outlined. 

9 

in an acce ssid gt 

a 
7 

y odeyins the rules of the Employee's Compensation Commission 

tne payments to doctors are expedited, compensations are more speedily 

available, and the worries of everyone handling such claims are reduced 

to a minimum. 

If you do not have the instructions and blank forms referred to, 

you snoulc aooly to the Business Office for a set. 

Automobiles. Wotice to operators of automodiles: and others concerning 
trucks-motor oil contracts: Consolidated contracts are 

being made oy the Navy Department for lubricating.oils for the fiscal 

wear besiniia= |i AIZ5e for all Mederak activities. 

The contracts will cover the entire ranze of oils regularly 

used for lubrication, motor oils, etc., and all purchases after July 1 

mast be made on these contracts. 

If it is found: that the contracts do not cover a required 

grade of oil, such fact should be reported to the Business Office and 

details given. 

Identification cards Have you ever had any person or firm refuse to 
-recosnize and accept your identification card? 

If so, pleaseé:write to-Mr. Gillette explaining the circumstances. 

—~ and remember, supply orders should reach us promptly if they 
are to be nlaced on this year's funds. Late orders, having the apvear- 

aace of attempts to use up balances on appropriations, are difficult to 

set approved after the middle of April. 
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SCIENTIFIC BNGLISH 

In view of the difficulties encountered by autnors and editors in 

Connection wit. mamscripts for official publications, it is interesting 
to find tne Journal of the American Medical Association quoting experts 

to the effect tnat there are scarcely 100 competent medical writers in 
our country--in fact, scarcely more than 10 or 12!° The American Journal 

of Public Health agrees, adding that writers do not seem to recognize 
that readers are apt to be prejudiced for or against the contents of an 
article some: nat by the way in which the writer expresses himself, "Care- 
léssness in exoression certainly indicates some lack of an orderly mind 

and leads one to suspect tne value of alleged scientific facts expressed 
in loose lanzuaze," he says. 

The cowaeats of these journals were inspired by an essay by an 

English physician, Dr. Herbert R. Hurter, on "Lanzage, Jargon, and 
Modern Medicine." The min features of jarzon in writine he describes 
as "pempous display, the use of long words when short ones are available, 
circumlocution and verbosity." As an example of jargon he cites the sen- 
tence "He was subjected by tne aurse to the administration of a hypoder- 

Mic injection of morpnine,' which can be expressed in good English as 
NThe nurse zave nim morphine hypodermically." 

And yet the medical profession is supposed to be better educated 
than most otaerst ‘Ye wonder how the literary batting average of our 
Bureau's plant scientists compares with that of the medicos? Favorably, 
we believe. But not to the point of boastinel 

From tne stendpoint of our editors, it is felt that rezardless 
of whether or uot a writer has the natural or acquired faculty of zo0o0d 
expression, it is not too mch to expect tuat he should at least see to 
the BeGueIcCy Ot, “1S material, i.e., statements of fact, technical ter- 

Minology in his own field, computations, citations, etc. Our Department 
editors often “ave occasion to point out invalid or erroneous names of 

genera, species, and horticultural varieties, incorrect citations, in- 
accurate calculations, lack of asreement between text and tables, poor 

arrangement of data, and other discrepaacies and errors. Such matters 
seem to belonzs mostly in the sphere of the author. 

There is a school of thousht that holds that a research writer 
ee eet att ted vo report his work in his own free way, without the 

SOL of editorial ministrations,--leaving him and his work 
to be appraised accordingly by nis scientific fellows. As a matter of 
abstract (if sometimes brutal) justice there is much to be said for such 
@ plan--if the wiole responsibility rests upon the author. But in our 
Zovernmental scneme of things the institution as well as the individual 
bears a definite respoisibility and may also have a zeputation at stake, 

and althouzi the personal inclination of a writer may be to emulate the 
Style of the trailing-arbutus or the rambler rose, tne exigencies of 
Departmental adninistration and economy may call for training on a 

trellis of prescribed form--or even for drastic pruning. 
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DESIGNATION OF GEOGRAPHIC TERMS COVER TING THE DATENT 
OF TERRITORY OR AREA 

In a memorandum dated March 8m 1935, Dr. M. CG. Merrill, Chief of 
Fublications, says: 

"Since 1924 the Bureau of Plant Industry and the Department of Agri- 
culture generally have attempted to use the designations "Region", "Areal, 

"Section", "District", and "Locality" in the order named, to indicate geo- 

graphic areas in descending extent. It has been recognized that these 
designations are not borne out by dictionary definitions, but we believe 
that the somewhat arbitrary usage followed in tne Department has probably 

been justified from the standpoint of uniformity in tae meaninz imposed 

upon tnese terms. This usage has been acoroved by some of the national 
authorities on Zeography and also by some of tne specialists in the Depart- 
ment. 

"To make their usage even sore serviceable and also easier to follow, 

it seems desirable to indicate somewhat more definitely just what tnese- 

terms mean in the Department usage. This I am attempting to do herewith. 
It is of course understood that. there may be some justified exceptions to 
tais usage. For instance, in the soil survey work the term "areal! has a 

different meaning, established by long usage, from that given here. The 

Forest Service also uses "rezion" in a specialized, administrative sense. 
Some other exceptions may occur to you. 

"REGION. — The geographic divisions of groups of States as used by 
the Bureaus of Acricultural Economics and the Census, as North Atlantic, 
North Central, South Atlantic, South Central, Vestern, etc-; also the 

Mississippi Valley, Rocky Mountain, or Pacific coast regions; the Corn 
Belt; the Cotton Belt; the Great Plains. 

NARBA. —- Geographic or physical divisions of one or more States and of 

less extent than a region, as tne Coastal Plain, tae Mississippi Delta, 

the Texas Panhandle, the "Inland Empire", the sprins wheat area. 

"SUCTION. ~ Parts of a State or States, as the Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan, the black prairie section of Texas, the Eastern Shore, the 
Shenandeah apole section. 

NDISTRICT. - Part of a State, as the apple-srowing district of 

western New York, the Adirondack district of New York, the Black Hills. 

"LOCALITY . — A tom or part of a couaty.! 

EO 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Distritutins BPI Memo. 681, Nov. 7,.1932, directs that all orders for 
Publications publications shall be sent through the Bureau's Publica- 

tions Office. Orders drawn in oe SE zo to Mr. 

Gilbert's office for checzinz end forwardi ine + eke. PaaS pL 
cedure was found necessary to make sure that eae are eeerentie pre- 
pared and cam be handled with a minimum of time and labor in the distri- 

bution sections. The law (U.S Code, Title 44, Sec. 95) provides that 
tne work of adcressing, wrapping, mailing and othervise dispatching pub- 

lications for public neeher ones sdali be handled at the Covernement 
Printing Office. We have a working agreemént with the Superintendent of 
Documents wiich authorizes us to mail publications direct with certain 
pertinent correspondence, but ordinarily they should be mailed from the 
Government Brag ease office--orders roins throwsh iin. Gilbertis office- 

where less than 8 publiations are ordered, a suitable franked 

Manila envelooe is used, the series and number of copies being written 
on the inside flap and initialled by the person ordering. In such cases 

mo addressed frank is needed. When 8 or more are ordered, use Form 75 

(white) for Farmers! Bulletins and Leaflets, and Form 74(blue) for all 
other publications. Pin to the upper lefthand back of order an addressed 
ungummed frank. Envelopes, franks and orders mst have the name of our 

Division written or stsmped on them, and the orders and envelopes mst 
bear the initials of the person ordering the publications. Tnis is easen- 

tial to enavle us to return them to sender in case the publications are 

found to be unavailable. Check carefully to see that the publications 
are actually available. It is useless, for example, to order BPI Eulle- 

tins and Circulars and Department Circulars (old list) and Department 
Bulletins, as these are no longer available except where copies are on 

Hand in the issuing tureau or office. 

Tne maxim: aumber of copies of a publication that may de sent 
to a Washinzton address is 50; more may be sent to field addresses. 
When more taan 25 are ordered, however, & statement must be furnished 

explaining need. ‘When the same cudlication is to be sent to a number 

of persons, use a single order, noting on it: "To miscellaneous 

addresses; addressed franxs attached." In the case of publications to 

be sent at tre request of Congressmen, use the 5x8 Congressional order 

form. Tis is to permit the Office of Information to charge the publi- 

Cations to tne quotas of the Congressmen orderinz= them sent out. 

With foreign addresses, orders are prepared on Form 81 (original) 
and Form 8l-a (duplicate* both copies being sent to our Business Office. 
The 4x6 "foreign" frank is wseds If the pudlications can be supplied by 
the Office of Information they need not accompany the order; otherwiss 

they mist ve sent with it and the order bear the notation "Herewith" 

Below the list of publications to be sent. 
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THa DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

Sait. MONTHLY NEWS Let? # R. 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 

eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

John A. Ferrall, Hditor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 

ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 

the Division of Frait and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 

field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 

00009009000000000590090990090090909090999000 100000000000000000000000000009000 
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Market Diseases All those connected in any way with the shipping, 

of Fruits and handling, marketing or storing of fruits and vege- 

Vegetables. tables should be interested in the series of publi- 

cations being put out by the Division to aid in the 

recognition and identification of the diseases of fruits and vegetables. 

The latest is Miscellaneous Publication No. 168, "Market Diseases of 

Fruits and Vegetables: Apples, Pears, Quinces." 

This represents an extended revision end elaboration, with the 

addition of numerous colored.illustrations, of a preliminary (multi- 

graphed) Handbook of Diseases of Fruits under Market, Storage, and 
Transit Conditions, prepared back in 1919 by Dean H. Rose and O. F. 
Burger for the use of the food-product inspectors of the Bureau of Ag- 

ricultural Economics. Doctor Rose is the senior author of the present 

bulletin, his associate authors being Charles Brooks, D. F. Fisher and 

C. O. Bratley. 

This series of publications constitute authoritative handbooks 

for Federal and State fruit and vegetable market inspectors and, as 

stated, are of interest to all connected in any way with the shipping, 

handling, marketing or storing of fruits and vegetables. The material 

is organized on the basis of the botanical families to which the plants 

belong, but no botanical system is followed in arranging these families. 

Practical considerations make it desirable to issue the material in- 

Separate sections arranged somewhat in the order of the economic impor- 

tance of the crops. 
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The Host Index of the Fungi of North America, by A. B. Seymour, 

1929, was used as the main guide to nomenclature of causal fungi and 

the names of authorities therefor, while the common names of insects 

used are those approved by the American Association of Economic En- 

tomologists. So, you see, in text as well as in illustration, every 

effort has been made to reach 100 percent in accuracy. 

In the earlier publications, MP 98 and MP 121, colored photo- 

graphs (prepared through the collaboration of Webster Brothers of 

Chicago, Ill.) were used. They were prepared under tne direction of 

George K. K. Link, Max W. Gardner, and Glen B. Ramsey, and Doctor 
Ramsey himself photographed and colored the originals for a number of 

the plates in Miscellaneous Publication 121, "Market Diseases of Fruits 

and Vegetables: Tomatoes, Peppers, Bggplants." 

; L. C. C. Krieger, R. C. Steadman, J. Marion Shull and Mary D. 
Arnold of our Division have done themselves proud in the preparation 

of the water-color paintings for the plates in Miscellaneous Publica- 
tion 168, "Market Diseases of Fruits and Vegetables; Apples, Fears, 

Quinces," though the printed illustrations still fall somewhat below 

the original paintings. 

While the colored plates add immeasurably to the usefulness of 
these publications, they. add so much to the expense of printing that 

the Department has been able to secure only small editions for dis- 

tribution. The free distribution has of necessity been limited to 

single copies to officials in State and Federal institutions who are 

in charge of lines of work directly related to the sudjects covered in 

the publications, to libraries of such institutions, and to market in- 

spectors, county agricultural agents, and commissioners of horticulture 

who have need for them in connection with their official duties. We have 

been compelled to refer all other applicants to the Superintendent of 
Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., who has a supply 

available to meet the demand from the general public. 

Miscellaneous Publication 98, "Market Diseases of Fruits 

and Vegetables: Potatoes," sells for 30 cents a copy. 

MP l2l, "Market Diseases of Fruits and Vegetables: Tomatoes, 

Peppers, Eggplants." 20 cents. . 

MP 168, "Market Diseases of Fruits and Vegetables: Apples, 

Pears, Quinces." 40 cents. 

The Superintendent of Documents also has available at 5 cents each 

posters in the form of reprints in colors on rely x 10 inch cardboard 

sheets (with appropriate labels) of the plates in these bulletins. Such 
posters displayed in conspicuous places at shipping and receiving points 

serve a very useful purpose by indicating clearly the different types of 

diseases and blemishes. 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Harvesting An tnglishman had been very much impressed by the toast of a 

Grapefruit speaker who seid: "My happiest hours have been passed.in the 

arms of another man's wife--my mother." He was trying to 
repeat it to some of his friends and said: "Ah, there was h'an American 

whe 'ad a toppin' wheeze. 'E said: My 'appiest ‘ours ‘ave been passed 
h'in the h'arms of h'another’ man's wife--(long pause)--My word, h'I 
cawn't for the life of me remember the lady's name!" 

Your editor appears to have been in a somewhat similar predicament 
recently when he discussed the new method of harvesting grapefruit:in 

Florida--and entirely forgot to mention the name of the man responsible 

for the discovery! The boys in the Press Service have done a whole Toe 

better job with the item. 

"A slight difference in the method of harvesting grapefruit-—- 

pulling the fruit from the stem instead of clipping it off--lessens loss 

from stem end rot," they say in a release of March 24th. "This discovery, 
simple in itself but far-reaching in its effect, has been made by J. R- 

Winston. . . . Stem end rot is one of the most serious decays affecting 

Florida and Texas grapefruit, developing after the fruit is harvested. — 
It does not affect Arizona and California grapefruit. 

"Grapefruit always has been cut from the tree with clippers. Appar- 
ently the stem end rot fungus gains easy entrance through the clipped stem. 

At any rate, when the fruit is pulled from the stem at time of picking a 
corky layer develops which decreases losses from stem end rot. Pulling 

is faster than clipping. Moreover, there is not the danger of the sharp 

‘stem buttons! cutting the peel of other grapefruit. Such cuts allow entry 
of blue mold and other organisms which cause decay. The great difficulty 

with stem end rot is that it develops in apparently sound fruit sometimes 
after picking--perhaps in the retail store or even in the consumer's kitchen.” 

The Press Service also tells us that Jack Frost did his worst to 

eut down the citrus crops this year, but succeeded only in part, with the 

net result that the combined production of oranges and grapefruit is ac- 

tually larger this year than last. "He reduced the Florida orange crop 

20 percent, but visited California too late to do any 

Citrus crop appreciable damage to navel oranges and grapefruit 

Larger. - there," says the item. "The Bureau of Agricultural 

Economics foreeasts the California orange crop at 

41,565, 000 oxes compared with 28,430,000 boxes last year, and the Florida 

erop at 13,900,000 boxes compared with 18,100,000 boxes last year. The 

Florida grapefruit crop is forecast at 11,000,000 boxes OMDB with 

10,700,000 boxes last year." e 
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FRUIT-AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

A_ $250,000 . If I can slip this by Doctor Auchter, who is just back 
Dividend! ...from the field, and who thinks I do a little (7?) too: much 

‘horn blowing. in this great family paper, I want to tell 
you as. man to man that the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and 
Diseases just about stole the show at the meetings of the Pacific North- 
west Advisory Board in Portland, Oreg. March 21 and 22. 

If you have seen the program or have heard some details of the 
meetings, I think you are already convinced that the printed proceed- 
ings are going to bear evidence that our place in the fruit and trans- 
portation industries of the Pacific Northwest is not held merely by-- 
er--ribbons of sentiment. It is tied definitely by cordage of more 
substantial character. (Ed Smith, please note!) 

#. D. Mallison had & paper telling of our more economical 
method of shipping precooled pears. This was well received; but I am 
sure he will pardon me for hastening on to the paper which followed, 
for I am told by a man who thinks he heard clearly that Capt- Shelby 
Tuttle of Medford, Oreg. declared that following the investigations 
of he Weseeene (ounce by Mr. Mallison in the paper mentioned) 
the Medford district alone had probably saved $250,000, and that no doubt 

many growers had been enabled to carry on during the recent years by 
reason of the savings to them through these economies. 

BrOEeDIe saved $250,000! That's no mere horn blowing--that is 
a rare musical, performance! 

Purely While we are thinking of Medford, we want to congratulate 
Pear-sonall. the growers of the district on what impresses us as a-fine 

speciment of "health viewpoint" advertising. The printed 
wrapper of a pear we have seen from the Medford district (and tasted 

with enthusiasm) reads: 

"These pears are valuable sources of water, fibre 

and minerals which are useful in-combatting acidosis. The 
low amount of phosphorus and sulphur assists in this, 

along with the presence of calcium, sodium, potassium and 

other alkaline minerals. They also contain a very high 

proportion of copper, valuable in’ the prevention of 

anemia. They are also high in sugar, mostly of the levu- 
lose type, which is twice as sweet as cane sugar and yet 

can be eaten by diabetics." : 

If this doesn't serve to increase your consumption of pears, you 

have a much stronger mind than I have! 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

A. D. Shamel, Riverside, Calif. 

"The cool weather has retarded the orange bloom and in some in- 

stances under our observations the recent low temperatures have damaged 

the blossom growth in this section to some extent. We have received 

Similar reports from other citrus districts and there has undoubtedly 

been considerable injury to the bloom in some of the unprotected 

orchards but the extent of this damage will not be known until later in 
the season. 

"Tt now seems likely that the orange trees will not be in full 
bloom here much before the middle of April on account of the cool 

weather, which is the normal period of blooming for the orange in this 

region," he continues, writing under date of March 25th. "Earlier in 

the season it seemed certain that the trees would be in full bloom by 

the middle of March, as all indications pointed to an unusually early 
bloom. The dropping of the Naval oranges has been checked apparently 
to some extent during the cool weather in those orchards where we have 

made observations, and we are plamiing on studying this condition further 
so far as conditions permit." 

DISHASSS OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS 

Hrank P; McWhorter, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"The Heterosporium leaf spot of iris which we now find from south- 
ern Oregon to northern Washington is NOT the same as the one which de- 
vastated fields last year," he writes to Doctor Weiss on March 13th. 

"Tt is different and we hope of minor importance. Though the help of the 
Washington State Inspection Service and through a personal survey we have 

mapped the distribution of the two 'Hets! and are thankful to report that 

in no case has last year's disease recurred where the bulbs were dug and 

Siven the double (bichloride soak - ceresan dip) treatment. The situation 

is similar to the Big Fly versus the Little Fly in narcissus. The large 

spored 'Het' of last year is a specific Iris fungus; the new one seems 

to be saprophytic or chiefly saprophytic and probably of wide distribu- 
PON. =a... 

"At the bulb plot we have been carrying on extensive tests on 
Sprays and spreaders for Iris. We are disappointed that the leaf spot 

proved a false alarm but we are learning how to spray when we have to. 

Spreaders of the deturgent type seem very promising for Iris foliage. 

"The 'new! Heterosporium (now proven to be a Didymellina) is a 
short cycle form. It has been producing perithecia since first noticed, 

and at the date of this writing is producing ascospores...."! 
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NUT CULTURE 

GC. H. Schuster, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"Ve made one trip to Grants Pass and intervening points, collec- 

ting soil samples to complete the field capacity work for the year," 

he writes on March 30th. 

"In going over the various plots it was interesting to note 
that many of them, in spite of the heavy rains this winter, had only a 

relatively small amount of moisture stored as compared with what they 

ended with last season. This is typical with some of the hill soils 
with which we have been having considerable trouble. It is also sur- 

prising where we find sheet water or high water table and how that 

seems to be correlated with some so-called mysterious diseases that 

have been affecting the trees. 

"We have had a good many complaints as to the amount of dead 

wood found in walnut trees. Some of the growers were of the opinion 

that it was correlated with the extremely dry season of last vear. 

However, in checking over the irrigated and non-irrigated orchards we 
found no difference to speak of. Following this, Dr. Miller checked in 
his orchards where blight control had been carried on and found a 
marked difference between the sprayed and unsprayed trees." 

Milo N. Wood, Sacramento, Calif. 

"Field work on tne almond breeding tract was continued," he 

writes for the week ending March 23d. 

"The cold weather prolonged blooming dates of the almond hybrids 
in the breeding tract. From some of the crosses we have apparently 

secured some very late blooming trees. While the trees are young, and 

therefore bloom somewhat later than when older, it is apparent that a 

number have been produced which bloom later than the very latest of any 

of the commercial varieties. 

"Te are fortunate in securing these late bloomers because we 

will now have material to work with in making future crosses. It is 

hoped that eventually we can produce trees which will bloom after the 

late spring frosts are over and ripen the nuts before the fall rains 

begin. Such trees will be of value in practically all the almond dis- 
tricts in California." 
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NUT PRODUCTION . 

H. L. Crane, Albany, Ga. 

"Pecan trees which have received good care during the past year 

are now starting into rapid growth." he writes for the week ending 

March 50th. "Trees which have had poor care are still almost dormant. 
On good, thrifty Moore trees pistillate bloom can now be seen, and it 

will be only -a few days before they can be seen on similar Schley 

trees. In well cared for orchards the indications are now that there 

is. going to be a very heavy catkin bloom. Since there is a relation 

between the amount of catkin bloom and pistillate bloom, we are ex- 

pecting in such orchards a fair to good pistillate bloom. 

"Since January 1st ithere has eer a deficiency of approximately 
SeoMenes ime marntald sin the Wibany territory. This 1s reflected iin 

the slowness with which the trees on high land are starting growth this 

Spring. It has been our observation, which is substantiated by reports 

of growers who have been thinning thee oretards), tha theSstunos of 

trees growing on high land where the rain would run off or which was 

well drained do not 'bleed! and the wood seems to be dry, while the 

stumps of trees growing on the lower land in sinks, etc., 'bleed' 

profusely.when the trees are cut." 

Writing on March 24d, he said: "A block of approximately 450 

pecan trees was selected and mapped for a study of the time when close- 

iy planted pecan orchards should be thinned. It is planned to also 
study methods of killing pecan trees so as to prevent the stumps from 

sprouting. There are thousands of acres of pecan orcnards in this dis-— 

trict whicn should be thinned now, and still others which should be 

thinned in a few years. It is hoped that this study will give informa- 

tion as to when it is most profitable for pecan growers to thin their 
Geenards. .."' | 

U. S. Pecan Field Station, Shreveport, La. 

= record of catkin appearance indicates that the order is 
about as follows: Moore, Mobile, Pabst and Philema," writes J. L. 

Pelham on March 30th. 

"Schley, Stuart, Success and Frotscher have not yet appeared. 

Catkins are well out on the Moore, having started early in the week," 

Bi Gee Sitton adds the comment that in the older bearing orchards 

the order of appearance is Nelson, Centenial, Moore and Pabst. "Success 

and Stuart buds are just showing green. On April 2, careful exsmina- 

tion of the unfolding bud showed a few terminals of Nelson with pis- 

tillate buds--probably be out enough to show by the last of the week." 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

John ©. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark, 

"In the northwest Arkansas the fruit outlook is not optimistic 

according to County Agent 0. L. McMurray," he writes March 23d. "lt is 
too early yet to tell how much last year's drought will affect this 

year's apple crop, but the experienced growers hardly hope for a normal 
crop, he said. Strawberries this year are about 60 percent of last 

year's crop, according to present indications, and this is about 50 

percent of the normal crop. The severe cold damaged peaches and about a 

20 percent crop is the prospect, he said." 

FRUIT AND NUT DISEASES 

Paul W. Miller, Cony ellas. , Oreg. 

Writing from the U. S. Fruit Disease laboratory on March 23d, he 

Says: "Attempts made during the week to isolate a parasitic micro- 
organism from 'scabby' spots on dried prunes were attended with negative 
results. Histological studies made of sections througn typical 'scabby'! 

Spots on dried prunes showed the affected areas to be composed of dead 

cells, the walls of which were heavily suberized. No evidence of a fungus 

or bacterial organism could be detected in tne tissues. Results of these 

preliminary studies would seem to support the view that this disorder is 

Hen paras db hea man esvuNee - 

‘ “Results of studies on the relation of stage of filbert bud 
development to infection by the bacterial blight pathogene carried on 

in the greenhouse indicate that the tissues within the buds are suscep- 

tible to infection as soon as the scales have parted sufficiently to 

expose the green tips of the embryonic leaves within. However, as would 

be expected, a greater amount of infection occurred when the tds had 

opened and the leaves had unfolded. 

"Results of studies on the relation of metoric water to the 
spread of filbert blight carried on under greenhouse conditions indicate 

that atmospheric moisture is an important agency in disseminating the 

primary incoulum. [In studies relating to this subject, blighted filbert 

twigs collected from an infected filbert planting near Corvallis, Oreg. were 

Suspended above a potted filbert tree in the moist chamber and a fine 
Stream of water was sprayed on these twigs at intervals thereafter. The 

drip from these infected twigs fell upon the leaves of the tree below 

and after a suitable incubation period lesions developed in the tissues 

of the leaves which were in line with the drip." 
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HORTICULTURAL FIELD STATION 

Pousti horetn, Cheyenne, Vyo. 

"Usually the dust storms which have been: reported the past few. 
weeks have been carried on N-V-NW winds over the eastern States," he 

writes March 23d, "but on the 19th dense clouds of:dust, whipped up by 

strong gales in northern Colorado and western Kansas, descended on 

Pmeyenne and vicinity, blocking trafric and Lleaving-a film of dust 

oem whe Cniive area. . Old timers pronounce it ‘the worst ever exper- 

ienced in tois locality, extending east from Sherman ‘Hill, ‘the high 

point on the Lincoln Highway about 40 miles west of«the station, to 

Big Springs, Nebr. Longmont and Fort Collins, 5Q‘miles south, reported 

no storm, The Cheyenne Weather Bureau reports a light sprinkle of rain 
that evening, but only a few drops pattered down on tne station. 

"One block of the raspberry variety test was moved furtner east, 
bo get it on lend that can be irrigated moré Satisfactorily, Dryland 

orchard plantings will be made in the vacated block. .The newly moved. 

raspberries were tank watered. Continued pollination with berries and 

@rapes in the fruit—breeding experiments. Fruit trees are being sorted 

and labeled in readiness for planting on the station and for sending 
the cooperators. The first lot of strawberry plants, some 200, were 

received the forepart of the week and put in earth:bands, to be planted 

out when weatner permits. Spring shipments of nursery stock are ar- 

riving daily. Another harvest of rhubard was madé-on the 18th; spotting 

off tomato plants. . 

"A planting of hackberry was made in the spacing experiments in 
the southeast corner of tne station. One thousand:.Austrian pine in 

gallon cans were set in tne nursery, to: be used for:cooperative plant- 

ings next year. Additional plantings of red cedar, Austrian pine,. ... 

cottonwood and ash were made on the hills back of the station buildings, 

the deciduous trees being taken from tne variety orchard north of the 
Stati houses, A truckload of potted evergreens wes distributed to.: 
Shelterbelt cooperators in the vicinity of Loveland; Colo. on the 21st 

ead on the 22a J. D. Kelso left with another truckload for distribution 

Miebhe vicinity of Lusk, VWvo. 

"The west irrigation ditch has been bladed out and water turned 
im on the 2lst and 22d for irrigating the newly set trees on the west 
hills, using the. pump and fire hose to carry the water up-from the 

diten. Some field work was done with team and tractor-draw cultiva-— 
tors.!! : on Le rs 
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W. D. Moore, Charleston, S. C, 

Reporting for the month of March, Doctor Moore writes: "The 

period of dry weather that s been visiting this section for the 

past four years during the ing months Came somewhat early this 

season es compared to triose of the past.” | 
n io 0 i 

"The month of February apparently started the period with a 
very low rainfall and a mean temperature slightly below normal, — 

The precipitation record was continued througnout the month of Ma arch 

and the mean temperature jumped to six degrees above normal. As*we 

enter the month of April, we find everything badly in need of water 

altnough not showing any material damage as yet. With a deficiency 

of rainfsell since January lst of about four inches, this entire 

section is facing serious losses unless water conditions change 

Within the near future. 

"All crops in this section have shown remarkable progress dur-— 
ing the past three weeks regardless of the general lack of rain. Most 

growers made all plantings early enough to insure fair stands before. 

the soil moisture was depleted near the surface. Beans, cucumbers, 

and squash are in excellent shape at this time, while the potato crop 

is somewhat advanced in growth for this period of the year. “Spring 

cabbage is being marketed at this time in limited quantities and on 

the best market that I have seen in several years, Due to the pro- 
longed cold weather during Jenuary end February, there is a rather 

ng to seed, however, this will 
not materially cut the aod for the wnole area if we get sufficient 

rain to fully mature the good plants now in the field. 

"Both the disease and insect problems have been unusually light 
to date. We find some damage from Rhizoctonia in untreated potato 

fields but a very light amount of demp-off on such crops as beans and 
cucumbers. Some of our bean varieties are showing a few mosais plants 

at this time but no demage has been noted from root rot. The very 

light disease infection on all crops may-be attributed entirely to 

the general lack of rain end to the rather hign temperatures that we 

have had during the past few weeks." 

est Farm in The New York Times is wondering if it nas located 

United States? the oldest farm in tne country. <A 7-acre farm 

near Ysleta, Texas, it reports, has been operated 

continuously since 1540. It is believed to be the oldest such farm 

in the United States. Until a few years ago it contained several 
pecan trees wnose age was put at 200 years. The farm is owned and 

operated by the Franciscan Fathers, missionaries of the Roman Catholic 

Church. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Cash Payments Under "There has been a marked tendency throughout the 
Letters of Authoriza- field to make more payments in cash under Letters 

tion. of Authorization since advances of funds have been 

made by the Department," says B.P.I-Memo. 826, 
dated Mareh 18, 1935. "It is important that cash payments be held to an 

absolute minimum, particularly in the vicinity of field stations or at 

points where we are conducting work. Whenever it is possible to do so, 

vouchers should be secured and submitted to the Washington Office for pay- 

ment by check. This applies particularly to all purchases and to the em- 
ployment of labor. Whenever it is possible to do so, labor should be ap- 

pointed and payments made by check from Washington. 

"Please see that this matter is brought to the attention of all 
of your men in the field who have occasion to make expenditures. As 

their vouchers are submitted, please see that they are carefully re- 
viewed from this standpoint, and explanations required wherever the cir- 

cumstances justifying cash payments are not obvious. A rigid policy of 

Payment by voucher should be enforced, with cash payments made only where 

payment by voucher is clearly impracticable." 

KEEP AN ACCOUNT OF YOUR ACTUAL TRAVEL EXPENSES 

‘B. P. I. Memo. No. 828 informs us that regulations issued by 

the Treasury Department covering income tax includes the following 

item: 

"Tf an individual receives a salary and also an 

allowance for meals and lodging, as an example, 

per diem allowance in lieu of subsistence, the 

amount of the allowance would be included in the 

gross income, and the cost of such meals end 

lodging will be deducted therefrom." 

The Bureau will be required to report in January, 1936, the 

total amount which has been paid to its employees, which will con- 

Sist of total salary for the calendar year 1935 plus any amounts 

which have been paid as per diem allowance in lieu of subsistence. 

Dr- Richey, Chief of Bureau, comments as follows: 

"From the above you will note that it will be neces- 

sary for each person who travels under a per diem 

to keep an accurate record of his actual expenses 

in order that he may deduct his expenses from the 

amount of subsistence received when making out his 

income tax return. It should be noted that this in- 

formation will be required from January 1 to Decem- 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

SEMI-M ON Ea en aN wee iyo ete Th Ns Dy AR 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 

_ eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

Jone WeiterenlT. “Raitor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 
ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 
the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 
field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 
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Dust Storm at Writing from the Fayétteville, Ark. laboratory on 

Fayetteville. April 13th, Jom C. Dunegan reports that on Wednesday 

cee ee night, April 10, a real dust storm suddenly descended 

upon Fayetteville. "We have had slight dust storms during the past month," 

he writes, "but the air was filled with dust Wednesday night~—-one could 

smell it and almost taste it! The next morning the entire tow was cov- 

ered with a readily visible thin film which penetrated everywhere and 

caused dismay to those housewives who had completed their spring house 

cleaning campaign. 

"The dust storm left a visible deposit on the apple blossoms, 

giving the trees a very peculiar appearance. The effect of this mee 

of dust on pollination is an interesting problem. The environmen a ii 

conditions continue to be extremely favorable for the discharge of apple 

“scab perithecia. More than 200 ascospores were observed on one slide 

on April &. 

ttaeciospores of the rust fungus on "Anemone caroliniana, placed 

on peach and wild cherry leaves on March 29, have produced numerous 

infections and mature uredinia on tne wild cherry leaves, but no signs 

of infection on the peach leaves. This is in accord with ny) pheortes 

of host relations in the group, and further experiments are in progress. 

"Due to the extremely favorable conditions for the Sr ee 

j } She mille: 
of apole scab and the slow growth rate of the apple trees under in- 

eae of the cold weather, an extra spray application ees lee ee 

the week for scab control. The spraying was started oon ee IG 

not finished until the afternoon of April 12, due to untavo 

conditions intervening." 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

Jonn C. Dunegan (continued) 

sie had written April 6th: "The week nas been marked by frequent 
rain storms and cloudy weather, a continuation of the conditions which 

prevailed for the past two weeks. 

"The environmental conditions have been extremely favorable to 
the development of peach leaf curl. Dr. V. HE. Young of the Plant Path— 
ology Department toi.d me that he saw only one orchard between Fayette- 

ville and Little Rock which did not appear to be seriously affected 
by the disease. Ho was traveling by automobile and while he did not 

stop at any of the orchards, the impression he gained was that leaf 
curl was extremely prevalent. 

"The scattered peach orchards throughout northwest Arkansas 
appear to have a portion of a peach crop. In an earlier reports J 
Stated that buds taken from a number of orchards indicated that the 

peach crop had been destroyed by low temperatures. This is true for 

the orchards examined, and is also true for all the vigorously growing | 

trees, but the weaker orchards and the less active trees have a portion 
Crea COO. | 

Me A, Smith, Springfield, Mo. 

‘The month of March was the warmest March on record in the 
Missouri Ozarks," he writes from the Ozark Fruit Disease Laboratory 

on April 6th. "The average daily excess as compared with the normal 
was 7.6 degrees. Precipitation for the month was 9.09 inches-—an | 

excess of 5.70 inches as compared with the normal. | 

tAs previously reported, fruit buds were expanding rapidly by 
the end of the first week of March. Warm weather continued for the 
remainder of the month ond peach and pear trees were in full bloom by 
the 20th. Early apples were showing pink on the 23d. On the 28th a 

freeze occurred but no deisze to fruit resulted. On the d3lst the 

temperature dropped to 34 degrees. The temperature for the first 

Six days of April averaged 435 for the minimun. 

"The danger from a freeze is not yet over but the possibili- | 

ties are much greater that the fruit may escape serious frost damage. 

If this happens, it will be the first time on record here that trees | 

have bloomed in March and have escaped later frost damage. 
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FRUIT DISHASES 

Leslie Pierce, Vincennes, ijateus 

ing on activities for the period from February 21 to April 

e s: "The temperatures recorded for February were. consid- 

erably ee than normal, the mean for the month being 5.8 degrees 

above the normal mean. ‘The lowest temperature during the month, 13°, 
was Pe eeacd the morning of the 27th. The total precipitation in Pope 

ruary was .35 inch, a departure from normal of -2.64 inches. The mean 

temperature for March was 7.7 degrees above the normal for the month. 

The lowest temperature during the month was 27 degrees, occurring the 

night of the 13th. A maximum temperature of 81 degrees was.recorded 

on the 23rd. The total precipitation in March was 5.71 inches, a de- 

parture from normal of plus 1.13 inches. 

"As a result of the high temperatures in March, the Wilma va= 
riety of peach was in full bloom on the 26th. Hiley and Early Elberta 

were in full bloom the 28th and Elberta and Salberta on the 3ZOth. 

Belle of Georgia bloomed April 3 and Hale and South Haven 10th. Hale 

normally comes into full bloom 3 days after fuil bloom of Elberta, and 

South Haven is normally 2 days later than Hale. 

"Tne pre-pink application to control scab on apple in our ex- 
perimental orchard was made April 4, at which time the Grimes and De- 

licious in the plots were showing nearly 50 percent of the blossom 

clusters beginning to separate. The pink or cluster-bud application 
was made April 10. On this date about 5 percent of the blossoms on 

Grimes were open. 

"Severe injury has becn noted in several orchards as a result 

of spraying with lime-sulphur to control apple scab within a week after 

a dormant application of oil sprays. The damage appears to be most 

severe on Duchess although a number of varieties show some damage. An 

application of lime~sulphur made 6 days after the trees had been sprayed 

With oil killed about 50 Data of the blossom clusters in a block of 

Duchess trees in tne Reed & Son orchard. 

"4 moderately severe outbreak of Phytophthora blight occurred 
in several of the peony plantings in this section following a four-day 

rainy period, April 5-8. The greatest amount of damage was on Felix 

Crousse, Karl Rosenfield.and Edvulus Superba. The last named variety 

has heretofore been considered as being practically immune to the dis- 

€ase. One grower reports.that from 25 to 40 percent of the stalks of 

the susceptible varieties in his plantings have been killed by the dis- 
fase. Severe damage from Phytophthora blight in the large peony fields 
at Hvansville nas also been reported. 

w 
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Leslie Pierce (continued) 

"Dust from western storms covered this section for two 3~day per- 
lods during Marche On March 5, the air was so filled with dust that the 
sun was obscured for-the greater portion of the day, and a heavy coating 
of yellow.dust was deposited on automobile tops, porches, etce On April 

li, dust was so thick-over this section that visibility was reduced to 

about one-fourth milee E 

"A cold wave swept over this section the afternoon and night of 

April 15. By 1:30 ae me the morning of April 16, the temperature had 
dropped to 2% degrees in. several of the orchards in the section. The 

lowest temperature reported for the morning of April 16, was 2° , re- 

corded by a thermometer in a low section of the Reed & Son orchard. A 

low of 26° was reached in one of the Dyer orchards. The minimum tem- 
perature recorded at the Laboratory was Blo f.- Professor Burkholder 
writes me that the temperature fell to 26° in the experimental orchard 

at Lafayette, Ind. 

"Examinations made since the freeze indicate that the peachcrop 
in this section was not seriously damaged. Hiley in the Dyer orchard 

showed a mortality of 76: percent. On account of the heavy set of fruit 

on this variety this loss amounts to only a moderate thinning. The mor— 

tality on Elberta at a moderately low elevation was 62 percent. No check 

on the damage to Hale in the Dyer orchard was madee Elberta from aver— 

age elevation in our experimental orchard showed a mortality of 40 percent, 
while Hale from the same portion of the orchard showed that only 18 percent 

had been killed by the freeze. The most severe injury to the peach crop is 
reported from the Decker section, 12 miles south of Vincennes. According 

to these early reports from that section the crop has been greatly reduced 
by frost damages Apples in several orchards were badly damaged but a check 

of the percentage of the blossoms killed has not been completed.!! 

HORTICULTURAL FIELD STATION 

A. ©. Hildreth, Cheyenne, Wyo. 

"Another dust storm, surpassing in intensity and duration the 

one of March 19, settled over this general area April 8 and 9, brought 
in on light southeast winds," he writes April 13. 

"Fortunately the wind swung to the NW about 1 p. m. on the Jth, 
bringing with it a wet snowfall that dispelled the dust haze. The driving 

snow made traffic hazardous in the areca the 9th, but practically all traces 

had melted by evening of the 1leth, altho a few patches of snow remain in 

the shelterbelt at this writing.'" 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

meet W. Miiler, Corviellis, Oree. 

tthe week ending April 6 has been spent largely in (1) prune 
Beab studies, and (2). in studies of the control of filbert blight. 
During the forepart of the week prune thrips were caged on opening 

prune buds with the idea of definitely determining the causal relation- 

ship of prune thrips to 'scab'. It is planned to cage these insects: on 

“the buds and fruits in various Stag BES OH development in an effort to re-. 
produce -the disorder. 5 

"During the latter part’ of the- week a treatment of bordeaux mix- 
ture: was.a pplied to three’ test plots of filbert: trees located at various 
poinis in the Williamette valley in Oregons. Thist is < third of a series 

Sof applications in which an effort is beinzZ made to determine (1) if 
spraying with bordeaux mixture will reduce tree losses from this disease, 

and (2)°to determine the time and. number of applications needed to control 
filbert blight satisfactorily.'! 

He had written March 30: "In greenhouse studies on the relation of 
moisture to infection of filbert leaves by the filbert blight pathogene, 

at was found that four hours of Oe ae Wetting at an average tempera- 

ture of 15° C. was sufficient to cause a limited-amount of infection om 

the leavese BORE oes a ercater BA Ghiroit infection accompanied prolonga- 

tions of the moisture period to the limits reached in these studies. 

WField studies of the. factor or factors associated with a drying 
back of walnut twigs of 1934 growth were-also carried on during the week. 

in a statistical study made in a eae ae ting near Aursville, Oregon, 

at was found that plots sprayed with bordeaux mixture: last season con- 

tained only about on leet as mony dead twigs of 1934 growth as trees in 

the untreated 2a It would appear. SU ELeS ‘preliminary studies that 
spraying with bordeaux oe is definite helpful in preventing a con- 

Siderable amount of dieback which is U nt to be due to infection by 

the bacterial bli ent discéase, caused by Ps. juglandis (Pierce)."! 

rench. prunes (eerere (Agen) vari- 
ua hors egon, and the Italian 

if 1 

e 2) e q 
prunes are in yee fete white tip stage of development. In the Williamette 

Valiey, It ies prunes are in the late .greén tip and early white tip: stage 

of development. ae bEoom .is anout a month: later. this year than last 
season when trees blossomed at 2n unpre d-early dates All other = 
tree fruits are correspondingly later in their period this season." 
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NUT PRODUCTION 

Milo N. Wood, Sacramento, Calif. 

"The field work during the worl has been. confined to the Santa 
Clara Valley and Contra Costa County," he writes fortis week ending 

April 6. "Observation shows that the frost damage to the almond crop 
in the Contra Costa County district. has been very ee nd growers are 
mach disappointed. | By. 2: i eee 

"The season was very favorable to a heavy. yield of almonds in’ thes 

district until the last frosts injur red the bloom. Some of the varieties . 
will have a light crop where the pistils were not ina stage. to be affect- 

ed by the frosts. It seems probablé that this district will have one of the 
lightest Crops in its history. Ordinarily, this distructenas es Tee 

free from frost and.no provisions have been made for orchard heating." 

He had: written March 30; "Work woon the almond bréeding plots at 

Davis, especially with reference to blooming of the almond, has been con= 

tinued. Blooming data and general data in relation to the effects of frost 

were also taken in the Salinas valley. In tnat particular district the frost 
has done a great deal of damage. 

ally heated will have crops in Only the MO EeRa TS which were artificia 

paying quantitie mayen in some of ‘the:heated orchards the blossoms were 

somewhat Heed ea Reports are Coming in that the Jast Stuin patps som 

the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleyg did considerable damage. It appears 
that many of the orchards which escaped first frosts ‘were in the right per- 
tod of bloom to be damaged oy the later frosts." 

C. H. Schister, Corvallis, Oreg. 

eNO la See : 
Writing on April. 6 he says: (Whe wee of April 1-6 hag seen the 

continuation of the routine work in wilting point with the soils. 

"Phe termination of the ld capacity work, which could not have 
been doné last year, shows that with many soils theré~is. very little 
storage capacity fro the onchards~. ) in addition to thatyia comparrsonoen 

the moisture left in the soils last fall and. the field eapacity this 
spring would indicate a still smaller available moisture supply. Many 

of the orchards showed considerable distress even when the:moisture supply 

was well ‘above the wilting point last falls Whatever inhibiting influence 

there is preventing'the use of.that moisture available above the wilting 

point must be determined in order to solve:the probléns of many of our 

orchards.'!! , 



NUT PRODUCTION 

H. L. Crane, Albany, Ga. 

Writing from the U. S. Pecan Field Station and Laboratory on 

April 13th, he reports: "The weather during the week has been quite 
cool for this time of year. In fact, we have had to have some heat 
almost every day, which is very unusual at this time of year. This 

cool weather has greatly retarded the development of pecan trees. 

Pollen on Moore was being shed in large quantities, however. Schley 

pistillate flowers are showing in great abundance at this time on 
trees that have been well cared for. Again this year, all orchards 

that have been well taken care of during the past year are fully one 
to two weeks ahead of poorly cared for orchards in the initiation of 

growth, blossoming, etc. 

"The indications are now that in the Albany territory there 
is going to be one of the heaviest pecan blooms that we have exper- 

ienced in several years. 

"Persimmon blossoms on the Japanese and native trees were 
bagged for material to be used in attempts to hybridize the two species." 

A week earlier, April 6th, he wrote: "A block of pecan trees in 

the McCord-Simpson orchards, consisting of the varieties Schley, Moore, 
and Moneymaker, was selected for a study of the effects of girdling 
filler trees. In this work we plan to girdle the trees at different 
times and with varying degrees of severity, to see what effect it 
will have on nut production this year and next year. Last year pecan 
trees girdled just after blossoming produced a higher percentage of 
large nuts than similar ungirdled trees.!! 

Je Re. Cole, Albany, Ga. 

"The condition of growth on the different pecans was as follows," 

he writes April 13th: "Schley, foliage far advanced, some leaves almost 

grown, pistillate flowers apparently in receptive stage; Delmas and Alley, 
leaves from 1/4 to 1/2 grown, catkins well out, while pistillate flowers 

Just showing; Stuart, leaf buds bursting, no leaves over 1/4 grown, catkins 

Just showing, with no sign of pistillate flowers." 

J. L. Felham, Shreveport, La. 

"May beetles are doing serious damage to the pecan trees over 

most of the place," he writes April 6th. "They are much worse this year 
than at any time since the trees were planted. Usually the damage is 

confined to a few rows bordering the highway. They came out before the 

buds started, and have been very numerous." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

Elmer Snyder, Fresno, Calif. 

"Between rains of the past two weeks, we were able to plant our 
grape nursery," he writes on April 13th. "These additional rains have 

brought the seasonal total to date to 17.34 inches, an all-time record 

for this station and a greater amount of rainfall than ever recorded 
before for any one season by our Fresno Weather Bureau station. 

"Growth starting in general with vines has been later this season 
than the average. Within the past few warm days growth has been more 

apparent, and considerable numbers of green leaves are now showing on 

most of the vinifera varieties. The Alexandria muscat, one of the 

latest to start growth, is still mostly in the bud swelling stage." 

He has writeen April 6th: "The grape nursery was planted at the 

fresno station during the week. Over 20,000 resistant stock cuttings 

were planted, including various spacing, varietal and cut-location 
tests. Additional plantings were made of experimental material of 
machine-grafted, hand-grafted, and budded vines. Stock rootings were 

also planted in nursery row in order to have material available for 

later budding and summer grafting studies. With the decided renewed 

interest in resistant stock plantings commercially, a portion of our 
activities has been directed toward the determination of the best 
and most practical method for the reestablishment of vineyards on 

resistant stock roots. 

"The latest data on grape acreages in California," he wrote 

March 28th, "give the following figures: Total acreage, 528,093. acres, 

consisting of 248,459 acres of raisin grape varieties, 98,408 acres 

of table grape varieties, and 181,226 acres of wine grape varieties. 

While the raisin grape varieties make up nearly half the acreage, the 
whole production does not go into raisin manufacture. The Sultanina 

(Thompson Seedless) while listed as a raisin grape variety is also 
one of the most important table grapes. The Alexandria (Muscat) while 
primarily used for raisin manufacture, is'also in general demand for 

sweet wine manufacture. Approximately 2,000,000 tons of grapes are 
produced on this acreage. 

"Heavier seasonal rainfall and subnormal temperatures in 
February and part of March contributed to the later starting of buds. 

Some frost occurred, killing the primary buds but it was not of 

sufficient severity to cause crop injury. An inspection trip totalling 

nearly 1,000 miles was made in March covering the various vineyard 

sections of the Upper San Joaquin valley, the Livermore valley, Napa 

valley, Sonoma valley and the Lodi section." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

"Dearing has reported the ripening of strawberries at Willard, 

Ne CG. during the first week in April," writes George M. Darrow," which 

is 2 to 3 weeks early. The height of the season is expected there the 

week after Easter, and a much heavier crop than last year is expected 

in North Carolina. Selections, all under the double-hill row system, 

will produce a heavy crop--2 to 3 times thet of last year. There are 
3-1/2 acres of selections and seedlings to fruit. In the cultural tests 

the double-hill rows and spaced rows look particularly fine in comparison 

with the matted row. The new style 24 crate from Kentucky will be ex- 

tensively tested in North Carolina in comparison with the old 32-quart 

erate. A new insulated truck for hauling precooled berries to market is 

also to be used this year. I expect to be at Willard from about April 10 
to May 15. 

"At Beltsville, Md., though strawberry plants have been dug, it 
has not been possible to reolant and heavy rains will delay the work 

several days again. A very fine germination of crosses of the trailing 

raspberry Rubus parvifolius x red, black, and purvle varieties as well 

as of other raspberry crosses has been obtained. 

C. P. Harley, Wenatchee, Yash. 

"According to the latest indications, the blossoming period will 
be enoa normal this year," he writes under date of March 28th. "For a 

while it looked as though we would have another early season, although 

not as early as last year. A few warm days last week shoved the buds 

along rapidly but the cool weather since has slowed them up considerably. 
We estimate that full bloom will probably occur between the 2d and Sth 
of May. The Blossom Festival date has been set for the 4th. 

"The North Central Washington Spray Committee, consisting of 

representatives from the Wenatchee Valley Traffic Association, Washington 
State College Extension Service, Wenatchee Production Credit Association, 

State Department of Agriculture and Vasnington State Agricultural ix- 
periment Station, has just issued recommendations for spray schedules 

for 1935. An attempt is being made to have growers adopt the uniform 

program as nearly as possible throughout the district, with the idea in 
Mind both to control codling moth and other pests in the most efficient 

Manner possible, and to facilitate residue removal. 

bhi 7 We We Aldrich writes from Medford, Oreg. that the experimental 

Anjou fruit withdrawn from cold storage on March 15, required at least 
¢ days to ripen. "Mr. A. L. Ryall came down from Toe to work with 
Prof. F. C. Reimer in rating this fruit for scale, flavor and breakdown. 
They observed that fruit from Frequent Early, which showed the most 
breakdown in 1934, is not showing any greater amount in 1935." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

A. D. Shamel, Riverside, Calif: 

"The Washington Navel orange harvest season is drawing to a 
close," he writes April 15th. "ith the present favorable weather con- 
ditions the picking will be largely completed about May 1." 

He had written earlier that while on a visit to the Pomona dis- 
trict early in the month he had an opporturity to see the interesting 
small planting of the Bearss Seedless lime trees on the D. S. Unruh 
ranch. "The nursery trees were obtained from George C. Roeding at Fresno, 
Calif., in 1913," he wrote, "and were planted at his suggestion. They 
are on trifoliata rootstocks and have been more profitable than com- 
parable Washington Navel and Valencia orange and Eureka lemon trees in 
this orchard, according to Mr. Unruh. A considerable number of buds 
have been cut from selected trees for propagation by nurserymen during 
recent years we were told. The planting is located on a mesa which has 
particularly good air drainage and this favorable location has apparently 
prevented damage to the trees and fruits from low temperatures, as 
orchard heaters have not been used." 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Edwin Smith, Wenatchee, Wash. 

Writing on Avril 15th, he states that they have been examining 
their Anjou pears to observe the effects of various copper and oiled 
wraps on the spread of gray mold and the development of Anjou scald. 

"Although scald was not apparent when the pears were withdrawn 
from cold storage," he says, "it developed in all packages after they 
had been kept in a warm room for several days. Anjou pears at Medford 
also have shown a marked tendency to develop scald during the current 
storage season--to the extent that commercial oiled wraps did not pre- 
vent ite Also this has been a 'scald! season for apples. 

"Many shippers find it difficult to distinguish between soft scald, 
storage scald, and scald due to causes such as bad washing practices. 

"Generally speaking, storage scald has occurred on Delicious (picked 
before fully mature), and soft scald has developed in winesaps (held in 
common storage for several weeks, then stored at 30-329). In Yakima 
where fruit has been stored loose, storage scald is now developing on 
both Delicious and Winesaps, especially after they pass through warm 
washing solutions. 

"Since April 3d and 4th, seasonably warm weather has prevailed. 
Apricots are now in bloom and apple buds are showing green. Growers 
have been busy applying dormant or delayed dormant sprays. During the 

late winter and early spring very light falls of snow or rain have been 

had in Hastern Washington. The snowfall in the mountains was heavy 
enough for irrigation purposes....and this moisture has been conserved 
to a remarkable degree, making the supply more than ample." 

ee 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

G. B. Ramsey, Chicago, Ill. (Market Pathology Notes) 

"yellow Newton apples from the northwest have recently shown on 
inspection a rather high percentage of Bulls-eye rot (Gloeosporium per- 
ennans) in advanced stages," he writes April 19. "One car inspected 
at Chicago for an export certificate showed 3 to 5 percent decay. Several 

lesions about the stem and calyx ends were 13 inches in diameter and the 
decay penetrated to a depth of 1 inch... A heavy infection of Onio Rome 

Beauty apples characterized by numerous smail, sunken, brown spots about 

the lenticels proved to be due to Alternaria and Cladosporium. Individually 
and colléctively these two fungi caused considerable loss in one or two lots 
of apples that came to our attention in January. 

“Purine the past month certain lots of Florida celery have been badly 

ilemushed by ' Cracked sten!. Althoush bacterial soft rot does not occur in 
hes enacked Tissue as often as might be expected, the ill appearance of 

the bunches greatly reduce their market. value..e Mosaic and Harly blight 

have also been prevalent in Florida celery lately... California peas are 

showing an unusual amount of mottling and distortion of the pods as a result 

Of mosaic infection. Well advanced stages of pod spot (Asochyta) have also 
been noted in several shipments. 

"Up until the present time very little decay has been found upon 
avocados on the market, but. recently one lot was found showing serious 

decay by Rhizopus. An Alternaria and Colletotrichum were also responsible 
for some decay. While most boxes showed none, some boxes showed from 5 to 

Pp percent’ decay. This stock was alll of the Fuerte variety from California. 

"In addition to showing considerable storm injury or wind whipping 
Texas spinach has been affected somewhat by downy mildew (Peronospora). 

#rvom the marketing standpoint, some of this spinach was of interest be- 

Pause Of the presence of the oospore stage of Peronospora. This stage was 
evidenced by small cream-colored mats of mycelium on and within the epi- 
dermal tissues on the under sides of the leaves. The oospore and conidial 
stages never geemed to be associated in the same lesion. ‘The upper epidermis 
Was only slightly discolored above the mycelial mat bearing the oospores, 
whereas the large distinctly yellowish blotches were noted on the top sur- 
face of the leaves directly above:the lesions induced by the conidial Stags.» 

"Three samples ot peas received from the Crystal Springs (Miss.) 
area have shown severe infection by Bacterium Pisi and Peronospora viciae. 
The characteristic yellowish blotches and cloudy spots in the pod walls 
gave evidence of the presence of the oospore stage of Peronospora, but as 
usual the conidial stage was not present on the pods." 
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Tran-- The Persian Government has requ 

not Persia. +o use "Iran" and "Iranian" instead of "Persia" and "Persian,' 

in all communications with the Senet ey Legation and with the 

Persian Government, beginning with the Persian New Year-—-March 22, 19556 

Rencrans Cait Seis country Iran, and refer to themselves as Iranie [Iran 

is derived from the ancient "Aryana", signifying the country of the Aryans. 

The use of "Persia! in most Buropean languages is based upon the terminol- 

ogy of the ancicnt Greek historians. 

sted all foreign aovernne ta We 
S 

iL 
SU 

The Secretary directs that beginning March 22, 19355, all members of 
the Department govern themselves accordingly when preparing Communications 

to representatives of the Persian Government. Of course, such communica— 

tions, for diplomatic reasons, will still be transmitted through the Sec- 

retary of State as in the past; meaning that they go to Doctor Auchter for 

transmittal, through the Chief of Bureau, to the Secretary's Office. 

Passenger-Carrying In passing upon a question by a Federal department 

Automobiles, etc. which had found a type of station wagon or bus that 

Was more suitable than the l-ton truck formerly used 

in certain work, the Comptroller General pointed out that pursuant to the 

act of June 16, 1914 (3% Stat. 508), prohibiting the purchase of passen- 
ger-carrying vehitles under appropriations not specifically providing 
therefore, the question whether a vehicle is "passenger—carrying" must be 
determined from the character of the vehicle as shown by its construction 

and design, and not from the intended use. Since the particular car desired 

is described by the manufacturer as a passenger car or bus, baggage and e- 

quipment carrier, camp car and delivery wagon, the Comptroller held that 

it could not be purchased from an appropriation which does not specifically 

authorize the purchase of rassenger—carrying vehicles. 

Classification Ru. ine that one of the Federal bureaus could not legally 

Hield Service appoint workers at salaries higher than the minimum rate 

Grade and Class of the grade to which they were to be appointed, Comp-— 
troller General McCarl stated that as the entire salar} 

_Yrange prescribed by the Classification Act, as amended, for a particular 

grade, rather than one or any number of salary rates less than the total 

prescrived for the grade, attaches to any position eee field or depart- 

mental, placed or saa in said grade, regardless of the class of posi- 

tion, there is no authority for administrative action prescribing a salary 

range for a certain class of position in the field service beginning at a 

higher rate than the minimum salary rate of the range prescribed by the 

Classification Act, as amended, for the entire grade in which such position 
is properly placed or allocated. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Double In B. P. I Memo. 536, dated April 18, 1935, Mr. Richey writes: 
Employment "A number of cases have come to my attention where individuals 

employed on various relier activities have also been employed 

for a portion of their time under letter of authorization by this Bureau. 

'¥rom an administrative standpoint, passing over the question of 
whether or not such employment mignt be legal, I consider it highly un- 

desirable. ‘Will you kindly see that members of your staff who have occa- 

sion to employ workers do not employ members who are simultaneously re- 

ceiving pay from relief agencies? 

"Tt is the purpose of the relief agencies, as I understand it, to 

SSist individuals who cannot secure other employment and at the same time 
encourage securing other employmente--To be employed by this Bureau, an 

individual should sever all connections which bring him an income from re- 

dief activities." 

So far as we know, this dowble-employment condition is not encount-— 

ered in the Division, but it will be well for all those in charge of activ- 

ities where ene ted laborers and others are employed, to make sure that 

no one is employed who simultaneously recsives pay from any relief agency. 

salary Did you get your salary checx when you thought you should? Re- 

Gheeks member to send in your notices promptly for the pay period in- 

volved, including all necessary information, for after the notices 

are received the pay rolls must de prepared, approved, and forwarded through 
ths accounting offices of the Bureau for payment from the Disbursing Office, 

which is now in the Treasury Department. 

diem employees, pay roll usually being made u J $ J 
£ course give days worked, being careful to in- 

WOTk Was pertormed on Sundays or holidays. 

in the a 

dicate specifically i: 

After allowing sufficient time for the above action (time required 
from receipt of notice to mailing of check, about 5 to 6 days), if you do 

rep 
cS 

MOL receive the check, write.a letter reporting the fact, in order that the 

check may be traced through our om Department. 

If indications are that the check has been mailed and should have 

pevecds auditvronal actzon wil taken, which requires a signed 

letter from the individual in whose favor the check is drawn, stating 

pertinent circumstances and that the check has not been received. A 

bracer is then started by the Disbursing Office and if it shows that the 
Check has been lost, a duplicate check is issued. 

py Leh 

oO (40) 

sae 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Employment of Bureau of Plant Industry Memorandum No. 830, dated 

Relatives. April 9, 1935, quotes in full a memorandum from Dr. W. W. 

Stockberger, Director of Personnel, dated April 2, 1935, 
in regard to the employment of more than one member of a family in the 

Department's service. 7" 

"My memorandum of March 9, directing that hereafter no 

appointments to any position in any branch of the Department of 

‘Agriculture shall be made where one member of the family is al- 

ready in the Federal service," writes Doctor Stockberger,; "is 
hereby amended by removing the restriction on any such appoint- 

ment where a person is selected from a Civil Service certificate 

either for temporary or permanent appointment. 

"In the case of Civil Service appointments, it will be 
necessary, of course, to comply with Section 215 of the Hconomy 
Act (marital clause) and Section 9 of the Civil Service Act which 
reads as follows: . 

tThat whenever there are already two or more mem- 
bers of a family in the public service in the grades cov- 

ered by this act, no other member of such family shall be 
eligible to appointment to any of said grades,.! 

"Tn emergencies, such as fighting forest fires, or in isola- 
ted locations where it is impossible to comply with the original 
order, authorization to employ more than one member of the family is 

hereby granted. 

"The purpose of the order of March 9 was to spread employ- 
ment and th spirit, as well as the intent of such order, should 

be observed wherever it is possible to do so without affecting 

the necessary work of the Department." 

In commenting on the above, Mr. H. #. Allanson, who signs Be Pe I. 

Memo. 830 as Eusiness Manager of the Bureau, says: 

"The above is self-explanatory. Where the circumstances 
seém to warrant an exception, full information should be submitted 

as part of the recommendation for appointment. Our records should 

Clearly justify any exceptions that may be made.!! 
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Discounts Occasionally we are asked to approve for payment vouchers cov- 

ering supplies ateencd to us on Government bills of lading 

where the articles have not actually been received but merely shipped, the 

idea being to take advantage of discounts offered OE prompt ies ere We 

cannot approve such vouchers, of course, as we must certify on Form 1034 

vouchers, for example, that the articles have been Wie ee civ ed in good condi- 

tion," inspected andaccepted, etc. The Comptroller General in a decision 

dated March 22, 1935 (A-60543) has emphasized the fact that payment must 
not be made for supvlies until they have been inspected and accepted as 

Gontorming to the terms of the contract. He adds that the discount period 

does not begin until actual receipt of the shipment. 

This again emphasizes the necessity for sending in promptly vouch- 
ers and notices of receipt covering material on all orders that carry a 

Cash discount for prompt payment. 

—_—— 

pend Vouchers to In this connection, remember that vouchers and other 
Section 1 Leader der. papers requiring the approval and initials of your 

project leader should be sent to him for transmittal 

to the Business Office. If sent first to the Business Office we must 

| forward them to the section leader for approval and since a number of 
Mamour section leaders are now located at the U. Se Horticultural Field 

station, Beltsville, Md., this causes delay. 

| All vouchers and other papers requiring the project leader's approval 
) »should be sent to hime Remember this and you will get much quicker service 

Oi vouchers, letters of authorization, and the like. 

motucal 8B, P. I. Memo, S31, dated April 15, 1935, quotes in full = 
Activity. memorandum of March el, 1955 from Dr. W. W. Stockberger, 

Director of Personnel: "It is the policy of the Department 
that all non-Civil Service workers should uae observe the restrictions 

a a is political activity which apply to employees with Civil Service 
Status. 

"Competitive employees, while retaining the right to vote and to 
express privately their opinions on political subjects, are forbidden to 
take an active part in political management or in political campaigns, 
This also applies to temporary employees, employees on leave of absence 
With or without pay, substitutes, and labroers. Political activity in 
Etty, county, state or national clections, whether jonquberteheny (02g) Icke venbllushon) lene 
in behalf of any party or candidate, or nny measure to be voted upon, is 
prohibited." 
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The Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases 
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Mee Clricial Organ a the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 

Bases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 
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This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 

ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval cf 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 

field workers and others represent, ef course, their personal opinions, 

and sO 2@re not necessarily the official and final word on the subject. 
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Lockers in "An interesting and important development in the applica- 

Cod sroreaze bion Of freezing to food preservation in some of the Wes-— 
Plants. tern States is to be noted in the rising popularity of 

individual lockers in cold storage plants," writes J. A. 

Berry from Seattle, Wash. "These lockers, of about 15 cubic feet capa- 

City, are rented at $10 or less per month. Temperatures are maintained 

at, usually, a little above zero Fahrenheit. 

"Customers are using the lockers for all sorts of perishable food 

Stuffs--meats, poultry, berries, etc.--and on the whole find freezing 
Preservation labor-saving snd quite satisfactory, while the method gives 

a profit to the cold-storage operator. There are indications that the 

Port of Seattle Commissioners are caer Loy adopt the Wlocker idea Torn one 

Br Gwo) Of their cold storage plant 

epics Surtner' “surpricias evidences Oc) tac keeping quality os 

PeComecemiecg» at AQ- ©. after six montas freezing storses wos afforded in il 
Peowbeverator, Dy exemination of samples held 71 days at the temperature 
Mentioned, An ordineril; good refrigerstor of domestic tyne wis used. 
Mi: Derries were still brig i 
Poeinore worm Of veest activity. Ap rt From 

S 

ROS Ss 

PerricsS “ere vers eee IAnerL om FO. tresaie thawed, mairemadi. ues 

=u 1G Bee aee SuO., versts hod practically disappesred from the fruit during 
Pievibeezine storigze, which accounts for the z00d keeping QuUALILLSS. | Lt ale 
PIaOst UWanecessery to sex thet the be 
ese mold Srowth would in 11 or obs bi Fs G b+ FY eo ts ct oe < - WW 5 4 3 : a) on a 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

Johr C. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"The weather conditions continue, to favor the development of 

apple scab," he writes April 27th. "A heavy rain during the night of 

April 25 induced a further discharge of ascospores-—in fact, 1619 as— 
cospores were observed on the slides in the spore traps when they were 

checked the next day. The County Agent at Hentonville states that many 

of the growers in that area omitted the cluster.bud application this 

year. This, 1 fear, will be a fatal mistake.for many of the srowerseas 

every indication points to the fact that there is going .to be a scab 

year similar to 1929...iThis morning a grover from Springdale brought in 

two limbs, one of Red Delicious and the other Golden Delicious. The ap- 

ple pedicels had dark spots on them and he felt sure that he was suffer— 

ing from an aggravated case of spray injury. An examination showed that 

the spots were scab lesions, and they were. present not only on the pedi- 

cels. but on the young apples and the leaves." 

He had written April 20th: "The frost reported as occurring on 

April 13, presumably caused no injury to the apple crop, although ee 
reports.indicate-that some injury was observed in the strawberry beds... 

The first signs of apple scab were observed on the leaves of ..a non- 

sprayed Yellow Transparent tree on April 13, and further leaf lesions 
were observed during the week on the trees in the check plot of the | 
ee spray experiment on the varieties Ben Davis, Staymen, Cliver, and 

wemmoty Black Trig. The lesions are extremely prevalent on the Jeaves 
and I believe the copper phosphate mixture will have an adequate test 

thi against apple scab. Weather conditions favor the disease." 

H. F. Bergman, Amherst, Mass. 

"T have peeve planting seeds from crosses of cultivated vorieties 

made last year," he Leis sNoueabil Zisimal inevenn sclayen (Cieeim) engin Disease Field 

Laboratory, Hast Warchem, Mass. -"I have 15CO seéds in culture tubes now 

end will neve more than ee number to be tubed next week. Cranberries 

end blueberries aré coming along very slowly as it has been quite chally 

most of the time. Blueberries are almost ready to on blossoming and 

as yesterday was warm end today is much warmer, it will bring them out 

rapidly. There was apperently very little winter killing of blueberries 

laste winters. | 

Writing on April 2Oth of the transfer of his work from Am@ersp 
to Hast Wereham for the season, he mentioned that there had been several 

reports of crown gall on blueberries this spring. "Dr. Franklin and I 
went over around Hanover to look up some of the reported cases. We visi- 

ted three places and found crow gall at all of them. One grower had over 

& hundred zoung plants infected." 
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Wer. Aldrich, Medford, Oree. 

Mecein Inllos stein ojotsudaiaey iprals) Jo bbeuiaene de silawreccl oy siveice COoll | es yplaisne <4 
PenccpOnted April lath. "Full bloom 2s about a week later’ than normel. 
Memos» Seasons Lull) bloom is 7° to VOldays earlier in’ the northern end 

ef the Vellcy, but this yeer full bloom there will be at the same time 

as in the remainder-of the Valley. Full bloom of Anjou ot the Medford 

PE MeGIMeMG stavLton starbed on April, 1S, end full’ bloom) of Bartlett on 

april lotn...During the early part of the week I completed analysis of 

oie 154 cluster Dases of spurs taken on March 1 from the Time of Irri-— 
Bation plots. Only in stareh content did the 'wet' plots show more 
carbohydrates than the '!dry! plots, and the differences were small. 

"On Friday we began a 4-day program of hand pollination of entire 

trees, using 9 5.H.R.A. men. Friday was devoted to rubbing anthers out 

of Bartlett blossoms, the pollen was dried overnight, and the Anjou 

trees were pollinated on Saturday. Sunday was also devoted to taking 

antners out of blossoms. Rain delayed the final day of pollination until 

Wednesday. This hand-poliination of Anjou trees with Bartlett pollen ap- 

pears to have commercial promise for Anjou blocks ‘here cross pollination 
1s known to be very poor. On even the largest trees never more than 

2a man-hours were réquired per tree. The pollen was held in a bottle 

ai the left hand with the stopper strapped to the forefinger. The pollen 
Was applied with a No. 5 artist's brush, by merely touching the center of 
the blossom. Several blossoms could be thus touched before again divping 

Gme brush in the bottle. 

has been diagnosed by some as a result of the hot weather in 1934, be- 
tween Ausust 6 and September 8. However, the lot of fruit affected most 

Game from a block of trees in deep, well-irrigated soil. Mr. Ryall in- 

forms mie that he has observed a similar scald on Winter Nelis at Yakima; 

moma +t Occurs in cold storage, is not prevented by 011 wraps, and 

@0es nO increase upon rinening the fruit. This Winter Nelis scald on 

liedforda pears has rather consistently caused a 30 cents per box discount 

Sethe prevailing $2.83 per box New York auction price." 

NA scald on Winter Nelis has been brought to my attention. It 
Bl ie 

He wrote April 8th: "Oats made almost no growth where ammonium 

sulphate hes becn applied for three falls. ‘Where this nitrogen fertili- 
Eee Was omitted last fall for the first time in four years, the oat srowth 

igs poor. Where the nitrogen was applied lsst fall, the oats and volunteer 

mustard are making much more growth than where nitrogen was applied on 

Hepruery 27th this year. The fact that oats show this response to nitrogen 

On land that has had vetch turned under for three seasons indicates that a 

matreshend Of vetch is not adding enough nitrogen to adequately supply 

PHOm@oMimecds Of Oats, It seems possible Tab Gers UswAeh 1 CROs hi uate OK 
gen for opts, there is not enough for pear trees." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

CG. P. Harisy, Wenatchee, Yesh. 

"Gur spring climetic conditions continue to be ideal for tue 

fruit buds," ke -vrites April .2oth... "Cherry trees are in full bloom aud 
many arc a Little past, with ideal llination weather throuznout. Maxi- pol e 

from 65 to 72° F. during tae past 
i i k 

5 if S54 eed. 3) 

week, ith moderete winds and no rnin. Barring a kalijane frost, the 

cherry crop should be gcod. aAppls blossoms are developing nermaily and 

the dats set for full bloom, May 4tn, ssould be just about riznt. The 

clusters are starting to- separst aricties. 

summer strength sul; HAS 6 6, would 

econtrs! sny sildey infection and from all aupsexranmces perhaps this vill 

bs £90d Insurence this yeer as Er. Héeves is finding carlisr milder in— 
Teme ates ly 9 ge bos dee Besa wanes Se anos, Fe Ts Sant 3m on = eriment W SSCULIDE tis cat unanm any year prvevious. iG Tact, in 21s experimente 

plots he has already put on a milder spray, even Dcefore the clusters have 

separated. Us will, of course, follow up at the rezular pink stage and 
=> qy 

ia) Fy tn © Ky ny \ dp AY) is) jw ¢ 

"The incresasin= alarm over tne mite situation has stimulated 

erovers in sogite of tneir financial pliznts to put on additional sprays 

for this pest. many orcnardists nov believe tnat the damazs done by 

thess. mites is more far reaching and serious than the damage from coddling 

moth. With the uniform recommendations for codling moth sprays this 

spring, a little more confidence is being shown by the grozers than here— 

tofore in their codling moth program. Hers again the vrinted page seems 

tO have more effect than verbal advice. 

a a Ei iP) ide 

ment OL the than in years pa and z= found that examination of the 

buds was gre-tly faciliteted by working vith them at this stage as the 

blossom clusters are more easily recognized than when the leaves have 

made more ] ords agnin a at the bicnnias® 

hele ae et feu © ' ' 

= >} 

bel He ap) 

Mm KS foe Kh Ay) or at ‘ Gp he - ct fue 8 (ae (49) 

Himer Snyder, fresno, Calif. ‘ 

Writins on April 20th, oe states tnat during the week a trip Was 

made to Oakville, Chico and Elk Grove experiment vineyard plots. The 

rainfall at these plots had beer, ts that date, 40, 30 and 20 ij : 

tively——all f a = EN mes Sy Eee Ss ies ues i 
Ores above tae scasonal average, 

= 

7 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

A. D. Shamel (continued) 

"The Washington Navel and Valencia orange trees are now in full bloom 
in the orchards we have visited. In the Navel orange groves which have not 
been picked a heavy drop of the fruit is now taking place, so that every ef- 

fort is being made to finish the picking in these groves so as to save as 

much of the very ripe fruit as possible....Prices have improved recently and 

the Navel orange growers who have been able to hold tneir crop on the trees 

successfully have been considerably benefitted." 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Edwin Smith, Wenatchee, Yash. 

"in the earlier districts apples were in bloom from April 24," he 
reports April 29. "Around Wenatchee king blossoms on such varieties as Stayman 
were open over the week end. Full bloom should occur April 29-30....We have 

experienced clear warm days with stall cook) niesnts. Hrosts oceumed omgude 
mis OL April 22, 33 26, e7 and 23. Temperatures as low as 25° were record= 
ed on Saturday night and on ame morning orchards in the Rock Island district 

and at the lower end of the Hast Wenatcnee section had turned from waite to 

brown, with evidences of heavy localized damage to the crop in these areas." 

He had Ne: earlier: "The price of apples as made a spectacular 
Gome—pack, and slthovush acarly all om tactimruit is outbox tiie grower!s hands, 

the fact that ag prices can take an upward surge has caused growers to 
plunge into their spring work with hope refresu ingly renewed. In a month's 

time Winesaps have jumped from 85 cents to $1.50 f.o.b. (for certain grades 

and sizes). 

ADMINISTRATIVA NOTES 

ING) YAOsU = 

Always change the letter of authorization number on transportation 
requests woen they are used on a different letter of authorization than 

the one for which they were issued? 

Does your automonile mileage report indicate that the milenge re- 

ported does not include mileage within cornorate limits of your official 

station--and that the points visited were inaccessible by public carriers? 

Do you furnish the correct number of itinerary reports (2) and auto- 

mobile mileage statements (3)? 

Is the voucher stamped with the "Domestic origin" certification? © 
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ae. Pelham, Shreveport, La. 

Writing on April 20, he reports t 
Tate flowers showed that many of the 

Bolt of the dust storm of April 5. 
that some are so completely 
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Tt fend Ls 
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were covered with dust as a re- 

entirely possible, he believes, 
prevented. 

Dime ieee) ia olla Wovelorenasd ume ae flowers are just be- 
Binning to show," he writes from the U. S. Pecan Field Station on Mygned 120) 

Min the Chase orchard there is a ee hla in the appearance of -growth 
eee ude trees in the various fertilizer SG ice The More Vicorous the tree, 
the earlier and stronger tne a ee tne rlier the appearance of the 
Pistillate flowers. The check on no fert oe plots are just showime Catkince! 
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NUIT PRODUCTIO: AND DISEASES 

Paul W. Miller, Corvallis, Ores. 

"Filbert blight is becoming quits prevalent on current growth in 
a small varietal orchard on the college farm at Corvallis,'' he writes on 
Myowen ll atin 

Many opening buds have been attacked and killed before they could 
rge number of shoots of current growth have also been infected 

mostly at or near the base of the stem, resulting in girdling and death of 

the shoots. Preliminary results of inoculations made during rainy periods 

et approximately monthly intervals during the fall and winter of 1934, and 

spring of 1945, indicate that some of the buds wers infected during late 

fall and the bacteria were carried over winter in latent bud infections. 

However, the oulk of the infections which have developed appeared to have 

taken place in February and March, 1935." 

oO ba re ia 5 a be. 
Ao 

i) 

He had written April 20: "A trip was made during the latter part 
of the week to a filbert orchard near Crabtree, Oregon, to study the cause 

of a reported dying off of trees in that planting. 

"Rhizomorphs of the mushroom root rot fungus (Armillaria mellea 
Wehl.) were found on the surface of the collar and roots and typical white 

mycelial mats were found in the cambial region of the tissues affected. 
There is, however, some question as to whether or not mushroom root rot is the 

sole cause of the trouble, since some of the trees were found girdled at the 
crown without the presence of rhizomorphs or mycelial mats in the tissues. 
Cankers due to bacterial blight were also found on young twigs in the same 

planting. However, it is questionable if this disease is responsible for 

most of the damage noted." 

POTATO INVESTIGATIONS 

C. ¥. Clark, Presque Isle, Mr. 

"During the past week the snow has melted rapidly so there is now 
little to be seen except a few drifts," he writes April 27. "The ground has 
not dried out sufficiently to permit of farming operations as it still con— 

tains considerable frost. 

"The potato market is very weak at the present time, with few sales. 

There are still several thousand cars in the county to be .shipped. 

"The seedlings potato plants in the greenhouse are growing rapidly 
and will be lerge enough for potting within a few days.!! 

ea 

So gE, baal ec ees 
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DISHASHS OF TRUCK CROPS 

ler Us Moore, Charleston, S. C. 

\General growing Conditions have not materially changed in this sec- 

mon since my last report," he writes April 30. "The period of dry weather 
Py continues and is now Zgrowing to serious. proportions in view of the prevailing 

mote vemperatures and strong winds. Total rainfall for April was 1.le inches, 
Gaus bringing the total deficiency since January 1 to 5.21 inches. Late 

plantings of cabbage are now practically worthless and the potato crop in 

general is suffering to a marked degree from lack of water. Other crops such 

as beans, cucumbers, and squash are not damaged so far but will show serious 
losses in yield unless we get rain within the next week. ; 

NRezardiess of the losses in yield on the cabbage crop, our local 

growers have enjoyec the best spring season in many years. Pr ices have been 
unusually good throughout the shipping period and there are few, if any, grow- 

ers who have not made an excellent profit on their operations. Disease and 

Pet.sect losses have been very low, consequentl: a fair grade of produce nas 
been shipped by all planters...Beans, squash and a few potatoes are being 

Menarvested at this time. This is the earliest that I have ever sesn these 
P) crops harvested in this area.!! 

ve 

nte 

| DAVID GRIFFITHS 

| Referring to our laté colleague, the Gaz ers! Chronicle (London) 
Mmeeor April 15, is quoted by ths Daily Digest os saying: 

Meee Griffiths did more than eny other man to interest Americans in 
the home production on a commercial scale of native and foreign ae 

plants. He had devoted himself for many years past to the mass production 

Heelies oimicvery kind that comld be idaduced to flourish in the United 
States. 

"Tt was on his advice and through his personal e¢ enenvor tnat the 

United States Department of Agriculture established the U. S. Bellingham 

Bulb Station at Bellingham, Washn., and it was there he applied a method 

O£ rigorous selection and climination, 2nd he was gradually evolving a 

femarkable series of hybrids of the California group of lilies. lixe iil- 

ium pardadinum, I. Parryi and L, Humboldtii 

"in bis search for fine hybrids, Griffiths had the interests of hor- 
tieulture at neart more than those of pure science, and his aim was the 
production of a series of hybrid lilies tuat should take a permanent place 
im the gardens of the United States. The first batch of these has already 
been issued and some have reached tue hands of interested individuals in 
this country; but Griffiths made no secret of the fact that they are the 

LOcemunnerms of a finer set....'! 
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HORTICULTURAL FIELD STATION 

Me Os nuldre tn, Ciucveane., "iol. 

"A spring blizzard, on the anniversary of 2 similar storm ia 1929; 
hit the station? rom the northwest on April alt, Followine a light dust haze 

ancé showers on the 254," he writes April 27. "The storm continued throughout 
the e5th and tied up highway and airway traffic in all directions. Large 

Grifts formed about the buildings anc in the shelterbelts; during the duration 

of the storm it was scarcely possible to see from one pal idine to another at 

the station. 

"Clear skies the 26th enabled most o* the crew to get to work-——side— 
q@colks and drives were cleared of drifts snd the entrance to the storage cel— 

lian, which had drifted full to the top of the doors, was’ cleared out. eiae 
precipitation was hailed with deliz..t by Cheyenne and surrounding area, as it 

is expected to do much toward replenisning th water supply in the city “es= 
ASVOuwso SOM Osis Cui Uslwiseigoleic We Sago werin "Denver reports the heaviest 

snowfall in one storm in the past 50 vears...eelMuch of the snow has melted at 

this) weiting: the atthe remainine on tae flat lands will be gone py yevenime. 

Jonquils emerge from the snow anparentl: uninjured. 

He had written April 21; “Another dust haze enveloped this area on 
the 15th, coming in from the southeast in the afternoon. It was dispelled 

by northwest wind tne following day, which was followed by a wet snow turning 

to rain. Jonquils continue to bloom »nd some of the sarubbery is putting out 

leaves." 

POTATO INVESTIGATIONS 

vw» Ce Edmundson, Greele, Colo. 

"The drougat fee been brolzen—-at least for the present," he 
writes April 29. "Rast weem 1.55 inches of rein fell at ame istatzome 

The storm was quite general throughout the Rocky Mountain region. 

Heavy snows fell in Wreoming, souts of Greeley, and in the mountain 

region. I believe the precipitation renched 3 inches in Denver. he 

moisture went quite deep in thc soil and has been of great value to 

all crops. We began plowing ovr potato ground this morning, the ground 

being in excellent conditian for plowing." 

ADM NLS? RATT VE Rai (Li DER! 

Have you sen dana 

in the March 1 NWS TSR, page (2? Don't Delay! Get ‘em in! 
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THE KING'S ENGLISH 

One of the Department's editors who noppened to see the News Let- 

ter's comment on scientific Sng! 5 aay / Wssue, tells me the story of 

the employer who had ratner lost patience with his stenographer. He called 

her in and pointed out three mistakes in a letter she had just transcribed. 

"These mistakes are yours," he nontendes., Meat even if I should dictate an 
vunegranmmatical sentence, it's your business to correct it. You know the 

King's English, don't you?" She nodded. "OF course," she revlied, oromptly. 
"Tf he wasn't he wouldn't be King." 

The same editorial friend sent me a comment from Nature 

puacedundancy in scientific publications. “.sse.L 0 t 
indifference to the accurate and correct u s 
of the redundancy noticeable in many scientific papers," it ag b 

mdea of what se is doing and why ne is doing it is as essential to the re- 

Search worker in writing his paper as it is in the conduct of his exper 

A command of terse pregnant English is = valuaocle possession er 
a SCientitiec paper and is worth much trouble and patience to acquire," The 
Hensth of a sCientifif paper, it continues, might well be reduced by CO per-— 

Cent with advantages both in clarity snd in diminished printing costs. This 
reasonable estimate is enough to indicate tnat the matter is one well wortn 
Close attention by scientific societies. “One of the difficulties is, how 
ever, the lack of perspective which sometimes characterises scientific writ— 
ers--a failure to see their topic in its true relation to scree as a whole, 
and a tendency to claim for the normal or average the fuller and more se 
treatment which shovld be the privilege of those few eee which describe 
some really outstanding achievement or adcvance.e..!! 

It may be well to stop right here and announce that these incidental 
Comments on scientific Englisn are not intended to advertise the News Letter 

editor's knowledge of the subject. He wouldn't know whetner your English is 

scientific or)not, ana as for redundancy—-orit ivately, he has always considered 

that that a virtue, not a fault. But it so happens that the matter of effective 

Presentation of material offered for Devartment publication is rater more 
amportant now than it has been, for your manuscript must pass over tne des: 

of a man wno not only knows how the thing should be done-—but who has done it. 

Loe answer to your question on the 'batting averages' in scientific 
Hmgzlish," writes a member of the Office o ormation's editorial staff, 

"is Farmers! Bulletin 1744, 'The What ani How of Hybrid Corn.' Seems to me 
it is about as good gs Se oes tMelish as could be written for the purpose 

® of ‘diffusing! <sPomnes ion. 

=> oO \,) : = o = | SS i Ss RANA Harmers* Bulletin No. 1/44 is by Frederick D. Richey. 
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ATIMINISTRATIVA NOTES 

SPeCliacayious Tor A decision of the Com troller General (A-5916&2) 
140 tor ee” oe states that 2 stipulation in specifications for 

motor trucks as to 2 particular method of moun= 
ting 2 spare tire is. not sufficient reason for rejection of the low buds 

This brings up the situation that any bids fer equipment which definitely 
state types of construction or materials from which articles are to made MUST 

show definite requirements making the special features necessary. 

Incidentally, when transmitting orders for articles which will require 

asking for competitive bids, it will assist.greatly in the preparation of 

SO Ciel Cad Ons a ievenana lt sracenent i reguiremements is given, togeth- 

er with special reasons for the need that certain features to be embodied in 
the equipment specified. 

TER KK OK EK 

2xpense Another decision (A-59035) clarifies a matter which has been 
Accounts interpreted differently by various departments, bureaus and of- 

_ fices. This concerns the provision of law which provides (that 

postmasters, assistant postmaster, and chiefs of field parties are autnorized 
to administer oaths, when required, in connection with expense accounts. 

Tne Comptroller General has now ruled that the term "chiefs of field 
parties! means persons in charge of employees engaged on field work of an 

ambulatory nature--~such as a surveying party—-end is NOT intended to cover a 

berson in charge of an organi ization which has fixed headquarters, such as our 
hold (stato. 

Expense accounts and other official papers requiring the execution of 
oaths must continue to be executed before notary oublics, postmaster, assist= 

ant postmasters, or, in special cases, persons especially designated to ad- 

Minister oaths for exnense accounts, etc. 

KOK KKK KK 

--and, speaking of expense accounts, do you ever wonder why it is so 
long before you get your expense account check? Maybe you are one of the 

employees who continually submit accounts and fail to be guided by previous 
experience of suspensions, fail to furnish necessary iaformation which would 

make unnecessary returning th= account, or fail to submit the account in 

duplicate, so that it is held until copy can ve made. If you have an advance 

of funds, did you attach the required pink voucher cover (Form 1035) and was 
it properly made at and signed? Or cid your account happen to come in just 

when accounts were being closed for the monthly statements! The Business 

Office desires to eee you the best service it can on such items and con- 

structive criticism is welcomed. But cooperation is the greatest or time 

savers for all concerned. 
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| ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Ie Terminating In previous NEVS LETTERS you have been asked to notify 
Me Contracts, etc. the Business Office of any terminations of telephone, 

puolic utility contract, or short term rental agreements. 
)) However, some of you must have forgotten, for scarcely a month passes without 
| our finding that telephone service has been discontinued or a contract termi- 
| nated--and no notice given us. This may not seem necessary to you but it is 

extremely important in Washington where we must keep our records in strict 
conformity with those of the Accounting Office and be able to furnish up-to- 

|) date information at a moment's notice. ‘Ve also have certain periodic reports 
to make concerning these contracts and it is not a little embarrassing to find 

-that contracts have been terminated without ovr knowledge--this is particular- 
| ly true of telephone contracts, which require 2 supplemental contract for ter- 

minations. 

| SKK 
| 

iy Lost A few reports have been received recently of lost checkse Per- 
|) Checks. sons sending in the letters reporting the non-receipt of checks 
| have apparently forgotten the instructions given in the NEWS 
ly LETTER sometime ago, and therefore they are restated here; 

"As the Disoursing Office will not institute tracing procedure upon 
the request of anyone but the payee, it will expedite the matter if a i 
letter is prepared for the signature of the person to whom the check was 

drawn, and submitted to the Washington Office in TRIPLICATE, signed in 
| DUPLICATE. The Disbursing Office requires that the letter BE SIGNED BY 
| TES PERSON TO HO: THE CHECK WAS DRAWN so that in case the check aS been 

Casned the signature cin be compared. The same procedure is necessary in 

the case of a lost check made out to a firm. In that case the person who 
usually endorses the checks for tne firm is the one who should sign Tae 

| letter. 

AND THAT REMINDS US~- 

Do you send the memorandum copies (yellow) of bills of lading in to 
the Business Office as required? 

Do you keep a file of the orders and regulati:-ns sent out from Wash- 

angton? If not, you ee do so; if you do, then this eee yore include 

the notices embodied in ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES of the NEWS LETTER. You can 

never tell just ae you will need the very information we are trying to 

Give you in these notices. 

. How is your supply of Forms EH. G. & De-1 and H. C..& D.-l-a (amend- 
) ment)? Evidently the supply at sone stations has been exhausted for field 

employees are including in general correspondence requests for amendments to 

letters of authorization, etc. If you desire a new letter of authorization 
Or an amendment to an existing letter, make your request on the proper forn 

end send it in throug: your project leader. In this way the necessary infor- 

mation is given and approv ved. If your supply of forms is exhausted, we will 
send more woon request. 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

Set el ON trea Ge N a Wo. dam At De Rs 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 
eases, Sureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

John A. Ferrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 
and tne material contained in it is of en informal end confidential na- 
ture, end is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 
the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 
field workers end others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 
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FRUIT "Fresno, Calif. and vicinity is a poor place for experinental 
DISEASES work involving spraying," writes 7. S. Ballard from the U. S. 

Fruit Disease Field Laboratory, Fresno, Calif.," for the 

reason that comparatively few orchardists own spray rigs, and it is 

practically out of the question to ask a grower to pay for the work of 

putting on experinental spray. However, we have had some very striking 

results this spring end early summer from the use of zinc sprays applied 

before the trees came into bloon. 

"he rainy season last winter interfered with spraying after 
January lst, and previous to that we were busy with moving the Labora- 
tory. Nevertheless, Beauty, Kelsey and Climax plums sprayed early in 
February with zinc sulphate (one-half pound per gallon of water) and with 
zinc sulphate and lime mixtures show practically no little leaf at the 
present time. It seems entirely possible, however, that little leaf nay 
develop later this season when the amount that was absorbed from the 

Winter spraying has been used up by new growth. 

"Spz reying after the foliage comes out is probably impossible on 
account of the deposit that would be left on the fruit and which would 
Make it unmarketable as fresh fruit. However, spraying applied after 

the crop was harvested last season produced a distinct improvement, and 
we expect to repeat that work this year. The spraying applied early in 

February when the buds were swelling did no demage, and the improvement 

Was surprising for the reason that rains and foggy weather came within 

a few days after the spraying was done. We exemined some of the twigs 
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W. S. Bellard | - FRUIT DISEASES ~ (continued) 

after a rain storm and found that there was still a small amount of 

soluble zinc remaining. Both the zinc-lime mixture and the straight 
zinc sulphate end water produced marked results. The fact that the 
zinc—lime mixture has no zinc in solution that can be determined by 

delicate tests and also the fact that it rained shortly after both the 

zinc sulphate and water spray end the zinc-lime sprays were applied, 
woulda seem to indicate that a very small emount of zinc is all that is 

needed to bring about a marked change in the little leaf trouble. 

"J applied zinc sulphate in trenches around some experinental 

trees at the El Solyo Ranch west of Modesto, and find that injury 

resulted where the trenches were left open end we depended upon rain 
to Wash the zinc into the soil. The soil in that case is quite heavy 
end it is evident that it was not washed dow fast enough to prevent 
the concentrated sclution doing much damage to the roots. The trunks 

and limbs of some of these trees are gumming severely, and the foliage 
has dropped. Fortunately, these trees are in an abandoned corral spot, 

so tnat the damage is really unimportant. 

"Similar injury has been caused around Fresno, especially in a 

nearby peach orchard in which zinc was applied in February end was 

washed down by irrigation. In this case the soil is sandy end the 
damaging effect is quite surprising especially in view of the fact 
that last year I treated 10 trees in this seme orchard early in April 
and got no very serious injurious effect. There was some leaf dropping 

and soc burning of foliage but the trees were later so much improved 

that tne results induced the owners to try the treatment on a wholesale 

scale this year with the result, as I have indicated, that considerable 

damage has been done ... Altogether, from this year's and previous 
years! experience with soil treatments, it seems to me that this metnod 

of curing little leaf had best be avoided if possible. The beneficial 

effects from spraying seem to offer hope of spraying during the dormant 

Season as being the most desirable method treatment, especially if this 

Can be supplemented by later foliage spraying, perhaps after the crop 
SUAS Og chive 

"Last summer Dr. Chandler drove some zinc points into two little 

leaf peach trees in the block in which I am working, end at the present 
time the treated limbs show marked improvement over the untreated limbs 

on tne same tree. However, there has been much gumming where the zinc 

points were inserted and it remains to be seen what the eventual out- 
come or this gumming may be. It is quite possible that the zinc points 

whicn stick out about one-quartor of en inch when first put in will 

soon be grow over and gumming may cease. It is also possible that zinc 

applied in this way will remain effective over a long period of tine, 
but it evidently requires considerable time before they begin to produce 

results. We used zinc points on plums, peaches, and apricots last win- 
ter, but at the present time no results can be definitely stated to be 

Showing. 
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Wes. Ballard FRUIT DISEASES (continued) 

"Tt may be worthwhile to call attention to the fact that there 
has been more peach leaf curl this year than I think I have ever seen 
in Calizornia. The reason has been that we have had a particularly 

rainy Spring, and the moisture together with the cool weather has been 

resvonsible. Previously for a number of years the weather has been 

abnormally dry during the spring, and growers have gotten out of the 
habit os spraying. One wonders where all of the peach leaf curl spores 

could nave come from to be so completely spread over entire blocks of 

susceptible varieties of peaches and nectarines. The statement is com- 
monly made that peach curl infections take place at the beginning of 
the growing season, md that nothing can be accomplished by spraying 

after tne foliage is out. However, I exemined a number of trees in a 
badly infested block and found vigorous shoots in the lower parts of 
the trees on which leaves situated four, six, and even eight inches 

from the base of the twig bore curl infections. The evidence seemed 

quite definite that these leaves represented secondary infections. 
The amount of this secondary infection, however, did not seem to 

Justity Toliage spraying after the trouble appeared. It is also true 
that several pathologists have succeeded in establishing secondary in- 
fectious, although the percentage of cases was, as I remember, compar- 

atively low...." 
ek 

SAYING IT WITH FLOWERS 

A Press Release tells of the origination of three distinctive 
new varieties of carnations at the Department's greenhouses here as a 

result of crosses between older varieties. The new flowers, which 

have been given the names Rigoletto, Mavourneen and Carlotta, are de- 

Scribed as of easy culture, readily propagated, and free flowering, 
and have shown no susceptibility to rust. The flowers are well-formed 
and full end have good keeping qualities. Several commercial growers 
who have visited the greenhouse have commented favorably on the new 
Varieties which have long,.strong, and straight stems and calyces that 
do not split. 

WRigoletto is « new dark red variety which was derived by cross-— 

pollinating the varieties Tovsy and Spectrum Supreme," says the announce- 
ment. "The flower measures three and. three-fourths inches and has vel- 

vety-textured petals which shade from carmine to oxblood red, thus pro- 

ducing en effect of rich and vibrant color. Mavourneen resulted from 

the cross+pollination of the varieties Spicy White and Illuminator. 
The flower, which measures three and one-half inches, belongs to the 

ligat pink class end in shade is cameo pink. Carlotta is a new variety 
in tne dark pink class which was developed by crossing the varieties 

Spectrum Supreme and Yuletide. The flower measures three and one- —~fourtn 

inehes and in shade is spinel pink with a rose case." 
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FRUIT DISEASES” 

M. A. Snith, Springfield, Mo. 

Viriting from the Ozark Fruit Disease Laboratory on May 18th, he 

reports that he has recently seen several commercial orchards which are 
now snowing severe scab infection. "In all such cases it has been found 
that one or possibly two spray applications have been omitted. Ina 
season sucn as this one, this will prove costly. On tne other hed, 
where commercial orchards have been sprayed at regular intervals, good 
control of scab has been obtained. 

"Some of the experimental plots at Marionville are showing some 
scab infection. In the check plot I should say that 98 percent of tne 
first formed leaves are now completely scabbed and many of the new 
leaves are becoming infected. Meny of the fruits in the check plot 
are now infected. Pedicel infection is very prevalent. 

"A recent examination of all the plots showed a good set of 
fruit on most of the trees. Some trees are too heavily loaded, but in 

general tnere is a good distribution on the trees." 

He had written May 4th: "Apple scab on foliage was first observed 
on April 16 in the plots at Marionville. This is the earliest date in 
the past 4 years that we have observed foliage infection in this dis- 
trict. Scab is now very abundant in the check plot. 

"In 1933 there was an intervening period of 14 days between the 
Cluster bud and calyx sprays. In 1934 there was a similar period. 
This spring the cluster bud spray was applied April 1, and the calyx 
Spray did not go on until April 26, making a spread of 26 days between 
Sprays. Our unusually cold and wet weather last month was responsible. 
Warm weather following the cluster bud sprey caused a smell percent of 
the buds to open. Temperatures soon dropped again end there was a 
period of nearly 10 days of very little tree activity. Temperatures 
the last 10 days of the month more nearly approached the normal and 
trees came into full bloom during that time. 

"Tnere has naturally been some apprehension as to whether there 
has been adequate pollination. It remains to be seen what effect the 
cold weather has had on the set of fruit and if there will be exces- 
Sive dropping of fruits later on. 

"ir. Paul Shepard, Driector of the State Fruit Experiment Sta- 
tion at Mountain Grove, reports that most of his peach varieties have 
come through in excellent condition. Elberta and Hale show the light-~. 
est set but he believes they will produce a profitable Groep 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

Leslie Pierce, Vincennes, Ind. 

"Peach leaf curl is general and severe on trees which were not 
sprayed with a fungicide during the dormant season," he writes May 12. 

"Tn our experimental orchard, sprayed dormant with bordeaux 3-3-5— with 
lubricating oil added to control scale, there is an average of about 

one cluster of leaves per tree showing the disease. 

"Grimes apple trees in the Vincennes area were in full bloom on 
April 19, Stayman end Delicious on the 2lst, Winesap on the 22nd, Tur- 

ley on tac 26th, and Rome on the 27th. Weather conditions were very 

favoreole for pollination during the period April 19-26.. As a result 
of these favorable conditions following the freeze which occurred the 

night of April 15, a heavy crop of fruit is set on all the commercial 

Varieties except Delicious. 

"Spraying with water to prevent frost injury was given a trial 
in tne Reed & Son orchard during the early morning hours the night of 

April 15. The application of the spray was commenced at 1:30 A. M. 
the 16th, at which time the temperature had fallen to 28° F. Later in 
the morning a thermometer in a low place in the orchard registered 24°. 
The orchard being equipped with = stationary spraying system, it was 

possible to cover 30 or 40 acres of trees in the 4 1/2 hours the 
Spreyiug Was in progress. The spray froze as soon as it touched the 

trees, giving them the appearence of having been exposed to a heavy 
sleet storm. Instead of preventing injury to the blossoms, Mr. Reed 
estinates that the fruit-set on the trees sprayed with water was re- 

duced about 50 percent. 

"Sycamore blight is general and severe. Meny trees have lost 
95 percent of their leaf-buds. The infection occurred during a period 

of wet, cool weather the first week in April, at which time the young 

leaves were just beginning to unfold. 

he exception of a few orchards in the Decker section, 

ically no apple scab present in the orchards in Knox 

. isease is reported as being very severe in a number of 

orcoards in Kentucky and Southern Illinois. Mr. W. W. Magill, Kentucky 

Experiment Station, writes me that the crop on susceptible varieties in 

Severel orchards in his State has been completely destroyed by carly 

Scab infection on the blossom pedicels. A moderate amount of scab is 
Showing on the foliage of the check trees in our experimental orchard, 

but nome nas developed on the fruit or pedicels. 

"The temperature record for April shows an average daily depar- 

ture irom normal of -2.7 degrees. The precipitation for the mon 
2.85 inches, a departure from normal of -1.13 inches. The rainfall 

for tne first 12 days in May was 3.08 inches." 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

Lee M. Hutchins, Fort Vslley, Ga. 

"Present prospects for the peachcrop in central Georgia are 
very good," he writes on May 6. "The crop was seriously threatened 
early in the season by a heavy infestation of curculio. Growers 

followed the old practice of bumping trees early in the morning and 
catcning mature beetles on sheets as they fell to the ground. Drops 

have been repeatedly picked up and spray has been pretty thoroughly 

applica. As a result, growers in tne Fort Valley territory have for 

the most part succeeded in getting the curculio under control, and it 

is probable that damage from a second generation shortly before -har- 
vest will not be severe. Also, the growers have on the whole thinned 
extensively, and this should improve the size of the fruit when it 

ripens," 
He kk sek x 

John ©. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"The 1935 season is certainly starting out as though it were 
going to be a 'Plant Pathologist's Year'," he writes May 4. "The 

following diseases, in addition to apple scab, were noted during the 

week: 

Pnytophthora cactorum on peach nursery stock 
Sclerotinia fructicola on English Morello cherries 

Sclerotinia Seaveria on English Morello cherries 

Gymnosporangium Juniperi-virginianae on apple leaves 

(Oliver variety) 
Coccomyces hiemalis on English Morello and Wragg cherry leaves." 

see KK 

Paul wi. Miller, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"Studies on the cause of prune scab were carried on during the 
week," he writes May 11. "Small balck sunken spots, from 1/2 ta 

mm. in dismeter, are now in evidence on many young prunes. These 

dark areas are located for the most part at the apical end and in the 
central part of the prune under the shucks. Thrip larvae were found 
inrelatively great numbers veneath the shucks in many cases. Prelim-— 

inary evidence suggests that these insect larvae may be responsible 

for these small black areas. 

"iiicroscopic examinations of typical spots failed to reveal any 
micro-organism. Platings were also made from typical cases to check 

on the microscopical exemination. Histological studies of these spots 

are also in progress. Fruit which has been kept under paraffin-treated 
bags shows no evidence of these spots. Many prunes showing these black 

areaS nave been tagged and it is planed to keep them under observation 

until maturity to see if typical scabby svots develop." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 
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C. P. Harley, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"Tn looking over the orchards in full bloom this year," he writes 
May 7, "TJ have concluded that many of the trees here will eventually 
become biennial if the amount of bloom is any indication. Tater 

the grower will only recognize his biennial bearing trees in the ‘off 

year wnen there are no blossoms, but from the tremendous bloom and set 

on certain varieties, unless sone corrective measure is applied, I =m 

convinced that biennial bearing wili be on the increase in a few years. 
eoee £ nave just been infcrmed by Irving Smith that over 100 Delicious 

and adout the same number of Fearmain trees in one of their orchards 

are almost entirely ‘off! this year, a condition which according to 
heir records has never occurred before." ot 

He had written May 1: "The Wenatchee Valley experienced its 
hers & Alas or eae Frost on Saturday night, April 27. Temperatures 

Varying from 25 to 28° F. occurred throughout the orchard sections. 
Pears, cherries and apricots were hit the hardest. The apricots were 
injurea in practically all sections, while the cherrs and pears suf- 

fered only in the low ground. Apples were injured in the low portions 

St Wenatchee, Melaga, Rock Island, Cashmere, Dryden and Pesnastin, 

whe tae trees growing in higher ground were not affected at all. 

"at East Wenatchee I examined several orcnards where a very 

Sharp line sometimes existed in the same orchard. I had om opportun- 

ity oi making an observation as to the effect of early irrigation on 

frost damage. The idea has been prevalent among many growers that if 
the- ground is wet the likelihood cf injury from frost is. less than when 
it is drier. In Esst Wenatchee I checked as carefully as I could the 
effect of early irrigation and found no difference in the irrigated 
enc non-irrigated orchards. We feel that if any protection is afforded 

Yo shaves Carly trrigcation it is one of little consequence from a practi-— 

Cal Stendpoint. There was practically no damage to apples in the 
higner areas in the Wenatchee district proper." 

% KKK KK 

>) 

b 

Elmer Snyder, Fresno, Caliz. 

Writing on May 4, he reports that buds obtained last season 
from vines showing fruit varying from the normal variety were budded 
into mature vines. "These buds started growth this spring and are 
showing fruit clusters at this time," he comments. "Thus in one 

Season it will be determined whether or not the variations we selected 

come true to the variant type or revert to tne normal fruit of the se- 

lectea variety. The variations selected occurred either in our own 

vineyard or in commercial plots. The varieties showing variation were 

mainly Sultena, Sultanina and Pmariti--all seedless. Variations in 

other varieties have been noted for propagation and selection this 

season." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

A. D. Shamel, Riverside, Calif. 

"The Navel cE blcssom period is about over in this district! 
he writes May 13th, "and the indications at this time are promising for 

a heavy set of fruit. The climatic conditions have been favorable dur- 

ing the present season for the growth of the trees and the development 
of a maximum amount of strong bloom. In orchards which have been given 

consistently good cultural care the trees appear to be in better condi- 

tion than for several years and even in neglected ones the trees show 

indications of an improved vigor of growth es well as producing an abun- 

dant but rather weak bloom. 

"The grapefruit harvest in this district begins this week and 
will continue throughout the summer. Little picking will be done until 

next month and the bulk of the summer grapefruit crop will not be har- 
vested until July and August. The crop is a heavy one and of desirable 

commercial sizes and grades so that the growers expect profitable re- 

turns from it. The Valencia harvest is proceeding here as rapidly as 

the prorate permits. The late harvested Navels are not bringing as 

good prices as the growers anticipated from their previous experience, 
Owing to the rather weak, over-mature condition of the fruit and the 

market preference for Valencia oranges." 

NUT PRODUCTION 

Milo N. Wood, Sacramento, Calif. 

"It appears that there will be more orchards pollinated this 
year than was the case last," he writes May 15th. "The change in the 
weather caused dichogamy to be pronounced in some of the walnut var- 

ieties. In some orchards fully 70 to 80 percent of the pistils lack 
means of natural pollination. Other orchards under more fortunate cir- 

cunstances will probably set 50 percent of the crop from natural pol- 

leibaven raw onary 

J. R. Cole, Albany, Ga. 

Writing from the U. S. Pecan Disease Field Laboratory on May 18th 
he states that he found pecan scab doing considerable damage to the Schley 
variety in the vicinity of Fort Valley and Macon. "This is the fartherest 

north that I have ever seen the disease on the Schley variety," he comments. 

C. Le Smith, Austin, Texas. 

Writing on May 3d he stated that, judged from reports from many 

sections, the pecan crop will be heavy in Texas and Oklahoma this year 

unless some factor interferes later in the season. 
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NUT PRODUCTION 

Milo N. Wood, Sacramento, Calif. 

"When walnuts began to bloom in the interior valleys," he writes, 
"it appeared that there would be less dichogamy trouble than is usually 
the case. The cool weather, however,-did not continue. Recently a sud 

den spell of warm weather resulted in a very rapid growth of the catkins. 

Heavy rains accompanied by winds and in some cases hail, destroyed the 

catkins, which made the dichogamy trouble all the worse. 

"As a consequence, growers became very much alarmed over the 

NeECeSSity Of Artiftveially pollinating the early blooming varieties, I 

therefore found it neccessary to spend a few days in advising the growers 

in regard to the procedure in artificial pollination. It was previously 

thought that this would not be necessary. 

"Incidentally, growers in districts having catkins in profusion 
are picking them and selling them. The devclopment of this side line 

is quite interesting. Varieties are not producing catkins in such abun- 

dance as is commonly the case: therefore, catkins are in considerable 

demand for artificial pollinating purposes." 

Geo. P. Hoffmann, Meridian, Miss. 

"Stravberry shipments are continuing strong," he writes May 4th, 
"two to three express cars moving in a single dey from the Marion Deseder. + 
Pecan growers are optimistic.over the crop promise this year, with trecs 

in heavy bloom," 

He had written April 13th: "The stravberry scason for this yea 
is opening much eatlicr, by possibly three wecks, than in the past, 

Commercial car lot shipments began moving from the Marion district -- 
iia ieeweeinaey Of Our Experiment Sta ation--April Sith. Lhe iqualacty, som 

the berry is generally good, with good priccs prevailing. 

"Observations madc of our plot planting of the Blakemore var- 
iety of stravberry is in agreement vith exoerimental findings in Nort: 
Carolina in that the heavy plant grovth is apparently reducing the 

yield and quality of the berries." 

"The winter cover crop of Austrian peas and vetca is the best I 

have cver scen and is more than a complete green blanket," he wrote 

fate in March, "Visitors marvel at this crop, aa the 'old timers! 
commonly referring to the Station: farm as 'one of the oldest and thougnt 

most worthless farms in this section,! and asking wnat we used and. how 

we did it. Actual weighings indicate that the crops are growing better 

pill Aer n Ube, |! 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES~ 

Bills of If you ship articles by freight’ or cxoress, 

Ladinge the shipments on Government bilis of lading. When requesting 
Laem i OGMOTichina SUDO lLLes) tia) tone fLeld) where charges arc 

GO) be padd fren oficial funds, send the consignor a Government bill of 
lading for use in making the shipment--unless, of coursc, the shipment 

may, oe) made yb Parcels: Post, im woieh case postage can be added on the 

voucher. Whenever 2 bill of lading is furnished for making a shipment 
tO you, be sure to fill out the spaces headed "Certificate of Issuing 
Utnicer enone! MOL the buon ladine will nave tO be returned 
LOM VOtmOmicxeelu Tom DCnOre payment of charees "can be made. 

In some instances where bills of lading have been sent to firms 
or individuals for making shipments to you, the shipment may arrive be- 
fore the original copy of the bill of lading does. In this case a form 

(No. 1060) called "Temporary Receipt" should be issued to the transpor- 
tation company to hold pending receint of tne dill of lading. You should 

then woive at once to the consignor to find out if the bill of lading was 

acwuaiiy MuSecds sin MO, ask that it be returaed to you. 

sometimes, too, shipments will arrive, made on bill of lading, and 

CWO NOndadinawbeelOSt, “In this case a "Céertiticate in Lieuw.of Lost 

Bill of Lading," (Form No. 1061) is issued to the freight or express agent 

with the number of the original bill of lading entered in the proper space. 

This "Certificate" should be made out in duplicate, the original being 
given to the agent to guarantce that charges will be paid by the Govern- 

ment, and the carbon copy mailed at once to our Business Office. If af- 

peqg cuca "Cerpericate in Licu of Lost Bill of Lading!" has been issued, 

the original bill of lading is received, it should be destroyed to prevent 

possibility of duplicate payment. 

If an occasion arises where you have to issuc a "Temporary Receipt! 

puG awereaconable time the original bil] of lading is not received, you 

ean go to the agent, withdraw the "Temporary Receipt" and issue the "Cer- 
DEnLCaAtemin- Lieu of Lost Bill of Lading,'!' as explained above. 

If you-make & shipmont.as the consignor, the bill of lading should 

beveled out asccomplectely as possible, and presented to the Freight or 

express agent for signature. When signed, the original must be mailed to 

the consignee, the pink copy left with the agent, ond the yellow copy 

Mailed to our Business Office. Kecp a record of the bill of lading num 
ber and other pertinent facts about the shipment for future reference in 

casc of loss, damage, ctc. 

If you do not have a supply of bills of lading or the other forms 

referred to above, a supply will be sent to you upon request to our Busi- 

ness Officc. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

hasizes the re that we mst not include in 

a any clause stipulating delivery within a 

ified time (commonly referred to as 7 ish delivery") unless the 

geney of time actually exists. 

ler General's decision No. A-59777, rendered March 
D 

As an illustration, a bid is mentioned which called for delivery 
within 20 days. The lowest bidder offered delivery within 43 days. 

Be bid of the next lowest bidder was acceoted at an additional cost 

of $8,383.33. It so happened that the bids were not recommended for 

acceptance for 20 days and dclivery vas not complectcd for 66 days from 

date of opening of the bids, therefore proving that such an emergency 

as indicated did not cxist, and the emergency dclivery phrascology cost 

the Government an additional $8,383.33. 

t snoula foresee its needs, 

Ss ole time to opntain aa 

HORTICULTUPAL FIELD STATION 

"The heaviest rainfall since June 34, 1931, started the afternoon 
of tne 17th," he says in his rcport for the weck ending May 18th. "It was 
preceded by light nail of snort duration and accompenied by thunder and 

ligntning. The rain continucd through the night and folloving day. Gut— 

Gems are Tr ian full, pools of water standing on tne flat land, and 

Chilcott L east of the grecnnouse is Trilling up with the run-off, The 

last of the eee in the sneltcrbelt back of the mess hall faded vith 
the falling rain. The precipitation for May to date is 2.25 inchcs——the 
average for Mey is 2.40 inches." 

He had written earlier that they had a thunder storm of a few min 
utes duration of May 6th. Tulips and hyacints were coming into bloom. 

while the jonquils were beginning to fade out. "The lawns are greening 

nicely and shrubbery putting out leaves," ne wrot "but as yet the cote W e, 
tonvoods alons Crow Creek bottom have not leafed out. Additional moisture 

in the wintershed hes aaa it possible For ihe Cray uD} remove the sprink— 

ling restrictions temporarily; our lawn s 

for the first time May ee acre tract or land northeast of our reser—= 

voir has been prevared as 2 sesregatcd plot for testing Plant Exploration 

and STURT ses importations V bl ceeds. -A sovher- and rabbdite 
proof fence is being placed arovad 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 
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The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 

eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

John A. Ferrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 

ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 

field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 
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A Day off. It is supposed to have happened in Hollywood, Calif. At 

any rate, a man was standing on a street corner, paying no 

attention to anyone, shaking his head and mumbling to himself: "No, no, 
no--no, no, no'." Apparently he did not notice the crowd gathering 
about him, but kept up his "No, no, no!" steadily. Finally a policeman 
came along and stopped. After listening for a time he walked over and 

placed a hand on the man's arm. "What's the matter, friend?" he asked. 

"Nothing at all," responded the other, "I'm just a Yes-man taking a 

aay off." 

You know, of course, how I hate to brag about the achievements 

of the Division--and, anyway, they shout in a much louder voice than. I 

Can command-—but I just feel that I must take a little time off from 

being modest to call attention to a superlative form of praise being 

paid one of our publications--the praise of purchase. For the second 

time within a year or so the Superintendent of Documents has called on 

us to loan him copies of one of our bulletins to tide him over until a 

new edition for sale can be printed. 

This latest "best seller" is Miscellaneous Publication No. Bae. 

"Market Diseases of Fruits and Vegetables - Apples, Pears, Quinces,' 

by Dean H. Rose, Charles Brooks, D. F. Fisher and C. 0. Bratley. The 

first edition for sale has been exheusted. This is a lot more impres- 

sive that appears at first glance for because of the numerous colored 

plates used and the resulting expense for printing, the publication 

sells for 40 cents a copy, while most Government publications range 

from 5 to 15 cents each. It is gratifying to have our popular bulletins 

attain circulations of a million copies or so, largely through free dis- 

tribution, but when the public willingly pays 40 cents a copy for one of 

our publications, we know it must be good! 
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POTATO INVESTIGATIONS 

W. C. Edmundson, Greeley, Colo. 

Writing from the Potato Experiment Station on May 3lst, he re- 
ports that rain fell ‘on 16 days during May." /"Smmec the 25th Gn Ape 
he comments, "6.85 inches of rain has been recorded at the station. 

Yesterday a cloudburst cccurred 30 or 40 miles north of Greeley which 

resulted in a flood. The highways and railroad tracks were washed out. 

A flood came down Sand Creek which is west of the station, and Lone 

Tree Creek which is east of the staticn. After the flood waters had 
receded, there was not one bridge left intact on either stream. We 

built a temporary bridge over Sand Creek this morning which will allow 

automobiles to cross. 

"The soil contains so much moisture that we have been unable to 
do much of our field work. Dr. Boswell, Dr. Zeumeyer and Dr. Wade 

arrived on Tuesday. Wednesday morning Dr. Boswell accompanied me to 

Estes Park where I planted the potato breeding plots and many of our 

seedlings. In the afternoon we went to Fort Collins where we were 

joined by Dr. Wade and Dr. Zauneyer. The four of us called on Director 

Sandsten and later inspected the horticultural field plots. Dr. Boswell 

left Wednesday night for the East. 

"Sugar beets are growing rapidly since the rains started, and 
it is now time for thinning, but the fields are too wet to be worked. 

It is now time for planting the late crop of. potatoes, too, but planting 

will be much delayed on account of the wet condition of the soil. All 

reservoirs are being filled as rapidly as possible. It is too early to 

state how much water will be stored, but there is a good indication of 

a fair run of reservoir water." 

C. F. Clark, Presque Isle, Me. 

"During the past few days we have made good progress in planting 

the experiment plots," he writes May 25th. "We were not able to start 
planting this season until somewhat later than usual because of unfavor- 

able soil conditions as the result of a long period of cold, cloudy 

weather which did not permit the soil to dry out sufficiently for fitting. 

"The planting in the commercial fields is well under way. No 

definite reports are yet available regarding the acreage which will be 

planted this year but it is the general opinion that only a slight reduc- 

tion will be made. 

'The potato market is very dull vith the prevailing price about 
25 cents per barrel. There are still several thousand carloads of ex- 

cellent table stock in the county." 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Technical Bulletin 475, "Influence of storage temperature and 

humidity on keeping qualities of onions and onion sets," by R. C. Wright, 
J. I. Lauritzen and T. M. Whiteman, just issued, describes and discusses 

investigations under taken to determine the physiological and pathologi- 

cal reactions of onions and onion sets stored under different controlled 

temperature and humidity conditions. 

Onions represent, of course, one of the most important vegetable 

crops that are stored extensively during the fall and winter. seasons. 

However,- while onions are grown in many of the Southern States the var- 

ieties produced are not usually suitable for storage purposes. They are 

as a rule marketed for consumption immediately. On the other hand, the 

late varieties grown in the North and maturing in September and October 

may be stored successfully for considerable periods of time. 

Perhaps three-fourths of the commercial-storage onions are held 

in common storage in the particular sections in which they are grown. 

"Common storage" refers to the storage of products in suitably insulated 

buildings in which the temperature is largely governed by weather condi- 

tions but where extremes of temperature can usually be modified by man- 

ipulation of the ventilating system. By judicious management the winter 

supply of northern-grown onions can usually be kept under such conditions 

until about the first of March. For satisfactory holding after this, 

onions must be placed in cold storage, as a rule. 

In order to study the influence of different temperature and humidity 

conditions on keeping quality, onions and onion sets. of several. varieties 

were stored for various period at temperatures of Boor 40° and 50° F., 

with low, medium, and high humidities at each temperature. Periodic in- 

spections were made, and all specimens showing sprouting or top growth, 

rooting, and decay were recorded and discarded. 

In general, the amount of sprouting in stored onions was influenced 

little by the humidity, but increased with an increase in the temperature, 

whereas rooting increased with humidity and was little influenced by tem- 

perature. The amount of decay appeared to show only a general slight 

tendency to increase as both temperatures and humidities increased, but 

this was not marked. Most of the decay was identified as neck rot. 

Onion sets showed an increase in sprouting, rooting, and decay as 

the storage temperatures increased and as humidities increased at each 

storage temperature. For keeping both onions and onion sets in a sound 

dormant state the best storage conditions were found to be 32° F. anda 

low relative humidity of about 64 percent. The varieties studied included 

the Ohio Yellow Globe, Southport White Globe, Valencia or Denia, Bermuda, 

and three varieties of sets--Yellow Strasburg, White Portugal and Red 

Wethersfield. 
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FERMENTATION AND BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES 

Je he perry, scabtule.  Wasin. 

"Some good Maraschino cherrics of the rignt size heave becn pre— 
pered in the Laboratory from the scedling material mentioned in pre- 

vious reports," he writes May 18th. "It nisht mover wortaswortlemuomea 
eratting of this cherry: on’ a comiercial scale. One bie cubiry am sea ome 

is contemplating manufacturing Maraschino cherries again, and I think 

our 'find! is better for the purpose than the Royal Anne, which really 
is far too big. The seedlings came from Buena, eastern Washington. 

"We are finisning work on our 1934 berry packs. We have found 
that our strawberries, raspberries end dlackberries after several months! 

storage have a good ieme life wnen kent under ordinary household refrig-— 

eration. They will stay fresh and nice not merelv for e few days but 

literally for weeks, Even when kept at 70° F, they will show no micro-— 
bial activity for many days if tne container is airtight. 

"After a rainy spell, the weather has turned warm and dry and 
the strawberry narvest is enue t on us. We are watching with interest 

& large planting of Corvallis berries on Vashon Island. Barring some 

crinkle discase, not of serious importance, tne plants seem very for-= 

ward and thrifty. The Corvallis seems to be a very good variety for 

freezing, and its bright color should commend it to the preserving trade," 

In the May 15th issued of the NEWS LETTER we mentioned an inter-. 
esting and important development in the application of freezing to food 

preservation, referred to by Mal, Berry. | This is the cicine popw@ioiany 

of individual lockers in cold storage plants. These lockers, of about 

15 cubic fect capacity are rented at $10 or less per 
Refrigerated yoar--not ver month, as we inadvertently stated——and 

MOckers CC. are taken over by individuals cor storing meat, fruit 

and vegetables. Customers ere finding treezing preser— 

vation labor-saving and quite satisfactory. 

The May issue of the Ice Cream Review contains an article on 
such lockers in which, commenting on his personal expericnce with the 

System, an official of a large icc cream comprny in Iova reports taat 

his compeny rearranged its plant and constructed two new cork—-insulated 
rooms 20x9 feet with 9-1/2 foot ceiling. In one of. these rooms products 

are prepared for storage and a tempernture of 30 degrees is maintained. 

The other is the locker room, kept at 18 to 22 degrees, The lockers in 
this case are 16 inches by 16 inches by 3 feet long, completcly: filling 
each side of the room, vith a 30-inch aisle from front to rear. There are 
70 lockers on each: side, available to the person nolding the deys at any 

time the factory is open. 
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COLD STORAGE LOCKERS NEW WAY TO KEEP FRUITS AiD VEGETABLES 

A young police officer was being shorm over his new night beat, 

"Do you see that red light in the distance?" asked the sergeant. "Well, 
that's the limit of your beat. Get along and keep your eyes open." The 
young ofiricer left. Two weeks later he snowed up at tne station house 

for the first time since going on duty that nicht. "Where have you been 

all tnis time?" demended the sergeant, angrily. "You remember that red 
Pent you pointed out as the limit of my beat?" asked the recruit. "Sure," 

aereed the sergeent. "What of it?" The voune officer sank down vearily 
On a nearby bench. "Why," He eevteieds Wiet was tue tealslicht of a 
moving van bound fcr Piscaco 

Whe mcamn Ot ecOunse. VS that 1 really didn't need to so off my 

beat to the Iee Cream Review or any other source--—tnovsn it is trve that 

the words "ice cream" always exert a come—hitner influence over me-—to 

Zet a true Line on this new development in connection with tne usc of 

Hoekers in cold storage plants. ‘The ecagicd-eyed vorkers in the Press 

eeryice have been looking into the situation for some time and under 

date Of June S, put Out a press releasS on the subject. 

"Individual lockers in cold storage plants is tne latest sugges- 

moth Or kKCeoime ares fruits, vegetables and meats on mand the year ~ 

round," it says. "The idea is already in use in many places—-particular- 
ly in the South and Yest--but could be more widely adanted to the mutual 
benefit Of beth cold storaze operators and housenolders." The lockers, 
Of heavy wire screen so that cold air may circutate freely, are kept at 

temperature of around zero (¥F.) or 5 above, temperatures referred to 

as "freezine storage." Thoy preserve the quality of stored products 
and prevent rapid increase of spoilage orgenisms. Each locker opens to 

Heo ow key Jand is A2ecessible at all times to tne rentor. Tne rent us= 

uatly amounts to only a few cents a day. Most cold storage nouses, ice 

compantes and ice cream factories do not use their cold storage macninery 

BO Capacity, \SO they can add to their profits, as many are doing, by build= 

woemearomhim= LOCKerS in 2 cold storage room. Tne plan is of specia 

use t¢0 farmers sand others who produce their om fruit ond conotaploe a or 

BO those who want to lay in supplies wnen they are plentiful and cheap. 

"Some of the common vegetables wnicn have vroved adnptcble to 

freezing storage sare pens, string beans, lima. beans, broecoli, csuliflow 
Pete Seles. COMM, .,..b6rrics, cherries, aprie peech end piums may be 

Stored Citheér vith or without sugar, but pree ly in a syrup...Promt— 

ness in storing packaged orcducts at freezing tempera 

] s 

Lares re be over= 

emphasizéd. Also, only products of good quality should go into freezing 

Storage. réezing ennnot improve the quality of eve S oui te or er 

vezetables....Tnose who neve madé use of Be ees storage by the individ- 

med Loekcr method nave found that exper Zt 

BeLS “On. -2 alt scale and by different methods is valuable in determining 

a 1 which methods are suited to indivi eee and which give best results." 
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NUT PRODUCTION 

C. E. Schuster, Corvallis, Ores. 

"Walmat pollination is practically over) wath" ne weavessons 

Mey 25th. "At Roseburg we found conditions reversed of the normal 
Situation. The Franquettes there were benind the Franquettes in tne 

Willamette valley. They-also had oractically no catkins when the 

female flowers began to be first receptive. A ereat bulk of tne 
flowers will have vo depend woon pollination from otner trees. Gish 

frosts have occurred so that some of the material in the paper sacks 

nas soeen. leaiabedn 

"In the Willamette valley the blooming habits of several var-— 
LOLICS this wear dommot check with other years" records.) )HOmanscaugecr 

an carly ctlooming Meylan in the college orenard is much later than tne 

EZangVetre, wien le mormliy Ssmomldi ie  yustiecl) tigacll emia yetae 

DISEASES OF TRUCK CROPS 

We Do Moore Charleston SiC. 

"The prolonged dry period for this area was finally broken on 

the 7th of May when we had almost 2 inches of rainfall," ne writes May oi. 
"This was followed with almost daily precipitations for about 10 days and 
eat intervals throughout the month, The finall precipitation for the mona 

was 7,09 inches wnich is sligntly more than 4 inches above normal. While 
this amount of rainfall was badly needed on many of our crops; it came 

somewhat late to be of appreciable benefit on beans and early cucumbers. 

It probably would have added considerably to the potato crop as a whole 
had the local growers delayed harvest to the usual time. However, the mar= 

ket on this crop was not favorable and most growers harvested their potatoes 

Prom 2 tO 3 weeks carly, thereby losinz on the full ‘crop possibilities. 

such crops ns late cucumbers and tometoes have responded to the weatner 

conditions remarkably well and the yields will prob rbly be normal or above, 

"Duc to the dry weather we have had little damage so far from dis= 
eases on beans. Mosaic was somewhat more general tiis spring tnan usual, 

altnough not severe enough to cause material damage. Rhizoctonia on pota~ 

toes was general and caused considerable losses on some farms. Mildew on 

cucumbers began development somewhat late but spread rapidly once started, 

The Kingstree section reports heavy losses from this disease during tne 

last two weeks. On experimental plots here at Charleston we nave nad no 
trowole in controlling the discase. Sclerotium rolfsii is causing con- 

siderable trouble at present in the tomato fields, orincipelly in the 

role of fruit rots wnere the tomatocs are in contact with the soil." 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

John C. Dunegen, Favetteville, Arkansas 

"Tt Has rained some time during tne day or nignt of every day this 

week," he reported for the week ending May 18th, "and the apple scab 

nines iS cour snins= under toe exceotionally fTavorabie conditions, i 

have received poe carers during the week of Ben Davis, Delicious, Stajman, 

Jonatnan, Winesap and iiaiden Bimsh leaves and fruit all shoving abundent 

Seabrwesdons.. (ihe very favorable environmental conditions, coupled with 

the fact tnat many grovers omitted the cluster bud spray, will probably 

Maxe tne 1935 season an outstanding one as rar as apple scab is concerned. 

"T have just returned from a confcrence with a grower near Fayette 

Wille wno applied the cluster bud spray and subsequent sprays to a portion 

c ting the cluster bud from tne balance. Scab lesions of nis orchard——omit 

acetone prevalent, an ine sprayed pertiron of tac orcnard, but the trees 

look aside better tnan the portion vhere tne cluster bud spray vas omitted. 

in this oortion of the orenard many of the trecs have bractically every 

lear Dae and the Tunsus appears to nave checked the grovth of the 

trees, tne leaves are small, and tne snhoct growth short. I doubt if he 

harvests any A-) fruit, from this portion of his orchard. The Jonathan 

(Wate was WHOStesenTousiv injured, He stated tnt since there nad been 

no scab a5 tne Jonathon block for several vorrs ne decided to 'take a 

chance! this season on a portion of his plantings. 

ithe rains nave interfered vith stravberry picking and have Lov 

Screed) aie ace Or tne bcrrics picked. The grovers estimate that tne 

prekin= season will contiruc anotncr two weeks." 

Writine on May 25th he seid: "On lioncav, May 20, a grower from 
Bentonville brovent in snecimens of Early Richmond cherries witn small 

brorn spots on the fruit. aes Bae examination revealed the pres— 

Bucs oi tne leaf spot fungus, Coccomyces niemalis, in tne fruit tissue. 

Adcitionel eee Of tne leaf spot furnsus attacking the fruit were 

collected at the University of Arkensas farm on May 25. In this second 

collection the variety Ostheim was affected. The cnerry leaf spot rungus, 

in addition to attacxing tne see is very prévaient on the foliage and 

at the University of Arkansas farm the susceptidie varieties such as ing— 

lish Morello anc Wrasz, are so severely defoliated ti 

will not mature mucn of & CrOp.ers 

a 

'The examination of apple drops from the 1955 spray experiment 
has been one of tne major tasks of the week ending May edtn. This rirst 

collection of drops snows the scab-funsus to be very prevalent in tie 

: 
vu 

O r 

non—soraved check plots lphur plots, 

72. 

. practicaily abpscntvan? tne) dime sa 

and somevnet more prevalent in the copper phospnate plots." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

Elmer Snyder, Fresno, Calif. 

"A number of Panariti vineyards were planted this spring," he 
reports for the May 14-18 period. "The acreage can still be increased 
before sufficient quantity of currants are produced to fill the demand. 

The dried currants for. the past five years have been netting the growers 

between 6 and 7 cents per pound. A yield of 1 ton dry per acre can 
easily be obtained, while 1-1/2 to 2 tons have been reported. A consider- 

able acreage of Sultanina will be ringed this season for table grape pur- 

poses. One shipper reported that it was almost iimpossible to sell the 

Sultanina for table grapes unless the vines were ringed." 

Writing May llth he had reported: "Vinifera grape varieties are 

starting to blossom in the Kern County section of the San Joaquin Valley. 

The Panariti, the zante currant grape, started to blossom at Shafter on 

May 7th, about a week later than the average season. This variety was 

‘ringed on May 10th. The Sultanina, Muscat Hamburg, Gros Guillaume, 

and Mervaille de Malaga were also in blossom at this time. Vinifera 

varieties will not blossom at the Fresno station until the latter part 

of the coming week. Stock varieties have been in bloom for sometime. The 

extent of the blossoming period covering different species has been from 

April 22 to May llth with a few varieties still not in blossom. Some 

hybridizing work was done this season with the stock varieties." 

Writing on May 25th, he reported: "During the week just past 
the major portion of the time was spent on the grape breeding work. 

This season the grape blossoming dates at Fresno were slightly later 

than normal. The vinifera varieties bloom over a relatively short 

period, necessitating rather rapid work during the blooming period to 

cover the crosses desired. This season 11,419 blossoms were emasculated 

and 22 crosses made... 

DISEASES OF NUTS 

Paul W. Miller, Corvallis, Oregon 

"The week ending May 18th," he writes,'"was spent largely in 

supervising the application of spray and dust treatments for the control 

of walnut blight.... Spray burn on young foliage is already evident in some 

of the plots sprayed with bordeaux mixture alone. The weaker bordeaux mix- 

tures such as 1-1/2 - 1-1/2 - 50 and 2 - 2 - 50 formulae seemed to have 

caused almost as much leaf burn as the stronger 4 - 4 - 50 formula. 

However, the addition of summer 0il emulsion (1/2 gallon to 100), a 

light medium spray oil (1/2 gallon to 100) and herring oil (1 pint to 
LOO): , respectively, to bordeaux mixture reduced the amount of leaf burn 

to an insignificant amount. Up to the present no leaf burn is detec- 

table in the plot sprayed with curpous oxide 1 pound to 50, basic 
copper sulphate 1 pound to 50, and copper silicate 2-1/2 pounds to 50." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

W. W. Aldrich, Medford, Oreg. 

"About May 15, it was evident that a large number of the small 
fruits of the Anjou variety had ceased enlargement," he writes May 20th. 
"During the past week these fruits began to loosen and fall. Although 
this drop of Anjou fruits is going to be heavy in this district, field 
men here still are of the opinion that the 1935 Anjou crop will be 

larger than the light 1934 crop, which was 345,669 boxes. The Hood River 

district had optimum weather conditions for pear pollination, and reports 

young and old trees to have set a very heavy crop, which might produce as 

mach as 500,000 packed boxes. The Yekima district estimates 200,000 

boxes of Anjous. 

"After obtaining root samples for chemical analysis from one 
Sertes Os prunineeplots,, the 5S. Hs Rs As crew spent 4 days. deternining 

root concentrations for the Salem clay loam soil at the Scherer Orchard. 

In the top 4 feet of soil, which was high in sedimentary clay, root 

concentration varies from 2 to 4 grams per cubic foot. However, in the 
wet sand just above the permanent water table at a depth of 5 feet, 

root concentrations were much higher. Root concentrations for a large 

Anjou tree were greater than for a smaller Bartlett tree of the same age. 

"Dr. V. R. Boswell visited our experimental plots on Saturday 
morning. In the afternoon I turned olericulturist while Dr. Boswell 

examined Mr. Otto Bohnert's 100 acres of rhubarb, cantaloup, watermelon, 

lettuce, onions and tomatoes. Dr. Boswell found the light, sandy vege- 

table soil a very pleasant contrast to the clay adobe pear soil." 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Bids here are still occasional complaints from dealers that not 

sufficient time is allowed between the asking for bids and 

the opening date to permit them to submit satisfactory quotations. 

Mr. Allanson has just sent us copy of a memorandum from Mr. W. A. Jump, 

Director of Finance for the Department, emphasizing the need that all 
members of our staff who have occasion to make purchases involving bids 
remember that care must be taken to allow sufficient time to insure the 

widest possible competition. 

It is realized that in cases of emergency the time must be shor- 

tened somewhat, but emergency cases must be held to a minimum and pur- 

chasing and contracting employees must anticipate requirements in every 

possible way if we are to avoid deserved criticism--and if we are to 

accomplish our purchasing to the best price advantage of the Government. 

KKK KK 
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OUTSIDE PUBLICATION 

Our workers are, of course, pernitted to prepare articles for out- 

Side publication, to deliver talks to meetings.or over the radio, etc. 

but where the material to be used treats in any way of the work of poli- 

cies of the Department it must be submitted for approval prior to use. 

This is necessary not alone to insure so far as possible the accuracy 

of the statements made, but to make sure that the Department is not used 

for advertising purposes and that our employees do not permit their names 

to be used in advertising matter (printed, radio, etc.) issued by organ- 
izations commercializing any of the work conducted by the Department, 

irrespective of any merits which the enterprise may possess. We want to 

make sure that nothing we do as individuals or as a. Division will em- 

barrass the Department in any way. 

While approval must be secured in advance of use, there is no ob- 

jection to preliminary discussions with publishers or others. In fact, 

when approval is requested, we prefer to have the author state in what 

publication the material is to be used, the compensation, ete. Send us 

the original and one carbon copy of the material (and we can use a second 

carbon for our filles, if one is available). The oricinal makecmin sa eood 

bit easier for the editorial workers whe have to review the material, and 

it will be returned with the approval and any notations or comments that 

appear desirable. The carbon copy is retained for the Department's files. 

sometimes only carbon copies are sent us and these so difficult to read 
that we have to have new sets typed or return the material to the author 

for new copies.. So, please be sure to send at least the original and one 

carbon copy with your request for approval of outside publication. 

Material for radio talks, lectures, etc. comes under the same 

heading as material for publication in outside journals, and must have 

prior approval where it treats in any way of our work or policies. It 

is desirable, too, to secure prior approval for talks which may not 
treat of our work or policies but may be made during official hours-- 

at schools, meetings, etc. 

Every approval of material for outside use bears the statement 

that the Bureau library should be notified when the paper is actually 

published, and where, so that the article may be indexed and noted in 

the Agricultural Library Notes. If reprints sre issued, or if the ar- 

ticle is published in a journal not in the Department Library, a copy 

should be furnished for the Library's files. I suppose it is modesty, 
but it is surprising how few authors send in such copies or reprints. It 

is not too late now, if your conscience troubles you, to send to Mr. Gil- 

bert reprints or copies of journals containing articles which you have 

published outside of the Department. He will see that they reach the 

Library for attention, indexing and filing. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Typewriter Take a look at some of the work being done by your type- 

Ribbons writer (the machine, that is) and if it is quite dim or 

faint, please ask the typist (human) to put on a new rib- 
bon( on the machine). This request is made because we have been getting 
Some payrolls, for example, on which the typing is so faint that it is 

practically illegible. Frequently we have to copy such payrolls, as 

the Treasury Department insists upon having clear typewritten copies 

from which to prepare ehecks. 

Too, while on the subject of typewriters (machines), we have 

another important reauest to make: In the continual shifting of our 
various units during the past few years, we have lost track of the 

present location of some of our machines. It will help a-lot if you 

will check up cn yours and let Mr. Gillette know promptly if you have 

any of the following: 

L. C. SMITH: Nos. 10667448, 1000487, 497224, 812565, 919,218 

UNDERWOOD: 1538446, 2031825, 752694, 993366, 990795, 1064129, 
2093088 and 2089632 

2K KK KK KOK OK 

Salary We have been receiving complaints about the time consumed 

Checks between the forwarding of the notice "on duty" and the 
receipt of salary checks. Every effort has been and is being 

made to shorten this period as much as possible. With few exceptions 
payrolls are forwarded to the Bureau's accounting office the same day 

the notice is received in our Business Office. It takes something less 

than two days as a rule for the vouchers to make their way through the 

necessary checking and auditing to the Treasury Department. The time 

required under present conditions for the writing and mailing of checks 

from the Treasury Department runs from 4 to 6 days. Add to this elapsed 

time the time required for mailing back and forth from your station, 

and you will understand our problem and be able to figure out just about 

when the check is to be expected. 
DK KOK OK OK OK OK OK OK 

Profit by the other fellow's mistakes-- 

Be sure and use transportation requests for ferry charges. 

When sending telegrams pause long enough to obtain Government rate. 

In purchasing railroad ticket, get a roundtrip ticket -- if you 

are making a return trip. 

When obtaining Pullman accommodations, always secure the 

vparouch'! rate. 
If you are a field station executive, employing temporary or 

periodic labor, make sure that you do not pay such assistants a higher 

rate than they were paid for previous work--unless there is a clear change 

of duties. An explanatory note must be sent with the voucher to show 

Change in duties and justify increase in pay. 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

SEMI-MONTHLY NEWS LETTER — 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 
eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

John A, Ferrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and tne material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na~ 

ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Creps and Diseases. The reports of 
field workers and otners reoresent, of course, tneir personal opinions, 

and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 
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Vol, VII Washington, D. C., July 1, 1935 No. 135 
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100 Percent I renenber reading sonewhere of a man who had received in- 
Dividends. vestnent literature guaranteeing hin a 25 percent return 

glad Geta 1 tne 
other 75 percent of ny noney?" Most of us could answer that question-—a 
few fron personal experience. I an going to let one of our friends tell 

you of another investment returning not 25 percent, but 100 percent or 

more each year. 

Technical Bulletin No, cafe "Refrigerated transportation of Bartlett 
pears from the Pacific northwest," by EH. D. Mallison and C. L. Powell, 

issued in 1934, told of investigations conducted during the 1928-1931 
period to determine (1) the. feasibility of incrcasing the size of the 

load when precooled pears are shipped, (2) the effect of different 
methods of loading, and (3) the most efficient method of applying salt 

for reiriferation during transit. -It is of the first phase of the in- 

vestigations that we arc going to speak. 

It was found that precooled pears shinped in 720—box loads ar- 

rived at tne market ina nd were as suitable for storage 

as those snipped in 520-1 the title "A more economical 
method of shipping precooled ad Mr. Mallison reviewed this work at 
the Thirtieth Reeular Meeting of the Pacific Northwest Advisory Board 
(Advisory to the Association of American Railroads) at Portland, Oreg 

March 22, 1935. I have just received the printed pinecones fiving 

full Capt. Shelby M. Tuttle's discussi Mr. Be See a 

his comments on the savings effected By tn 
Captain Tuttle is manager of Southern Ore 

stric 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

"Mr. Mallison has mentioned briefly the saving as being from 
11.6 to 14,8 cents por box," he said. "This was the condition at the 
time tne tests terminated, but since that time even further savings 

have bcen made due to the smaller amount of ice required by the heavy 

cold load. Very few cars of precooled late pears now carry Standard 
Refrigcration--practically all fall snipmcnts being cither under Rule 

247 or 240, while the majority of the East Bound Anjous are shipped 
without icc during the winter. This mcans a saving of from 20 to 30 
cents per box, which in many cases, during the last few years, has been 
a grower's only nct income above production exoense. Considering only 

the Medford District, the nct savings to growcrs cffected by the heavicr 

loading in a normal year amounts to approximately $250,000.00. 

"Were the savings limited to the above, they would be very con— 

siderable and well wortn wnile. However, the results of the heavier 

loading have been mach farther reaching tnan any of us hoped wnen the 
movement was first attemoted., Starting with the premise that tne heavy 

load can only be used with precooled fruit, it readily becomes apparent 

that a lower per box transportation cost immediately outs a premium on 

precooling, in addition to the advantage of the better keeping and 

dessert qualities afforded by its use. 

"Precooling in the Medford District requires a very heavy com- 
pressor capacity tonnage ratio due to high field temperatures at nar- 

vest time. Since this machinery constitutes a large portion of the ine 

vestment in a preeooling plant, it is only natural that provisions 
should be made for its utilization for storage during the balance of 
the scason, This has been done with the result that shipments no longer 
reach a sharp peak during packing season, but now extend over a ninc- 

month range. As an cxamplc of this efféct I wish to compare shipments 

from the Medford District for the years 1928 to 1934. In 1928, 89 per~ 

cent of all pears were shipped in the first two months of the shipping 
season; 95 percent shipped in the first three months. In 1934, 40 per~ 

ecnt was shipped the first two months and 55 percent in the first threc. 

Tne daily range was even more pronounced, .In 1928, on five days the snip- 

ments exceed 100 cars, the peak being 136. In 1934, tne peak movement 

for one day was 50 cars, all other daily shipments being 40 or less. 

This means a tremendous saving to car lines and earriers as the same 

crop may now be handled with less than half of the rolling stock form 

erly required, and an attendant reduction in switching and yard storage 

congestion, The improved condition of the fruit is reflected in a re~ 

markable reduction in damage claims on pears which were formerly regarded 
as a very perishable product. The reports of 46 class I lines, repre- 

senting 81.2 percent of all carload perishable traffice, to the Freight 
Claims Division of tne A. R. A. for 1932 show the claims per car to be 
less on pears than on apples, while 1933 records show them to be prace 

tically identical. 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

"Mr. Mallison mentions briefly the advantage to carriers resulting 

from neavicr loading. The actual additional revenue from the heavy car 

at an 18 cent lower rate is $110.36 due to the 38~-1/2 percent increase 

LUNE Mew Ondine | The. question, that often arises is that since rail— 

roads are carrying tremendous car and locomotive surpluses, why discuss 

heavier loading? The answér is, that the mere utilization of equipment 

Without profit is of no moré advantage to the carriers than it is to any 

Other line of business. 

"This particular phase of the question was rather aptly covered by 

Mr. M., J. Gormley, Chairman, Car Service Division, American Railway 
Association, in an address before the Western Railway Club of Chicago in 
February, 1929, where he made the following statement: "Based on the 

theory that the revenue on every additional pound of freight, up.to a 

reasonable limit, loaded into a car over and above its previous loading 

is all met to the railroad, we believe it would mean $109,000,000 per 

year inerease in net revenues for the carriers as 2. wnols.if the average 

tonnage per car was increased by 2,000 péunds. This theoretical con— 

clusion can be justified in a great many ways; certainly any additional 

cost that mignt be cnargeable to the handling of the additional ton is 

many times offset by the savings resulting from the decrease in loaded 
and empty mileage, switching, office work, ete.! In the utilization of 
the 720-box pear load the shippers have increased the net loading by not 

one ton as suggested by Mr. Gormley, but by five tons," 

Captain Tuttle went on to speek of what he considers the best 
pear Toad--a 744—box through load in which the fruit is loaded on end, 
Giesht wide ond three high; without break or bracing, this beine simply 

IMOGtelcat TON NOL the Citrus load which is universally used. While the 

net Lading 1s still heavier than the 720-box lood of course, Mir. Mallison 

BOMneeaM aS Tests what this metued showed a rate of softening of thie 

Cxpermmental 2ruit in the top layer comparable vith that from the bottom 
layer of the 520—-box divided load, both prccooled. No damage to the 

fruit could be detected except in the case of some experimental boxes 

where the nads were reversed, 

"The greatest interest cf the shipper in this load aside from 
its excellent carrying qualities," Captain Tuttle pointed out, ‘"is the 
yery worth woile saving in bracing. Regarding the labor in each case as 

the same, the material costs amount to about $2.75 per car, or applied 

to the year movement from the Medford District only, a saving of some 

$8,000.00 per year.... | 

"In conclusion, the 720-box pear load has effected a saving to 
growers that nas been largely instrumental in enabling many of them to 

remain in business during the past few ycars, another large saving has 

PesEeu, GO Tne Corriens from VES WSC, DOth im Larger net returns per 

Car, and in matcrial reduction in damage claims...." 

Thank you, Captain Tuttle! 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS, 

©. O. Bratley, New York City. 

Writing on June 12th, he reports: "Early in May of last summer a 
refrigerated cargo of New Zealand apples was discharged at Halifax and 

six car-lots were transshipped to New York City. The selling price for 

these was disappointing and the receivers stated that they intended to 

handle no more. However, on May 26 of this year the SS TURKAKINA direct 
from New Zealand docked in Brooklyn and dischared from her 25° F, hold 

20,000 boxes of apples. About two-thirds of the 
New Zealand Apples cargo originated at Wellington, N. Z., tne remain- 
in New York City. der at Point Nelson, N. 2. it as expected than 

the fruit will be sold gradually until California 
Gravensteins appear on the market. At present it is being held in the 

Harborside Cold Storage in Jersey City at a temperature of 32° F, Jonathans 
constituted about two-thirds of the shipment, Delicious one-fourtn, and 

Rome, Sturmer and Statesman the remainder. 

"The quality of the Jonathan, Delicious and Rome apples was in- 
ferior to that of domestic fruit of the same grade, the New Zealand 
extra fancy being comparable to our fancy grade. This was due to the 

quantity of mis-shaped and poorly colored fruit in the packs. : 

"The reccivers, J. & H. Goodwin, are said to be satisfied with 
the condition of the fruit. However, the Jonathans ranged in maturity 

from firm—-ripe to ripe with one percent internal breakdown, 5 percent 
soft scal, 3 percent Jonathan spot and 1 percent total decay of gray 

mold and blue mold rots. 

"The average selling prices for best fruit in the first four 

cars sold on the auction were disappointing. They were as follows: 

Jonathan, $2.03; Delicious, $2.50; Sturmer, $1.75; and Statesman, $1,75."! 

APPLES IN STORAGS 

Paul L. Harding of the section of Fruit and Vegetable Handling, 

Transportation and Storage Investigations, is the author of "Physiolo~ 

gical Behavior of Grimes Golden Apples in Storage," just issued as 
Research Bulletin No. 182, of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. 
(April, 1935.) 

This publication is taken from a thesis submitted by Dr, Harding 

to the Graduate Faculty of Iowa State College in partial fulfilment 

of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy. 

SOO oR Rk | 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

A. D. Shamel, Riverside, Calif.. 

"The manager of the Riverside branch of the California Fruit 
Growers! Exchange told me yesterday that the average return for the 

crop of the present season to the Navel orange growers in this dis-— 

trict who are members of that organization will probaoly amount: to 

iy cents per pound. This is considered to be a more favorable 

outcome of the Navel orange deal than was thought possible at. the 
beginning of the picking season last winter. 

"The Valencia crop is the heaviest one in the nistory of the 
industry for this district, and is quite generally the case, I think, 

throughout the Valencia orange districts of the State as a whole, 
Harvest began as soon as the Navel orange picking had been finished. 
Valencia shipments from central California have been quite heavy and 

returns better than were anticipated, I am told by some of the grow 

ers who visited us recently." 

W. T, Aldrich, Medford, Oreg.. 

"Five days during the week were devoted to root concentration 

determinations," he writes May 27th. "At the Scherer orchard we exca- 
vated one trench extending from a Bartlett to an Anjou tree. .In the 
top three feet, consisting principally of river deposited:clay loam, 

root concentrations varied from two to four grams per cubic foot, In 

the more sandy subsoil just above the permanent water table, roct 

concentrations went. from two grams per cubic in the middles to 13 

grams near the trunk. | : 

"For one trench for one Anjou tree in Sams, Loam at the Van 
Heevyenberge orchard, concentrations in the top three feet were about 
the same--thrcee to four grams per cubic foot. I had expected highor 

Eoncentrabions im this soil, which is considered extremely fertilc. 
Since these trees receive only winter irrigation, it is possible 
that late summer and fall dryness may seriously reduce fall root 

development. 

"In the BE, W. Carlton orchard in Salem fine sandy loam, with 
large gravel and coarse sand below two fect, Anjou pear root con-~ 

eentratien varied from five to cight grams per, cubie: Foot, whereas 

Winesap apple root concentrations varied from five to thirtccen grams 

MEG Cube 1005, “he larger concentrations for apple than for pear 

Leos may be duc to the larger size of the apple tree examined, - 1 
shalt caluclate root concentr=tion for a siven cross—scctional area 

of scaffold limbs for all trces examined, in order to make root con 

eentrations more nearly comparable," 
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STRAWBERRIES IN NORTH CAROLINA Ran 

G. A, Meckstroth, Chadbourne, N. C. 

"The 1935 season was the first good year since 1931" he writes 
from the U. S. Strawberry Disease Field Laboratory. "The returns for’ 
the last three years have been rather discouraging. Figures released 

by the Secretary of the Chadbourn Marketing Company on May 20, 1935, 
show that 150,124 crates of 32 quarts capacity each were sold this 

season in tne Chadbourn market, bringing $500,370.00. 

"Carlot shipments from April 15 to May 15 from North Carolina 
totalled 771 cars, compared with 306 for the entire season of 1934, 
The truck movement for the same period from the State accounted for 
448,285 crates or equivalent to 1,514 cars, compared with 238,155 

(or 1,036 cars) for the entire season of 1934. The peak movement 

from North Carolina was reached on April 29th, when 66 cars moved by 

rail and 28,837 crates (approximately 125 cars) by truck. 

"The price of strawberries held up well throughout the season. 
With the end of the season in sight, the price still ranges from 

$2.10 to $2.40 per crate. Some of the growers have been selling 
their culls at $1.00 per crate (the crate and cups are feturned to — 

them) for juice. It is believed that this season's prices will give 

strawberry growers encouragement to increase thcir acrcage this-fall. 

"This year the strawberry season at Chadbourn opened up several . 
weeks earlier than usual, and proved to be a longer shipping season 

than we have had for tne past several years. Early indications pointed 

to a very large yield, but this was cut down by a number of factors, 
One of whicn was the lack of rainfall from April 22 to May 8. foliage 

diseases in some fields also caused a reduction in yields." 

NUT PRODUCTION 

C. H Schuster, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"During the week the trenching and root study work has been 
carried on steadily," he reports for the June 5-8 period. ‘in vone 
filbert orchard it was necessary to go down 11-1/2 feet to reach 

the lower limits of the root system. 

"The weather continues unusually dry and we have had one very 

warm spel| this week. Much of the country is beginning to show 

signs of drought." 
22K 2k 2 22k 2 2 2k ak aK 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

Paul We. Miller, Corvallis, Ores. 

"The bacterial blight disease of filberts is now evident on cur- 
rent growth in a number of Willamette wlley filbert orchards," he 

reports June 1. "Some trees are so badly infected that only the ternin-— 

al shoots Of Current grcwth are still alive, most of the lateral buds 

and snoots having succumbed to blignt infection. 

"Feather statistics recently released by Edward L. Wells, 
meteorologist, show that the May precipitation in Oregon has been exe 

tremely light, amounting to only .43 of an inch at Portland, Oreg., 

SreonOnt. Ho opercent Of tue) normal, 2.19 inecnes, According to C. J. 
Buck, regional forester, this is the dryest May in Oregon since 1890.,!! 

He had written May 25th: "Preliminary results of spraying tests 
carried on for the control of the bacterial blight disease of filberts 

were taken during the week ending May 25, 1935, ‘Trials carried on in 

a young Barcelona filbert orchard near Newberg, Oreg. snowed a signifi- 
cant diminution in the mumber of current shoot infections which has ap 

parently resulted from svoraying with bordeaux mixture 44-50. The best 
results were secured wnere one fall and two early spring treatments of 

bordeaux mixture were applied to the trees. 

"Moparently a fall treatment applied prior to the occurrence of 

the fall rains, as well as several spring applicetions, is necessary 

for the best control of blight. There are apparently two important 

natural blight infection periods, namely during tne fall rains and dure 

ing rainy periods which occur in the early scasonal development On tule 

plant. Tentative vorification of this contention has been secured by 
the results of our preliminary inoculation studics. To secure maximum 

protection from bactcrial blight infcction, thercfore, it appears to 

be necessary to spray at least once during the fall before the fall 

rains occur and at least twice during the early seasonal development 

of the plant. 

"Studies on the cause of prune scab were also carried on during 

the week, Attempts made to isolate a parasitic micro-organism from 

typical 'scabby!' spots on vrunes have so far been attended with nega 

tive results. Histolozical sections made through typical blemisnes 

have likewise failed to disclose any signs of a vnarasite. It wovld 

appear, tnerefore, from :Studies carried on to date that prune sceb is 

not of parasitic origin. Prunes under bags which have been protected 

from rubbing and from thrips show no evidence of 'scab!, Fruit in 
sacks in which thrips were placed contain small corky raised areas 

seldom more than 2 mm in their maximal diameter dimensions. However, 

typical scabby spots have so far feiled to develop on fruit infested 

Wie. narips." 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

B. G. Sitton, Sareveport, La. 

Writing Brom tne) U.S. Pecan Field) Starmonvon dunes, ste urorenane 
On.a trip made. to Winona, Tex. to check on rosette experiments in tae 
Combination Orchard, and to plan for irrigation work for the coming 

season. 

"On rosetted trees treated during tne past winter by placing dry 
zinc Sulphate in holes in the trunks of the trees," he says, "where the 
rate of application was 0.5 to 1 mole per Square foot of cross Sectional 

area of the tree trunk, the foliage is apparently normal at the present 
time. Where metallic zinc in the form of glazing points were driven in- 
to the branches, using the same amount of zine (0.5 to 1 mole), only one 
tree showed any improvement and that was rather slight. 

"Trees treated about a year ago With zine sulphate at the higher 

rates of injection were much benefitted last summer and have practically 

normal foliage this year. However, where the rate was less than 0.5 mole 

Her Sd. fb.) the toliase is somewhav crinmedy sand chlorou ec marsimye sia. 

"Trees treated two years ago at the low rate have reverted to a 

rosetted condition about as bad as before treatment. No treatment at 

the nigher rates were made that year. 

"The block of Delmas trees in which an irrigation plot was located 
.lest year have a very light crop this year, and the crop seems to be 

lighter on those trees which were irrigated. These trees had a heavy 

crop last year and apparently were unable to store enough food reserves 

to, SEU A Crop, this year. Lt as advalsabile to. omiet bhe ely dal onumnentenc 
year as tne trees will probably mature the crop without irrigation." 

Jolabol Hats Meollisy,  JNLlovenanie 5 (efe\p 

"On Thursday, June 6, we made the third spplication of zinc 

sulpnate spray (2-50) on the Stuart variety at DeWitte," he writes 

from the U. §. Pécan Disease Field Laboratory on June 8. 

"The trees have made a remarkable recovery from tne rosette 
disease, due to the two previous anplications of 1-50 zinc sulphate. 

"Wie are clso making observations on trees that were sprayed 
three times by Messrs. Demaree and Large last season, that were greatly 
benefitted by the zinc sprays. However, this season they are showing 

traces of the rosette disease." 
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YEARS SAVED IN PRODUCIUG DISEASE-PESISTANT PLANTS 

Under tne above title the Press Service sent out on June 16 

an outline of tne amazing progress being made in speeding up emergency 

plant breeding projects. 

"To satisfy the urgent and often frantic demands of canners and 

seedsmen for vegetables resistant to disease--but of good quality—- 

Hederal plant breeders are develoning new varieties in about one-third 

the usuel time by growing several generations in 1 year. Wilt-—resistant 

peas and moSaic-tolerant beans are exemples," it says, having in mind 

ths work being done by B. L. Wade end W. J. Zaumceyer of our Division. 

"Tn 1954 investigators in the United States Department of Agri- 
culture were able to produce 4 generations of veans—--3 in the grecn- 
house and £ in the field, and 4 generations of peas--l in the green- 

house and 3 in the field. 

"Ordinarily 15 to 20 gonerations are needed to produce a resis- 

tant variety, fix the type and increase it to where there is seed 
enough for commercial distribution. With only one generation a year, 

SEOvecrsS Gm GiUstress because of an invaSion of disease may be rorced to 

abendon certein lands or the crop itself before the plant breeder can 
ive aid. | 

"To develop pure strains of quality, it usually is necessary 
to cross witn less desirable--but resistant—-types, end then make re- 
peated selections for 7 to 12 generations. Most of tnis can be done 

in the 2reenhouse until the production of seed in quantities begins. 

"Repid increase of the seed outdoors may be done in a number of 

interesting ways. Growing seed crops south of the Equator during the 
northern winters is tneoretically tne best, but high costs, long. sea 

voyages, and local unfamiliarity witn American varieties are drawbacks. 

fmerican peas have been successfully grown in New Zealand, and growing 

off-season crops in Argentina or other soutnern countries has been in- 

vestizated. 

" [hree generations of peas can even be grow in North America 
Pimoncwvear. by Naxrvestan= im Mexico in March, in’ Califomia in June 

end in Colorado in time for planting in Mexico in November. 

"The proolem ot growing end harvesting more tnan one generation 

of beans a year Without greenhouse conditions, is more difficult, as 

they are sensitive to low temperatures. If some Trost protection is 

provided in the extreme soutn, it is probable that beans could be har- 

vested there in time for June or July planting in States to thse north." 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

' ry - Fe Bergman, Amherst, Mass. 

Writing from the Cranberry Disease Field Laboratory at East 

Wareham, Mass. on June 1, he says: "Some chloropayll extractions were 
made of cranberry leaves from tvo bogs, from one of which the winter 

tlood was tet off late in March, end from the other about May 25. 

These bogs were selected in order to compare the chlorophyll content 

of Leaves which had been kept under water -with those which had been 
under normal concitions during the spring. Tne leaves oz vines on 

the late-flooded dog had a somewnet lower chlorophyll content, but 

not markedly less than the otners. 

"Sclerotinia nas developed quite badly on some oF the blueberries 
during the past week. The June variety is affected the worst. Some new 

hybrid seedlings are also badly infected." 

He nad written earlier that: the work on the bogs the latter: part 

WaS made impossible because of the unsceasonably cold weather 

Which led to the need for flooding the bogs nearly every nignt so that 

hey were kept too wet to work on. He did measure end tag some terminal 

buds for study of the effect of flooding on development of flowers and 

fruit. Some measurements of oxygen content of flooding water were made 

also to determine daily variations in the oxygen content. 

"The daily recurrence of frost this week," he had written May‘: 
25, “is very unusual and had many of the growers worried for fear that 

they would not have water enough for further flooding in case frosts 

continued for a few more nights. Some ponds were lowered a foot or 
more during the week," : 

HORTICULTURAL FIELD STATION 

A. C. Hildreth, Cheyenne, Viy. 

— of the heaviest rainfalls in some years fell from 11 p.m. 
to midnignt June 10, witn some hail, traces of which were still visible 

the follopie morning," he reports June 15. "The storm was general. and 
did considerable damage to highway and railroad grades. The tulips 

were pretty well flattened out and some damage was done at the station 

to the tomato, cabbage and other plants set the preceding week... The 

Cheyenne Weather Bureau reports the vast May as one of the wettest and 
coldest in its history, with a total precipitation of 5.9 inches, 3.46 
inches above normal. Avcragc temocrature for May was 44.6, the previous 

record being 43 for May, 1917." 
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Jonn C. Durnegan, Fayetteville, Arkansas 

Uae ime rainy weatner continues snd the conditions are still favor- 

able for the development of fruit diseases," he reports for the week 

ending June i5. "Reports received from the Neshville section indicate 
that > the Early Vee a rly Rose brown rot hes appeared on 
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; An 
tviculturis rsity of Arkansas, reports the fruit rot pres- 

6nt in all the orchards he exeminced during the past week, but says 

that in no case had the rot caused any serious demage. Market reports 

indicate that Arksensas peaches are snwoing brown rot on arrival at St 

Louis, Kans City and Chicago. 
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"T visitea the Kelsey Nursery at St. Josenn, Missouri, during 

the week in connection With the cherry canker problem. Eacterial 

lesions were observed on the leaves of Bing, Lambert end Schmidt va~ 
TACbICS,.5nd is0olstion studies are in progress. If Bacterium pruni 

develops from the leaf spots a considerable portion oF the mystery 
about the source of the csnkers on the trunks of the trees will be 

cleared up. This i bos erial lesions on 

He hac written earlier: "ZI soent tne arternoon of June 5 exan-— 
ining peach nurseries in tee vicinity of Bentonville, Arkansas. ‘The 

Phytophthora disease is very prevalent on the seedlings but the main 
concern oi the nurserymen is the aprearance of the disease on budded 
trecs. 

"Cankers have developed on the succulent grownt developing from 
buds inserted last fall and one nurseryman estimated that fully 20 

percent c= his budded peach stock is affected. The disease has no Ss t 

been Serious since 1930, ad its prevalence this year is clearly cor— 
related With the very rainy weather We nave cxperienced Ss 

scason." 

ADATVISTRATIVE HOTS 

f Accounts has requested us to ask all travelers 
to sendin transportation requests (carbons) as soon as they are used. 

Wo bill from a railroad can be paid until the carbons of ‘all requests 
charged thereon ere received. Thus if the carbons of requests are not 
sent to Wasnington promptly, payments are often considerably delayed. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Surety "The Department has been informally advised by the Section of 

Bonds. Surety Bonds, Treasury Department, of the inconvenience to that 

Section and to the Office of the General Counsel, Treasury De- 

partment, occasioned by the submission for approval or bonds of indemni- 

ty for advances of funds for travel, subsistence and other expenses at 

the time the application is presented for an advance," states a memoraen- 
dum dated June 19, from Mr. Jump to chiefs of bureaus and offices. 

"The Section of Surety Bonds requests that, whenever possible, tne 

bond of indemnity for en advance of funds be filed with it at least two 

days before the application for advance is presented, in order that sur— 

ficient time may be available for the approval of the bond by that section 

and the office of the General Counsel, prior to issue of tne advance. 

'T9 avoid, or at least, to reduce to 6 minimum the inconvenience 

complained or, and to prevent possible delay in the issue of advances 
with the resultant embarrassment to your traveling personnel, kindly in- 

struct the employees of your bureau accounting office and others.concerned, 

to see to it tnat the request of the Treasury Department is complied with 

whenever possible." 

2k 3K 3 Oe 3k ok OK 3 OK 

Typewriters. by us if you have any of the typewriters not definitely lo- 

Cated in the recent inventory check, but some still remain 

unreported. Please have your typewriter machines cnecked in an effort to 

locate L. C. SMITH Nos. 10667448, 497224 and 812565; and UNDERVOODS 990795, 

1538446, 2031825, 752694, 993366, 1064129, 2095088 and 2089632. 

Missing Wie have had a fair response to our request that you noti- 

shee kK ae 2k ok 2k 2 

Telepnone and The Business Office also calls attention to the fact 

Eablice Ui cataiin, that there sre still a number of: telephone and public 
Contracts, (ete. utility contracts as well as short term rental agree- 

ments that have not yet been submitted for the fiscal 

year 1936. Inasmuch as all contracts are expected to be completed and ap-— 
proved by June 30, it is urged that you make a careful survey and forward 

contracts immediately for such services as you will need during the new 

fiscal year. 

KK ek KKK 

Vouchers. From time to time the Business Office has urged tnat reim- 

bursement vouchers be suomitted monthly; also that purchase 

vouchers for supplies be sent in promptly. Now it urges that you follow 

up all purchases made on letters of authorization and submit all vills 

or vouchers (as well as reimbursement accounts) as soon after. July 1 as 

possible in order that the accounts for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1935, may be closed. THIS IS IMPORTANT. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

WRA The Supreine Court decision in regard to NH. R. A. codes makes it 
necessary to change tne clauses embodied in the specifications for 

bids. Until further’ notice all specifications for bids on materials or 
equipment exceeding $50.00 must include the following paragraphs: 

"Ridder nereby warrants tnat all unmanufeactured articles, 
materials, and supplies offered herein nave been mined or pro- 
duced in tne United States, end tnat all manufactured articles, 

materials, and supplies offered heve been manufactured in the 

United States wholly from articles, materials, or supplies mined, 

produced, or manufactured, as the case may be, in the United States, 

except as stated below: i 

"Prices bid nerein include any Federel tax heretofore imposed 
by the Congress which is applicable to the material on tnis bid. If 
any Sales tax, processing tax, adjustment charge, or other taxes or 

Charges are imposed or changed by the Congress after the date set 

for the opening of this bid and made applicable directly upon the 
production, manufacture or sale of the supplies covered by this bid, 

and are payable by the contractor on the articles or supplies herein 
contracted for, then the prices named in this bid will be increased 

or decreased accordingly, and any amount due tne contractor as a ' 
result of such change will be charged to the Government end entered 

on vouchers (or invoices) ss separate items.! 

"Bids are requested on the basis that if subsequent legislation 
Shall require observance of minimum wages and/or maximum hours of em- 

ployment and/or limitation as to age of employees, in the performance 
of Government contracts, any contract entered into shall be subject 
to modiztication to accord with such statutory requirements to the 

extent authorized or required by law." 

AWNUAL LEAVE WEEN TRAVELING BY AUTOMOBILE 

Waere travel is performed in personally-owned automobiles the extra 
time required over that of rail schedules is charged for as leave at the 
BEGINNING OF THE TRIP when the employee is traveling AWAY from his head- 
Quarters, and at the END OF T:E GRIP wnen RETURNING to his headquarters. 

For example, where mm emnloyee leaves his headquarters for a trip wnich 

requires 4 days by auto but only 2 by train, the FIRST 2 days of his 

journey are charged as leave. On the return trip, the LAST 2 are charged, 

the official time being allowed for the first 2. 

However, while the Bureau!s auditing office in its suspension letters 

designates as leave the extra time required in traveling by personally- 
owned automobile regardless of whether the period covers Saturday after- 

noons, Sundays or holidays, the Bureau's time clerk charges as leave only 

the actual working hours during the period. For example, where the Bureau's 

‘auditing office would indicate the leave to be from 11:45 a.m. Friday, July 

©, to 8 a.m. Monday, July 8, the actual time charged against the leave rec- 

ords would be 4-1/4 hours on July 5, and 4 hours on July 6. 
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Simple but Once upon a time there was a man who was kept awake nights 

Effective! by the spirits of his dead friends and relatives, who came 

and sat unon the fence posts in his yard. Hach night, as 

he looked out from his bedroom window, he could see them sitting there-- 

waiting, waiting, waiting. Naturally he could not sleep. The remedy, 

suggested by a specialist to whom he took the problem, was absurdly 

Simple. He merely sharpened the tops of the fence posts. 

The story does not give the name of the specialist consulted, 
but it seems quite likely that it was Eddie Gorman. At least, Eddie 

has suzzested a simple and effective remedy for those who have been ly- 

ing awake nights worrying over the problem of insuring uniformity of in- 

terior temperature in cars used for transporting fruits and vegetables. 

In the Railway Age he discusses one of his inventions--covered by Public 

Service Patent No. 1935590. This is a wind-driven device for insuring 

uniformity of temperature in BOTH cooling and heating service. There 

is a rotor which can be mounted on the top of a refrigerator car or 
storage house to operate a fan inside. An ingenious arrangement of the 

fan blades permits operation either for blowing or suction. You simply 

make plain to the device what is wanted and. it goes ahead and heats or 

cools the car as needed. I was going to say that it has as much intelli- 

gence as the average human being, but that won't do--I'm trying to praise 

it. Anyway, for heater'service the fans draw the air from the bunkers 

and discharge it between the doors; in refrigeration the fan blades are 
reversed, and pull into the ducts the warm air accumulated in the ceil- 

ing, forcing it into the ice bunkers and cooling it before it flows 

back from the bottom. 
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Here are the figures for a test in connection with heater service 

on a trip from the Pacific Northwest: 

Outside Car Car 

Temperature Without With 

Degrees F. ; Fans Fans 

6) Avg. temp. top fruit, prior to lighting heaters sore 4.0 

0 Avg. temp. bottom fruit " Nh 30.8 30-0 

@) Difference bet. top and bottom fruit temp. 4.4 a0) 

-34 Avg. temp. top fruit, 2 charcoal heaters burning; 51.5 45a 

-34 Avg. temp. bottom " " u 34.2 Soren 
—34 Dif. bet. top and bottom fruit temperatures 17.3 8.0 

In a test under refrigeration with the device installed in a car 

of peaches shipped from Georgia to New York City, the figures were: 

93 Avg. fruit temp. at time of loading, deg. F. 90.6 94.2* 
100 Avg. temp. top layer, 24 hrs. after loading 55.5 48.7 

(2 Avg. temp. top layer, 54 hours after loading 46.1 40.6 
88 Avg. temp. top layer, 72 hours after loading 43.3 40.5 

Avg. reduction in temp. top layer during trip 45.3 baad 

*Fruit subject to direct sunshine before loading. 

The device has been tested under all sorts of weather conditions, the 

test runs over the northern railroad lines from the Pacific northwest 

having subjected the apparatus to heavy rains, snow, sleet and outside 

temperatures below zero for several days at a time, with drops to as low 

as —-57° F., and lower. 

A phase of the situation which must have impressed readers of the 

Railway Age is the fact that if the fans and ducts are installed in the 
car as regular equipment they could very likely be adapted to use in pre- 

cooling a warm lading as it comes from the field, thus giving the rail- 

roads some of the car precooling business (growing by leaps and bounds), 
now handled almost entirely by other interests. 

"This could be accomplished," the Railway Age article explains, 
"by using a portable electric motor to revolve the fans inside the car, 

temporarily attaching the motors to the fan shaft on the outside of the 

car roof. For this purpose the fan blades should be mounted as for use 

in heater service. Upon completion of precooling they could be reversed 

and would then be ready for use in transit. The top bulkhead opening 

should be covered with a paper mask during precooling and the action of 

the fans would draw cold air out of the bunkers through the ducts and 
exhaust it over the lading at the doorway. Upon completion of the process 

the motors could be detached and replaced with the wind-activated rotors 

for use en route. No such tests have actually been made in precooling, but 

the performance of the apparatus under low-powered wind operation warrants 

a belief that it could be so employed." 
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M. A. Smith, Springfield, Mo. 

Writing from*the Ozark Fruit Disease Laboratory.on June 22 (the 

report just migsed the July 1 NEWS LETTER by a day!*) he reported that 
from June 1 to Jume 22, over 10 inches of rainfall had been. recorded at 

the exoerimental plots at} pe eee oe Mo. 

"Needless to say," he comments; !'this- ex cessive ‘precipitation has 
made very difficult the problem of. mdintaining-a- fungicidal cover on 

fruit and foliage. While it is true that much of the primary apple scab 
infection occurred in April-in this district, the continuous rains of. 
May and June have been very favorable to the further spread of this 

disease. 

"he examination of drop apoles was began last week. It is in- 
teresting to note the large numbers of these which have ie 

dropoed because of scab infection on the pedicels. The drop apoles in 

the check plot have averaged 99.6 percent scab. In some or the sprayed 
plots the percentage of scab runs from 15 to 50 percent. 

"7 have never seen as much injury from copper sprays as has oc- 

curred in this district this month. In early June, at-whicn time many 
growers were ready to apply the third cover spray, there were indica- 

tions that temperatures would be much higher. Asa consequence, many 

orchardists discontinued the use of liquid lime sulphur and applied 

bordeaux mixture. A few days after this application there was a decided 

drop in temperature and for a week there was some rainfall every day. 

Bordeaux russet soon appeared and much fruit and foliage injury resulted. 

"We have recently received specimens of Phyllosticta solitaria 
on Ducness apples. 

"Tt has been interesting to observe the effect of the copper 
phospnate mixture on a block of pear trees near Springfield. -In past 

years this block of pears has been severely infected with Fabraea 
maculata. This year is no exception and at the present time I.should 

say that 90 percent of the leaves are showing infection and many have 

already dropped. Fruits are likewise heavily infected. -In.the block 

sprayed with copper phosphate mixture (only two applications) infection 
is almost entirely absent on foliage, and fruit are clean.” 

ur 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

John C. Dunegan; Fayetteville, Ark. 

Writing from the Fruit Disease Field Laboratory on June 22, he 
says: "The crop reports based on the June 1 condition, estimate that 

Arkansas will produce 1,518,000 bushels of peaches in 1935. This 

figure is 30,000 bushels less than the crop produced in 1934, but is 
more tnan the average 5-year production in the State from 1928 to 
1932, which was 1,461,000 bushels. 

"The first specimens of the apple blotch disease (Phyllosticta 
solitaria) I have seen this season were received from Hope, Ark. during 

the week. Specimens of bitter rot (Glomerella cingulata) were also ~ 

received from Hope, but at the present time I have not detected either 

of these diseases in the orchards of northwest Arkansas. 

"The 1935 apple season started during the week with the harvesting 
of the Yellow Transparent Variety. The price paid for the fruit varied 
from $1.00 to $1.50 a bushel, with most of the fruit selling at the 
lower figure. 

"The isolation studies from cherry material collected at 
St. Joseph, Mo. have yielded several white organisms, but not Bacterium 

pruni. In the report last week I mentioned that if Bacterium .pruni de- 

veloped on the plates the canker problem would be greatly simplified. 

The present work further complicates the problem, unfortunately." 

HORTICULTURAL FIELD STATION 

A. C. Hildreth, Cheyenne, Wyo. 

"Seasonable weather prevailed through the week," says the station 

report for the week ending June 30th, "all vegetation making good growth. 
The iris are out in full strength, making an attractive display. Border 
plants are coming into bloom. All teams and tractors are cultivating 

continuously to keep ahead of seed growth, this work being supplemented 
by hand weeding and hoeing. We completed taking growth measurements in the 

shelterbelt and tree blocks. Data on winter killing has not yet been 
taken. Spraying and dusting for insect control in the vegetable plots is 

under way. 

"Dr. Hildreth writes from St. Paul that he will likely be back 

to Cheyenne shortly. Going east from here on June 23d, a race had to be 

staged with the Portland Rose from North Platte to Grand Island, our i 

party arriving at Grand Island in time to put Dr. H. L. Crane on the train-—¥ 

with a few seconds to spare! Civilian employees under the direction of 

officers from Ft. Warren are excavating for foundation piers for the CCC 

camp to be established just north of our east entrance. Building material 

is expected to be on the site by the middle of next week. 

iT. A. Schall and A. K. Wolf of the Potato Experiment Station, 

Greeley, Colo., visited us on June 27th." 
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' FRUIT PRODUCTION 

W. W. Aldrich, Medford, Oreg. 

"Tn all pruning plots with the Anjou variety heavier pruning 

has again (for the third season) resulted in materially greater initial 
set of fruit," he writes. "This is not only true for.the moderately 

~ vigorous trees in clay adobe ‘soil; but also for very vigorous trees in 

Salem clay loam at the Scherer orchard. I am still at a loss to explain 
this marked response to pruning. : Counts of the total number of lesves 

| OnGOne DEES iO each) treatment show? 7 i te ries 

| No pruning (last winter ) 101, 500 leaves 
Moderate pruning " ain SO ty 

| Heavy pruning " 49 , 500 " 

It is conceivable that the reduction in leaf area, and prob- 

ably in top root ratio, might’ have increased: the water. supply to the 
leaves on the more heavily pruned trees. However, on-a normal, but 

cool day I found no difference in’ time.of stomatal closing." . 

| 

"Pear scab is continuing to spread in orchards which showed 
early infections," he writes under date of June 10th, "and is showing 
up to a slight extent in every orchard I have examined. It now seems 

| that scab marking on the fruit will appreciably reduce the amount of 

‘extra fancy! fruit. My observations of the results of spraying with 

dry-atomic sulphur are too limited to judge the efficacy of this spray. 

It has caused some scorching of foliage when applied. in the afternoon 

Of .a cool day. 

He had written earlier that new twig infections by. pear blight 

(Bacillus amylovorus) were continuing to show up in all. orchards. 
"These infections are probably entering through the young leaves on 
the extending shoots," he suggested. ''The amount of these new infec- 

tions depends upon the amount of holdover infections from last season. 

In blocks where Howell blossomed last fall (the blossoms offered 

points of new infection last fall) some holdovers were unavoidably 

missed; and in these blocks blight has been very serious this spring." 

Writing on June 17th he reports: "Fruit thinning of Yellow New- 

towns is about completed and pear thinning is now under way. The Anjou 

variety is being thinned in a few orchards, the Bartlett variety in parts 

of many orchards, and Winter Nelis in almost all orchards. In some of 

the Bartlett blocks with most of the crop.on the ends of the limbs, fruits 

in clusters are being thinned’ to one fruit per spur. Since I have found 

three or four'good fruits in one cluster will each grow as well as when 

‘only one fruit'is left per spur, this thinning of fruit cluster will 
probably tend to reduce the yield. With thorough spraying under 400 

pounds pressure, I found no more codling moth entries in fruit on: clus- 

ters than in fruits growing alone." 
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FRUIT AND NUT PRODUCTION 

J.» L. Pelham, Robeson, ia. 

Writing of the checking up on percentage of grafts living in the 

experiments on the A..P. Watson farm he says: "In this experiment a total 
of 1,976 scions were set and 65 different covering materials were used. 
The percentage of growing grafts ranged from 0 to 100 percent, varying with 

the different materials. used. Four materials resulted in 100 percent take 

and three others in 95 percent or. better. The best percentage of take was 

secured with covering materials which were light in color, the best being 

rosin-beeswax with silica dioxide filler." . 

C. L. Smith, Austin, Tex. 

"On June 15th the Colorado river rose to a height of 41.6 feet 

which is 20.6 feet above flood stage," he writes. "Very serious damage was 

done pecan trees and farm crops were ruined in the lowlands. In the narrow- 
er parts of the valley 75 to. 99 percent of the pécan trees were washed to 
the ground and badly mangled. Many bridges were washed out and many homes 

and business houses on lower grounds were carried away. 

Elmer Snyder, Fresno, Calif. 

"During the past several years grape varieties, mostly Vitis vin- 

ifera, have been introduced from widely separated foreign sources for 

testing under California conditions--from Algeria, China, Corsica, England, 

France, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Manchuria, Morocco, Palestine, Spain, 

Syria, Tunisia, Turkey and U.S.S.R. A recent check indicates that a total 

of 252 varieties have recently been introduced, of which 120 will fruit this 

season. A study of the blossom characters this season showed that 12 percent | 
had reflex stamens with poor setting of fruit. Some varieties are evidently 

identical with those we already have.!"! 

George F. Waldo, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"During the past week we finished making our strawberry selections 
and have been busy numbering them," he wrote on June 22d. "About 225 selec- 

tions have been made from plantings which originally contained some 12,000 

seedlings." 

Cet. Kinman, Sacramento, Calif. 

Writing on June 15th, he reported that at ‘Palo Alto, Yuba City 

and Chico, Calif. he had examined his root growth experiments. "Root ex- 

tensions are slowing down very preceptibly with the advancement of the 

season except in the case of olives," he comments. "Olive.trees are now 

in bloom and the roots are growing rapidly." _ fi 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

Paul We Miller, Corvallis, Orez. 

"The latter part of the week was spent largely in taking results 
of additional field studies on spraying for the.control of filbert 

blight," he writes for the week ending June 22. "The results of these 
studies closely check with those obtained in tests carried on in the 

: vicinity of Newberg, Orege which were referred to in our report on ac- 

| tivities for the week ending June 15th. In brief, these studies 

strongly indicate that timely spraying with bordeaux mixture will re- 

Guce the number of current blight infections materially and thereby in- 

directly increase crop yields due to a prevention of a loss of consid- 

erabke fruiting wood by blight. Apparently a fall spray treatment ap- 

plied before the first fall rains occur is a pre-requisite to satis- 

factory control of this disease. Sufficient data is now at hand to 

| justify continuation and an expansion of these studies. A number of 
| @rowers in different sections of Oregon and Washington have expressed 

| their willingness to cooperate in future studies, and plans are now 
| being mace to test the schedule, which has been tentatively worked out, 

under a wide variety of conditions. 

"Dry weather continues to prevail in western Oregon. No rains 

of any consequence have fallen in this district since the first of May. 

Every indication points to one of the dryest growing seasons in Oregon 

on record. Walnuts are fast becoming resistant to walnut blight. Un- 
less a rain of considerable proportions occurs within the next week 

there will be very little, if any, walnut blight in Oregon in 1935." 

He had written earlier: "The week ending June 15 was spent largely 

in taking results of our spray tests for the control of the bacterial dis- 
ease of filberts. The results indicate that timely applications of bor- 

Geaux mixture will materially reduce the number of blight infections. 

Thus in one test carried on in a 7-year-old Barcelona filbert orchard 
near Newberg, Oreg. only 2.3 percent of the trees in the treated plot 

sprayed with 1 fall and 2 spring treatments of the bordeaux mixture, 

respectively, were severely injured, whereas 49 percent of the trees in 

the untreated plot were badly diseased. Results of these studies further 
indicate that a fall treatment of bordeaux mixture applied before the oc~- 

Sumrence of the first.fall rains is paramount to satisfactory control, for 

in the plots which received the spring treatments only there was almost 

as much infection as in the untreated plots. 

"A preliminary survey of the amount of walnut blight present in 
different sections of the Willamette Valley was also carried on during 

the week. No current infection could be found on Franquette nuts in any 

of the orchards visited...The absence of walnut blight in orchards in 

Oregon this year would: tend to substantiate our contention that rain is 

the chief, if not the sole, agency concerned in the spread of blight, as 

the 1935 season will probably go down in history as one of the dryest 

growing seasons on record in western Oregon." 
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POTATO INVESTIGATIONS 

C. F. Clark, Presaue Isle, Me. 

"During the past week we have trensplanted the greater part of 

the potato sprouts which were shipped a few weeks ago from Plant Quar- 

antine to Preque Isle, where they have been growing in our cold frames 

until large enough to set out in the field," he writes under date of 
June 22d. . "This material comprises a collection of over 100 foreign 
VEG LeG Messe ct 

"We heve had an unusually long period of wet weather, rain 
having fallen nearly every day for the past two weeks. This has prevented 

the cultivation of the potatoes, except in fields which are on high land 

which is well drained, with the result that the weeds are getting such 

a good start that they will soon be difficult to control." 

W. C. Hamundston, Greeley, Colo. 

"There have been some hot days during the past week," he reports 
for the week ending June 22d. 

"The warm weather has caused the snow in the mountains to melt 
rapidly, resulting in a heavy flow of water in the streams. The Cache 

La Poudre river that runs through Greeley has been running bank full 

for the past week. The rapid melting of snow is causing a loss of ir- 

rigation water, but this can not be avoided. There has been some 

talk of building additional reservoirs in order that flood waters 

might be stored. Channel reservoirs have also been discussed, but have 

not been built. 

"The early potato crop looks good at the present time, and 
while it is a little early for psyllid yellows, no psyllids have been 

found to date on the plantse It is possible that the wet weather 

curing Spring destroyed many of the insects. Grasshoppers and other 

insect pests have not appeared to date in large numbers. It is hoped 
that the wet weather has destroyed many of these pests. It is quite 

possible that weather conditions played an important part in destroy- 

ing psyllids after the serious outbreak of 1911 and 1913. 

"At present we are setting out potato seedling. This work 
has been delayed this year because of rainy weather and wet soil. 

Planting of the late crop has also been delayed and many of the 
growers have not finished plowing their ground. Since the hailstorm 

of last week we have harrowed our potato ground to break the crust." 

He adds that as a resul+ of hanlangury. eae first cutting of hay 
will be very. light and of very poor quality. 
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IRRIGATION OUTFIT ON WHESLS CHEAP AND HANDY ON SMALL FIELDS 

Under the above title, a notice from our Press Service tells of a 

portable sprinkline outfit for irrigation crops so simple and inexpensive 

that farmers can build it at home. It is intended for watering small 
tracts of land in the humid regions where farmers do not ordinarily devend 

on irrigation. 

The outfit, developed by Department workers, seems to be practi- 

cal for furnishing water to low-growing crops on fairly level or slightly 
rolling lanc, and on soil that does not become too soft or sticky when 

wete "The principal part," says the announcement, "is a galvanized steel 
pipe equipped with nozzles and mounted on wooden wagon or bugey wheels 

and supplied with water through a pipeline, or sometimes by a portable and 
| sometimes by a stationary pump. Hach time it is moved the outfit will 

sprinkle one-ninth of an acre if the pipe is 100 feet long, or one-fifth 

of an acre if 180 feet long. The shorter outfit can be moved by 2 men or 
boys, the longer by 3. 

"A long, narrow tract leading directly from a lake or stream is 
favorable to inexpensive irrigation of this type, and so is a long narrow 

tract leading both ways from a well centrally located. 

"A pumping outfit and a main supply pipe running the length of the 
field are needed for this as for a permanent system. Suitable hydrants 

along this pipe are required at intervals of 50 feet or a little less. 

"The outfit may be made either from old materials in good condition, 

or from new. 

; "Irrigation nozzles are syaced 3 or Beal 2) Peter along the portable 

nozzle pipe line. Each nozzle is of non—-rusting metal and screws into a 
small hole in the pipe line. This nozzle line is mounted on wooden or buggy 

wheels, the holes through the hubs of which are enlarged enough to let the 

Pipe replace the axles. The wheels are placed every 15 or 18 feet along 

the pipe and all the wheels on one line must be of the same diameter. The 

pipe should be galvanized, and of not less than Tea inch size. Any smaller 

size is too limber for moving. The outfit includes a short hose to connect 

with the nearest hydrant. 

"For practical operation it is important that all the irrigating 
positions used by one portable sprinkler line of this type be at right 

angles to, and on the same side of, the main supply pive. Another 

sprinkler may, in similar fashion, irrigate from corresponding positions 

on the other side of the maine Because it is not practicable to roll the 

sprinkler pipe to an exact location, a hose connection is used at eacn 

irrigating position to connect it to the adjacent hydrant on the main 
" 
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Hach year at about this time we have especially urged those 

workers responsible for purchases or who in other ways spend money of- 

ficially, to forward promptly all vouchers covering expenditures _ 
Chargeable to the fiscal year just ended--in this case up to and in- 

cluding June 30, 1935. 

It is necessary that we have all charges for the Fiscal Year 
July 1, 1934 to June 30, 1935, on our books at the earliest possible 

moment to aid in closing up accounts for the year. Your help is 

needed! 

Please contact at once all firms or persons from whom you have 
mace purchases or to whom money is due for other items and send in the 

vouchers as soon es possible. 

A careful check should be made and when you forward the last of 
the vouchers chargeable to the fiscal year just closed--to your letter 

of authorization or to your general allotment of funds--please attach 

to it a note stating that the voucher concludes your expenditures on 

allotments for the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1935. 

We have in mind of course not only purchase vouchers for supplies, 

but vouchers covering labor, your travel expenses, etc. We need to know 

as promptly as possible that there are no further obligations outstanding 

against your allotment or letter of authorization. 

JR OOK FE ROOK OK OK KOK 

Typewriters We are still trying to locate a few of our typewriters. 

Those still unchecked on our inventory list include 

L. Ce Smith Nos. 10667448, 497224 and 812265; and Underwoods Nos. 

990795, 1538446, 2031825, 752694, 993365, -1064129, 2093088 and 2089632. 

We realize that it is sometimes difficult to see the numbers on these 

Machines, but get out your flashlight and take-another look to make 

sure none of these typewriters are in your office. 

2K OOK 2K 38 OR OK OK OK OK 

. os Letters of Copies of letters of authorization for the present 

Authorization fiscal year were mailed to the field men July 10th. 

These should be read carefully to note the number, 

the amount, and any authorization which may be different from that of 

the previous letter. Should the authority given not cover all your 

needs, please write your project leader at once for an amendment. 
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THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE GRADUATE SCHOOL 

The general circular of information relative to courses of instruc~ 
tion available in the Graduate School of the U. S. Department of Agriculture 

will be available after July 15, 1935. A limited number of copies will be 
forwarded to the Chief Clerks of the PD eious government units for distribu- 
tion to those requesting them, or they may be obtained by sending name and 

address to Dr. A. F. Woods, Director, Graduate School, 4090 South Building, 

| U. S. Department of Agriculture. The courses for 1935-36 include the 

following: 

| -1. The Library, Its Organization and Use (2) 
2. Elements of Personnel Administration (1-1/2) 
3 Administrative Lay (2) 

| 4, Federal Jurisdiction and Procedure. Second Semester (2) 

| 5. History of American Agriculture (2) 
| 6. Recent Developments in Economic Theory (2) 

7. History of Economic Thought (2) 
8. Mathematics for Students of Economic os and Statistics (2) 

9. Principles of Accounting 
ay 10. Advanced Statistical Analysis So 

ll. International Trade (2) 
12. Blementary Statistical Methods (2) 
13. Colloid Chemistry, or Electrochemistry, or Phase Rule and Catalysis (2) 

| 14. Soils - (Composition of Soils) (@)) 
| 15. Soils - "Their Morphology, Genesis and Classification" (3) 

| 16. Glass Blowing (1-1/2) 
| 17. An Introduction to Organic Chemistry (2) 
| 18. Basie Photography 

19. Plant Ecology (2) 
| 20. Plant Diseases with Special Reference to Cause and Control (2) 

| 21. Plant Anatomy (3) 
| ec. Systematic Botany (2) 

23. Plant Genetics (2) 
24. An Introduction to Animal Parasitology (3) 

25. Extension Seminars (2) 
26. Editing Manuscripts on peu ate Home Making and Related Subjects (3) 

27. Elementary German (2) : 34, Elementary Italian (2) 
28. Intermediate Scientific German G, 35. Advanced Italian (2) 
29. Blementary Russian (2 : 36. Phonetics (2) 
30. Advanced Russian (2) 37. Elementary Dutch (2) 
Sl. Elementary Spanish (2) 38. Advanced Dutch (2) 
32. Advanced Spanish (2) : 39. Elementary Portugese (2) 
33. Scientific French (2) 40. Advanced Portugese (2) 

Those desiring courses in subjects not included in this program should 

confer with others interested to see if there are enough applicants to make a 

self-supporting class. The minimum number required in most cases is twelve, 

but special arrangements may be made with the approval of the instructors for 

the conduct of smaller classes. The cost per semester for two hour courses 

$12.00; three hour courses $15.00; glass blowing $18.00. Personnel Adminis- 

tration course $5.00. Figure in parenthesis indicates number of hours each 

week per semester. 
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Stepping An English paper tells of a London horticulturist who repor- 

On Tels ted to the police that a tall, thin burglar whom he had en- 
countered in his garden at twilight had struck him a violent 

blow on the head. A police officer accompanied the man back to his home 
and made a careful search in the garden without finding any trace of the 
burglar. Then, as he turned to go back to the house, he solved the mys- 

tery and captured the assailant by treading on the rake! 

Growers of honeydew melons in Bamberg County, S$. C. encountered 

recently. an assailant who struck them violent blows also--not on the 

head, but in a more vital spot, the pocketbook. Honeydew melon growing 
is a new industry for this section, there being about 300 acres planted 

this season. Fortunately, the growers kiew where to turn for aid--to 

our colleague, Dr. Wm. D. Moore, whose headquarters are at Charleston, 

S.-C. Dr. Moore found the enemy to be an old "rake," anthracnose. fFol- 
lowing his usual custom ‘when called upon for help, he "stepped on it." 

While the disease did considerable damage, it was checked to such an -- 
extent that a good yield was had over the entire harvest season. The 

growers are now planning to extend their acreage to 1,000 next year, pro- 

vided they can have some , assurance “ae! the eae Se Ee can be 

managed economically. +T ine = 4 

This, of course, is merely another example of an attempt by 
farmers at growing a new Crop and being entirely dependent upon the 

aid that our research men can give. In the present case, we were able 

to save one man (his figures) $16,000, which is several times more 

than Dr. Moore's entire project costs the taxpayers of this country. 
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G. Aw Meckstroth, Chedbourne, N.-C. . Mirae 

| Writing ‘from the U: S “Strawberry Disease Field Laboratory on 
July 13th, he reports: "We started some roguing experiments in an 

effort to see whether Blakemore fields can be freed of the yellows 
disease. On the station farm all definite cases of the disease were 
cut out in one plot and then questionable plants were staked for fur- 
ther observation. In some of these plants the very young leaves showed . 
a slight yellowing not exactly typical of the yellows disease. Also, in- 
some plants we found a mottling which is “probably a SS trouble. 

We are not yet able to make diagnosis. a 

"Thursday morning we went to Magnolia, N.C.,: snd rogued about. an 
acre of Blakemores on the farm of Mr. Croom... This field had been rogued 

previously by his hoe hands, but there was still a scattering of yellow 

plants. We cut out all cases of yellows and observation will be made 
later to see whether it is possible to free a field of yellows by roguing. 

The symptoms are not as pronounced as they were a month:or two ago. It is 

possible that some plants which did not show eae symptoms then may be 

showing symptoms NOW+ eee 

"In the lower portion of a field at the Willard Station we dis- 
covered some strawberry plants in which the‘bud had’ been killed and 

the bases on the older leaves rotted away. Careful examination revealed 

the presence of Sclerotia, avparently Sclerotium rolfsii. Dr. Darrow 

said he had never seen this: fungus on strawberries before.’ {Mr. Demaree 

and Dr. Darrow had come down from Washington the first of the week.) We 

staked 50 plants for further cee ve see ess this disease 

will finally kill the runner’ ‘plants.' ; 

He had written Fund Zoths: fe are very mach in need of rain in 
this section and unless we get moisture soon crops will be. seriously 
damaged. A considerable number of strawberry plants have. died in many 

fields, which will necessitate ‘a lot of resetting this fall. A number 

of fields have been plowed up which’ the ‘growers were planning on picking 

another year. During the first 6 months of 1935, we have had a total 
rainfall of TL.tG inches” as’ compared 3 vith a 10-year average of 19.66. 

"The dwarf disease is ‘appearing in many fields and many plants 
are much malformed. I made a count of one row in a young field that 

was set out in March, 1934. There were 119 healthy plants and 24 dwarf 
plants. No doubt some of these healthy plants will become diseased 
during the summer. These plants had been ‘orderéd From'a nursery and 

set out on newly cleared ground.” Cases -like this emphasize the impor- 

tance of adequate ee EES Sees service. " 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISHASES 

Paul W. Miller, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"The week ending July 13 has been spent largely in field survey 
work checking up on certain reported troubles of nut trees," he writes 
July 13th. "A number of Franquette walnut trees:grafted on California 
black walnut rootstocks were found dead and many others badly affected 
in a planting located on the top of Perrott Mountain (approximately 

500 feel elevation) near Newberg, Ore. Seedling Persian walnuts grow- 

ing under the same conditions showed no evidence of the trouble. In the 

atfected graited trees both the rootstock and the larger basal roots 

close to the surface were also dend or badly damaged. For the most part, 
the injured tissues occurred in streaks or patches in the bark both on. 

the rootstock and on the body of the tree and the dead tissues had a de-~ 

cidedly sour odor. No pathogene could be found fruiting on the dead 
woode Attempts were made to culture a causnl organism from collections 

of affected tissues. As yet, no organism has appeared on the plates. 

Diviiisasma case ot winter Aanjuny it,us not at all typical of what: we 

have noted in other plantings which are known to have been injured by 

unseasonably cold temperatures. The fact that no trouble had been noted 
by the owner in this planting prior to December, 1932, at which time 
unseasonably Low temperatures prevailed, may.or may not be significant. 

In any event there is another case where seedling Persian walnuts show 

no or little trouble while trees grafted on California black walnut root- 

stock are declining.... 

"Tre temperaturés during the week, particularly during the latter 

part of the week ending July 13, were above normal. On July 13, a new: 

all-time heat record was set in the Willamette valley in Oregon with 

the maximum temperature ranging from 10% to M07 He at dr tferentmpouuus 
in the valley. Portland, Oreg. recorded an official maximum temperature 

of 105° F. The only redeeming feature about the weather was that during 

this hot spell the humidity was low, falling below 30 at some points in 

the valley. Only five times in the last 15 years has the temperature 

passed the 100-degree mark at Portland. The last hot day at Portland was 

on August 15, 1933, when the maximum temperature of 102° F. was reached." 

For the week ending July 6, he reported on studies on prune russet 

('scab'), stating: "Prune 'scab!’ or russet as it more properly should be 
called, is obviously non-parasitic in nature, as all attempts made to 

isolate a causal organism from typical russet spots have been uniformly 

negativee A preliminary analysis of the results of our experimental - 

studies indicates that one of the most important, if not the sole, factor 

concerned in the development of this condition in nature is mechanical 

injury to the young fruit early in the season, as is shown by the fact 

that this condition was experimentally reproduced in 100 percent of the 

attempts made by rubbing the sides of young bagged fruits gently with a 

branch. 
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Paul W. Miller (continued) 

"Tt is, of course, possible and entirely probable that certain 
predisposing factors which are not well defined at present may be con- 

cerned in the development of prune russet. Thrips are not apparently 

concerned to any appreciable extent, if at all, under Oregon conditions, 

in the development of russet, as thrips-—infested bagged fruits are not 

typically affected with the condition.... 

"Judging from my observations and from the reports coming to me 

frem various growers, there will be a bumper crop of walnuts in Oregon 

this season. Indications point to about twice the crop of last year, 

as blight will not take the usual toll, due to the dry growing season 

which we have had in western Oregon this year. However, there is 

every indication that the crop will be below average in quality due to 

the lack of sufficient moisture." 

He had written June 29th: "The week has been spent largely in 

studies of the case of a serious disease of Mollissima (Chinese) 
chestnut seedling trees which is prevalent in a test planting at Eugene, 

Oreg. This malady causes a death of twigs and branches. It is a bark 

disease only and is caused by a fungus belonging to a group of fungi 
known as the Fungi imperfecti. While the causal organism has not yet 

been definitely identified, it appears from a preliminary study to 
belong to the genus Fusicoccum. The organism has been isolated from 

infected tissues and a votted chestnut tree grown under greenhouse con- 

ditions has been inoct..2ted with a spore suspension of the fungus in an 
effort to definitely t:iove its causal relationship to the disease. 

further studies of this disease are in progress...!! 

- Bergman, East Wareham, Mass. 

"Our principal work this week has been the cross pollination 

of cranberry flowers," he writes from the Cranberry Disease Field 

Laboratory on July 13th. 

"We have finished all the Early Black and McFarlin flowers 

which had been prepared for pollination. There was some rain on Monday 

and too.wet for this work, otherwise it would have been completed. The 

flowering period is nearly finished, so that only a few days remain 

which will be satisfactory for this work....The State bog was dusted by 
airplane on Thursday. It took only a few minutes to dust the 12 acres. 

Some spots were. missed. due to irregularities in the shape of the bog. 

Several other bogs between here and Plymouth were dusted on the same 

day. The growers are greatly interested in this method of dusting.... 

The berries are setting well on the few bogs which I have seen. The 

set of Early Blacks on the State Bog is particularly heavy." 

wie 
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George M. Darrow; Beltsville, Md. 

"On July 8, I drove to Willard, N.C. to go over the blackberry 

hybrids, “and to Pole down a truckload of seedling raspberries, he writes 

July 18tn. "There were about 1800 seedlings--crosses of red and purple 
raspberries with the selections of the trailing raspberry, Rubus parvifol- 

ius, from Japan and China. There were also some seedlings of our N.C.102, 

a fine-black to purple raspberry which is a second generation black 

raspberry x Rubus coreanus, and very vigorous at Willard. Several hyorid 

raspberry selections are highly resistant to leaf spot, anthracnose, and 

Summer and winter temperatures at Willard. A group of seedlings from 

seed sent by Waldo show remarkable vigor and resistance to disease. 

These are crosses between Lloyd George and Oregon Nos. 10 and 40 which 

are selections of other Asiatic species. 

"Several blackberries, crosses of } Himalaya with eastern sorts, 

have been selected for propagation. They are resistant to the double- 

blossom disease through more seedlings showed the disease than previously. 

"At Beltsville, three outstanding selections of the trailing 
raspberry, Rubus parvifolius, and at Willard one, have been made. This 

is the second selection of row tests. Those selected at Beltsville 

are 1 early, 1 late and an extremely firm late sort. The berries aver- 

age as large as the Latham red raspberry, are much firmer, and are 

adapted to regions much farther south than American red raspberries. 

Though not equal to the best American raspberries in flavor, these 
selections are very attractive and produce good fruit far south of the 
present red raspberry regions. 

"At Beltsville, the number 9 (Latham x Ranere) red raspberry 
was promising. Though not as large as Latham it was much firmer and 

brighter, more disease resistant, a little earlier, and better in 

quality. It is now being testéd in North Carolina west to Oxlahoma 
and California." 

C. P. Harley, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"Mr. Reeves is going full blast on the cherry mottle leaf work," 

he reports June 27th. "de has planted a large number of young trees of 

different varieties which he plans to graft and inoculate both artifi- 

cially and with insects to study the mode of transmission of the disease. 

«.«»-The cherry cron has been very fine this year in the Wenatchee dis- 

trict. The fruit was large and of fine quality. Good weather has been 

experienced during the harvest and the growers will have a little change 

in their pockets. The prices received by the growers have been 9 cents 

a pound for Bings and Lamberts and 5 cents for Royal Anns. The eastern 

markets started strong." 
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W. W. Aldrich, Medford, Oreg. 

"T continued my adjustment of leaf area to number of fruits in 
the pruning plots," he writes for the week ending July 6th. "From casual 

inspection of the Van Hoevenberg plots it is obvious that the ‘heavy' 
pruning has produced larger fruits than ‘light' pruning or no pruning. 

The important feature is that this is true in spite of the fact that 
the leaf area per fruit was least with ‘heavy' pruning. This confirms 
Observations at the station during 1933 and 1934. The typically greater 

area of individual leaves following the heavier pruning was bought out 
when the average area of 300 leaves per limb per tree was determined. 

Average area per leaf 

No Light Heavy 

Pruning Pruning Pruning | 
(sq-cm.) (sq.cm.) (sq. cm.) 

Van Hoevenburg ........ 14.9 © 18.8 18.4 

Scherer 655 19.2 2229 

Medford Expt. Station 18.9 19.4 20.9 

This greater area of leaves following the heavier pruning was 

due not only to a greater proportion of large shoot leaves, but also 

to larger spur leaves." 

On July 1 he had written: "Urgent requests from 2 growers to 
come quickly and identify 'a new disease sweeping through the orchards,’ 

constituted the first evidénce of the effects of the 4 hot days in early 

Junee Examination of the orchards showed all leaves on the distal halves 

of late shoot (or sucker) growths to have a black strip across the middle 
of the leaf. Some leaves merely had the tip blackened. In conjunction 

with the new horticultural county agent, Mr. C. B. Cordy, I examined 
other orchards. The conclusion was reached that the injured leaves were 

just unfolding during the hot June 3-6 period and were undoubtedly dessi- 

cated by the high evaporating power of the air (over 100 gm. daily water 
loss from white atmometer). No such injury was found in orchards which 
had received a late May irrigation. 

Writing on June 25th, he said: "The big news of the week was the 

announcement of railroad acceptance of temporary (until December 31, 

1935) reduction in freight rate on pears from $1.55 per 100 lbs. to 
$1.44. This will mean a saving to the grower of about 5-1/2 cents per 

packed box. 
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Cea schuster, Corvallis, Ores. 

"The walnut crop is turning out to be one of the heeviest yet 
recorded, but with the moisture conditions as they are, it is highly 

i probable that a large proportion of the orchards will have the same 

poor quality ss they had last year," he writes July 13th. 

"Tre filbert crop also seems to be heavy in orchards located an 
good soil. In many of the cases last fall the catkins completely 

dropped from tne pollenizers in oréhards on thin soil. It seems that 
in such cases the reports indicate a very light crop. However, the 

total filbert crop will undoubtedly be very good." 

Reporting on activities during June, he writes: "A great part 
of the time was consumed in root study work in walnut and Tfilbert 
orchards. The work in Benton county is almost completed. So far it 
gives some very illuminating data ss to the behavior of the roots in 
different soils which ties in very nicely with the moisture records 

we have kept for the last few yearSeee. 

"Since March 25th we have had approximately 2-1/4 inches of 
Yainfall. In that time one rainfall was .8 of an inch and two were 

approximately .4 of an inch. Those represent the only precipitation 

of any bencfit. The rest or the moisture fell in very limited amouwits. 

Just now,(late June) we have had enough rainfall during the past two 
days to wet down approximately one-half inch in the cultivated field, 

and apparently the rains are over for the season....!! 

Ga iy Smith, Austin, Tex, 

"At Austin work has been done in Salvaging some of the pecan 
trees at Pearce farm which were damaged severely by the flood on June 

15," he writes for the June 17-22 period. "The pecan crop in many 
areas has been shortened by the nut case=bearer. Also very serious 

damage was done in the Colorado, Llano, Pedernales, and Nueces river 
valleys by the floods. At Pearce farm, the flood destroyed the crop 

almost completely. . 

Writing for the June 24-29th period, he adds: "Both the spray 
and soil applications of zinc sulfate have been very effective in 

_. controlling rosette in the Houk grove near Houston. This grove has a 

. good crop even though nut case—bearers have destroyed a good percentage 
of the set. The trees are crowded and the nuts need thinning. Mr. 

Houk has scab well under control with the bordeaux spray, and has a 

very light black aphid infestation so far." 
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We T. Pentzer, mresno. Calaeee 

"Since the last report activities of the personnel have been 
varied and have extended to several parts of the State," he writes on 
July 8th. 

"In February shipping tests were made with cauliflower followed ~ 
by transportation tests in May with cauliflower, lettuce, and carrots, 

which Mr. Mallison and Dr. Harding accompanied to eastern markets. Mr. 
Mann and Mr. Cooper helped us get the tests under way. These tests 

were made in connection with body-icing vegetables. ya 

"Since the last test made on this project in 1927, one notable 
Change in metnods has been affected, namely, using crushed ice instead 
of chunk ice in top icing of the cars of vegetables. The tests made 
so far seem to indicate that its chief advantage is its case of appli- 
cation, ice slingers or blowers being used to get the ice on top of the 
load, whereas with chunk ice the chunks of ice were thrown on top of 
the load by hand as the car was being loaded. When crushed ice is used, 

the car is loaded and then the ice blown on top of the load. - 

"During June the activities of the personnel were devoted to 
investigations on the handling ‘and shipping of cantaloups in thé 
Imperial valley. This work was carried on with the cooperation of Dr. 
Bratley, Dr. Wiant and Mr. Wright in New York City, end Mr. Barger 
and Dr. Jagger of our Division, and Mr. Scott of the University of 
California, in the Imperial valley. Test crates of the different com- 
mercial varieties of cantaloups were shipped in cars destined for New 

York, several maturities of each variety being shipped. In addition, 
limited shipments were made of one of Dr. Jagger's new mildew-resistant 
varieties. These investigations are being made to find if more palatable 

melons Can be Shipped to castern markets. 

"Mr, Asbury, in cooperation with Dr. Bratley of New York and Mr. 
Kinman of Sacremento, made several shipping tests of cherries from the 

Yuba City district in connection with some of ces shipping problems 
involved in the condition on arrival." 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 

Compensation The Business Office regrets to report trouble in se-_ 
Forms, etc. curing an adequate supply of Compensation Form CA-l. 

Every effort is being made to get a Supply, and as soon 
as received they will be passed along to those ficld men who have re- 
quested them. 
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ins Ge Hughes, Davis, Galat. 

"Observations were continued on the apricot seedling block dur- 
ing the week,'! he writes July 12. "Some of the midseason crosses 
ripened aie this time and several of them look good enough to war- 

rant special observation next season. The field notes are being en- 
tered on the permanent record cards and will later be tabulated in an 

attempt to aad, in a preliminary way, any facts of a genetic 
character which may be showing up....Tne temperature has risen markedly 
the latter part of the week and this probably will result in consider- 
able 'pitburn' on many of the apricots still ripening. However, most 

or all of the commercial harvest is now completed in this district." 

C. F. Clark, Presque Isle, Me. 

"We have finished transplanting the seedling potatoes in the 
field after a delay of several days due to an wnusually long period 

of wet weather," he writes. "Over 11,000 plants were set out. 

NA striking characteristic of the commeréial crop in this section 
this season is its uniformity. There are many excellent fields, but 
on the other nand there are many fields which have been damaged by ex- 
cessive rainfall. At tne present time the indications are that this 

year's crop-will be somewhat less that that of last year." 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Coal An order has been received from the Procurement Division of the 

Treasury Department calling for certain special information to 
be supplied when our purchases of coal exéeed 50 tons in any one fiscal 

year. If any such purchases are contemplated by our field stations, 

our Business Office should be notified immediately so that arrangements 

may be made for securing the information needed by tne Treasury Depart— 

ment officials. 
XO Kk 

Certified The Business Office will also appreciate it if certified — 
Invoices. invoices to support the No. 1034 vouchers are submitted 

. alin DUPLICATE, so that one copy may be attached to the 

yellow form (1034-a) field for reference. In cases where the payee... 

wishes a copy of the invoice returned with the check for identifying 

purposes, the invoice should be submitted in TRIPLICATE. 
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New Dutics for "Effective Be once," says De. Auchter in a memorandum 

BLS ARs meu wow to members of thé staff, dated July 12th, "H. R. Fulton 
will transfer from his Pommer work in charge of Citrus 

and Subtropical Fruit Diseases to the administrative office of this 
Division. 

"Due to the request of the Secretary that financial and works pro- 
jects covering the breakdow of the investigational work in all bureaus 
be completely outlined and filed in his office, and because of the 

necessity for having each individual research problem outlined and filed 

in this office, it has become necessary that someone devote full time to 

getting such projects worked up and in keeping them up to date. Such 
duties will also be coordinated with the handling of our annual reports 

and Similar activities. It seems desirable to have someone thoroughly 

femiliar with Government regulations and with considerable research 
experience take charge of this work so that all of these matters will be 

handled promptly and accurately. Because of Mr. Fulton's ability and 

wide experience in research, it seems desirable to have him be responsible 

particularly for these phases of the administrative work, 

"At the best such an assignment is a difficult one, and it is 
hoped that you will cooperate in furnishing information, data or 
Statistics at all times upon the request of Mr. Fulton. I bespeak for 

him your full cooperation." 

Tax Exemption, Procurement Division (Treasury Department) Circular 

New Forms, etc. Letter No. 105, just received, advises that new forms 

have been approved to replace the old tax-exemption 
Forms Nos. 44 end 1066. The new forms are intended to cover not only 
exemption of State gasoline tax, but other State taxes as well. 

If your State, or the States in which you transact official busi- 

ness, have State excise taxes, sale taxes, etc., you should apply for a 

supply of the new forms. If your State has only a State gasoline tax 

and not the other taxes mentioned above, it will be all right for you to 

continue to use the old forms until your supply is exhausted. 

Cameras We have had such encouraging cooperation in our search for 
missing typewriters that we now ask that you check over your 

cameras to see if you have any of the following: Eastman No. 26473, 

3-1 /2x5- 1/2, 4x5 Speed Graphic No. 86029, 4x5 Hawkeyes Nos. 1023 and 

65930, 5x7 Hastman No. 53526 and 5x7 Eastman No. 12950. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Aman who had just repeated a lengthy poem was congratulated on 

his wonderful memory. "Yes," he said, "I never forget anything when it 
is once in my head." One of the listerners started up. "Is that so?" he 
inquired, "Then how about that five dollars I loaned you three months ago. 

"Oh, that's different," explained the man with the wonderful memory. "You 
see, I put that in my pocket," 

Our Business Office asks me to emphasize the fact that these 
administrative notes in the NEWS LETTER are to be put in your head-—not 
your pocket. Read them carefully and file them ror future reference. 

It will save you, and us, a lot of trouble--and more important still, 

it will likely save you money. 

For example, quite a few of our workers seem to have overlooked 

our Warning that such things as canvas, deck mats, brushes, cloth Ddags, 

brooms, tentage, castings, MUST be purchased from Federal penitentiaries. 

(NEWS LETTER, Feb. 15, 1935, p. 60). It requires a very exceptional em 
ergency statement to get outside purchases of this kind past the auditors 

and if you insist upon buying these items from your local dealers, you 

are quite apt to have fo pay for them personally. 

Too, we reminded you on June 1, p. 149, that when requesting ap- 
pointments it is essential that we have information as to whether any mem- 

ber or members of the proposed appointee's immediate family are in the 

employ of the Federal Government, and if so, full particulars are needed, 

especially as to whether any such members have married and are maintaining 

homes of their own, etc. Apparently this warning has been overlooked 
by many as we are receiving recommendations for appointment without the 

necessary information concerning members of family so employed--which 
means that we have to write to the recommending employee to get this 

information before the request for the appointment can go forward. 

Going back a little farther, the NEWS LETTER of September 1, 1934, 
pe 220, pointed out that in trading in autos or trucks all equipment and 
accessories attached thereto or used in connection therewith at the time 

of inspection and appraisal, except items specifically reserved by us, 
must be given to the dealer. This means (a fact which seems to be over- 
looked here and there) that a careful check must be kept when cars or 

trucks are turned in to see that equipment and accessories listed on in- 
ventory separately from the car are reported for dropping from our inventory. 

Items lost in the field should te reported promptly-—the certificate 

of loss explaining the circumstances and telling what efforts were made to 

locate the lost item. With this statement we will try to get the Bureau's 

approval for dropping the item from our inventory--and yours. 
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The Official Organ ‘of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 
eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

John A. Ferrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to emmloyees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 
ture, and is not to be published without securing the srior approval of 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The revorts of 

field workers and others represent, of course, their personal ovinions, 

and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 
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Gathering A man was reading to his wife the newspaper account of ue 
Momentum! death of a famous naturalist. "Reaching for a rare plan G5) 

he read, "the naturalist slizoed over the edge of the eee 

and as he fell gathered momentum--" His wife threw up her hands in a 

tonishment. "Gathered momentum!" she pon sated: "How perfectly amazing 
What an enthusiastic plant collector he mst have been. Think of nick- 

ing flowers even as he fell to his doom." 

I am not printing this in a spirit of levity, but as a warning 

‘to We S. Perte. He and his associates are becoming a little bit too 

centered on this hunt for new and better tomatoes, I fear. We already 

have 9 varieties resistant to Fusarium wilt--or is it more now? And 3 

of these are resistant to nailhead rust. The new varieties are widely 

grown over the county and have an estimated annual value, speaking in 

my usually conservative manner, of between ten and fifteen million dol- 

lars to American growers. But do you suppose that W. S. and his associ- 

ates are easing up, resting on their laurels? Not at all. MThey are 

gathering momentum! And valuable new hybrids. 

I am reminded of this by a Press Bulletin prepared by W. S. Porte, 

H. S. Wolfe and W. M. Fifield for the Florida Agricultural Experiment 

Station, and describing a very promising new hybrid tomato--the Glovel. 

It is a cross, made at the greenhouse here in Washington, between the 

GLObe and the MarVEL-—hence its name--GLOVEL. It has the same ancestry 

as one of our other famous tomato hybrids, the Marglobe, but is not a 

selection from it. As a market variety the Glovel has consistently 
outyielded the Marglobe in the experimental tests at- Homestead, Fla. 

during the past 4 winter seasons. 
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For a good nany years now, we have been enzaged in the work of 
developing tomato varieties resistant to disease. Needless to say, 

characters other than disease resistance have also received attentione 

The promising Marglobe, Break O'Day and Pritchard are outstanding 
results of this work. The Florida Agricultural Experir=nt Station, 
through its branch at Homestead, Flae, has cooperated in this work since 

1931, the tests there being made with special reference to securing 

varieties promising for the great Winter tomato growing area of the 

Lower Hast Coast of Florida, 

The first significant product of this cooperative research, 

says the Florida Press Bulletin mentioned, is the Glovel. It origin- 
ated in the greenhouses of the Department at Washinston, D. Ce as the 

result of a cross betwéen thé Globe and the Marvel (Mersveille des 

Marches)e Thus it has the game ancestry as the Marglobe, but it is 

by no means a. selection from that variety. Together with many 

other crosses the Glovel was sent to the Sub-Tropical Experinent 

Station. at Homestead, Fla. in 1931 for tcsting under field conditions. 
Year after year the poorest strains have been clininated and the best 

segregated--and of all the crosses tested, Abu Ben-—-no, I mean Glovel-- 

heads all the reste 

It resenblles the Marzlobe, says the circular, in the firmness 

of its fruit and in its resistance to Fusarium wilt and nailhead ruste 

The fruit has the general appearance of the Globe, being nearly globular 

in shape and ripening to a deep pink color--really the scarlet-red so 

mach in demand with tomatoes offered for sale on the fresh fruit and 

vegetable markets. 

is) 
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Further, the Glovel fruits have been notably free from srowth cracks. 

And the vine growth is vigorous and distinctly nore open than that of the 

Marelobe, with the fruit partially exposed. This open type or srowukh as 
favored by South Florida srowers in ordinary seasons as makings it easier 

to spray and to pick the fruit--and selection was deliberately made for 

this characters 

The Glovel has been srowm experimentally at Homestead for the past 
4 ceasonse It has rather consistently outyiclded both Marglobe and 

G >be varieties in production of marketable fruit, and has maintainod 
its size well through successive pickinzs. In senson it may be classed. 

as a second-early variety, since it matures its fruit a few days earlier 

than Marglobe. 

In order to. make possible a more general testing of the Glovel 

seed was sent in May of this year to seed producing firms in nany 

parts of the country, so that there should be a supply of seed available 
through the usual commercial channels for testing this variety on a large 

scale this coning winter. 
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W. We Aldrich, Medford, Oregon. 

Mae continued Yapid fruit esrowth has ceased to be a benefit alin 

Lanny Onrenands andy dic) merodcly, Ccousin=| concern of growers," he writes on 

oly Za Mike arma as) now, 6 weelcs) before harvcst for Anjou, 2 in 
OopMoOLe  indwtaMeveGe | NOt Onl ls) the weigut Of the fruit increasin= the 

NSCS SSM EOppLINs. DU UunpMOml ADE a LAG seVsazZeS Are 1m prospect. Al 

though usually increased tonnage due’ to larzer sizes just about compen- 

Saves LOE UAewaNscount On mancerisiyes, Vine rower 1s nOv certain such” 
WUE MMe NCASe DAIS years WO Oulernneatumes malce’/the mapid rroit 

ZEOviuN  SOneWwhaL Semvous. ~The darze Truit, waleh will mature in Scotcmben, 

Will have a greater tendency to be shaken off during carly Scptember 

Vic Mat ka Ne Pah Wone vcnalwems Miso. tne Larce fruit) wall cause 

the grower to harvest before the fruit has attained optimim maturity for 

subsequent high qualitye.esesThe Anjow trees which were given a second oil 

spray now show a serious leaf burn, with the lower half of many leaves 
Compllcitichyaubllacizened.) This) leat injury following a sumer orl spray, ap= 

pears to be unusual and no explanation has beén thus far obtained." 

He had written July 22: "Diurnal chanzes in frwvit size vere dé+ 

termined On) one hot dar. By noon, before all stomata had closca in. 

plots with high available soil moisture, the fruits had decreased in 
volume about 1 percent. No additional shrinkaze was observed between 

noon anc 4330 pem. The amount of shrinkage was the same in a plot with 

s0il moisture approaching the permanent wiltins percentage as in a plot - 

Wiad SO MOUShURe moat the ficlhd capacity. (‘Durine the following nugat 
Ermuit volume imereased 2 percent in the plot with low soil moisture and 

4 percent with high soil moisture." 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Refrizcrated ’. Refrigerating Engineering (August) contains "Present 
TGewispOLrvavtONs, Practice with Refrigerator Cars," an outline of in— 

vestigations by the Department of Agriculture in 
Cai amd veserable transport, by We Ve Hukill of the Bureau of Asri- 
Cultural Engineering and D. F. Fisher, Bureau of Plant Industry. An 

editorial note says: - 

"This review of current technical problems as a research man 
Sees Umem conveys © 200d) prcuure, om tac State on the art of retrigerotor 

Cai shipment. The Department of Agriculture investigotions have halped 

develop the standard car, the ice basket, drains for cars using body 

icing, protection against solar radiation md various devices for im 
proving air circulation, including a wind-driven rotor now under teste 

"Various current problems and the equipment used for measurenent 

are mentioned briefly. The Department has instruments in use for tcsts 
Tiacompleremiroins in transcontamental runs. Lavoratory work such as) ime 

proved measurements of respiration and vital heat are part of the present 

prograne" 
--Daily Digest 
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NUT PRODUCTION 

He Le Crane, Albany, Gas* 

"The activities of the staff of the:-U. S. Pecan Ficid Station 
and Laboratory have been devoted almost entirely to a2 continuation . 

of the study of the premature drop of pecans. The weekly records 
were taken in all orchards under study. The dropping -of nuts from 
trees of-most varieties continues in most locations. It seems, how 

ever, that the stronsest and nost vigorous trees are dropping a 

smaller percentage of the crop than are the veaker trecse 

WHvidence of insect punctures or shickworn- ourrows indicates 
that a considerable proportion of the nuts have dropped ‘because of 

“injury from insect pests. here. isia fairly high pereentaze of drep 

of nuts frém the clusters which have been baszed with 20-nesh-to-the- 

inch copper wire cloth, manila paper, or ventilated cellophane. The. 

causc of this drop is not known. at thils tine, ncither is it known 

why . fairly high percentage of the nuts, which do not shew insect 

injury, drop fron the unbagecd or check clusters. 

"Danage caused by the shuckvorm is becoming of increasing 
importance, since in some cases most all of the drop occurines at 

this time is due to the vork of this insect pest." 

Geoe Pe. Hoffman, Mcridian, Miss. 

"Locally-grow vezetabdles, fruits and melons are being 

o-fered in plentiful quantities," he writes for the week endins July 6. 

"Tyo very promising summer apples, one summer pear and a seedling peach 
have been observed. These so—called local varieties appear to offer 

sufficient pronise to justify following up the propagating." 

Milo Ne Wood, Sacramento, Calif. 

Writing to Mr. Gould on August 1, he says:"We now have a sood 
J 

crop on our 2,000 trees in the almond breeding. tract. They are ripening 

mach later than usual. fru 

"We have had a lot of warm weather this summer, which, of course 

is not uncommon in the Sacramento valley." 

et et 

*Dr. Crane is leaving Albany to take up his permanent .headquarters 
ot the Ue Se Horticultural Field Station, Beltsville, Md. 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES: 

Je Re Cole, Albany, Ga. : aca 

"The pink rot fungus, Cephalothecium roseum, has made its appear~ 
ance on the Schley variety in the Taylor orchard," he writes from the 

U. Se Pecan Disease Field Laboratory on August 3. "This fungus is a para- 

site on the scab fungus, but occasionally it penetrates further into the 

host than the-scab fungus and causes considerable damage to the nut ker= 
no. in the form of rancidity. I believe this occurred in 1931 when a 
large percentage of the Schley crop in the vicinity of Albany was unmar- 

ketable."! 

He had written July 27th: "On Monday I drove to Cairo, Gae and ex- 
amined the Moneymaker variety in the Wight orchards where spraying for 

scab control is in progress. Pathologically, this orchard contains some 
very interesting information in regard to the scab fungus. The orchard 
was originally planted to the Frotscher and Schley varieties. The Schley 

began scabbing about 10 years ago and they were topworked to the Money- 

maker varietye Then the Frotscher ond, more recently, the Moneymaker, 

began scabbing. The Frotscher were not sprayed for scab control and the 

crop of nuts will be a total loss. The Moneymakers were sprayed once, 

the latter part of Junc, with 31-50 bordeaux mixture, and a large per- 
centage of the nuts will be badly demaged or lost because of scabe The 

spray was applied too late to protect the nuts from the scab funguSe 

"Scab was also found on the Teche variety, so far as I know, for 
the first time. Of especial interest was one tree, one-half Teche and 
one-half Moneymakere The Moneymaker nuts were severely scabbed and most 

of the scab on the Teche was found on the side adjoining the Moneymakcre 
To me this indicates that the scab has gradually adapted itself from the 

Schley to the Frotscher, Moneymaker and Teche. Had the Schley been dce~ 
stroyed when they first began scabbing, the remaining varieties might 

have remained free of scabe With the Teche scabbing, the Curtis is the 

only important varicty that I have never observed scabbing. Pathologists 

and growers have thought and hoped that the Teche would remain immunée 
One important point concerning such resistant varieties as the Frotscher, 

Mc eymaker, Moore and Teche is that the scab fungus is usually confined 

tc. the nuts." 

"By far the best results obtained by spraying are in tne plots 
receiving a pre-pollination spray of copper phosphate or basic copper 

sulphate, followed by three and four applications of 2-i1]2-50 bordeaux 
mixture and 2 pounds oil," he reported July 20. "In the Taylor orchard 

the plot received a pre=pollination spray of 4-2-50 copper phosphate 

and oil on April 12, followed by 4 applications of 2-1]2-50 bordeaux 
mixture plus 2 pounds of oil. A total count of 1,101 nuts showed only 

2 severely infected by the scab funguse Very poor control is resulting 

from the Zeolite, basic copper sulphate, and Coposil sprays." 
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NUT. PRODUCTION AND DISHASES * 

Paul We Miller, Corvallis, Oreg. gab: ere thee 

"The week ending July 27 has been spent largely in. teking re- 
sults of spraying and dusting tests for the control of walnut: blight," 
he reportse "In spite of the fact that blight is not very prevalen 

this year in Oregon, even in unsproyed plantings, a significent reduc 

tion in the amount of infection has occurred from proper spraying and 

dustinge Thus in a seedling orchard located near Aumsville, ?reg., 

proper spreying with bordeaux mixture 3-32-50 reduced the amount of in= 

fection from an average of about 25 percent to not more than 3.5 percent. 

"A reduction in the amount of infection has also occurred from 

the use of certain kinds of copper-containing dusts. In tests carricd 
on in a Franquette planting near Sublimity, Oregon. four applications, | 

two before and two after bloom, of a copper lime dust containing 25 

percent monohydrated copper sulphate and 75 percent hydrated lime 
reduced the amount of blight infection from 8.7 to 1.5 percent. Basic 

copper sulphate dust was not as effective under these conditions as 

the copper lime dust, as is indicatéd by the fact that there wns still 

4.4 percent infection after three dust treatments as compared with 1.5 
percent in the plot treated with copper lime dust. 

"The injurious effects of the extreme heat which oceuxred in 

Oregon on July 13 and 14 is now becoming evident, as sunscaic on the 
nuts is prevalent in greater or less amounts in practicaily atl walnut 

orchards: in the Willamette valley. There are reports current among 

th~ jobbers that the excessive heat cut the Oregon walnvt crop about 

22 percent, but my observations indicate that a loss of not more than 

10 percent of the crop is in prospect." 

POTATO INVESTIGATIONS 

C. F. Clark, Presque Isle, Me. 

"The 29 starch factories which have been operating in this county 

have recently closed one of their busiest seasons," he reports August Se 
"It is estimated that approximately 12,000 cars of potatoes of the 1934 
crop were manufactured into starch in these factories. One of the largest, 

which is located at Presque Isle, is reported to have taken in over 200,000 

barrels of potatoes from which were made nearly 2,500 tons of starch.! 

He had writtén earlier: "There has been a great improvement in the 
condition of the potato crop during the past two weeks. With the ex 
ception of fields which were damaged by excessive rainfall, the plants 

are growing rapidly and have nearly reached full. size (July 20)." 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

John CG. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"T have mentioned many times in previous reports that the en- 
vironmental conditions this spring were very favorable for the develop- 

ment of the apple scab fungus," he comments in his report for the week 

ending July 27th. "Specimens of Grimes Golden apples received gduring 
the week well illustrate this fact. This variety is normally very 
resistant and scab lesions are quite uncommon in the fruit, yet there 

are from 60 to 200 individual lesions per apnle on these specimens. 

"The weather conditions this vear have also favored the extan- 
Sive devélopment of apple cedar rust. A fine collection of Gymnosporan~ 
gium juniper—virginianae on the leaves of the variety Delicious were 

received from Berryville, Ark, during the week. The majority of the 
leaves had 75-100 aecia scattered over their lower surface," 

He had written July 2Oth; "An examination of the 1935 spray 
plots made during the week showed that the codling moth was still 
almost a minus quantity. This lack of insect injury is one of the out- 

standing features of the1935 season and the condition is general 

throughout northwest Arkansas,...The harvesting of the peach crop in 

the Clarksville, Ark. area was started during the week, A crop of 100 cars 

is anticipated," 

Mmestie Pierce, Vincennes, Ind. 

"Apple scab is present on the water sprouts and new growth of - 
all the unsprayed check trees in our experimental orchard. Although 

the infection is much more severe on the wood of Winesap than on that 

Of the other varieties in the orchard, numerous lesions are showing 

on the new growth of unsprayed Grimes, Turley, Delicious and Stayman. 

Except that they are slightly smaller in size, the lesions on young apple= 

wood have mich #@he same appcarance of scab infection on keaf pettoles 
and fruit pedicéls. Scab on young apple wood was first observed in this 
general section on Winesap in a neglected orchard at Henderson, Ky. on 

May 16, 1935, 

"Severe damage caused by Coryneum—blight was noted in two ad-; 

joining peach orchards in the Mitchell, Ind. section on June 19, In 

some sections of the orchards a heavy early defoliation had occurred 
and the trees had produced a second crop of foliage. Somead the older 

leaves remaining on the trces were showing shot~holes .2 inch in diameter. 

About 80 percent of the fruit of all varieties in the two orchards, a com- 

bined area of 70 acres, was showing such severe injury that it will have 

very little market value. This is probably the first time that Coryneumn- 

blight has severely injured a peach crop in Indiana." 
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FRUIT DISEASES - 

G. A. Meckstroth, Chadbourn, N. C. 

"On july 30 I went to Willard, N.C. and made observations on 
some plants of Blakemore strawberry we staked as doubtful cases of 
yellows July 10," he writes August 3. "Some of them show definite 
symotomsaf the disease: it was very marked on some young leaves wWhica 

had come out since the plants were staked. Notes were taken on tne 50 

plants staked July 10, affected with Sclerotium rolfsii. Most of the 

mother plants were dead or very weak, but runners from these plants had 
rooted and were growing normally. <A few plants had diced out altogether 

and there was no sign left of mother plants nor runners. Ina few plants 
the main bud had not been killed....In many cases the stolons had rotted 
and were completely severed from the mother plants, but had remained at— 

tached sufficiently long to cnable the daughter plants to become cstab- 
lished," 

Writing on July 20th he said; "A fev days ago two growers came to 

the station and brought in some fine specimens of the dwarf discase. 

Both men set out tneir plants last February and March. One said that he 

thought on one side of his field 40 percent of the phants were diseased. 
These cases are not at all uncommon for growers in this section. I have 
had similar reports and made accurate counts in fields and find that a 

high percentage of the plants show dwarf disease within 4 months after 

they are set out. It seems to me that some changes ought ‘to be made 

about nursery inspection for this disease. These plants ere set out here 

during the winter and early spring at a time when the plants do not show 

any sign of the discase and the grower has reason to believe that he is 

getting disease-free plants. It is very disappointing to sce 25 or 30 

percent of the vlants diseased by the middle of July. Not only is he 

suffering a heavy loss in these plants not producing a full crop, but in 

some cases he is introducing a nematode into newly cleared land," 

H. F. Bergman, East Warehan, Mass. 

"We have not had rain for some time and some bogs are again 
showing effects of drought," he writes August 3 from the Cranberry Disease 
Field Laboratory. "The size of the crop this year will be much less than 
in 1933, but may slightly exceed that of last year. Much now depends upon 

the amount of rain which wili determine the size to which the berries will 

develop. July was very hot and humid, which favored the development and 
spread of fungous rots. Grapes are rotting badly and it avpears probable 

that there will be much more rot in cranberries than last year, although 
it is not yet showing up much on the bogs." He had written earlier: "We 
have been removing the covers from cranberry blossoms which were cross 
pollinated and find that a generally good set has been secured. Some of 

the selected wild vines from Maine have a few berries on them this year 

which will give us an opportunity to observe the fruit. characters." 
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STRAWBERRIES 

Charles W. Culpepper, Joseph S. Celdwell, and Hubert H. Moon 
contribute to the Journal of Agricultural Research for April 15, an 

important study on the development and ripening of the strawberry-—- 

"A Physiological Study of Development and Ripening in the Strawberry." 
The biochemical changes occurring during the development of the straw- 
berry fruit were studied during four seasons, employing 12 varieties 

which included all the more important commercial varieties of the 
Eastern States, Samples for analysis were collected at intervals of 
five to seven days from the fall of petals to full ripeningj 

The 12 varieties fell into four groups: <A low~sugar, low-acid, 
low~astringency group consisting of Portia and Progressive; a low-sugar, 

4ov—acid, high-astringency group, made up of Aroma, Parsons and Sample; 

a medium—sugar, high-acid, medium—astringency group consisting of Dunlap, 

Howard 17, Gandy, Klondike and Myssissippi; and a high-sugar, low~acid, 

low-astringency group consisting of Chesapeake and New York. The chemi- 
cal characteristics of each of these groups as they affect the suitability 
of the fruit to various preservative treatments are considered in some detail. 
While none of the varieties studied is especially adapted to the preserver's 
use, primarily for the reason that the retios of acidity and astringency 

tO Sugar content which are acceptable in a fresh fruit are too low to per— 

mit retention of balanced flavor and palatability when the fruit is pre- 
served with sugar, the medium—sugar, high-acid, medium-astringency group 

most near&y approached the type desirable. 

ASPARAGUS 

"Composition of the Developing Asparagus Shoot in Relation to its 
Use as a Food Product and as Material for Canning," by C. W. Culpepper, 

and H. H. Moon, has been issued as Technical Bulletin No. 462, Since it 
is the young growing shoots that are used as food, and since the shoots 

may be harvested after they have grown for varying periods of time, it 
seems important to know the composition of the different portions of the 
length of the shoot at various stages of its growth. 

The main purpose of the studies reported in this bulletin was to 

secure information in regard to differences in composition andpalatibility 

of the material at different points along the growing shoot, A secondary 

purpose was to study the changes that occur in the composition and table 

quality of the young shoots as the harvesting season advances, As an 

aid to the understanding of the changes occurring in the growing shoots, 

studies were also made of the changes in composition of the roots during 

the cutting season. In order to determine the relationships of composi- 

tion of the shoots to their suitability for table use and canning, cooking 

and canning tests were made upon the young shoots at short intervals 

throughout the cutting season. 
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APPLES AND PEARS EXPORTED MUST BH INSPECTED BY GOVERNMENT. 

Under this heading the Press Service sent out a warning duly 31 
that with the opening of another shipping season for apples and pears 
shippers and carriers must keep their attention on the provisions of 

the Export Apple and Pear Act. 

"A Virginia shinper who recently sent a car of anples to Montreal 
was compelled to return it to Rouscs Point, N. Y., so that the proper 

inspection might be made," says the notice. "Under the law, the snipper 
may be penalized for a violation of this sort, being refused an inspection 

certificate for a period not exceeding 90 dayss Both the shipver and the 
railroad which accepted the shipment, found guilty in court, may be fined 

not less than $100 nor more than $10,000. 

"The Export Apple and Pear Act makes it unlawful for any person 
to offer for shipment or to ship--or for-any person, carrier, or steam~ 

ship company to receive for transportation or transport-—to a foreign 
destination apples or pears which sre not accompanied by a certificate 

issued under authority of the Secretary of Apriculture showing that the 

fruit is of a Federal-—State grade which meets the minimum of quality 
established by the Secretary for shipment in export. 

"The regulations are that apples must meet each minimum require-— 

ment of the 'United States Utility! grade or the 'United Stetes Utility 

Karly' grade, subject to tolerances for these grades, except that apples 

shall not contain apple maggots, and not more than 2 percent by count 
may have apple maggot injury and not more than 2 percent may be infested 

with San Jose scale. 

"Any lot of pears must meet each minimum requirement of the 
United States Grade No; 2 for pears subject to the tolerances for this 
grade, and subject also to the same provisions as for apnlcs as to 

apple maggots, apple maggot injury and San Jose scale, 

"Fruit shipped to trans-Pacific ports need not comply with the 
maturity standards of the gradés if the packages are conspicuously 
marked ‘immaturity fruit." Less than carload quantities are not 
subject to the provisions of the Act, when shipped to certain countries," 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Typewriters Keep an eye out for Underwoods Nos. 2093088-5, 2340211-5, 

752694—_5, 990795—-5 993366-5 and 1064129; for L.C.Smith 
Nos. 497224 and 812565; and for Corona!s Nos. 5—POQ-1716, G~M0-35793, 
160354, and 2 0~58934, Report to our Business Office if any of these 

are in your possession, 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

George M. Darrow, Beltsville, Md. 

"You will be interested to know tnat the best. Dorsett straw- 
berry plot 24-inch mat in the spacing tests at Beltsville yielded at 

the rate of 10,577 quarts per acre (range 8,108 to 10,577 quarts) ,"! 
he writes to Dr. Aucnter, "The best Blakemore plot (24-inch mat), 12,714 
quarts per acre (ranze 5,543 to 12,714 quarts); and the best Fairfax 
plot, 10-inch x G-inch, 10,631 quarts (range 4,827 to 10,631 quarts). 
The 24-inch matted rows were not matted thickly, but were like fairly 

well spaced rows. 

"Jn the comparison of standard distance between rows and the 
40-inch distance on the Eastern Shoe of Marvland, the yields were 

variable, the best being 9,985 quarts per acre for Fairfax in the 

42-inch spacing. 

The outstanding results at Beltsville as vell as at Willard 
were those on the relation of leaf number per plant in the fall to yield 

mypoe. spring, ~ae abbreviated record in berries per plant iss 

No. of  -Biakemore Dorsett Fairfax Bellmar 
Leaves ' Berries Rerries Berries Berries 

fe Lear LOS 2 A ew, We52 BaS\ sa 

4—~leaf 54.5 18.3 Oe AD 

6—leaf 41.8 26.0 59.0 42,6 

8~leaf 58.8 47,8 69a, Die O 

10~leaf 64.7 41.3 Vled Se ti 

These results were in general agreement with those obtained at Willard. 

"The gross results (uncorrected) for the No. 9 red raspberry 

plots in triplicate, testing,the best number of fruiting canes per plot, 

weres 

Fruiting canes Naedia: Weignat 

5D canes pr plant 1,531 quarts per acre 1.75 gus. per berry 

7 y nes) " 1.ol n 

8 i" | 2274: i SSI u 

"We expect to have a chenge in the relative yields next year as 

the plants get older. The plots were laid out to test 5. 7 and 9, i= 

stead of 5, 7 and 8 canes, but we were 1 cane say on the 9-cane plot. !! 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

Eimer Snyder, Fresno, Calif. 

"Considerable time has been spent during the past several weeks 
in working out methods of green budding applicable to grapes," he writes 
for the June 2&July 13th period. "A prelimimary study of the results 
so far would indicate that a fair percentage of buds may be forced into 

growth provided the proper proceedure is followed, 

"We have been principally interested in forcing seedling buds 
into sufficient growth to obtain fruit the second season. Oyr method 
briefly outlined is as follows; The grape sceds from controlled 
crosses are planted in the greenhouse in December, the resulting sced- 
lings after several transplantings in the greenhouse are finally trans- 
ferred to gallon cans and grown under a lathhouse. We have.taken buds from 
the base of these seedlings and budded them into growth in a period of 

Oto 2 days. 

Greater care and various changes in technic had to be practised 
before successful results were obtained, A survey of our oresent method 

indicates that of one tot of 850 buds, 355 buds or aporoximately 43 per- 
cent grew, with the possibility of more starting later. Waxing over the 

bud at the time of budding appeared to delay starting. Nine days after 

budding, 21 percent of unwaxed buds were starting, while only 2 percent of 

the waxed buds were showing growth. Buds put in during the period from 
May 24th to June 3d are showing in many cases over 4 feet.of growth at 
this time (July 12th). 

"We are noping to hasten the fruiting of our grape seedlings by 
this method, Indications at the present time are that.many of the 
seedling buds will bruit 2 years sooner than seedlings planted in the 

ordinary way in vineyard rows,!" 

C. F. Kinman, Sacramento, Calif. 

"After a few hot days, cool weather returned and just now tem- 
peratures are about normal," he writes July 24th "With the exception 
of a few hot days we have had a cool to cold season so for, This may 

account partially for the slowmess of maturity of some varicties of 

fruit. A number of varieties are somewhat later than normal in ripening. 

There were only occasional root extensions to be found at Paol Alto, 

Marysvihle, or Chico on recent visits to these places, The few hot days 
had brought the soil temperatures well up to normal after they had 
remained low all spring and early summer. Recent irrigations and 

injury by rodents have resulted in some root growth as they almost always 

do." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

€. P. Harley, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"Our hot weather, although somewhat severe, did not last very 

long,!! he reports July 40th. "During the past week it has been rela-~ 
tively cool, in fact the nignts have been quite cool, with minimums 

around 599, This cool spell has been rather fortunate for the srowers 
as quite a severe infestation of European red mite and two-spotted mite 

has broken out generally throughout the valley and colloidal sulphur 

sprays are almost recessary for any control of these pests, particularly 

the two-spotted mite, HEod the hot weather continued, considerable damage 

probably would have resulted from the application of these sulphur sprays. 

We found rather a heavy infestation of red mites in our cxpcrimental 

D'Anjou trees and we arc attempting to control them with an oil spray 
rather than with sulphur. 

"The apricot harvest is over, except in some of the higher alti- 
tudes. Both the cherry and apricot prices to Wenatchee growers have been 
very Satisfactory and the prospects are good for peaches es well. During 

the entire apricot harvest prices were maintained rather uniformly at 

from $40 to $43 per ton and in some cases going as high as $50, Although 

the early frost reduced the apricot crop somewhat, the yields were still 
quite high in most locations and the fruit was of fine quality. Two grow- 

ers in the Squillichuck district were just ready to pick their apricots when 

a severe hailstorm struck the orckard. At first it seemed like qa total loss 

but they were able to sell the crop to hucksters for $30 a ton at the or- 

chard. I visited the Dryden section last week and saw some of the worst 

hail injury that I have ever seen in this district." 

Writing July 23d, he reported; "The second brood codling moth 

flight has started in both districts. It seemed to be occurring in minor 

flurries and the peak willeprobably not be reached before 6 or 8 days. 

"Severe scalding of apple fruits is occurring generally through- 
out the valley. The sudden change to this extremely hot weather, along 
with the increase of size of the fruit which tends to expose them to the 
direct sunlight due to their weight, is probably responsible for this 

injury, !! 

HORTICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS, ETC, 

Miss Magdelene R. Newman, the Divisions reference librarian, 

writes that the following mimeographed lists, compiled in the Division's 

Library are now available for distribution; 

1. Horticultural Organizations of the United States and 

Canada. 

2. Organizations Dealing with the Handling and Merchandising 

of Horticultural products in the United States 

and Canada. 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

SEMI-MONTHLY NEWS LETTER. 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis~ 
eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture, 

John A. Ferrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 
and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 
ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The roports of 
field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 
and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 

Vol. VII Washington, D. C., September 1, 1935 No.1? 

Poison Ivy. There is really no need to tell you that it is an old 
story, for it concerns Adam and Eve, Eve is supposed to 

have been very mach disturbed over Adam's appearance. "My heaven, Adam," 
she said, "what in the world caused that awful rash on your back and 

shoulders?" Adam groaned a little. "It's the new shirt you made me, my 
dear," he explained. "J do wish you'd learn the difference between fig 
leaves and poison ivy." 3 

To bring the matter down to modern times, it becomes apparent that 

ther® is no use trying to conceal the fact that John’C. Dunegan is very, 

very susceptible to ivy poisoning. Even the ivy appears to know this. 
50, every year the task of collecting apple drops from the experimental 

plots in and around Fayetteville, Ark. has been a sort of martyrdom, a 
supreme sacrifice to the call of duty. Poison ivy is quite prevalent 

under a number of the count trees. 

However, that is all over now, No, no, J don't mean that J. G. is 
dead—-quite the contrary. It's the ivy poison that has been conquered. 

By washing their hands, arms and ankles with a mixture of ether and 50 
percent alcohol immediately after they had finished picking the drops, 

he and his associate, Mr. R. A. Wilson both escapéd contracting Rhus 
poisoning. It was the first time in his experience that J. C. has 

escaped it after touching the Rhus leaves. A little later, Mr. Wilson 

unwittingly acted as a check experiment by going out and picking apple 

dropse—and forgetting the ether~alcohol mixture. He developed a bad 

case of ivy poisoning as a result. So from now on a bottle of this 
ether-~alcohol mixture is going to be standard equipment in collecting 
apple drops} 
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The remedy is the result, with complications, of a suggestion 
made by Dr. L. M. Turner, professor of forestry at the University of 
Arkansas, wno showed J. C. a clipping, source unknown, stating that 
the use of ether immediately after exposure to poison ivy was better 

than washing with strong soap and water. However, when Mr. Dunegan got 

around to preparing the remedy, his guardian angel prompted him to 
‘work it up on a basis of 100 c. c. of ether and 650 c.c. of 50 per- 
cent alcohol, He found later that the clioping made no mention of 

alcohol! There appears to be no real need for it except perhaps to 

carry the ether and dilute it so that a given quantity of ether will 

last longer than if used alone . 

It may be that W. C. Muenscher, department of agriculture, OCor- 
nell University, writing on "Poison Ivy and Poison Sumac" in the Fore- 
case (August) throws light on this angle. He reports that recent exe 
periments indicate that the most active poisoning principle, taxico- 

dendrol, is a nonvolatile substance which is soluble in alcohol and in— 

soluble in water, This non-volatile gummy substance is produced in 
the resinous juice of the resin ducts’ of the leaves, flowers, fruits 

and bark of the stem and roots, he says, and the wood, pollen grains 

and hairs from the leaves do not seem to contain it. "The poisonous 
principle can be carried to individuals in particles of soot in smoke," 

he adds. "According to this view poisoning cannot occur unless an in- 
dividual comes in contact with some of the poison directly by touching 

some objects. In spite of numerous claims of poisoning without contact, 
tests by recent workers on many individuals indicate that contact with 

the poisonous juice is necessary in order to produce the blisters and 

vesicles so characteristic in ordinary cases of poisoning.!! 

Of course, those who have made a profound study of the subject 
have decided that the only sure remedy for ivy poisoning is to learn 
to recognize the plant instantly—~and ‘to keep away from it. Even the 

ahility to recognize the plant promptly is not always effective, as 
one expert learned after enjoying the moonlight one evening at his 
vacation resort. He found the next day that he had been watching the 
moon while leaning back comfortably against a bower of poison ivy, 

unnoticed in the dim light, 

Too, experience has shown that what is one man's ivy may be” 
another's poison, and a remedy that will give prompt relief to Peter 

may actually make Paul's ivy poisoning attack worse. Mr. Dunegan 
himself tried every remedy suggested without getting satisfactory 
results until this guardian-angel receipe was handed to him. ‘The effi- 

cacy of-the mixture apparently has its base in the fact that the 
resinous sap from the ivy leaves is soluble in ether~~and in alcohol, 

too, according to Muenscher, : 
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‘FRUIT PRODUCTION 

W. W. Aldrich, Medford, Oreg. 

"We have just completed the counting of the total number of fruits 
per tree in all soil moisture and pruning~soil moisture plots," he writes 
in the August 5th report on pear production research in the Rogue River 

Valley. "Although I have not had time to study the results carefully, 
three points seem clear: 

"1, In general, increasing tree vigor by frequent replenishing 
of soil moisture in clay adobe soil has increased the 

percentage of fruit set. 
"2. Allowing trees to suffer seriously for water just before 

harvest has in no case, reduced fruit sect as compared 

with trees with greater water supply before harvest. 

"3. Heavy pruning of vigorous trees has resulted in greater: 

increases in fruit set, as compared with light pruned 

trees, than has heavy pruning of moderately vigorous 

or low vigor trees. 

"The total fruit counts of deflorated trees show that, in all but 
one case, the increased percentage of fruit set due to improved soil 

moisture conditions or to more severe pruning was almost entirely the 
result. of the reduction in number of fruitebuds. Where defloration was 
severe, the increased percentage of fruit set was not sufficient to make 

up for the number of potential bearing points removed. 

"Stomatal studies of pruning plots at Van Hoevenburg orchard 
showed a slight, but distinct, earlier closing of the "No Pruning! 

trees: which may account. for the slower fruit growth for this plot 

stomatal studies of the Pruning-Irrigation plots at the Medford Experi-~ 
ment Station showed later closing of the stomatal for the 'heavy! than 

for the corresponding ‘light! pruned trees. This was true in each of 

the three: soil moisture plots,!! , 

FRUIT DISEASES 

Henry F. Bain, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. 

"Cranberry prospects still look promising," he writes August 12. 

"The State cranberry expert and the manager of the Wisconsin Cranberry 

Sales Co. (cooperative sales company) this morning prepared their joint 
erop estimate and made it 65,000 barrels as against 57,000 last season 

and an annual average of about 45,000. At the same time wa have just 

heard that the East is expecting only a small crop, about the same as 

last year: which indicates a probable price, rather return, correspon- 

ding to last year's--between $11.00 and $12.00 per barrel." 
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FRUIT. DISEASES 

M. A. Smith, Springfield, Mo. 

"Many strawberry plantings in the vicinity of Seymour, Mo. have 

been severely infected this season with strawberry leaf spot caused by 

Mycosphaerella fragariae," he writes from the Ozark Fruit Disease Labor- 
atory on August 17th. "The most severe infections were generally found 
in fields where early sprays had becn omitted. del: 

"Strawberry yellows which caused considerable loss of plants in 

the Seymour section last year apoeared carly this season but the por- 

centage of affected plants was much less than last year. At the present 
time very Tew yellowed plants are to be found. 

"Harvesting of Elberta peaches was begun at the State Fruit Ex 
periment Station and. in the Koshkonong district early this week, The 

fruit is generally of good quality. Mr. Shepard, director of the station, 
reports that he has been getting $1.25 per bushel for Elbertas,. 

"A rain of 1.82 inches fell here on Tuesday, ending a six-week 

drought. Some hail accompanied the rain, but damage to fruit crops 

was negligible," 

He had written August 3d: "Of considerable interest has been the 

finding of apple scab iufection of twigs of a number of apple varieties. 

I have searched for the disease on twigs for a number of years, but this 
is the first season I have found twig infection. At present a survey 

is being made to ascertain the prevalence of the scab disease on twigs 

of the different apple varieties. 

"I reported last month that the pears which were sprayed with 
the copper phosphate mixture were remarkably free of the Fabraeca leaf 

spot disease, Since that time one more spray application has been 

made to this block of trees, Recent counts showed that the disease 

has made very little progress during the vast 30 days. 

"Grape harvest will be in full swing next week, before the mid- 
dle of Aveust. Moore's Early and Concord are the principal varieties 

erown in this district. Many growers have contracted their entire crop 

to wineries in this section." 

Before the rain on the 13th, crops such as corn were pbesinnine 

to fire, but sub-soil moisture was. still plentiful and the fruit trees 

generally were showing no ill effects from tne drouth, though for the 

30 days previous to August '3d there had been only .18 inches of rain. 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

G. A. Mechstroth, Chadbourne, N. 0. 

"Many of the strawberry fields are not making very much growth 

at present,'! he writes from the United States Strawberry Disease Field 

Laboratory on August 10th, "and many plants have died in the old fields. 

"Hardly any runners have been put out in some fields. The plants 
appear to be at a standstill. It is possible that the very warm weather _ 
we have had recently is affecting the plants eee entonealolsy For the week 

of August 1 to 7, the maximum temperature ranged from 93°F, to 98°, and 

the minimum from 71° F. to 80°, 

"We have had only .65 inch rainfall this month. During the 
first seven months of 1935, we had a total of 19,43 inches as compared 
with,a 10-year average of 26.56 inches," 

NUT EOE LO cn DISEASES 
bas if if eu LY fo¥ 

Paw yalcbher. (Comvaldas. Ores. 

phe week ending August 3 has been spent largely in taking 
results of spraying tests for the control of walnut blight. These : 

results have again demonstrated that timely spraying with bordeaux mix~ 

ture will effectively control walnut blight. They have shown, further- 
more, that, in general, all powdered forms of bordeaux mixture are in- 
ferior to the home-made product. The addition of certain kinds of oils 

to bordeaux mixture for the purpose of reducing leaf burn has apparently 
not decreased the Se Vee w myedesss of the spray to any significant extent, 

if at alt 

"Accoring to the weather statistics. recently released by the 

Government weather bureau at Portland, Oregon has had unusual weather 

in July. While the hottest day in the 65-year history ot the bureau 
was recorded July 13, when the thermometer rose to 104.7 °F, , the Zleday 

period ending July 31 was lacking in the normal amount of sunshine for 

the month, Records show the district had 64 percent of the possible 

sunshine, the average being 7lpercent.. Temperatures rose to 100° F, 
on July 14, marking the first time in Portland's history that the cen- 

tury mark in heat occurred on two consecutive days. In 12 ooaiseeuie De 

days of the month, July 11 to 22, the thermometer. rose to 80° or more, 
the period including the 104.7 and 100° temperatures and two days on 
which the heat reached 90° or more. The lowest minimum temperature was 

on July 6, 49°, Precipitation during the month amounted to .28 inch, 
with the “een average for July being .6]1 inch." 



FROST FORECASTING FOR FLORIDA 

The Press Service announces that a syecial frost forecasting 
service for Florida, from the middle of November till April, has been 
arranged for by the United States.Weather Bureau. Many. fruit. and vege- 

table growers in the citrus belt are equipped to protect their or- 

chards and fields against destructive frosts and freezes, but without 
dependable local warnings they cannot always start OC Oe measures 

in time to prevent serious damage. 

This new Florida service, made possible by a $15,000 Federal and 
$10,000 State appropriation, will operate the same as similar services 
already set up in California, Washington, Oregon, Texas and: southern 

Alabama. Headquarters have not been selected as yet, but BE. S. Ellison 
will have charge of the work, Five other frost forecasters will fore- 

cast each day minimum temperatures for the following night in the sec- 

tions assigned to them. These forecasts will be based on the regular 

weather maps and on special temperature, moisture and air mass observa 

tions made with equipment installed for the purpose throughout Florida. 

They will be published in the press and broadcast. 

The service will go even farther for besides warning growers of 
dangerous. crop weather the special frost forecasters will check ther- 
mometers and equipment used in heating orchards, tell growers where to 

place their thermometers and heaters, and give other aid and advice 

in protecting crops from frost," 

GETTING "IN THE RED", 

There is a Press Release, too, telling how we are getting "in 
the red" in this country, but I don't believe the announcement will 
cause undue alarm in general, and it is certain to be greeted enthu- 
siastically by our tomato specialists, even though to them it is an 

old story. Oh, I almost forgot~-I'm speaking of tomaties, of course, 

and the fact that they have taken rank as first in the United States 

as a vegetable canning crop. Right now in these subdued times the 
value of the crop is set at more than $50,000,000 a year, of which 
some $20,000,000 is spent for tomatoes by canners and manufacturers, 

And a good many tons are used for interior decorating in the home, of 

course, if you follow me, for it has been truly said of the tomato that 

we eat what we can--and what we can't we can. It is the poor man's 

friend, available all the year, relatively inexpensive, and versatile 

to an amazing degree. "Getting in the soup" does not impair its char-— 

acter-—no, not even getting "stewed." In dressing, it is always in 

good taste. And tomato preserves! Ummmmmmmmm! 

Did you have your tomato juice this morning? 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS, 

W. T. Pentzer, Fresno, Calif. | 

"During the last three weeks," he reports for July, "the activi- 
ties of this station have been confined largely to summarizing the data 

obtained on the precooling and shipping of cantaloupes in the Imperial 

Valley. In addition, the last week in July shipping tests on cantaloupes 

were conducted from the Turlock section, The crating and packing methods 
followed in the Turlock section are quite different from those of the 
Imperial Valley. In the former section most of the cantaloupes come from 

small acreages and the packing is done by or under the supervision of the 

individual grower.... 

"Some thouse packing! is being done in tne Turlock district, and 
it is recognized by the buyers that more,careful grading and uniform 

packing can be obtained under this method of packing where close super~ 

vision is possible. The result is that the "house packed! melons bring a 

premium of 15 to 20 cents per crate over the ficld packed melons. 

"The variety situation in the Turlock district is quite different 
from that in the Imperial Valley, where they have been forced to grow 

mildew-resistant varieties in order to remain in the business, 

"Precooling of the cars of cantaloupes after loading, and shipping 
under standard refrigeration is the general practice. Portable car pre- 
coolers are used, and the cars, whenever possible, are cooled for about 
S hours, Our test indicated that the melons in this period of time were 

cooled from about 80° to about 47° or 48°, 

"Table grapes are beginning to move from the Sam Joaquin Valley. 
some of the carly shipments from the Kern County district have arrived 
in the eastern markets by this time (July 31). Thompson seedless is the 
variety being shipped; with some Red Malagas about ready to shipese.'! 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 

Journal of Reprints or separates of Journal of Agricultural Research 

Agricultural papers aremt available for general (fre) distribution, 
Research. The Department receives 250 copies, of which about 50 are 

needed) for its: various files, dibrary sets, ete, The re— 
maining 200 are sent to the author--or distributed among the authors in 

case there are more than one, This means, of comrse, that requests for 
reprints should be sent to the author--or to the Superintendent of Docu 

ments, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., wno prints a supply, 

(based on advance demand through return of the usual notification slips), 

at 5 cents a copy. 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

C. P. Harley, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"We are still getting some of the results of sprinkling irriga- 
tion on fungus development," he reports August 16th. "A few of the 
orchards in Dryden and Peshastin have found it advantageous to use 

sprinklers, They are generally of the low type, but some of the water 
is thrown up into the trees. Where this occurs, we have recently 

found a large number of both apples and pears affected with downy mil- 
dew (Phytopthora cactorum). One Bartlett pear orchard averaged from 
5 to 6 diseased fruits per tree. It is rather interesting: that this 
fungus should be present under our atmospheric conditions, and be able 

to live through from year to year, finally attacking the fruit when 
moisture conditions are favorable. 

"We have a striking demonstration this year of the effect of | 
cool nights on color development. During the past two weeks we have ; 

again experienced cool nights with Minima of about 50° F, The King 

Davids are quite highly colored at this early date and also the 

Delicious and Jonathans, the red sport varieties of course leading 
in this respect. If this weather continues, I think we can expect 
very fine quality from the standpoint of color this year." 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

| We have received notice that the Regulations (fiscal and administra— 
tive) for the Department are to be revised and issued in a somewhat more 

usable form, If you have any suggestions to make in connection with these 

revisions and the form in which they should be prepared, they will be wel- 
comed, Send them to our Business Office for transmittal to the editors. 

Too, you have a chance to help the Business Office workers in their 

attempts to classify expenditures: 

(2) When pruchasing gas, oil, etc. for Government-—owned trucks or 

passenger~carrying cars, please state for which type of car it is to 
be used. 

(2) When purchasing parts for Government—owned equipment of any 
sort, please give the names of the parts, and the numbers--if any. 

(3) When purchasing lumber, paint, nails, etc. please attach to 
the voucher a short note explaining to what use the materials are to be 

put—-that is, whether for repairs, terations to Government—owned 
equipment or property, or for general use, 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

H. F. Bergman, East Wareham, Mass. 

"A little fruit rot is beginning to show wp on somé bogs," he 
reports for the week ending August 17th. "I made cultures from some 
berries from a small bog near Marion, There is a kind of rot on 

berries from this bog which we do not regularly find elsewheres«.. 
Fruit worm damage has been very bad on many bogs, but their activity 
is almost at an end," } a re hansacae 

POTATO INVESTIGATIONS 

C. F. Clark, Presque Isle, Me. 

"We are experiencing the longest. aeried of dry, hot weather 
that has been known in this section for many years, consequently it 

is expected that a light potato crop will be harvested," he writes 
August 17th. 

aw y 

"Shipping has not started from this part of the county.. It 
is reported that one car was recently shipped from Houlton," 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Hdwin Smith, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"At Sumner and Puyallup raspberries, loganberries and black-~ 
berries are being frozen dry,'! he writes August 22d. "Plans are being 
made to freeze the berries on wire mesh. belts from which they pass 

into cartons and are stacked in the freezer until shipped. 

"Quite a quantity of dry—frozen berries have been transported 
to Pacific Coast points, as far south as Los Angeles, in insulated 

trucks, using dry ice as refrigerant. This manner of freezing is 
popular with the operators because it is fast, a minimum Ot Pabor= as 

used, and the expense of sugar is avoided. 

"Fresh packing of Bartlett pears is about completed in Wenatchee 

and cold storages are receiving fruit for canning purposes. The canners 

have not bought heavily. and this week have dropped the prices to $20,00 
per ton for No. 1's and $10.00 for No. 2's. King David and Winter 
Banana apples are now Deane packed. 

"The Weetnon has bake ee Stay cool for this period in August, 
with only an occasional hot day and generally cool nights. The atmos-— 

phere is free of smoke this season, too, as forest fires have been 
rather limited," 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Personnel Circular No, 18 August 20, 1935 

INSTRUCTIONS GOVERNING EMPLOYEES OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OF AGRICULTURE TRAVELING IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES ON © 

OFFICIAL BUSINESS, 

On July 17, 1935, Personnel Circular Number 16 was 

issued relative to advising the State Department when of-= 
ficials of the Department of Agriculture proceed to Canada 
on official missions so that they may the better receive 
the appropriate courtesies and facilities in pursuance of 

their official duties. 

An incident has subsequently occurred where a rop- 
resentative of this Department who was traveling by boat to 

Nicaragua experienced considerable difficulty, delay, and 

embarrassment because he failed to have a crew manifest and 

consular vicas on the ship's bill of health and clearance 
from Belize, British Honduras. The first intimation that the 

State Department had of this travel was when the Legation at 

Managua received a telegram from this Department's representa-— 
tive requesting assistance. Had the American Legation been 

previously advised through the State Department of the itin- 
erary and proposed visit to Nicaragua, the Nicaraguan Govern-— 
ment could have been notified beforehand, thus facilitating 
the work of the Department of Agriculture. 

It is, therefore, directed that when officials of this 
Department contemplate traveling in any foreign country on 
official business, a letter be prepared in the bureau to the 
Secretary of State for the signature of the Secretary of Agri- 
culture, giving the names and designations of the officials 

concerned and their itineraries and requesting that arrange- 

ments be made through appropriate channels for the extension 

' Of any possible courtesies and facilities. 

We. W. Stockberger, 
Director, 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

The folks in the Business Office apparently wish some of you 
were as careful as the man who applied for a hotel room in Boston, 

"Do you want an inside or an outside room?" asked the clerk. The man 

considered for a moment. "Inside, I guess," he said finally. "It looks 
like rains" Hence these few reminders—— 

If your salary certifications are forwarded promptly, your check 
will be received sooner, Certifications can be sent by Army Radio, if 
you are located in the vicinity of such radio stations. If sent by 

regular telegraph, the expense is NOT chargeable to official funds, and 

is to be paid personally by the individual making the certification. 

Army radio should be used whenever and wherever practicable. <A notice 
mecently received indicates that this service is able to handle a 

considerably greater volume of messages than is now being handled, 

Notiry the Business Office immediately when orders placed through 
the Washington office are delivered direct to your station. Sign the 

copy of the sub—request sent to your and return promptly. If all items 

on the order are not received, notify us indicating what items are missing. 

Report lost items promptly, using the regular "lost" certificate 
for this purpose, 

Obtain receipts for all property loaned to other Departments, 
Divisions or units and send a copy of such loan receipts to our Business 

Office for our Inventory Section. 

Forward all requests for authorizations, supplies, leaves. etc. 
through your project leader. 

Keep an accurate record of your letter of authorization expenses 

and request an amendment when funds begin to run low. Do not exceed the 
amount of your letter. 

Request dealers from whom you purchase supplies to render their 

bills (vouchers) promptly. Render your expense accounts every month for 
imeewdnexjensese and on letters of authorization for specified tripsi, 
render the account as soon as the trip is completed, 

Do not buy such items as canvas, cloth bags, brushes of all kinds, 

brooms, castings, etc, unless you obtain clearance through the Business 

Office from the Department of Justice as such items must be secured 

from the Bureau of Prisons unless an exception is allowed by the Depart- 
ment of Justice for good reasons. 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

See = MOON fiat th. NEWS LETTER 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 

eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

John A. Ferrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na~ 
ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 

the Division of Fruit-.and Vegetable Crops. and Diseases. The reports of 

field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 

Yet. Vil Washington, D. C., September 15, 1935 No. 18 

Another Little A father walked into a clothing store, followed by his 
Peach in the four small sons. "I want to get suits for these four 

Orchard Grows! lads," he said to the salesman. "For all four!" in- 

quired the salesman, beaming. "And is there any par- 
ticular kind of material you would like?" The father gave him a hope- 
less look. "Yes," he replied, despairingly, "sheet iron. You haven't 
that, have you?" 

I am afraid the father was in for a disappointment, but peach 
growers and handliers ovt in California nave been making appeals of that 
sort to our associate W. F. Wight for many years——and having him de~ 

liver the goods. W. F., alas, is one of the large group-of research 

workers who never took a course in horn tooting, so we do not hear much 

of his activities. But California growers kow plenty about our stone 

fruit breeding work. 

The incident I hed in mind in mentioning the disappointed father 
is this: Some years ago the Dried Fruit Association at Fresno, Calif. 

suggested that if a peach could be produced having the shape of the 

J. H. Hale but with improved drying quality, absence of red color about 
the pit, increased sugar content and smaller pit, it would be a very 

useful addition to the variety groupe So what? So last year five hy-— 

brids (J. H. Hale x Lovell-Halford III 21-6).came into bearing, some of 
them meeting all exvectations so far as size, appearance and flavor are 
concerned, while tne date of ripening is about the same as that of the 

Je He Halee We are very optimistic that the Association has been 
supplied with the "sheet iron" material requested. 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

Drying tests are being conducted of this new hybrid and another 
of much promise——-Leader seedling 26-11 x Muir-Halford I 26-50-—also 

fruiting for the first time last year. The latter ripens earlier than 
the Muir and will make a longer season of good drying varieties, in 

this way increasing the efficiency of both labor and equipment. 

As a matter of fact, more than 100 new peach hybrids, the re—- 
sult of our stone fruit breeding work, came into bearing for the first 

time last year. And new ones have been coming into bearing each year 

for several years past- 

. One of our new varieties, the Leeton, ripens at the season of 

the Triumph, for example--but sold last season at from 10 to 15 cents 
per box more than the Triumph, which is not considered a great drawback 

by most growers. Another one demonstrates its superiority in a somewhat 

different manners The Maxine did not sell for any more than the standard 
variety (St. John) for which it is going to furnish super—lively com- 

petition——but it produced twice as much fruit as the St. John. 

Too, trees of the Maxine near Marysville, Calif., made a growth 

of 8 feet last year, which appears to be rather convincing proof of 

the vigor of this new hybrid. One shipper at Penryn insists that the 

Maxine is. the equal of the Elberta in shipping quality, and our own 
investigations have shown that in the interior valleys of California 
it gives a very satisfactory dried product because of the small amount 
of red color in the pit cavity. It has been shown to be excellent 

when canned, also. 

Among’ the. early maturing clingstone peaches we have Leader seedling 

26-13 and Pratt-Low. x Tuskena Gees) 21-1, which have already demon- 
strated superiority over the Tuskena.e A sufficient acreage of these 

two new sorts has been planted in the Yuba City district to justify 

the opening of a cannery. .On the other hand, the Tuskena has so nearly 

disappeared in the district that a sufficient quantity for the operation 

of a cannery was not available. ‘ 

While these two have already demonstrated their general superiority 

to the Tuskena, two others fruiting for the first time last year show even 

greater promise in some ways. These are (Tuskena x Paloro) x (Paloro x 
Pratt-Low) and (Leader seedling 26-13) x (Tuskena x Paloro). Both have 
been distributed for trial in the Yuba district and already their per- 
formance in comparison with the two other early-ripening clings shows 
them to be of unusual promise. 
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Spray Residue In view of the known congestion at the Government 

Removel from Printing Office,.we are © good bit: gratified to find: 

Apples, etc. ~ that Farmers' Bulletin 1752, "Sprey-Residue Removal 
from:-Apples and Other .Fruits," is off the press and 

being distributed—-and has been hurrying through the mails for some two 

weeks now, t9 meet a survrisingly active demand. This bulletin, pre- 

pered by M. H. Heller, Edwin Smith end A. L. Ryall, supersedes the old 

Fermers! Bulletin 1687, "Removing Sprey Residue from Apples and Pears," 

There is a story to the effect that a visitor to Washington, D. C. 
was standing on the coping of a wall at the White House, trying to get 

& view of the President as he passea in his automobile. After the 

President's car passed, the man stepped down without looking behind. 
him, and had the misfortune to put. his foot on a’ small: dog being led. - | 
by a very fashionably dressed woman. In deep contrition, he apologized 

peotusciy, concludin=, “Madam, if your dog dies; [I will replace him," 

PlOmmiichishe senlied in chilly: tones, "You. flatter yourself, sir." 

Well, sir, the boys have replaced the old stray residue bulletin-and 

then some, The new contribution is a much finer dogs-good clear 
werning bark, and showing plenty of tceth,.also. If fruit handlers 

will adopt No. 1752 es their watchdog, I believe they will have good 

reasons to be satisfied. And, believe us, a good watchdog has been needed 

for sometime in this particular backyard. 

The desirability of using, for the control of codling moth,. for 
exemple,.a spray material that is nontoxic to humens is apparent, as ac 

would not only climinate the possibility of hazard to public health, 

but would also relieve the fruit grower of the expense and trouble of 
washes Ghae friit, A sood bit.of work has been done, and is being 

done, in an effort to discover and develop substitutes for lead ar 

Senate in spreying to control the codling moth on apples end pears, 

but.up to the present time no substitute has been found that is nontoxic 

to humans, effective in controlling the codling moth, and economically 
feasible, Unitl such e substitute is found, the fruit grower must con- 

tinue to rely on lend arsenate or other toxic materiels and remove the 

excessive residue. . 

The situation is complicated by the fact thet the increasing dif 
ficulty of controlling the codling moth hes brought about heavier 
and more frequent applications of spray materials, while oils and other 

stickers heave been added to the sprays. Neturally this has increased 

the difficulty of spray residue removal and has emphasized the need for 

more effective removal methods. The revised Farmers! Bulletin places 

in the hands of those interested the very latest information on the subject. 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

W. T. Pentzer, Fresno, Cclit. 

"During the past month the grape harvest began in earnest and the 
work at this station has consisted of answering calls for assistance in 

the precooling and handling of. grapes for eastern and export shipment," 
he writes August 3lst. 

"Shipping veer have been made with grapes treated with sodium bi- 
sulphite to find the emount.safe to’use with slighly immature fruit, 

and also to determine if any advantages from the treatment were obtained 

at the end of the short 10-day transit period. So far little benefit 
1 be seen from the trentment of grapes intended for immediate consumptione 

With mold beginning to develop in the field, further tests may reveal some 

benefits. Several carloads of grapes for export shipment to the Orient 
have been treated, mixing 5 to 10 grams of bisulphite with the sawdust 

necessary to pack a chest. There is considerable commerciel interest in 
the treatment: this .season, pa articulnrly -from those wh tried it ina 

small way last year. 

"A- visit was made to the Santa Clara Valley last. week where pear 
shipments of the fall varieties are under way. Hardy pears are being 

shipped, movement. of this variety beginning July 26. The picking of 

Comice and Bosc varieties bdegan Inst week. Prices for Hardy pears almost 

entirely export, have been satisfactory." Ne a ' 

Edwin Smith, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"Meetings with State and County horticulturists have been attended 
in order.to formulate uniform washing instructions to growers and shippers,") 
he writes August 30th. "Local inspectors are receiving many inquiries re- | 
garding picking maturity of Jonathans and Red Delicious anples. The first j 

Jonathan pickings to grade Fancy and better are being made this week on ) 

the earlier sites. | d 

"Bartlett pear vrices nave fallen to $15. OO per ton and the canners 
apparently have secured all they required. Jonathan prices are Sl. 10, to 
$1.15 for Fancy and better for carly shipment. Quite a volume of Jonathan 

ayples and Anjou and Winter Nelis pears have sold for export....The weather 

has been moderntely warm during most of the past week. Weather has con- 

tinued good for colorin,: and this will influence the dates of the Jonathan 

harvest, which will start actively after Labor Day in the more advanced 

locations." 

Dr. Paul L. Harding has taken up permanent headquarters at Orlando, 
Fla. (Box 1058) and will be associated with J. R. Winston in the handling, 
transportation and storase work on citrus fruit. 

| 
{ ) 
| 
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H. F. Bergman, East Worehan, Mass. 

Writing from the Cranberry Disease Field Laboratory on August 27, 

he reports: 

"Water samples for oxygen determination have been taken several 

times this week from a bog near Barnstable which is being flooded for 

fruit worm control. The water is to be left on the bog for 10 or l2 
days. For that reason we are quite interested in following the oxygen 

content and in observing the effect of the flooding on the present con- 

dition of the vines and on fruit buds for next year. The oxygen content 
has been running fairly high, so I am not anticipating much injury." 

Henry F. Bain, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis 

"After spending August 16 to 18 inclusive with Dr. Magness, a 
visit I was greatly pleased he was able to make, the annual August 

meeting of the Wisconsin Cranberry Growers Association at Wisconsin 

Rapids occupied us the 19th and 20th," he writes from the Cranberry 

Laboratory on August 29th. The meeting was well attended, as usual, and 
the Wisconsin cranberry estimate was given out publicly as 65,000 barrels. 

The remainder of the week was spent collecting leaf hoppers from wild 
leather leaf bogs for falseblossom inoculation purposes....The crop ap= 
pears to be slightly later than normal, so that harvesting probably will 

not begin next week as usual.!! 

FRUIT AND VYEGSTABLS HANDLING, TRANSFORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

WR. Barger; Riverside, Calif. 

"After spending June in the Imperial Valley making shipping tests 

with Jagger, Pentzer and Asbury of new strains of cantaloupes developed 

to replace the old varieties that are all susceptible to powdery mildew, 

temporary headquarters were obtained at Riverside for the analysis of 
date samples that have been collected and preserved," he writes August 27. 
Through the courtesy of the Division of Western Irrigation Investigations 

who have the Rubidoux Laboratory at Riverside (the old Citrus Experiment 
Station) lnboratory space was given to me for temporary use vhich will 

give me a very handy space for the sugar analysis of dates during the 

Slack season in the date handling investigations." 

"In addition to shipping cantaloupes of several stages of maturity 
of ench variety in the same car, an opportunity was had to supervise the 

precooling of several cars and obtain the fruit temperature during the 
test. Cars leaving the valley with fruit temperatures for the load ranging 

from 86 to 50° were inspected by Wiant, Bratley and Wright at New York 
for over ripeness and decay and some very interesting results were ob- 

tained this first year of the investigations." 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

Powe We Malte. Comyvalslensn Ore, 

ithe Tormcpart of the week wes spent in attending a scries of 

nut growers! tours in western Washington," he writes for the week 

ending August 23d. 

} 

7 

j 
‘ 

‘ 

"The bacterial blight. discase of filberts vas found to be quite 
prevalent in a number of filbert plantings visited on this tour, par 
ticularly in Lewis county. In one mixed planting of Barcclona and 

DuChilly filberts loceted near Chehalis, Wesh., it is estimated thet at 
least 75 per cent of the trees are severely infected. Many twigs of 

current and 1934 growth in these trees have succumbed to the effects of 

the disease. The owner is satisfied that this disease has reduced nis 
erop by at least one-fourth. 

"While bacteriel blight does not attach the nuts directly, a 
death of many twigs and branches does have a distinct effect upon 
crop yields. ‘The growers in this area were very much interested in | 

the results of spraying tests carried on in Oregon during the current 

season forthe control of filbert blight. A number of growers present 

signified their intention of spraying on a limited scale for the control 
Of liber t blight during the coming season, Along witn cooperative tests 

which we.heve arranged for in Oregon, some definite results should be 
forthcoming in another year if the weather conditions are ot-all favor- 

able -to the spread of blight. 

'Thne Brown—-stain disorder of filberts was found to be present 
in. verying omounts in almost every orchard visited on this tour, In 

most of the plantings, noweyer, not more than 5 per cent of the crops 

affected, although in one Bareclona filbert orchard loceted near Wood 
land, Wash. it is estimated that about 15 per cent of the crop is affecreus 
One’ .of. the interesting things obout this trouble is that it is confined 

almost exclusively. to the Barcclona varicty, Not a single case of the 

trouble was noted on the DuChilly, Daviana, and Brixnut verictics. Just 

why tnis snould be is not definitely known, It is suspected, however, 

that it may be duc,,ini part at least, to differences in the) state ox 
maturity of the nuts when unfavorable combinations of weather occur." 

He hod written August 17th; -"Brown—stain of filberts is present 

this scason in varying amounts ranging from less then 1 up to 10 per cent 

in many Borcclona filbert plantings in western Oregon, This same diss» 
order was very abundant in Oregon in 1931, but from 1932 to 1934, inclu. 
Sive,:it was present in only very limited amounts, if at all, “in wesserm 
Orcgon. 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISHASES 

Paul W. Miller (continued) 

"Studies on the cause of this trouble indicate that it is a 

functional or physiological disturbance associated, it is believed, 

with unfavorable combinations of weather. As it has appeared during 

‘the current season since the hot weather which we head in the Pacific 

Northwest during the week of July 8013, 1935, it is thought. that 
ebnormally warm weather is associated in some manner with its develop= 

ment. Our present knowledge indicates that in all probability it is 

due to an improper balance between transpiration and conduction," 

Win studies on the control of walnut blight carried on near 

Sheridan, Oreg. two sprays of bordeaux mixture 2-2-50 applied (1) in 
the late prebloom period of development and (2) immediately after 
bloom reached the incidence of blight infection from 49 per cent ta- 

about 7.7 per cent," he reported for the week ending August 10th. 

"Even better results were secured with copper oxalate, 2 pounds to 
100. This copper spray reduced the incidence of infection from 49 

per cent to about 4.2 per cent. Cuprous oxide (red oxide of copper) was 
not as effective as either bordeaux mixture or copper oxalate, as is 

shown by the fect that it reduced the amount of infection from 49 to 

14 per cent. The region in which this orchard is located is the only 

district in Oregon where walnut blight is very severe this year. Most 
of the orchards in the Williamette valley do not have more than 10 

per cent naturel infection, the average being about 5 per cent. 

"The results of field studics on the relative amount of prune 

russet, in variously situated orchards in western Oregon, carried on 

during the week ending August 10th lend additional support to the 

view that this trouble is the result of mechanical injury to the young 

developing fruits snortly after petal fall. Strong winds are apparently 

responsible for much of the damage, as is indiceted by the fact that 

prunes in orchards situated in exposed locations are, in general, more 

severely affected than tnese in protected sites. 

"For instance, in one protected Italian orchard located south 
ef Dallas, Oreg, only 6 per cent of the prunes examined were found 

tussetuca, This orchard is located in a little valley and is protected 

on the south, west, and east by neighboring hills. It is exposed only 

to the north, As winds in this locality seldom, if ever, come from due 

north, this orchard would not likely be exposed to very strong winds 
during the critical period for russet development. This is quite a 

different story than was found in another orchard located about two 

mites east of Dallas. In this orchard something like 22 per cent of the 

prunes exemined were found russetted to a greater or less extent. This 
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Paul We Miller (continued) 

planting is located in a wide open valley and is exposed on alll direc-— 

tions. ‘The owner states that this planting is subject to very strons 

Winds. Many. other similar cases were found! durin= the course oumpaas 

survey, SO 10 can be definitely stated that), an) e@eneral,  pruncinucsen 

is more prevalent in orchards located in regions subject to strong winds. 

lm general, older. orchards, particularly if /they are nog awe 
pruned, heve more russet than younger plantings. This situation is 

believed to be due in a large measure to the fact that older orchards 
have a larger number of twigs present in the tree than do younger plan- 

tings. The greater the amount of wood the greater the chance the fruit 

has to rub against an abrasive surface during a wind storm. The density 

of the prunes on the shoot appears to have some effect on the amount of 
russet-.which develops. All other things being equa%, the amount of 

russet seems to very inversely with the number of prunes per shoot, that 

is, the greater the number of prunes per snoot the less the amount of 

russcte 

"Furthermore, there appears to be a difference in varietal sus- 
ceptibility to this trouble. For instance, in studies carried on aime 
small orchard near Corvallis, only 8 per cent of the Italian prunes ex 

amined were found russetted, whereas 51.per cent of the fruit examined 

in.the Green. Gage variety of plums growing under identical conditions 
were Found affected. In another case, only 7 per cent of the pruncs cx 

amined in a varicty known locally as "Miller's Sweets" (stock originally 
coming from a seedling prune trec) were found to be russetted, while 13 
per cent of French prunes growing under the same conditions were found fo 

be affected With.this trouble. Herein may possibly lice one method of 

reducing the amount of russet in prune plantings. If it) can be defanive- 

ly determined that certein varieties which are commercially desirable 

are less subject to this trouble than the varieties now grown. in Oregon, 

the solution of the problem might conceivably consist in topworking over 

establisned plantings which are now badly affected with russet, and in 

planting only such resistant varieties in the future." 

| 

4 
‘ 
3 
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NUT PRODUCTION 

U. S. Pecan Field Station ant Laboratory, Albany, Ga. 

Writing from the station on August lOth, Dr. Crane said: "The 

drop of nuts from the trees of the Schley variety continues. The cause* 
of this drop is apparently in a large measure due to injury by insect 

pests, porticularly shuckworm and stinkbug. In orchards which have 
not been sprayed to control pecan scab the loss caused by this disease 
will be very grent. Dee to the frequent rains, the nuts on such sus- 

ceptible varieties are badly damaged at this time and ere dropping 

from this cousee 

"On Friday of this week this district was visited by a hard 
windstorm and heavy rain. However, the wind did little damage even to 
heavily londed pecan trees. At the station at Philema, 3.2 inches of 

rain fell." 

APPLE PACKING 

A Wenatchee, Washington, report to the Timberman (August) 

says in part; "The annual apple packing school sponsored by the 

chamber of commerce of Wenatchee was opened here August 14. The 
apple harvest is expected to open about September 20. D. Le. Moreland, 

Lake Chelan apple grower, has conducted an apple packers! school here 
for six consecutive years, about 600 students passing through his 

classes. Packing the apple crop represents an annual wage of about 
$400,000. 

"]. R. Wheeler, of the-regional Forest Service headquarters, 

Portland, spent some time here in August, giving attention among 

other matters to the fruit and vegetable shook requirements of the 
Wenatchee district. About 75,000,000 feet of timber is con- 
verted into shook annually in the Wenatchee district, but the cut is 
not much more than half that amount so far this season. Another 
object of the inquiry was to learn the probable extent to which the 
fiber container will be used by the apple industry." é 

--Daily Digest 

*J. Re Cole, of the Albany station, throws a little light on this 
matter. He writes that a young lady asked one of the members of the 

station staff there what: kind of work he was doing. He informed her 
that he was trying to find out why the pecans drop. She replied that 

she thought that had been settled long ago and was primarily due to 

sravity? b=-c e 
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Coa. ochustver ,) Comvolias.) Ones, 

"In the soil moisture work," he writes August 31, "the orchards on 
shallow soil have been rapidly approaching the wilting point. Some of 
the prune orchards are apparently practically dry in the upper six feet 

and trom studies the roots penetrate very little below that depth... 

ithe dropiofiblenks in the filberts which wsualiysoccums anche 

first part of August is now on and in some orchards it seems to be quite 

ExXCeSsives, | We werein Oneyonchard where the (crop wes GetneresnOmepaue 
vO the lack of catkins on the pollenizers after last yearts) dey spell 

ond then we even fTound filberts droppings off which were filled with a 

kernel. 

"On a trip through western Weshington we visited about 45 filbert 
plantings with a few visits to odd welnut trees thrown in, The outbreak 
Of Tilbert blight that hes shown itself to be so pronounced an) tie) jamais 

amette valley extended as fear north as Snohomish county in Wasnington. 

In 1944, this same condition prevailed in the DuChilily variety in 

southern Washington. This yeer it oxtends north on the Barcelona and 

as we wont nortn from Lewis county it became more commong on tne DuChilly 
up to and including Snohomish county. North of there the blight showed 

heavily only on minor varieties like the White Aveline.!! 

B. G Sitton, Shreveport, La. 

Reporting for the two weeks ending August 31, he writes; "In 
most Of tne orchards in the territory the foliage is apparently 1m veuy 

good condition and the pecans should mature satisfactorily... However, 

in the Sentell and the Webb orchards there is a large amount of foliage 

disease caused principaliy by vein spot, liver spot, and downy spot. 

Many of the wrees have vost from. 50: To0N75 per cent of: thearm police 

already and mach of the foliage remaining is so badly effected that it 

is probably not functioning. 

"Cultivation was discontinued in the Sentell orchard about four 
yeers ago and the Webb orchard hes been in alfalfa sod for at least 

Six years, It seems that this serious trouble from foliage discase as 
worse in orchards which have not been cultivated than in orchards where 

reguler cultivation, especioelly early spring cultivation, has been 

practiced, It seems that the early spring cultivation buries consider- 
able amounts of disensed foliage, thus cutting down the amount of carly 

spring infection," 
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SECURING LARGER YIELDS OF SEED 

Some weeks ago--in the July 1 issue, to be exact--we touched upon 

the work of B. L. Wade and W. J. Zaumeyer in originating disease- 
resistant beans and peas. In 1934 they were able to speed up the 
breeding work by producing 4 generations of beans--3 in the green- 

house and 1 in the field; and 4 generations of peas--l in the green- 

house and 3 in the field. 

A release from the Department's Press Service on September 
8th announces that in the case of beans and thick stemmed peas, 

plant breeders of the United States Department of Agriculture have 

increased seed supplies rapidly by planting thinly on very fertile 

soil, which induces many branches. With thin-stermed peas it may be 

necessary to destroy the terminal bud to induce branching. Under the 

right conditions, says the announcement, yields of 100 to 500 seeds 

a plant are not unusual. 

Since the creation of new and desirable sorts by breeding—— 

whether for disease resistance or to develop some other desirable 

character-is necessarily slow, any discovery or improved method of 
this type is almost invaluable since it makes possible a greatly en- 

larged production of seed from desirable and valuable plants and 
so increases breeding stocks much more rapidly than under ordinary 

conditions. 

"Ordinarily," the announcement points out, "it takes 15 to 20 
generations of peas or beans to produce a desirable variety, fix the 
type, and increase the seed to quantities large enough for commercial 

distribution. 

"Department men have stepped up the production of these seeds 
still further, srowing several generations of plants each year by 

using the greenhouse for two or three generations. It also is 

possible to harvest three seed crops of peas in 1 year without use 

of a sreenhousee For example, peas might be planted and harvested 
successively in Mexico, California and Colorado, as the season ad= 

vances-—~or one or two crops might be harvested south of the equator 

when it is winter in the North.!" 

You can't get away from it: The modern research specialist has 

discovered the recipe that made Sambo famous for efficiency. As he 

explained it: "I sticks de match ob enthusiasm to de fuse of energy-- 
and jes! nachurally explodes." 

And especially, it seems, "they mow beans!" 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGHTASLE CROPS AND DISEASES: 

SEMLWONTHLY NEWS LETTER 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis— 

eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture 

Jolin A. Revol eat com 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 

ture, and is not to be published without securing the vrior approval of 

the Division.of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and ‘Diseases. The reports of 

field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 
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Mosaic Immune = The next-door neighbor: pointed to his newspaper. "Your 
tringless Bean. boy must be a phenomenally fast runner," he remarked. 

sepuaes "The paper’ says that he’ just burned up the track with 
his speed. I SUIBORIS POM a seen him do’ it?!!- The fond mother shook 

her head. "No," she admitted,‘ "but Tf CEN see the track on which they runy,- 

and there was nothing but cinders there." 

Well, that's the sort of pace the team of Wade and Zaumeyer are 

setting. They are now announcing that their new stringless bean is ready 

for testing. The quantity of seet available is quite limited as yet, of 

course, but a small amount will be distributed among bean seedsmen through- 

out the country so that the strain may be tested under a Tee of conditions. 

The new bean is similar to the Stringless Green Refugee--BUT it is - 
highly resistant to the common bean mosaic! Artificial inoculations under 

greenhouse conditions as well as in field tests have thus far failed to 

produce any mosaic symptoms, and when this strain has been planted with other 

beans tnat showed a high percentage of MSE es no mosaic diseased plants have 

ever been observed in it. a . | 

The plants are of a very slightly indeterminate bush ty jpe and quite 
prolific. The pods are round, stringless, slizhtly longer and smaller in 

cross section than the Refugee. Preliminary canning tests indicate that 

the new bean is of good quality and possesses the same light green color 

as the Refugee. Tne color of the liquor is clear. Under Colorado con- 

ditions, where the new bean has been developed, it reaches the canning 
Stage about rive days carlier than the Strinzless Green Refugee. 
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G. P. Harley, Wenatchee, Washi 

"Growers are again faced with a late scason codling moth prob-— 

lem," he writes September 6th. "The control up to this period has in 
general been good, but now with the advent of high temperatures, both 

day and plete the moth activity has increased alarmingly. Similar to 
last year's situation, the spray coverage in many orchards is not suf- 

ficient to prevent many late season fruit entries. 

"Premature dropping of apples is another serious trouble found 
in many orch mards this season. It is rather diff icult to determine the 

exact cause of this dron in every case as orchard conditions such as 

soil moisture, spray schedules, etc. differ ereatly. Regardless of the 

fact. that when an explanation is wanting we blame the weather, I | 
believe in this case it is at least partially justified for we exper- | 
ienced the same situation last year, only worse, under similar climatic. ) 
conditions. Also, lack of sufficient soil moisture, and the application 
of late colloidal sulpnur sprays, for two-spotted mites, undoubdtedly 

olayed: an important role in some orchards in causing this drop." 3. = _ ) 
2 5S) aes 

He had written Augast 27th: "With the sudden change from rela=- 

-tively cool to hot weather, which we have recently experienced, many. 
interesting observations nave been made in the orchards. During the 

cool days and nights the atmosphere was very clear and bright and ‘the - 
apples colored rapidly, but with the high daily temperatures. came 

smoky skies from forest fires and warm nights. Under these conditions ~ 

the bright red color faded to a dull red and the less colored fruits. 

turned "buck skin.' Unless the weather changes quickly we may have 
to back uw) in our earlier predictions of a high quality, crop. from.a 

color standpoint. We are venturing another prophesy though, that 

there will probably be plenty of watercore. 

"Mr. Reeves has been conducting a survey in several cher ry. 

orchards in the Wenatchee Valley on the incidence of 'Cherry Mottle 
Leaf.' His findings indicate that very few extensive plubiae Cig 
Bing and Royal Ann are entirely free from the disease. ‘ Information 

obtained from owners of older trees leads Mr. Reeves to believe that 

the trouble may have been here as far back as 15 years ago, although 

it is possible that the grower might have mistaken some other dis—- 

order with 'Mottle Leaf.' In some orchards he finds the disease 
spreading from tree to tree wnile in others there appears to De no 

evidence of such spread. This season's peer erat results indica te 
strongly that the disease is caused. by 2. virus." 

gee 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

W. W. Aldrich, Medford, Ores. 

"A two-week period between the flights of the second brood of 
codling moth raised the practical question of wnether one or two sprays 

should be applied to control this second brood on pears," he writes 

September 3. "Although entomologists issued ‘the genéral recommendation 

that a second spray for this’ second brood was not necéssary, I-decided 

to ‘invest the necessary $60.00 in the second spray for the Medford Experi- 

“ment Station to provide coverage during the peak of hatching of- the 

--gecond flight. 

"From casdal observation of the amount of very light codling 
moth entry at the Medford Bxperiment Station as comoared with codling 

moth entry in adjacent orcnards without this second spray, it would seem 

that the $60.00 investment will be more than repaid in improved codling 
moth control. Our Bartletts had less than 1 percent codling moth, and 
in our Anjous the infestation will probably be even less. ‘The fact that 
the control of codling moth this year has been much more successful than 

in 1934, however, must be attributed largely to a greatly reduced number 

of codling moths flying. The local entomologist attributes the few 

codling moth to a high mortality of over-wintering pupaé due to some fungus. 

"The ‘wet! and 'dry!:plots at the Scherer orchard have recently 
brought out a very interesting point; whereas fruit growtn in the 'dry' 

plot was less than in:the 'wet' plot during two consecutive warm periods, 
there was no difference during an ensuing cool period.... 

"Doering the first two days of last week threatening thunder 
storms caused me to measure all fruits in all plots before a wind 
storm caused a heavy drop. On Wednesday, August 28, such a wind.storm 

came and lasted three hours causing from 10 to 2O percent of the fruit 

at the Medford Experiment: Station to fall. losses in other orchards in 

the Valley varied from 25 percent in-wind-exposed locations to no loss 

in protected orchards. The Seckel variety suffered most." 

FLORIDA CITRUS DAMAGE 

Our Official Digest quotes September 10th a Tampa report by the 
‘United Press placing the first official estimate of the damage to the 

“Florida citrus crop from: the recent hurricane at 1,000,000 crates of 
Oranges and gravefruit--the estimate coming from the headquarters of 

the Florida Citrus Exchange. In money this is expected to mean a net 

loss to the growers of $1,000,000. The zrapefruit loss is placed at 
“650 percent of tne crop in: the affected. areas, and 25 percent of the 
“Orange crop. . SH 
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NUT PRODUCTION: ‘ 

tax B. Hardy, Albany, Ga. 

"Our arop stu ee ae ‘that Schley nuts continue to drop while 

those of other varieties being used.do. not," he writes from the Pecan 

Field Station and Laboratory on September 14th. "The cause of the dronv 

on Schley at this tine is avpar rently. due almost: entirely to »necan scab, 

although some nuts are dropn ying from other undetermined causes.....The 

outlook for the pecan crop around Albany is somewhat better, I believe, 
than earlier estimates, and will probably »rove to be the best crop since 

that of 1931. Some defoliation is occurring onthe trees in poorly cared 

for orchards and will undoubtedly reduce. the possibilities of obtaining 

a sufficient bloom next year for a large crop. :This defoliation seems to 
be due largely to leaf diseases, comparatively little damage being done 

by black ephids." a ie tes 

Writine Seoptemoer 7th he said: "Aloany and the immediately sur- 
rounding territory did not receive much effects of the tronical storm 
“Which passed south and east of us. , There was practically no damage to | 

the crops here, although we did have a fairly strong wind. In the path 

of the storm tnrouch Georgia the wind reached a limit of about 60 miles 

per hour, and not only blew off.an estimated 50 percent of the nuts on 

_decan trees, but caused some defoliation and even uprooted a few trees. 

These are the reports which come from Monticello, Fla. and vicinity. 

Cotton and peanuts have been seriously damaged by the continued wet 

weather. The report comes also from Monticello that 32 inches of rain 

fell in 3 weeks--12 inches the first, 13 the rs and 7 inches | (all in 

one nizht of the tropical storm) the tn .ird week. 

Cah. Schuster! Corvallis, Ore. 

"Last night the rain started," he reports. September 14th. "It is 
still raining steadily with indications of more rain yét today. This is 

the first real rain since early April and is. evidently doing more good 
than all the rain from the middle of April. on. . However, it is too late 

to do much for the nut crops. 

“We have 2 Federal entomologists here today looking into the situa- 
tion of insects on filberts. The insects have been gradually increasing 

during the vast few years and many of the leading’ growers are badly worried) 

about the situation. Practically nothing is known ofthese insects and whi 
the loss SO csugies iss been very. small it seems to .be sevelons nel 

‘"Filverts are also showing the effects of drought. his: is, showane 
up in the sandy river bottoms and on sandy hill soils," he comments in his 

report for the September 2-7 period. "In some cases the leaves are falling” 

badly and in others the nuts are dropping with shriveled Kernels. We have 
never known of the snriveled kernels dropping at this time of year before. 
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‘NUT PRODUCTION 

C. HE. Schuster (continued) 

"Qne effect of the drought is to turn the attention of the growers 

to. irrigation. That is one of the most popular subjects among the growers 

at the present time. In some sections the filings. for water rights Have 

become: so heavy that a careful study is i lacig: = wlscniatape aoe any more’ rights 

are being allowed. Where irrigation: in mt:,orchards has: been practiced, 
-@ither: on. walnuts or filberts, the neem ce or the orchard is markedly 

g00d: as: compared with the average run. 

"One thing that is interesting at the present. time: is the appear- 

ance. of walnut trees. that are interplanted with shallow: rooted trees 
such as’ pears, orunes,:or filberts. .On good soils: or what are listed as 

the better soils, the walnut trees are, apt.to: be mach greener in color 

than any of the interolants. This is so noticeable that the contrast 

can be seen as far as: these! orchards can be seen with-the eye. From our 

studies it is quite avparent that the walnuts are driving down deeper: 
than the ea ants ges are simply ele the greater ie ey Oae thne = 
moisture! 

tj RUIT PRODUCTION 

timer Snyder, Bresno, Calif. 

"During the season: of 1934 some time was. spent in making a study 

of grape bud variations," he writes August 17th. "Considering the number 

Or grape varieties grown, few definite grape bud variations have been 

reported. This may be due to the fact that there has been no intensive 

~Study of grape bud variations. and also that. no distinctly. commercial 

"sports" -have Spee aeea> 

"In! our pancaias se year with the Panariti (Zante currant grape) 

and. the Sultanina, a number of variations were. located. Buds taken from 

. shoots. showing variable types were grafted into vigorous vines at our 
-Presno station. ‘These buds: were put in the vines in August-September, 

1934. Shoots developing from these buds this season have produced fruit. 

A very definite "seeded sport!'-of the Panariti has been propagated. 

This seeded Panariti has produced clusters with seeds both when. the... 

ssporting cane was left on the normal vines: and also when buds have been 

taken fromthe sporting canes’ and budded on other vigorous tanes. While 

this 'sport.' is not commercially. valuable in itself, it does indicate 
that sporting shoots do occur.-in grape varieties and also that in selec- 

ting cuttings for propagation care: should be: taken at least with the 

Panariti to see that propagation matcrial is only taken eon shoots which 

produce. pes BOHRA Get eee at Vaart 

os Some ereen apt buds e this aeons Grape seedlings ‘have made. 
over 6 feet growth and should produce fruit next season, at least shorten- 

ing our breeding generations by 2 years." 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

Paul ve Miller, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"Filbert shrivel, a disorder of the nuts which results in the 
failure of the embryo to develop, was found present in surveys made 
during the week in plantings in the Willamette valley in greater or less 
amounts in all varieties and under all conditions. The DuChilly variety 
had more blanks or shriveled nuts than all other varieties examined. In 

general, orchards situated on soils which are knoyn to be low in soil 

moisture have more shriveled nuts than those located on irrigated soils 

or soils containing a sufficient supoly of available soil moisture. It 
would appear from the results of these studies that a lack of sufficient 
available soil moisture may be one of the factors associated with the 
occurrence oe filbert shrivel.... 

"Studies of sunscald of filberts were also carried on in the 
field during the week ending September 7th. Sunscald was found to be the 
cause of the death of a number of 2-year old Barcelona trees located in 

a planting near Sherwood, Oreg. It is estimated that about 25 percent 

of the trees in this grove have succumbed to the ill effects of sunscald, 
The trees in this planting have all been headed very high so that the 
leaves present afford little, if any, pRetoer ser to Jae tree nae by 

shading. . 

"A press release issued during the week by the Government weather 

bureau at Portland, Oreg. clearly shows the unusual weather conditions 

which prevailed in Oregon during the month of August: "Less than an inch 

of rain fell in the 3 months usually considered the summer months--June 1 
to August 31. To-be exact, it measured just .98 of an inch for the 92-day 

period. Normal for this period is 2.77 inches. All wheat necords sean 

Portland fell before the sun's onslaught on July 13, when the mercury 
jumped to 104.7 degrees. Another record was set the following day when 

the mercury rose to 100, the first time in the nistory of the local 

weather bureau that the century mark has been reached twice in one year, 

thus: setting a second record. A third record fell on July's two seorch- 

ing days for the two hottest consecutive days the city has ever had. And 

as though that were not enough, the mercury soared to 100 again on August 
12. On 10 days the mercury reached or passed 90 degrees, which in itself 

may be a record for Portland. August 31 marks the end of the so-called 
"rain year" and in the 12 months just ended the city had 43.39 inches, or 
2.60 inches avove normal. Heaviest rainfall of the l2-month period fell 

in the latter part of 1934. However, precipitation since January 1, 
this year, amounted to only 15.97 inches or 7.70 inches under normal." 

Writing August 31, he reported: "Additional evidence that prune 

russet is caused by mechanical injury to young developing fruits was 

obtained from surveys made during the current week. After much searching 
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NUT eee AND DISEASES ° 

Paul WW. Miller, Corvallis, Geese ; (sentenced) 

an Italian prune orchard eenisliedeik surrounded by timber was located in 

the Oakdale district near Dallas, Oreg. Only a very few-prunes were: found 

affected with russet in this planting. In fact, counts indicate that 
not more than'1.5 vercent of the prunes in this particular orchard are 

rissetted. ‘The timber is so dense about this planting that it is dif- 

PVCahe tO. perceive how strong winds could ever noose and sweep CHEPUER 

the planting. - 

"About 5 miles east of this orchard there is another Italian 
prune orchard where the situation is quite different. This particular 
planting is located on'the top of a hill out in the open. There is no 
timber or any other sort. of natural windbreak about this orchard. Prune 

russet was very prevalent in this planting. Counts indicated something 

like 24 percent of the vrunes in this particular planting were russetted 

to a greater or less extent.e Now there is unmistakable evidence that 

thrips have been present in both of these afore-mentioned plantings, as 

thrips scars left from the deposition of insect eggs were found on the 
fruit stems of prunes in both orchards. If thrips were concerned to 

any appreciable extent in the development of russet, it seems reasonable 

to suppose that considerable russet should be present in the protected 

orchard as well as in the unprotected orchard which, as has been stated, 

is not the casee It seems likely, therefore, that the agency most 

responsible for the development of russet has been mechanical injury 

incident to the rubbing of the fruits against abrasive surfaces during 

wind storms.! 

DISHASES OF TRUCK CROPS 

We. D. Moore, Charleston,. Se::C. 

"We have just gone through with what is probably the longest rainy 
period of any summer on record for this section," he reports for the Septem— 
ber 1-15 period. “The rainfall:for. July was 17./8 inches, 9.53 for-August, 

and we have had more than 6 inches so far in Septembere Thus we have had 

in about 10 weeks more than half of our annual rainfall for the Charleston 

areae Naturally, this heavy precipitation during this period has hampered 

all farm work to a marked degree. Much of the: land that was set aside for 
cabbage has not as yet been prepared and many fields that were prepared and 

planted are now merely fields of grass. This will probably result in a de- 

Creased acreage of fall: cabbage and the fall bean planting will likely be well 

below 50 percent of the 1934 acreage. During the last few days there has been 
a large amount: of field work done but as yet we cannot determine what amount 

of replanting (ins or will be done. All our work has been delayed as much or 

more as the average farmere Our lands have been too wet to allow the use of 

any sort of heavy machinery, consequently little planting was done prior to 
the 4th. «.! 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Tan In the August 1 issue, phze 194, we stated that the Procurenent 
ae Division of the Treasury Department had announced new forms: 

ta replace. the old tax-exemption forms 44 and 1066, the new 

forms. covering not:only exemption of State gasoline tax, but of other 

State taxes as well. Unfortunately we have as yet been: unable to get a 

supply of these new forms for distribution so that if you are called on to 

pay a State sales tax, say, you should use the old. Form 44, revising the 

wording to fit the case. With the revised forms, 44 is the Original and 

1066 the Receipt, of course. The form is reproduced on the back of this 
page, the instructions below to be printed on the back of the form. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This form shall be used in connection with purchases of 

‘supplies for use of the United States Government or its in- 

strumentnlities, where state, municipal, or other local taxes 
(such as sales tax, gasoline tax, etc.) are imposed on the 

supplies purchased. 

The supplies purchaséd mast Ve described in this form by 

items, stating number of gallons, quarts, pounds, dozen, etc. 

of each item, and the unit prices paid therefor. 

Where the space provided’ in this form. is inadequate for such 

description, there must be attached to this form a copy of the 

itemized invoice (or salés slip) covering the purchase; in which 

event the number and date of invoice (or sales slip) must be 

stated in this form: 

Example: After the word "purchased" in the first line 
of the receipt, insert general description of supplies, 

followed by "per invoice (or sales slip) No. ._, dated 

attached hereto." : 

Ifthe invoice or salés slip is not already numbered, it 
should be given the same number as the number of the receipt 

to which it is attached. i RoE 

f There shall be no deviation from this form except as authorized 

by. the BREE TCS of Procurement. 

As. you- know, the revision has nee made .to-enable these’forms to 

ben used to obtain tax exemption in connection with the purchases of ; 
genéral merchandise as wéll’as in the purchase of motor ‘fuels, Officials 
of Government owned corporations certify that Sa ee ag are made "for use 
on official business of the United States Government.,": 
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GERTIFICATR 239 Noe ae ee 

EXEMPTION OF U. S; GOVERNMENT FROM STATH-OR LOCAL Tax 

Ges 0 INTC a ian ea % ss G Oh UP SOU SD OTIC he leoyiahedy |) esi) Feit) ev/ia\heliiiiia\yiiy. eres’ ih) SL ae amen rae ea) (8 

“(Date)” po ak (Name and location of officiel station of purchaser) 

‘I certify that I lweé this date purchased. Deo Re isl tices Hier d rae 
7 (Items and prices -- 

See instructions on revérse hereof) — 

exclusive of State or local tax, for use on official businéss of the United States 

Governhent or its instrumentalities; from . oe eta) ei ty onan 
a (Name and location of dealer) 

tere dae .,; and the quantity: purchased was-actually . 
(State) 

melivered tO ..4. . gy BEING GANONG, S ANION Aa aE Menu IR ge aM One, AR aR eM . bearing 

(Automobile, truck, motor: cycle, airplane, boat, 

o 

etc.) 

Meciicempinte of identifying numbers’. .-... 1°. %, or délivered at ..40.5u. 2% 
(Place, sta- 

Mee © 8 oe ws oo) Under my direct superyielon. i 
ion, office, etc.) 

_ Where dealers _ (Branch of the service for which purchased) 
Will not accept bila Oca Mca Ma Roe VU) hn ve 

Yan lieu of the - ee ee Coaenie humo yom spumeliasens i. 

this certificate eda ance) Mieotlte e . 

Beate or local 
tax, receipts a eter stat Raw Tees onves stern anane een Ntabe ns BN dim salge Ihe) es 
mast be obtained (Title) 

* in duplicate. 

° e ° e 9 e ° e ° ° 9 ° @ e e ° ° ° ce ° ° e 

e e ° ° ° ° ° ° ° e e ° ° e ° ° e ° ° ° e e e ° ° ° e ° e ° ® © r) ® 

ORIGINAL.--Dealers will accept this only when purchaser is identified by Oak 

Standard Form No. 45 (Identification Card), Gertificate to-be used 
only in securing tax rebate from State or local authorities. 

U. S&S. Standard Form No. 44 (Revised) -- Approved by the Secretary of the Treasury 
_ dune 28, 1935. 



RECEIPT 240. No 

EXEMPTION OF U. Si GOVERNMENT FROM STATE OR LOCAL Tak __ 

& 8@ 4  Seeiethat Leer ‘ . - e e e ° ° 

ion of official station of purchaser) ~~ 

e A rf ° . ° é > ‘ ‘ 

os (Name and locat (Date) 

A certify that’ T have this date purchased . 0000. iy 0) 

aoe ae one (Items and prices -- 

@ 

See instructions on reverse hereof) 

exclusive of State or local tax, for use on official business of the United 

States Government or its dnstrumentalities, from eee he ee ee 

: | ee ul (Name and location of dealer) 

Ree Ne aah se! Ce, -, and the quantity purchased was actually deliv-— 
(State) QB Faun : . bs = i a , . ~ - 2 

gee he eo eh i re a Peer mer nary pics WSS. 
(Automobile, truck, motor cycle, airplane, boat, etc.) — 

»@¢ense plate orjidentifying mumbers 5. « « «1.2... « OF delivered 20 ee 
a | AE eye rk a aaa : (Place, 

MENS re Te =o, sh erceral Ue . under my Gireeh Supervisor, 

Stavaon, Ont tce, ete.) 

° or Cheeni O50) 

(Branch of the service for which purchased) 
qielvered the 6 75) e olay eae 

ADOVeT AMG “received! tine |" ° = 1s +. ae 

STUNT MORE Soy Sa'-ser-2ay SARL (Signature of purchaser) | 

(Dealer) ne (eae) 

RECEIPT.--To be retained by purchaser, and should accompany voucher when expense — 

. account is. submitted, 4 

U. S. Standard Form No. 1066 (Revised) -~ Approved by the Secretary of the Treas- 
Mey gume 1 28 A 19S 5.. ihe: ints : ‘yi adhd cated cog e 28S. 4 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Hxtra Gopies The Accounting Section of the Division has to have for its 
of Vouchers. reference files a copy of each voucher, expense account, 

mileage report, etc.se submitted for payment. Delays in 

receiving reimbursement check are quite often caused by our failure to 
receive the necessary extra copies of such vouchers and having them. 

made here. When instructions on a standard form require that.the voucher, 

report, etc. be submitted in DUPLICATE, be sure-to send us THREE. copies 

as the instructions -mean that two are neede for the Bureau of Department 
offices concerned. It is wise to make a fourth copy for your own files. 

Thus the use of an extra sheet of carbon paper can often save 

hours of: time here in copying and checking a voucher or report, especially 
since our accountants must put such vouchers, etc. aside to be copied 
when a typist is availabie. Carefulness in making sure that enough copies 

are sent. to us will often save a day or more in getting the checks out. 

Boards of . Probably some of our field station officials have been won- 

Survey. dering why appointments for Boards of Survey for the disposal 

of worthless equipment have not been received for the current 

Calendar year. These apnointments have been held up pending a revision of 

the forms and rules governing the disposal of such property. They are now 

being prepared, however, and will be sent out as soon as received. 

It is the intention, however, to limit the disposition of such 
property to wornout property so broken as to. be absolutely.useless. All 

Other items of discarded equipment, etc. mist be listed and the list 

passed around the Bureau and Department to afford an opportunity for their 

transfer to any office or division that may be able to use them-to advantage. 

—_ 

FRUIT DISEASES 

John C. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

Writing from the fruit disease laboratory on September 7th, he 

reports that on his return after a visit. to the Fast, including 

Washington, D.C., he found the situation in Arkansas to be-much the 
same as when he left Fayetteville early in August. 

"The drought has been only partially vroken by two light showers, 
he reports, "and the apple trees in my experimental plots continued to 

suffer from the moisture deficit. The disease situations remained un- 
changed except in the check plot where the amount of blotch had increased 
appreciably." 3 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Specifications. A recent. decision of the Comotroller Generel (A-61437) 
: again emphasizes the importance of proper wording in 

specifications to be used in connection with the requesting -2f bids. 

Specifications must not be so worded that they orevent bids isrom. those 
who might be able to supply satisfactory materials or equipment, and 

where certain products or articles may be mentioned by name (for the 

purpose of identifying the. type or construction, etc.) the names should 

be, followed by the words "or equal.!! No recommendation will be accepted 

for the rejection cf a lower bid unless we can snow clearly that the 

lower priced article does not meet the spccifications in some resvect 

that makes it unsuitable for our requirements, Bids should permi-; the 

widest competition and.insure our. receiving the lowest. prices. {light 
changes in the clauses which must form part of such specifications are 

being made continually, so whenever time. permits it is very desirable 
that you send to your project or to the Business Office the specifica- 

tions you intend to use in asking for bids, so that they may be checked 

ecarefully.. Quite often this may mean the saving of the. trouble of re— 

AOwyer tas IMS DOr.) Mey PaaS. 

Local A father had taken his five-year-old son to see his "brand— 
Dealers... new baby brother," and was much amazed to have the Little 

fellow burst into tears after looking over the newcomer. 

"Why,-son," said the father, "what is the matter? Aren't you glad we 

have a new boy?" The little. fellow raised his tearful face. "Did 
you trade me in on him?" he wanted, to know, 

This has reminded Roy Gillette of the desirability of giving as 

much of your official business as practicable to your local dealers—— 

where prices justify it, of course, end where no contracts or regula- 

tions prevent it. This means that you should, when requesting the 

purchase of equioment that will necessitate obtaining bids, send along 

the names and eddresses of responsible locel-dealers who are in a po- 

Sition to: furnish the equipment. . This is especially desirable in 

trading in little boys--I mean automobiles and trucks-—~as the local 

dealer is the ome who has to accept the turned in car and.can usually 

offer a better price then the factory on the used equipment. 

State DO not purchase articles on State contracts, The Comptroller 

Contracts. has advised that payment cannot be approved for purchases of 
material or equipment besed solely on contracts obtained by 

State purchasing officers. Although it may seem that the prices obtained 
by these State officers are low and fair, there is no assurance, you See, 

that a lower price could not be obtained on bids for the Federal Government 

in view of additional quantities required, i 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

"Mead"! The Country Gentleman told some time ago of a norse snow-- 

Envelopes. and exnibition of draft horses. Up and down the center 
aisle of the big exhibition building hurried a haugnty 

dowager, evidently unable to locate her entry. Seeing her apparent con- 

fusion, an attendant stepped up to her and inquired solicitously, "What's 

the matter, Madam? Can't you find your stall?" 

We hope your feelings will not be hurt as deeply as those of the 

woman of this story, but while we can find our stall all rignt, we ars 

getting worried about other things-~especially Library periodicals or 

books sent in to Washington in some of the manila or jute (brown) envel- 

opes you are using, ‘They are so old that they are actually brittle and 

crumble in one's hands. ‘The result is that where tney are used we some— 

times find little but the frank pasted on the envelope when the package 
gets here. These envelopes at their best wouldn't carry a draft norse 

safely, but at tneir worst they are absolutely useless for any mailing 

purposes, Please, tnen, look over your stock of these briown envelopes, 

test them out, and if they crumble or tear easily, discard all of them 

and ask the Business Office for fresh stock. 

Thinking of Many of our field employees have written during the past 

Re-Tiring? few months in regard to tires and tubes-~for automobiles 
and trucks, not for themselves. They have been expecting 

@ notice calling for future requirements on a quarterly period basis. 

The Procurement Division of the Treasury Department, however, has been 

issuing a new contrect for tires and tubes every three months——but not on 

a "definite quantity" basis. Under the present arrangement orders may be 

placed when the tires are needed, Delivery will be made promptly from 

ie reOnueoactGr'sS nearest distribution point, Orders should be placed 

sufficiently in advance of the time the tires end tubes will be needed 

to allow for placing the order and meking delivery. If you prefer any 

Perticular make of tire, you should state your preference as the con- 

tract covers several makes and brands, <A new contract will be available 

soon, so if tires or tubes will be needed in the near future, please send 

Timor Grecrs LO the Business Office. If at any future time the old 

"definite quantity" method of procuring tires and tubes is again put into 

effect, we will see that you are advised in time to get your estimates 

in with time to spare, 

Letters of it ts again necessary to umge that requests for letters 

Authorization, of authorization or amendments therefor be received 

in the Business Office about 5 days in advance of the 

effective date, In the case of euthorizations for the attendance at 
meetings or conventions, additional time should be allowéd as these must 

receive the approval of the Secretary in addition to the usual Bureau 

approval, Send all requests through your project leader, of course. 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

Tito Mou miny NETS bE TT ER 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 

eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture, 

jon Ane wwernra lly yida tor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division. only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 

Loe. end aS NOt vO be published without securing “the prior approval of 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 
field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and sO are:not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 

Vol. VII Washington, D. C., October 15, 1935 ~ No. 20 

As Others Scotland's famous horticulturist and poet, Robert Burns, once 

See Wish expressed the wish; "Qh, wad some power the giftie gie us, To 

see oursel's as others see us." He appeared to believe that 

such @ view mignt have a chastening effect upon one. As it happened, he 
was born some 175 years too soon to see the September 15, 1935 issue of 

the Plant Disease Reporter, otherwise he might have realized that see 

ing ourselves as others see us-~or our work—--sometimes lifts up rather 

than depresses, This issue contains as fine an indirect tribute to the 

value of our fruit and vegetable handling, transportation and storage 

investigations as one could wish. 

It comes about in this way: Some two years ago the Plant Disease 

survey began en attempt. to estimate losses which occur while fruits and 

vegetables are in the hands of the distributors and consumers, and this 

is a preliminary report based on a survey conducted at Knoxville, Tenn, 

The Press Service release heads its review of the report: "Most Fruit and 
Vegetable Losses can be Avoided by Right Handling.'' This is a plank right 
out of our platform, And since these losses mey run-as-high as 25 percent 

-in some of the fruit and vegetable crops, the imoortence of the handling, 
transportation end storage studies can easily be seen even by those who 

may not- happen to know of thé millions of dollars annually already being 

saved by improved methods pioneered by use 

The greatest losers through careless handling are undoubtedly the 

producer and the consumer, since the distributors have an opportunity to 

pess along their losses to some extent. And wnen the consumer has en- 

countered an unsatisfactory product more than once or twice, he is quite 

apt to stop buying that particular product, wnich doesn't help the producer. 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

John C. Dunegen, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"According to reports in the local newspapers, farmers of North 
west Arkansas received ebout $134,000 for the 1935 grape crop, it is estia 
mated,'' he writes in the report of the Fayetteville Laboratory for the 

week ending September 28th, About 400: cars of grapes went out of this 

section by rail and truck, and of this number about 300 cars were from 
‘Washington county, Prices ranged from 8 to 12 cents, with the average 

about 10 cents a basket. Springdale snipped 82 cars bz mail and truck 

shipments brought the total from the area‘to about 232 cars, it is ésti~ 

mated, Fayetteville shipped 16 cars by reil and Fermington 18, The 

truck shipments probably were a little more than rail shipments in both 

these places, The shipments this year were almost double last year's, end® 

Hlals), seis. 1aySkoh wae) well throughout the season, ; 

"J received from Stark Brothers nursery at Farmington a number of 

Early Red Bird apple trees showing cankers on the main trunk caused by 

the cedar rust fungus. <A visit to the nursery revealed the fact that the 

rust infection was confined almost SEE Sy to. this one variety,” Cedas 

rust on Ada Red nursery stock was quite prevalent in tnis section in: 
19265 “according, tolDr..Vi.ck. Younes, but the interesting feature of the 

present outbreak is the presence of very active black rot (Physalospvore 

obtusa) ‘cankers surrounding each rust lesion, Other nurseries will be™ 

visited during the coming week varticularly to see if the Ada Red variety 

is affected again this year and’ to see also if the black rot fungus is 
present. The exact Species of Gymnosporangium has not been det sermined as 
yet as oS specimens from Farmington were not satisfactory for this type 

of work, ; 

H. G. Bergman, Amherst, Mass. (Cranberries) 

"We have continued the examination of berries from experimental 
plots which were picked earlier," he writes September 28th. "We have now 

completed the first exemination of berries from the bog on which ovr most 

extensive series of experimental spray and dust plots were located, The 

berries from plots which were sprayed show e marked improvement while 
dusted plants show little or no difference as compared with checks....The 

first incubator test on berries from the verious bogs has just been come 

pleted by Mr. Truran, The percentage of rot in Harly Blacks is the same 
as last year, 4.<, The keeping quality of Howes is poorer than last year, 
‘the percentage of rot this yeer ‘being 5.7 as against 1.4 for last yeare 

»+.eeReports from a number of growers who have picked berries indicates tnat 
the yield is falling below the estimate. This is due in part to the fact 

that the berries are somewhat under normal size, Haerly Blacks this year 

are expected to make up about 75 percent of the total crop in Massachusetts 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

Ga, Mecksitroth, Chedbourn, N. C. ' (Strawberries) 

; "T have been scouting around in this section to cneck up on the 

Dendrophoma lear blight, and find that it is generally distributed 

through many fields, There is enovgh of it to considerably reduce the 

functional leef surface, and this disease may prove to be an important 

factor in determining the leaf surface of the plants through the summer 

MnCl Mme DainssOw's work has shown that there is a direct relation 

between the lea: surface in tne fell and tne yield the following year. 

Scorch is. more common in most fields than the leaf-spot disease." 

Leslic PIL EROS, — WakielCeminosys — Ibrayels 

NTRe AOte dry weather invyuly and the first week in August 
checked the growth of Stayman apoles, The resumption of growtn follow- 

ing a precipitation. of 1,43 inches on August 6 resulted in the severe 

Crtckano On ab WessiaoO percent of the fruit of. this variety.: In our 

experimental orchard a high percentage of the cracked Stayman has 

dropped. At least’ 25 percent of the fruit on the ground under our 
reeord trees snowed brown—rot infection by the first week in September. 

.Rnizopus rot was also showing on a small percentage of the dropped fruit. 

"7ith the exception of a féw plantings of Krummel, the harvest of 

the peacn crop in this section was completed early in September, Yields 

were very satisfactory and prices higher tnan was expected earlier in 

the season. Wo. 1 Elberta prices ranged from $1.35 to $1.80 per bushel 
basket with an average for the season of about $1.50. The fruit was of 

unusually good quality and above the average in size. Bacterial Spot 

caused no commercial damage on either Elberta or Hale, Peach scab did 

not damage Elberta and damaged only about 5 percent of the Hale crop in 

Sproyeo Or. dusted orchards, WPullly 50 percent of the South Haven fruit 

was badly injured by scab in orchards where the usual number of sprays 

or dusts were applied. Early Hlberta was a close second to South Haven 

in showing injury from scab, The loss caused by brownerot was negligible. 

The best fruit in the section was in an orchard sprayed five times with 
zinc-lime with weteble sulphur added to the mixture. The total yield 

of Elberta and Hale in this particular orchard was in the neighborhood 

ef 20,000 bushels, 

"This is the first time in tne 11 seasons we have had work at 
Vinegennes that peach trees of all varieties retained all of their leaves 

until after the crop was harvested. On account of the heavy crop of 

Targe leaves and the presence of = sufficient supply of moisture the fruit 

wes considerably abcve normal size. An Elberta from our experimental plot 

measured 3-3/8 inches in diameter. Many of the Hale fruits in the same 
orchard were over 4 inches in diameter," 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

W. W. Alideich s incd=oenrds Ores. 

"At the beginning of the week pear harvesting end packing oper- 

ations reached the peak for the season," he writes Sep esos sr loth, Anjou 

end Bose varieties were deing harvested simultaneously. As usual, these 

two varieties were in the majority of cases picked while fruit firmness 

was in the upper half of the 'picking range! according to the Oregon test 

py tei 1) 

D UW. 

"Picking at the Medford Exocriment Station was started on Septembe 
». end the experimental Boum in Block 1 vere narvested on September: 12 

and 13. . Anjou fruit firmness ranged between 13.5 and 14,5 pounds on the 

Magness and Taylor tester and ae e2 and. 25 on the Oreson’ testers 

Edwin Smith and A. L. Ryall were in town to assist in the storing of reor 

sentative samples of fruit from the Time of Irrigation and Pruning—Irrigea 

tion plots. . 

"I compared the rate of growth of the fruits of Anjou, Bartlett, 
and Bose in.a preliminery way during this season, using two trees of 

each variety under apvarently similar soil moisture conditions, During 

periods of epperently low soil moisture and high evaporating power of 

the Air, Bose showed the most rapid fruit growth and Anjou the least 
growth. These results are in accord with general observations in com 
mercial orchards where Bosc trees show less wilting and larger fruit 

Size than Anjou, 

atures have continued . "During the past week daily maximum tempers 

fairly nigh and. evaporating power of the air has also been consistently 

high," he wrote from the pear field station on Septem mber 9th, "Phas 
weather condition nes had a marked effect upon the very iarge Anjou crop 

in the Valley. In 2ll orchards on relatively light soil where the soil 

moisture had not been recently replenished by irrigation, a large amount 

of sunburning of the fruit occurred. In orchards where 'cork! usually 

occurs. to a slight extent, greater numbers of fruits became affected 

with this cork condition during the week, In my cork plots very little 

cork was oa on Mondey on summer—pruned trees, but by Friday all 

fruits on these trees showed cork tc some oe 

"This high evaporating power of the air which has nov 7 continued 
for about three veeks has apparently taxed the vater supplying power of 

the roots for Anjou trees in adobe, In soil ee plots rete 
Medford Experiment Station) low in available soil moisture many leaves 

are turning yellow and many green leaves are dropping to. the ground. 

This leaf condition is in itself ample evidence of extreme tree sufferingy 
during hot weather when available soil moisture is below 30 percent of 
the available capacity but above the pefmanent wilting percentage, When ~ 
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W. W. Aldrich (continued) 

this high evaporating power of the air commenced tne rate of fruit 

growth decreesed slightly: but when the high evaporating power of the 

air Continued, the rate of fruit growth decreased still more, These con~ 

ditions gave us an Opportunity to determine whether the large leaf area 

Old Frequent ener would tax the water supplying power of the roots 

more than the relatively small leaf area in the Old Dry plot. 

Um@ GeternunemumtSeuacee spmees ain Olde H#requent and in Old Dry 
hed 1/3 of their leaf area (and nS of their fruits) removed in early 

August. This reduction of the top-root ratio had hitherto had no 

effect upon fruit growth; but during this past week with contimed 

high evaporating power or tne air the rate of fruit srowtn on normal 
trees in Old Frequent plot was slishtly less than for trees in the 

same plot with a lower top~root ratio, JI interpret this to mean that 
our practice of frequent irrigation to maintain available soil moisture 

has increased leaf area slightly more than root develooment,' 

C. F. Kinmen, Secramento, Calif. 

"Some Erune growers in the Sacramento Valley commented to me 
a 

Spot Gabe ol OwMess Iai ripening of theirs prunes," he wrives ian’ a Levter 

dated September 10th. "The ripening season has been late for most fruit te 

erops throughout the season in this vicinity and this lateness, together 

th cool fall weather, is causing concern among growers 

Miith tle more satisfactory prices that have been received for 

canning peecnes tais year, nas-come a very much increased interest in 

peach Phang We “Rul piss Iss Naan peacn growing sections around here Tinere 

has elso de a2 revivel of interest in new varieties, and a muniber of 

then, eee chanee seedlings, bud sports, and crosses of known 
perentage, sre being watched rather closely by growers and Seca 

Himer Snyder, Fresno, Calif. 

Narape varieties in this locelity have ripened somewhat later 

than an average season and much later than last year, which wes an early 

ripening yes ars Many raisin type grapes still are unvicked which ordin— 

erily would be either completely dried at this time or at least would 

pe. on trays, * 

"The leteness of the season has resulted in some cases of raisin 

rapes being picked in an immature condition which will result in a poor 

uality raisin, In one large commercial planting, Muscat of Alexendria 

erapes were being placed on trays for drying when the grapes tested only 

8 percent sugar. 

he) 

fy ;Q 

Lin} ke 9b) 6) (qv) isp} 

"Phere is & possibility of rain demage to drying raisins when the 
erapes ripen tnis late in the season," 
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George F. Waldo, Corpvallis, Oreg. 

Writing September 14th he reports that an attempt was made to 
determine if possible whether the grafting of runners could be used in 
the transmissgon of crinkie disease from diseased te hnealty plants, 
"It is hoped that a technique can be developed for grafting runners so 
that a large number of the strawberry selections of tne past years! 

breeding work might be tested in this way,' he states, 

NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

Peul W. Miller, Corvallis, Orege 

"Results of studies on spraying for the control of walnut blight 
carried on in a Franquette planting neer Lebanon, Oreg. further indicate 
that spraying with bordeaux mixture at the proper time will reduce the 

incidence of the disease to a negligible amount," he writes for the week 
ending September 21, 

"In this test bordeaux mixture 2-2~50 gave practically as good 
results as did bordeaux 4-4—50, Furthermore, the use of either an oil 
emulsion or a light medium summer spray oil with bordeaux mixture did 

not increase the effectiveness of the sprey to any significant extent, 

Basic copper sulphate 2-100, copper silicate 2-100, and zine copper 
bordeaux 2-100, were all not as effective as bordeaux mixture in reducing 

the incidence of blight on the nuts, 

"Filberts ere now beginning to fall to the ground. By the end of 

next week harvesting will be under way. 

"The first good rain of the year since the 22d of April fell 

during the forepart of the week, A total of 1,52 inches of rain fell 

‘over a 3day period at our field station at Aumsville, Oreg.!"! 

He had written September 14th; "Field studies carried on during 
the week indicate that in all likelihood there will be an abnormal amount 

of blank nuts in the filbert crop in the Pecific Northwest this year. 
This is particularly true of the Barcelona variety. While it is impossible 

at this time to definitely state what the exact crop less in the Pacific 
Northwest as ea whole will be from this cause it is estimated thet about 

15 percent of the crop may be lost from this trouble, iIn'*certain 

Barcelona plantings it is estimated that as much as 50 percent of tne 

crop will be either blanks or so poorly filled as to affect their market 
value. 
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B. G Sitton, Shreveport, La. 

"During the last two or three weexs the black pecan aphis has 
increased to serious provortions in a great many of the orchards in this 

territory," he writes from the U. §. Pecan Field Station on September 2l. 

"In some cases 75 to 80 percent of the foliage has already shed 

and in otner cases as much as 50 percent of the foliage is now on the 
ground. It is rather interesting to note that in some places where the 

trees have considerable space between them the damage done by the black 

apnhis is considerably less tnan where trees are rather close together. 

Ths is particularly true in one block in the J. H. Fullilove orchard. 

"Three years ago a porti6n of diagonal tree rows were removed 

and the remaining left without removing any trees.- Those trees in the 
portion which was thinned have retained probably 90 percent of their 
foliage, whereas the trees in the adjoining block have shed at least 50 

percent of their foliage, most of the shed being from the lower branches. 

In some cases the trees which have lost a considerable part of their 

foliage carried a heavy crop of pecans and it is quite probable that the 

quality. of the nuts will be impaired by this loss of foliage. A consid- 

erable part of the shed in some places is also due to vein spot.!! 

Max 3B. Hardy, Albany, Ga. 

Writing from the U» S. Pecan Field Station and Laboratory on 

september 28th, he reports that tne condition of the pecan trees 

around Albany in those orchards which had had no care is deplorable. 

"Trees o£ the Stuart, Mobile, and Schley varieties are as bare of 

leaves in some cases as. they will be in winter," he writes, "due to 

the usual factors of foliage diseases, no cultivation, and crowding. 

some. other varieties under similar conditions, notably Moore, Curtis, 

Teche, and Frotscher, are holding their foliage well. ‘The trees at 

the station farm maintain their excellent condition." 

"Observations made on trees in our girdling experiments lead 

to the conclusion that girdling the trunk with a saw cut, removing 

a ring of bark from the larger branches, or ringing with a wire around 

the limbs hastens the maturity of the nuts," he wrote September 21. 

mae efiect of. girdiing on the size of the nuts is not of sufficient 
“uniformity to permit drawing definite conclusions until the crops are 

harvested. There is an indication, however, that girdling on Moore 

and Moneymaker.-increasés the size of the nuts, while on Schley it 

decreased the size. 
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de Re Cole, Albany, Ga. 

"On Wednesday Mr. Large and I conducted members of the Pecan Club 

over our experimental plots in the Taylor orchard," he writes from the 

U. S. Pecan Disease Field Laboratory on September eSth. "Dr. Js Je Skin- 

ner was a guest and described briefly the pecan crop in Louisiana and 

Texas. Thursday some members of our Bureau drove to DeWitt and Baconton 

and observed the conditions of tne orchards in those areas. In tne Alley 

plot at DeWitt the foliage is green and almost free of disease on the 
trees sprayed with bordeaux mixture 2-1/2-50 and 1-50 zinc sulphate, while 
the trees that were not sprayed are practically defoliated." 

Howard Ee Parson, Shreveport, La. 

Writing from the U. §. Pecan Disease Laboratory on September 28, 

he reports: "Notes on the control of leaf spots by spraying have been taken 

Some plots received pre-pollination sprays alone, some summer sprays alone, 
and some received both pre-pollination and summer sprays. Best control of 
vein spot and downy spot resulted from applying 2-2-50 bordeaux mixture 

before pollination. The 1-1-50 bordeaux before pollination plus one appli- 

cation of 3-3-50 bordeaux after pollination was second, and 1~-50 copper 
sulphate solution applied both before and after pollination was third in 

control. Spraying after the first summer application of bordeaux mixture 

was discontinued because of the increase in numbers of ephis following 
later sparys. 

" Leaf spots of pecan, especially vein spot, have been very serious 

in local pecan groves this summer.e Two large orchards were defoliated 

early causing new leaves to come out end no doubt also cnusing the present 

crop to be lighter than it normally would have been. Downy spot was asso- 

ciated with it, but vein spot attacks the leaves in such vulnerable posi- 

tions that it could have caused the defoliation without downy spot being 

present. Much good should result in the control of these leaf spots from 

orchard sanitation since no overwintering twig lesions are known to occure 

"Black aphids have come into other orchards that escaped complete 
defoliation from leaf spots. Defoliation from aphids has come late enough 

so that probably little or no new foliage will come off. No differences 

could be seen in the prevalence of aphids on the different sprayed plots 

late in the season. Some help was given Mr. Pierce in spraying small numbe 

of trees against black aphids in the Fullilove orchard....Results of sprayll 

against rosette with zinc sulphate in the Fullilove orchard are that its 
severity nas been reduced an appreciable amount even though the applications 

were not as tiiely as desired on account of bad weather." 
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STORAGE SOLVES SURPLUS PROBLEM FOR GARDENERS 

"Hach year the average gardener has a surplus problem" says a 
Press Service release commenting on the revised edition of Farmers! 

Bulletin No. 879, "Home Storage of Vegetables," by James H. Beattie 
of our Division. "His garden normally produces more vegetables during 

the summer than he and his family can consume. 

"Thais surplus--of little value in the summer--can be used during 

the winter in preparing a variety of tasty and wholesome dishes if the 

extra vegetables are properly stored in cellars, attics, or other 

suitable places. Storing of vegetables also lightens the annual canning 

work. 

"Beets, late cabbage, carrots, celery, onions, parsnips, potatoes, 

sweetpotatoes, salsify, pumpkins, squash, and turnips may be stored in 

their natural condition. Beans of various kinds, including the limas, 

may be dried and stored. 

"A half-acre garden, according to horticulturists of the United 

states Department of Agriculture, will, if properly cared for, produce 

enougn vegetables for year-around use by the average family. 

"Cellars containing a furnace usually are too warm and dry for 

storing root crops, but a room may be partitioned off in one corner 

or end of the cellar and the temperature controlled by means of outside 
windows. Outdoor cellars may be built at low cost.!"! 

As Mr. Beattie points out in the foreword to the bulletin, the 
storing of late vesetables is an economy for those who grow them in 

sufficient quantity for the needs of the family. To care for the surplus 

vegetables in many cases requires nothing more than the use of existing 

facilities in or near the home. Often the late vegetables from a small 

garden may be stored with no outlay of money. 

Of course, where considerable quantities of vegetables are grow it 
is frequently advisable to construct permanent storage facilities in the 
form of a storage room in the basement of the dwelling or under an out- 

building or to build an outdoor cellar of wood and masonry. If permanent 

facilities are not available late root crops can be kept in outdoor pits 

or banks, requiring no cash outlay except for labor. 

The bulletin contains no fewer than 20 figures illustrating 

floor plans, details of construction and ventilation, completed outdoor 

storage cellars, banks, pits, etc. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Financial’ - Beginning this Fiscal Year, monthly financial statements 
tatements will be sent out at a later date than has been the ‘practice 

in the past. When the account books were closed on the 
first of the month, such expenditures as public utility vouchers, 

monthly expense accounts end others could not be entered and so had to 
be held for inclusion in the statement of the month following. 

We are goinz to try out a plan now by which the-books itt De. 

closed on the lOth of each morth pens of the first. We feel that 

this will make your montnly statements more representative of the actual 

financial condition of your allotment. You can help us a lot-in this 
new ‘plan by making sure that your accounts and vouchers are sent to us 

PROMPTLY, through your project leader, after the end of each month. 

We hope, also, to speed up the payment of monthly expense accounts. 

Coal A section of the act of Congress approved August 30, 1934, and 
known es the Guffey Coal Bill, reads: "Sec. 14 (2).-—No 

bituminous coal shall be purchased by the United States or any depart- 

ment or agency thereof, produced at any mine where the producer has not 

complied witn the provisions of tne code set out in Section 4 of this act.! 

This, of course, means that employees in:charge of.stations or 

who otherwise may have occasion to purchase coal should get in touch 

with the dealer in advance to make sure that he gets his coal a mines 

complying with the Guffey Coal Act. 

Payment by Comptroller General's decision A-61131:points out that 

Delivery of there is no authority of law for the acceptance of an offer 

Merchandisee by a debtor of the United States to deliver merchandise . 

# in payment of an acknowledged obligation to the United 
States. This makes it necessary that where through error an overpayment 

might be made, for example, the amount due be sent to the Treasury De- 

partment. We are not permitted to accept merchandise in payment of such 

moneys due the United States. ; 

Liability Tne Business Office is preparing a statement regarding 

Insurancee liability insurance, to be sent to employees shortly with 

details as to policies, rates, etc. If you do not get a 
copy soon, apply to the Business office for one. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Destroying HweE aes Memon COOL Gaved Aucustecr, LISS, Mx. Alanson 

Old Records. quotes a memorandum from Mr. Josepn Haley, Chief of the 
Department's Division of Operation, in regard to the de- 

struction of papers, documents, etc. which appear to have no permanent 

value or historical interests 

"A letter has been ncceived from Mr. P. D. Ws. Connor, Archivist, 
Stating that the National Archives Act requires the Archivist of 

the United States to transmit to Congress on January 1 of each 

VcoGeewelba Me approval lomuae Council. (a Mist) orwdescniption oF 

papers, documents, and so forth (among the archives and records 

of the Government), which appear to have no permanent value or 

historical interest, and which, with the concurrence of the 

Government agency concerned, and subject to the approval of 

Congress, shall be destroyed or otherwise effectively disposed of. 

"You are therefore requested to submit to this Division as 

SOOM aS possibile a list of such papers as you desire to have 
reported to Congress." 

As we interpret this, it covers everything in the way of corres- 

pondence and old records for which we have in the past been asking the 

Secretary to approve disposal or destruction. 

Heretofore it has been the practice of the Bureau to recommend 
to the Secretary the destruction of old files or other miscellaneous 

papers which were no longer required and appeared to have no further 

value. This was done from time to time throughout the vear. Apparently 

this authority is now abrogated and it will now be necessary to include 

in a memorandum for submittal to the Arhivist recommendations covering 

the destruction of any papers, correspondence, etc. of no further value. 

As in the past, project leaders and field station superintendents 

will report to Dr. Auchter regarding any papers or records they consider 

as of no permanent value or historical interest which they desire to de- 

stroy or dispose of in some way. Such material should, of course, be 

held until instructions are received concerning it. We will include 

the description or list in our annual reports to the Archivist who will 

notify us or the action to be taken. Such papers can be stored in some 
sate place at the station for the time being. It is not necessary to 
send them to Washington unless you are advised to do so. 

The point of all this, of course, is that nothing should be dis- 

posed of that appears to have permanent value or possible nistorical 
interest, until you are advised concerning it. A recent check-up with 

our project leaders failed to reveal any such material awaiting disposal 

or destruction now, and we have so advised Mr. Allanson. This is just a 

reminder for next year! 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

See ON RY NEWS LETTER 
— i a a ns on 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 

eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture. 

John A. Ferrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and. the material contained in it -is:of an informal and confidential na- 
ture, and is not to be published without securing the. prior approval of 

the Division .of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 

field workers anc others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

end soO-are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 

—~—- an ae a a a A 

Viole VET Washington, Ds Gey-November 1, 1935 Noe 21 
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One Big Jim Wiant, down from the New York City laboratory of the Sec- 

Family. tion of Fruit and Vegetable Handling, Transportation and Stor- 

age Investigations, stopped in and cheered us up witn kind 

remarks regarding the NES LETTER, intimating that it is helping make 

the Division-into "one big family." This is just what Dr. Auchter wants, 
and he is delighted that we do work together effectively and harmoniously. 

The NEWS LETTER tries to be an instrument of service in connection 

with this atmosphere of harmony and cooperation.s. More than ever before 

large business organizations are devoting time and money to the problem 

of developing effective team play--getting the various units of the or- 

Zanization to intermesh efficiently while still retaining their indepen- 

dcwee Or actron ane their individuality. That #s cur ideal, too, and we 

strive to serve as a clearing house of information helpful to you. The 

field reports t¢!lvou what is being done by your research colleagues, 

giving you the benefit of their experience and findings. The prompt pub- 

lication of official orders, etc. helps oil the machinery and often safe- 

guarcs your bank account, if any. 

Cooperation--that's the corner stone of team play. You know how 

it works: You have a dollar and I have a doller--we swap. Now you have 

my dollar and I heve yours but neither of us has been benefitted. But 

if you have an idea end I have one and we swap, then each of us has two 

ideas-—he has doubled his capital. Which, of course, is why we welcome 

field reports from more of our vyorkers in order to bring about an even 

wider exchange of ideas. And we like personal items about changes in 

headquarters, talks before growers, favorable comments on our vork, etc. 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

lal 

Go. P. Harley, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"Wenatchee is now about at the peak of the harvest season," he 

writes Cctober lith. "Delicious apples are practically all off in the 

Wenatchee Gistrict, although the higher elevations still have some on 

the trees. In general, the Vinesaps will be of fine quality, perhaps 

oetter than any other variety this vear. This is due to better color 

and worm control. Many of the Delicious trees this year have fallen 

short of their anticipated quality through lack of color and premature 

Gropping. We have been called upon many.times this fall to diagnose 

tne factors responsible for these off~colored Delicious. So far we 

have been unable to correlate the difficulty with any one factor in 

all cases. We feel reasonably certein though that mite infestations 
have been an important contributing cause. 

"Just this past week a large orchard in Peshastin and several 

orchards in the sianson district have had trouble in all varieties with 

premature dropping and with Delicious, lack of color also. We found 

the trees to show a severe leaf burning in these orchards. At first 

we were inclined to look for soil trousles but on closer examination 

found that tne low brancnes on the trees in the lower areas of the 

orcnarG showed more leaf burning than those on the side hills, or 

wnere air drainage was more complete. This seemed to indicate very 

strongly that the injury was cue to arsenical burning and the branches 

near'tne cover crop, and trees in the lower areas in the orchard were 

more susceptible to the injury due to higher humidity. It was rather 
interesting to make this observation as none of these orchards had more 

than three cover sprays of lead arsenate and no one brand. was respon= 

sible apparently, nor could it be correlated with any particular type 

of spreader. This soluble arsenic leaf burn has not been observed in 

the Wenatchee district proper where the relative humidity is considerably 

lower. 

"In a previous report I stated that we were finding 2 correlation 

between recuction in fruit growth and evaporating power of the air and 

thet the evaporating power of the air vas correlated positively with 

daily maximum temperatures. Our later calculations have given us data 

that have greatly minimized the importance of temperatures as affecting 

fruit enlargement. Our data now show very definitely that the re- 

duction in average daily growth rate of Anjous in this: summer's experi- 

ment was caused mainly by air movement. In other words, our average 

Gaily maximum temperatures are least important in affecting fruit growth 

ana evaporating power of the air, and that average wind velocities are 

far more instrumental." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

We We Aldrich, Medford, Ores. 

"Visitors at the iiedford Experiment Station during the week," 

he writes September 30th, "included Mr. 7. F. Walker, nurseryman from 

Launceston, Tasmania; Mr. E. Cook, orchardist, from New South Wales, 

Australia; and Mr. VT. A. Schoenfeld and Mr. R. S. Besse of the Oregon 

Agricultural Experiment Station.... 

"Bitter pit is already showing on unpicked Yellow Newtown 
apples. I believe at least one packer plans to store Newtowns loose 

in lugs with shredded oil paper to prevent storage scald until bitter 

pit has shown up sufficiently to permit its removal in sorting before 

packing." 

He had reported Sevtember 23d: "Research work during the week 

included obtaining the last of the yield records in experimental plots 

in commercial orchards and the completion of the total leaf counts of 

'special study' trees in plots at the Medford Experiment Station. Aver- 

ase area per leaf for each plot had already been determined. Total 

leaf area per tree (based on 6 trees) for each of the Time of Irriga- 

tion Plots showed a marked reduction in leaf area for plots which have 
suffered: seriously for soil moisture during each of the past four 

seasons} 

Old Dry.....(approximately) 900,000 sq. cm. 
Frequent Harly " 900, O00 i! 
Frequent Late au 1,006, 000 H 
Old Frequent " 1,600, 000 " 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Edwin Smith, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"We attended a conference on the vrotection of fruits and vege- 
tables in winter transit in Seattle on October 3d," he writes October 8, 

Nand here the carriers demonstrated two different types of thermostati- 

cally controlled car heaters. This gave shippers. of the Pacific North- 

west great hoves of a fairly early solution of their problem of over- 

heating wnen winter shipments are being protected against freezing. This 

is a very promising answer to the Department's work on this subject since 

1917, which hes, since 1927, been given painstaking study by Mr. Mallison 

and his associates along the lines of 'inside control of car heaters.' 

"Fine weather prevailed during September--rather warmer than was 
good for apple coloring until after the middle of the month, but light 

frosts by September 26th corrected this condition for late varieties. 

At present avples promise to have good quality, though postponement of 

the harvesting pending color advancement may have the usual adverse 

effect especially if there is a prolonged delay in storage of Delicious, 

Stayman end Rome Beauty." 
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POTATO INVESTIGATIONS 

C. F. Clark, Presque Isle, Me. 

"Te have finished digging the experimental plots of potatoes and 

are now engaged in putting up the material for testing at the different 

cooperative stations," he writes October 12th. 

"Meany of the growers in this vicinity have finished harvesting 

their crop. On the otner hand, several of the large growers who were 

delayed in starting because of prolonged immaturity of the plants still 
have a large acreage undug....Market conditions have been slowly improving. 

Tne price paid the grower has increased from 50 cents to 80 cents per bar— 
wel isinee she Last report." 

He had reported on September 28th that the greater part of the 

early maturing potatoes had been dug. "Only a few growers have started 
to dig the Green iiountain variety as the vines in most fields are still 

too green to be in suitable condition for digsing," he wrote. "Some 
cracking of the tubers has been found to occur in the immature crop of 

this variety during the different stages in handling subsequent to dig- 

ging. It is believed that this condition cen be largely prevented by 

delaving the digging until the vines are dead and the tubers mature.... 

No killing frosts have yet occurred. This is a week later than the aver- 
age date of killing frosts at Aroostook Farm. Potato shipments are some— 

wnat behind those of previous years, the total shipments for Maine up to 

september 26 beins 1,128 cars, while on the same Gate in 1934, 13537 cans 

hac been shipped. The present price paid the growers is 50 cents per 

barrel," (As noted above the price had advanced to 80 cents per barrel 
iby, October 12th. Bd.) 

Growers were digging the Irish Cobbler early in September, the 

yields, however, being generally reported as low. 

KATAHDIN SCORES AGAIN! 

The Grand Rapids trade was given its first taste of Katahdin 

potatoes last week, says a press report. First diggings of the season 

were brought into the market by truckers, who had no difficulty meking 

sales at 60 cents a bushel, compared with 55 cents for other varieties. 

The Katahdin is a new white skinned variety developed by the United 

States Department of Agriculture and introduced in Michigan through 

the ilichigan Experiment Station, East Lansing, and the Lake City 
Potato Experiment Station. Growers reported the new 'white hope' has 

grown well this season end yields are better than those obtained from 

either Russet or White Rurals. After consumers get fully acquainted 

with the nev variety, truckers believe Katahdins will command a premium . 

‘of 10 cents a bushel or more over Russet Rurals and other rusty skinned } 

varieties. 

--Daily Digest, October 19, 1935. 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

\F 

M. A. Smith, Springfield, Mo. 

Writing from tne Ozark Fruit Disease Laboratory September 30th, 

he says: "Precipitation during the month of September totaled 2.64 

inches--a deficiency of .88 from the normal. From the 15th to the 24th 

we experienced the highest day temperatures ever recorded in this section 

for September. On the 24th a maximum of 91 degrees was reached. Follow- 
ing @ rainfall of 2.14 inches on the 26th, temperatures cdropded rapidly. 

The first frost was recorded on the night of the 28th, with no damage 

resulting. The drought and high temperatures of September caused a 

reduction in the size of apples. Jonathan and Delicious ripened very 

repidly and many dropped prematurely. 

"Prices for apples have been generally very low. No. 1 Grimes 
and Jonathan have been selling for 65 to 80 cents a bushel. From 
present indications, good quality Ben Davis will not sell for more than 

from 40 to 45 cents a bushel. 

"Last week the check plot in the apple scab experimental plots 

was harvested. Tne results showed that 99 percent of the drops and 

harvested fruit combined was scabbed. This week the pear leaf spot 

experimental plots were harvested. From the results it is apparent that 

the copper phosphate mixture was very effective in the control of this 
disease." 

John C. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"The work of harvesting the Oliver variety count trees was 

delayed by the rain and did not get started until the 10th and was com- 

pleted on the 12th," he wrote September 14th. "The check plot clearly 

indicates how favorable the environmental conditions were for the apple 

scab fungus during the early part of the 1935 growing season. The Oliver 

count trees in the check plot produced 4,302 apples and 4,301 of these 

were infected with scab. The results in the other plots have not been 

computed but the indications are that copper phosphate was not particu- 

larly effective against the scab fungus, although it appeared to give 

good results against the blotch fungus. The final conclusions will be 
based on the results obtained from the Ben Davis variety which will not 

be harvested for another three weeks." 

October 12 he wrote: "Practically the entire week was spent in 
-the experimental orchard counting and exemining Ben Davis apples from 

the various spray plots.....It will be some time before final results are 

computed but I may state in passing that the amount of scab on the plots 

spreyec with copper phosphate is not as great as it appeared it was going 

to be, and furthermore the finish of the apples in the plots sprayed with 

this material is infinitely superior to the finish of the fruit which was 

sprayed with bordeaux mixture." 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

Leslie Pierce, Vincennes, Ind. 

"A period of high temperatures beginning September 14th and con- 
tinuing for 12 days caused a heavy drop of apples jn all of the orchards 

in this section," he reports October 9th. "Grimes, Jonathan, Delicious 

and Turley were the varieties most affected. Many trees of the varieties 
named dropped 50 percent of their fruit before the crop could be harvested. 

The total absence of rainfall curing this period of high temperatures was 

a contributing factor in causing the fruit to drop. The total preemprtars 

for the month was 2.19 inches, a departure from normal of -1.56 inches. 

"Qn account of the premature ripening of the fruit due to high 
temperatures and lack of moisture, probably 75 percent of the apple crop 

in the section had been harvested by the end of September. The apple 

market was glutted and prices were the lovest ever experienced. Picked 

fruit, principally Grimes, sold in bulk for as low as 40 cents a bushel. 

Washed and packed Grimes sold from 85 cents down to 65 cents per bushel 

basket. Red varieties, Jonathan, Delicious and Turley, were priced at 

from 75 cents to $1.00. Even at the low prices asked a market was found 
for only a small vercentage of the crop. All of the space in the local 

cold storages was contractsd by the middle of September. The entire 

crop of late varieties such as Rome and Winesap will be placed in cold 

storage, if sufficient space is available. 

"Apples of all varieties later than Duchess shoved good size, but 

the color was poor on red varieties harvested during the last three weeks 
in September. Most of the color taken on the first week in September was 

lost Guring the extremely hot weather later in the month. The fruit was 
unusually free from insect injuries and the loss from scab was probably 

not more-than 10 percent of the crop." 

H. F. Bergman, Amherst, Mass. 

Reporting on the work at the Cranberry Disease Field Laboratory, 

Kast Wareham, Mass. for the week ending October 5, he says: "Most of 
the time this week we have been examining cranberries from our experi- 

mental spray and dust plots. None of the berries examined so far show 

as much rot as in very bad years but in most instances are showing more 

rot than last year. In one check lot more than 25 percent of our sample 
spoiled within two weeks. In some plots on the State Bog where we tried 

-a combination fungicide and insecticide consisting of 40 parts of sulphur 
.and.SO0 parts pyrethrum powder ~e found that the yield was consistently 

_less on dusted plots than on checks and the amount of rot.higher.. This, 

of course; does not look very well for sulphur as a fungicide on cran- 

berries." . : 
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DISEASES OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS 

Frank P. McWhorter, Corvallis, Ores. 

You will perhaps recall that some five or six years ago F. P. con- 

tributed a "weekly" report to the NEWS LETTER? Well, he is back again 
with what he labels "Weekly news letter for the middle week in October, 
1935." This will enable you to fix the date accurately. He says: 

"Recent news letters*, seasoned with weather, nave dried me into 

@ pen pusher. From their pages I have learned all the unusual quips of 

climate here and clsermnere. This requires consicerably study since the 

exactness of the weather minded is appalling. For example, let us take the 

ease of Bethlchem, La.**where 1.761 inches fell during the week ending 

October 1. Interpreting and integrating we have: The integral is the 

precipitation--l inch; the first decimal is the mumber of showers--7; 

he second decimal lists the fogs--s fogs; and the third decimal is 

Calafernia sunshine***:' that ise’é"say "1, or not much. With the help 

of this key, simple arithmetical maneuvers, and the plant misbehaviors. 

recorded in our newsletters* the weather curing the past few weeks may 

be recapitulated thusly; The precipitation is more and more falling less 

and lesse Soon the Scotch will be asking each other: 'Have you a little 
reservoir in your home?' But this is October Oregon and it is raining 

while I write. 

"Mir. iillsap has been burying bulbs in acres of beds between 
sneets of sandy loam, awaiting the call 'Vake up, wake up, little 

Butter Cup!' which with our sordid viewpoint, brings hope for new virus 

expression. In fact, we are planting about the largest bulb plot we have 

ever had. "And the bulb industry has been large. Recently for spicing an 

adcress to the Association of Park Commissioners of the United States, 

who met in Portland, I obtained through Inspection Offices some fresh 

figures on the number of narcissus in the Northwest. From these figures 

I computed that should the Park. Commissioners vote to build a parkway 

between here and the moon, our trvo States could furnish enough narcissus 

bulbs to line the parkwey three to a rod. No definite action on this sub- 

sestion was taken by the Commissioners et the time, but several of them 

suggested they would be willing te test free samples of our wonder bulbs 

in their very own parks. I left them with the impression that there are 

rignt smart bulbs here in the Northwest. I was, tuerefore, surprised to 

learn that every importent grover has sold all of every important com- 

mercial variety he wished to sell or that he had grown 'fit to sell.'! 
This statement is true for both States and is true for narcissus, iris, 

anc tulips. We are sorry to say that the quality of the bulbs, especially 

on a size basis, is below that of 1934. Fortunately I have only to re- 

view recent news letters* and climatological explanation for the size 

Gecrease.!! 

*Not our News Letter; he always capitalizes its name. **Shhhhhh!} Frank-- 

Bethlehem is in Palestine! ***7. R. Barger, please note. JAF 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

B. G Sitton, Shreveport, La. 

Writing from the U. S. Pecan Field Station on October 12th he 
says: "Over this entire territory a large proportion of the trees have 

lost a great part of their foliage. Some of them have been cefoliated 

so long that new srowth has started. Apparently there was considerable 

vein spot present on most of the trees, but I believe the defoliation 

was for the most part caused by attacks of black aphids. This is the 

first year in which black aphid has been so widely distributed and caused 

so much Gamage in this territory, but the damage has been increasing for 

the past four vears and now nas reached such serious proportions that it 

seems that means for control must be considered in order to insure econ- 

omical production of pecans. 

"Tn most of tne orchards visited the quality of the pecans will 
be impaired somewhat, although it is vetter than would be expected con- 

sidering the conditions of the foliage. Most of the trees are carrying 

a large crop of pecans this year and it is quite likely there will be no 

crop next year." 

He had written September 28th: "The pecan plantings in Oklahoma 

consist entirely of trees along the streams, either natives or natives 

top-worked to named varieties. In the topsworking which I saw there | 

this week, there is much need for improvement in methods. Practically 

every top-worked tree was cut back so severely that there is little 

chance for the tree to make a top within a reasonable time so as to 

be profitaole and in many cases the trees were cut back so severely that 

they will probably be destroyed by wood rot within a few years. Appar- 

ently the main problem in the Oklahoma territory is connected with top- 

working operations and judicious training of the trees." 

C. KH. Schuster, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"Filbert harvesting on our projects was completed during the 

past week," he writes October 12th. "Commercial harvesting will be fin- 

ished within a short time. The crops are turning out heavier in some 

cases than the growers had anticipated. In other cases the crops are 

light, with a considerable number of blanks. 

"The walnut harvest is just about readv to start. A few seedlings 

have been harvested and dried but the bulk of the crop is waiting for a 

rain to bring it down. Husks are cracked but ve have had dry weather 

until just a few hours ago, so that the nuts are being held in the husks. 

The next week will see harvest on in full blast." 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

Paul W. Miller, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"The leaves in many of our walnut orchards in Oregon are turning 

yellow prematurely and great numbers are now falling from the trees," 

he writes October 12th. "Normally the nuts fall before the leaves, but 

this year the order has been reversed. 

"In most cases the probractee, Crought of the current seasom ap- 

pears to be responsible for the premature yellowing and defoliation. 

However, there are certain exceptions which are very difficult to ex- 
plain. Thus, in one ivrigated orchard near Lebanon, Oreg., the leaves 

turned yellow prematurely and are now falling quite rapidly. The expla- 

nation for the yellowing and premature dropping of the leaves in this 

particular case is not so clear. No parasitic disease could be found on 

the leaves which might account for the premature defoliation which has 
OCCURTER's t is thought that probably a water-logging of the soil in- 

cident to an over-dosage of irrigation water might be the responsible 

factor in this particular case.!"! 

He wrote October 5th that filberts were being harvested in prac- 

tically all sections of the Pacific Northwest. 

Geo. P. Hoffman, Meridian, Miss. 

Writing on October 5th he reports: "In spite of a very dry and 

unfavorable growing season, it is gratifying to report that the pecan 

trees in our experimentel orchard have made considerable new and late 

growth. Observations made on trees sprayed with zinc sulphate (1 pound 

of zine sulphate in 50 gallons of water) in comparison with a few isolated 

and unsprayed trees left for checks, reveal remarkable results. The new 

growth developing since the zine application is a rich dark green color 

on the sprayed trees while there is at this time little evidence of new 

foliage and almost 100 percent defoliation in the unsprayed trees." 

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Mimeographed Apparently some of our workers have overlooked the 

Circulars, etc. fact that material for circulars etc. to be mimeographed 
should be approved by the Chief of Bureau. And this 

approval must be definitely secured before the stencil is cut, as some 

changes in the material are nearly always required and unless these 

are of a very minor character the stencil must be destroyed and a new 
one cut. | 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Travel In a recent ruling on traveling expenses, travel orders, etc. 

Authority Comptroller General McCarl has had to rule again on a case 
where an employe exceeded the authority granted in his letter 

of authorization, and consequently cannot be paid for the travel wrformedc 

and must refund to the United States the amount of the cost of the trans- 

portation requests used in the uneuthorizedc travel. 

This man happens to be an employee of another Department, but his 

experience emphasizes the necessity for your heeding our often repeated 

warnings that you must not travel to points not included in your letter 

of authorization, make purchases which are not authorized, nor exceed the 

amount provided on the letter. A failure to keep in step with these 

regulations and restrictions can mean only one thing--that some day you 

will be left holding the bag! 

Emergency The Comptroller General has ruled again, too, on the matter 

Purchases. of emergency purchases, emphasizing the fact that all pur- 

cheses made on the plea of emergency conditions are going to 

be severely scrutinized from now on. This decision, for example, points 

out that such conditions as "cold weather in the northern part of the 

United States during the winter" are not to be considered as emergency 

conditions. Such conditions are to be expected, and articles that will 

be needed for such weather should be purchased sufficiently in advance 

to allow ample time for obtaining bids or quotations on a competitive 
basis. Just because conditions develop that should normally be expected 

Goes not authorize any one to proceed with making a purchase on a pre- 

tense of exigency. 

Medical Treatment, Still another recent decision states that under 

Inoculations, etc. no circumstances will payment be made for medical 
treatment or inoculations for fevers, etc. without 

prior approval, based upon a shoving by a qualified authority such as a 

medical officer having knovledge of the facts and conditions exisiting 

at the time, of the need in connection with the public service for such 

treatments. | 

This decision, of course, does not conflict with the rules of the 

Employee's Compensation Commission, as it refers primarily to inoculations 

for fevers, etc. where employees are required to work in regions where 

such illness is prevalent. The decision cites former rulings to the effect 

that employees are to qualify at their own expense for the positions to 

which appointec. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE: NEWS 

Automobile SO many stations avail themselves of the saving made 

Oil Contracts. possible by purchasing automobile oil under the Navy 
contract, that we believe the following information may 

prove useful: The Navy contract, of course, does not list the various 

grades of lubricating oil in the terms generally used by oil companies 

or filling stations, therefore a few morths ago a circular was issued 

giving the Navy symool numbers (as shown in the contract bulletin) and 

the corresponding SAE numbers, as follows: 

Navy Symbol SAH Mamber 

HO 7D yieveusureay cara seibs, peut dat cyge ys 10-W 
BOSO) *erayolerel ON iouee aie oi 20-W 
SOsO aide ies cs. cabo 20 

SOCo rand LUIO) ie. eis s 30 
Ze SO Mgcecy wens iselieys Seis ayitauen dts AO (light) 
BOS Opseks cigs Wien. desis ‘clysiPbt 40 (heavy) 
SMOG caisuc eieke Give eke a Sustitue 50 
BW Oeics cciboue veoeanep eens, Bnadeos OO 
HLS Sy co ene Dicer aaa tere 70 

In placing orders with the contractors. it would be desirable to 
sive not only the proper symbol, contract item number, etc., but to 

indicate the model, make and year of the car for which the oil is to 

be purchased. 

Remember, too, that the containers are covered under a separate 

item in the contract and must be paid for. 

eee ee ee 

Repairs to In a decision dated October 3, 1935, A-64684, the Comptroller 

Borrowed General points out that it is the established rule that where 
Equipment. equipment is loaned for use in connection with a particular 

Government work the appropriation involved is available for 

repairs to such equipment to the extent that such repairs are necessary 

for the continued use of the equipment on such work, but that such appro- 
priation is not available for repairs after such use is terminated, for 
the purpose of returning the equipment in good condition. 

Remeber that: You can pay for repairs to borrowed equipment if 

the repairs are necessary to enable you to use the maciine or equipment 

in connection with the work for which borrowed; but it is not permissible 

to make repairs, etc. after the use is ended, merely to return the 

equipment in first-class ccndition. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Airplane The following excerpts (Roy Gillette found that word in the 
Travel. dictionary) from Comptroller's Decision A-62385, should be 

considered by all persons contemplating official trips by air; 

"The lowest first-class transportation over the usually traveled 

route between the points involved has long been established as the basis 

for the reimbursement of Government officers and employees for expenses 

ineurred on official travel. In order to authorize the use of a more 

expensive form of transportation, there must be more than a mere showing 

of the expedition of Government business. There must be show some 

special need therefor--some emergency or exigency of the service. 9 

Compt. Gen. 354: 10 id. 201." 

"hn officer or employee of the Government who is ordered to per- 
form official travel and who on his om.initiative decides it to be in 

the public interest to travel by air is not entitled--in the absence of 

a clear showing as to the need, from the Government's standpoint of the 

use of the more expensive means--to reimbursement for the cost of such 

air travel, but is entitled only to the cost of transportation by the 

lowest first-class usually traveled route betweon the points involved, 

but where an officer or employee is directed to perform official travel 
by air, no discretion being given him as te such travel, he will be re- 

imbursed for the cost thereof, or the carrier paid therefor if the 
transportation is furnished on a transportation request clearly calling 

for such means, and if sufficient explanation is not furnished showing an 

exigency or emergency requiring the use of such transportation from the 

Government's standpoint, the excess cost of such transportation should be 

collected from the person directing the travel." 

Typewriters Through the splendid cooperation of our workers, especially 
in the field, we have succeeded in mapping a very accurate 

record of the location of all our typewriters. A few, however, are still 

"among the missing." Will you check over your machines to see if you 
have any of the following--and report to the Business Office? 

CORONAS 6-Mo-3793 and 2-X-05893; L. ©. SMITH 497224 and 958145; 

and UNDERVOODS Nos. 752694-5, 990795-5, 993366-5, 1064129, 2093088—-5, 
2d40c11-5 and 2031825. 

Leave Slips Please send your leave slips through your project 

leader, not direct to Dr. Auchter or to the Business Office. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Revenue Mr. Gillette has recently sent out a Division memorandum 

Legislation. concerning the revenue legislation passed in the closing 

hours of the last Congress, revising the Revenue act of 

1932, One special provision reads: 

"No tax shall be imposed with respect to the sale of any 
article, specified in the Revenue Act of 1932, for the exclusive 

use of the United States, any State, Territory of the U. S., or any 

political subdivision of the foregoing....'" 

This amendment, effective on and after October 1, 1944, makes it 

neccessary for you to deduct the amount of the Federal excise tax from 

the purchase price of articles enunerated in the Revenue Act--gasoline, 

sporting goods, radio sets and parts thereof, matches, automobiles and 

motorcycles and parts thercof, jcwelry (including clocks and parts there- 

of, field glasses, binoculars), furs, lubricating 011, firearms, grape 

Concentrate, syrup, malt extracts, mechanical refrigerators and parts there- 

for, toilet preparations (including petrolatum), cameras and lenses. 

It is imperative that any member of the staff who has occasion to 
purchase any such items satisfy himself that the price does NOT include 
ANY TAX. In soliciting quotations (by mail) as a basis for a purchase, 
the following paragraph should be included: 

"Attention is called to Section 401 of the Revenue Act of 
1935, approved August 20, 1935, exempting from excise taxes certain 

articles tor the exelusive usc of the United States. Such taxes 

should not be included in your price." 

In obtaining oral quotations the dealer's attention should be 

called to the fact that no taxes can be included in his price. If the 

condition ariscs where it is necessnry to crder articles by mail before 
prices can be cbtained, the paragraph Quoted above should be included in 
the wording of the order. A statement written, typed, or stamped on the 

face of the voucher to the effect that the prices DO NOT include any 
State or Federal tax, will be acceptable. In case it is necessary to 
issue requests for bids tne following paragraph goes in the specifications: 

"Attention is called to Section 401 of the Revenue Act of 1935, 
approved August 30, 1935, exempting from Federal excise taxes certain 

articles for the exclusive use of the United States. Such taxes should 

not be included in your bid price." 

If you are called upon to issue a tax exemption certificate to 

service stations cor dealers, a certificate such as your gasoline State tax 

exemption certificate can be revised to cover "Federal Excise Tax" and 
given to the dealer. 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

Catto MONTHLY NEWS LET. RR, 

The Official Orgen of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis 
eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture 

JOhn A. Ferrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na— 

ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases, The reports of 
field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and sO are not necessarily tne official and final word on the subjectse 

—_— 

Woe Wri ) Washington, D. C., November 15, 1935 . No.22 

Thanksgiving Aman attending an agricultural convention in Cenada 
stopped at the desk of a night clerk-at a hotel in 

Ottawa, and annovnced that he wes leaving for home the next morning. He 

wanted the clerk to tell him a good riddle to pass-on to tne folks back 

home, Well," said the clerk, after a moment's thought, "my mother and 
father heye a child, it isn!t my brother and it isn't my sister, Who is 
att" he yisitor was dazed. "My word!" he exclaimed, "What a facer, I 
Pave iv up. Who is it?!’ The clerk leaned across: the desk. "It is I," 
he explained, solemnly. Shortly after his return home the visitor had 

an See to try the riddle on his friends. "My mother and father, 

ne saad. “have a ehild, and it isn't my brother and it isn't my sister, 
WiC tory They cave it up. ' thousht you would," he said, "I never 
would have guessed either, It's the jolly old night clerk at the hotel 

back in Ottawa,!! 

As a riddle that is fair, but I have a tougher one, Because of 
the pressure or work in connection with shifting offices the last issue 

of the NEWS LETTER slipped through without the usual careful (7?) proof 
reading, And the distressing thing is ‘ae the issue came out with fewer 

typographical and other errors than the averag Why? No, no, you are 

wrong-—-procr was not read by the Ottawa hotel an It just means that 

the Addressing, Duplicating and Meiling Section did its usual high-class 

J0b. SO, instead of waiting until November 28, I'm celebrating Thanks. 
giving here end now because of the cooperation cf.that Section. Without 

it, the NEWS LETTER would suffer terribly in appearance-—-and I mean that 

goes double~-in looks and in time of distribution, 

For those things we have received-—and for those we hope to cons 

tinue to receivee-thanks! 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPCRTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Gs 0. Bratillicy, New York Citi. 

Writing from the Market Pathology Laboratory on COctober 22, he 

says: "It is well known that many of the Bosc pears if sold on arrival 
in New York never acquire the highest flavor and best consistency. For 

the past two or three years this has been overcome by partially ripening 

the pears before selling, Ripening rooms were located in warehouses in 

Jersey City, wnich necessitated reloading the pears in cars for shipment 

to the auction in New York City. 

"Starting the first of October, the Pennsylvania Railroad has 
.furnished this ripening service at the auction-pier side for 4 cents a 
box. An ordinary insulated lighter of 10—-car capacity was converted 

into a ripening room by lining it with 1/2-inch asbestos sheeting (an 

insurance requirement). Heat is furnished by steam pipes connected 

with the heating system of the pier. The air is kept moist by evapora 

tion from the lighter floor wnich is kept wet, and by a single steam 
jete The pear boxes are stacked on floor racks and are stripped with — 

l-inch stripping. Large electric fans at various points in the lighter 

circulate the air, Temperatures between 60 and 70 F, are maintained 

by manual control. 

"Pear cars are ferried across the river on arrival and if ripen=— 
ing is necessary the fruit is hand-trucked-across the pier and into 

the heated lighter, Depending upon the maturity at arrivel, Bosc pears 

now require from 2 to 4 days in the ripening room. When ripened suffi- 

ciently they are hand-trucked directly to their display positions on 

the auction pier," 

Edwin Smith, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"The dropping of apples has caused some concern," he reports 

October 26tnoe "In Delicious this was associated either with mite infes-— 
tation or soil conditions, With stayman the postponed season of harvest 

and frosts probably is the cause, We may expect sericus dropping of 
unpicked Winesaps on account of frosts which started the middle of 

October and increased in intensity so that apples froze on the trees 

sufficiently to interfere with picking during the morning of October 22 

end on subsequent mornings during the past week, This has made ideal 

weather for operating common storages in which temperatures of 40 to 45° 

are being secured, The days have been bright with moderate to low 
temperatures," © 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPCRTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Crop Losses In his report for Cctober 27-Nov. 6 period, Edwin Smith 
from Cold, gives us some details regarding the effects of the first 

serious blast of winter from tne Arctic--a blast that means 

SET ONOO 0), ‘000 loss in Pacific Coast crops according to Associated Press 

ees Ruin was spread in fruit orchards and vegetable fields of Wash 

ington, Oregon, Idano and California. Greatest damage in the Northwest was 

to apples and votatoes, In California, according to the report, tomatoes 

still in the fields were wiped out. Peas, except in the Imperial Valley, 
were 50 percent ruined, Considerable damage also was reoorted to the 

California grape and cotton crops. All this is summarized from the press 

ReEOOBUS LH Diy Une Daiiv Digest of the Department. Now, welll let kd tell 

his story: ; 

"During the period covered by this report, Mr. Ryall and the 

writer have had mucn of their time taken both in making observations of 

fruit and in furnishing information to growers and shippvers with respect 
to fruit subjected to low outside temperatures from Cctober 29th to Novem 

ber 5th. The apple industry of the Pacific Northwest was wholly unprepared 
for this cold wave and an Sule tees existed, 

InFOSti~ nights ned prevailed from Cctober 5th to glist. The 
freezing of apples on the trees was severe enough to prevent apple picking 

during most of the forenoons, This slowed up harvesting operations tre~ 
smendously and resulted in a much greater volume of fruit being on the 
trees when the pues heavy freeze came on tne nignt of October 29th than 

otherwise would have been the case, M the 30th and Slst fruit remained 

BEOZen On the Re all day and, of course, no picking operations took 

pce ScxcCepu im a few iImSieniticant instances waere frozen apples were 
harvested, 

Mat the Van Valkenburg orchard a minimum of 19° wes recorded. during 

the night of the 29th; on the 30th, maximum 29°, minimum 19°; 31st 
maximum 31, minimum7: Nov. 1, maximum 34, quae 53; Nov. 2, maximum 37, 

minimum <O; and Nov. 3, maximum 37, minimum 25. 

NAt 10;30 asm. Nov. lst apples on the trees had a core temperature 

of Nese Mie avs were bright and when the sun hit this frait thawing took 

place and by night juice was running from worm stings and calyx tubes 

with icicles forming from apples that night. 

"picked fruit, stacked in orchards and covered withpaper, at a 

Similar location, was frozen in the tops of boxes and along the sides or 
at exposed soci acesy bia temperature OF the Gissue was near the treezine 
point, Ge hans rom 27 ito Be) » With exposed fruit going as low as OB 
Boxes Of apples stacked in barns were in slightly better condition. Boxes 

uncovered with paper froze solidly but temperatures held up near the 

freezing point except in exceptionally cold locations, " 
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Edwin Smith reports on cold damage. (contimed) 

"With 7° above zero on the night of the 3lst and clear, cold 
weather predicted for several days ahead, hauling of frozen or partially 

frozen apoles started on Friday and continued over Sunday. This was not 

generally recommended though we stated that owners of fruit had to de~ 

cide for themselves — if they hauled to cover they might expect a large 

percentage of bruised apples; on the other hand, if the fruit was given 

continued exposure to temperatures as low as 5 or fae a total loss 

might ensue, : 

With the sieteneas of the weather this veek, it appears certain 
that fruit remaining on the trees is a total loss. Various estimates 

of this have been given, The Wenoka serenine ace has estimated that 

Ss 

e 

19) 

they have 121,000 boxes on the tress —- a total ate Their tonnage 
possibly represents 8 percent of the North Central Washington production, 

which would indicate 968,000 boxes umpicked. As this organization has 
heavy tonnage at Peshastia, Chelan, Pateros and in Okanogan County, 
their unpicked tonnage may be higher than the average, Yakima had less 

1 fruit on the trees and more hauled to storage. 

"A surprisingly smell percentage of Winesaps had been packed 
‘prior to.the freeze, Possibly as much as 75 percent of the Wenatchee 
Winesaps were unpacked and mostly exposed either in boxes in the orchards, 
in barns or on the trees, No good estimate of the loss of the picked 

fruit cen be given until vacking operations have gotten under vay, Which 

will not be for another 10 da ey Se Sig 

"One Saas house which had partially frozen Winesaps hauled 
from Palisades last week stated that the fruit had recovered 100 percent, 

and sheteagncete Monday, (Cn Tuesday they shut down because the sorters 

left so many bruised apples in the boxes that the inspectors refused to 

certify it. . Generally speaking, we expect duite a good recovery of this 
fruit as far as flesh color is concerned. Much of it, though vith many 

sOlidly frozen apples in the box, did not have flesh temperatures much 

below the freezing point of the variety. 

"However, boxes exposed to zero temperature in certain bad locations 

tops of boxes exposed to warm sunshine during November 1, 2 and 3, and 

fruit which was roughly handled while frozen are already snowing serious 

‘injury. 

"We have issued a warning about packing fruit-before injury becomes 

pperent, and elso about. segregating post-freeze pack from the pre-freeze 

ack, and for this as well as all during this period, Diehl and Wright's 
oublication, "Freezing Injury of Apples," has been our bible," 

18) 

rol Ito} 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLH HANDLING, TRANSPCRTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

solomon, in a rather widely circulated book, nas something to 

say of the strangeness of the ways of a man with a maid. It would have 

taken the entire book to discuss adequately the ways of a maid with a 

ten, FOr example, there was the girl who refused a suitor with the 

ment that she would not consider marrying a man who did not have at 
one thousand dollars, He met her at a party some weeks later and sne 

brought up the matter after some general conversation and wanted to know 

Lomemuchwnemwasdnsared. pilleven idol lars)" he ysaid, “Nelli she renamed 

with a blush, "I guess that's near enough,’ 

| I don't know just what would be considered the supreme compliment 

to one Of our oublications, but I have found something wnich appears to 

Men VOmIewMoa Gg CnOuUsl. THCOnOmle SeEles Bulletin No, 2S Of the Ministry 

of Agriculture and Fisheries (London), "Vegetable Marketing in England 

and Wales," pays us the compliment of accepting and using our figures 

in connection witn the storage of vegetables, etc., quoting quite lLiber~ 

ally from Depertment Circular No. 278, "The Commercial Storage of Fruits, 

Vegetables, and #lorists' Stocks." This publication was prepared by Dean 

H. Rose, Ee OC. Weignt and T. M. Whiteman of our Division. If these gentile— 
men are in the nouse, will they please arise and take a bow--especially 

R. C. Wright, since the quotations are from the section on vegetables, 
prepared by him, As Deniel Webster--or was it Henry Clay?--once remarked, 

who wouldn't rather be Wright than President? ; 

Cumemior 27385 Larss assued in 1935 and sliz 
presents a series of brief summaries of the essential average storage 

requirements of most of the more important varieties of fresh fruits, 

vegetables, cut flowers, and certain other perishable commodities 
which enter the market on a commercial scale. It has found a very useful 

place for general practical reference, especially since it carries a 
feuerence 11st Of more than S32 publications on the general subject 

treated, 

Gy Ee MESed ye sieauenllcimeras 
Qa 

As pointed out in the quotations by the Ministry of Agriculture 

end Fisheries. bulletin; the relative humidity of the air in storage 

rooms has a direct relation to the keeping quality of the products 

held in them, If it is too low, wiltime is likely to occur in most 
Primes. vescvebles; cut flowers, Gtcas if 1% is TOO ileh 2ti favors the 

development. of decay especially in rooms where there is considerable 

variation .in temperature, 

For most fruits thet are stored commercially the general statement 

can .be made that a relative humidity of 80 to 65 percent fives the 

best eresultss tor deéaty vesetabiles and root crops, 90 to 95 percent, 



G. i. Smith, Austin, Wexays 

Writing from the pecan station on Cctober 19th, he reports: 

NAt Austin analytical work on storage of pecans was carried on during 
the week. Smith made a trip to several orchards within a hundred 

miles of Austin to.study defoliation conditions, 

"The majority of varieties and most seedlings have been badly- 

defoliated in groves visited and as a consequence e large percentage 

of the nuts will be poorly filled, The cause of such widespread 

early defoliation is not yet known, There seems to be some correlation 

of this condition with the heavy rainfall in September, In some groves 

varieties have scebbed badly and in some cases black aphis infestation 

has been significant; the defoliation, however, cannot be ascribed 

wnolly to these two causes. A tremendous crop of nuts will be har— 

vested, with the ovrice at present for average seedlings ranging around 

4 cents per vound,!! 

al ct ct 

= 

Max 3. Herdy, Albany, .Geae 

"In most orchards the varieties which normally ripen about 
two weeks apart are all ripening about-the same time tnis year," he 
writes from the Ue §. Pecan Field Station and Laboratory on October 

12, "The More variety is ripening its nuts at about the normal V 

time, but tne otner varieties are rioening much earlier," 

Geo, P. Hoffmann, licridian, Miss. 

"Pecans of the Stuart and Success varieties are rapidly 

ripening," he writes Cctober 12, "and growers generally seem to feel 

that yields will be somewhat better than earlier estimated. The size 

of the nuts has been considerably reduced by the very dry summer, but 
it is generally thought thet the nuts of the Stuart and Success vari- 

eties are well filled, 

"Meny of the less well cared for groves in this section serve 
as excellent but yet pitiful demonstrations of 'the right and the 

wrong way! as the neglected trees have little to no foliage and 
fruit and the »resence and damage of black aphid is the worst in 

several yearse 

"Installation of the machinery and cork insulation for the 
cold storage units is progr Pere es oe a. satisfactory manner, There 

is much detail in connection vith the installation, however, and 
considerable time must be devoted te following up construction, 

"During the week ending October leth, continued dry weather 

and cool nights necessitated further delay in cover crop seeding." 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

Pauly We Miller. Corvallis, Ores, 

tithe finst killings frost of the season occurred during the 

past week," he writes for the week ending October 26. "Temperatures 

dropped to a minimum of 33° F, in some localities in western Oregon. 

APomOriMeaveinn so Ol ven aneh Of rain fell during the forepart of the 
week at Corvallis. Snow fell in the Cascade Mountains. 

WAillerge part of the 1935 walnut crop has been harvested 
during the past week and only clean-up pickings remain in the majority 

of the plantings." 

He had written for the week ending October 19th: "Reports have 
been received from certain walnut »rocessing plants that tne crop of 

walnuts now being brought in is not up to standard in quality, there 

being a large percentagzge-of light weight, partially shriveled nuts, 

If such is the case over the whole of the. valley our prediction of a 

poor quality wainut croo made early in the season will be sustained. 

"Gonsidereble precipitation has occurred in the Pacific North— 
west during the week just past. This rain has expedited the walnut 
harvest as it caused the husks to crack and the nuts to fall,! 

G. Hs Schuster, Corvallis, Ores. 

Writing on October 26th, he sayss "Harvesting of walnuts in 

the experimental pnases has been completed, Reports from the dryers 
indicate that it is taking a third longer and sometimes twice as long 
as it did a year ago to dry the walnuts, They are reporting dry—outs 

as high as 45 percentse..e We were in Douglas County 2 days this week 

getting the final moisture samples, All the orchards that we worked in 

seemed to be almost completely dry 6 feet down except for the top soil 
which was wet by a recent rain," 

FRUIT DISEASES 

H. FE. Bergman, Amherst, Mass, 

"On one bog of Harly Blacks on which spraying and dusting ex- 

Pemmmcuys Were Carried Ou tue reduchien in’ rob to October 15 in plots 

sprayed twice vith 548450 bordeaux is very outstanding as compared. 

with dusted plots or checks," he writes in the revort of the Crenberry 
Disease Field Laboratory for the week ending October 26th. "On sprayed 

plots the amount of rot does not exceed 15 percent end is-often less 

whahke on@dusted plots the amount of rot varies: from 25 to 50 percent, 

Dusting shoved very little control: as compared with adjacent check 

plots. Qir tests on the amount of copper in residues on the leaves are 
exactly in line with these results." | . 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

H. F. Bergman, Amherst, Mass. (continued) 

"Some of the samples were in very bad conditior, several from 

one bog.runninge 50 percent or higher of rot," he writes Gctober 19, 

commenting on samples of cranberries from nis spray and dust plots 

for the first storage tests of the year--ne had 107 samples to go 

through, "These berries when picked about a month ago appeared to be 
in very good condition, but have declined rapidly in storage. 

"We found in berries from another bog where dusting experiments 
had been carried on that there was in nearly all instences more rot 

in the berries from dusted plots than from the adjacent checks, I have 

no explanation for this, but it is certain that dusting vines when dry 

has little or no fungicidal value. ‘Tio applications of bordeaux were 

quite effective on all bogs where it was used." 

He wrote October le: "Nearly all the growers have now finished: 
picking put a few still had some berries out. There have been some 

very heavy frosts this week but as most of the bogs were flooded very 

little damage has been done," 

G; A. Meékstroth, Willard, N. C. 

Writing from the Coastal Plain Station on October 26, he sayss 
"The laboratory eduipment used in connection with the investigations 

of stravberry diseases at Chedbourn, N. C. has been moved to the 

Coastal Plain Station at Willard, which has been designated as my 
permanent headquarters. 

"T made a trip to Chadbourn on Cctober 8 to look after the 
packing and loading of the laboratory equipment, The extensive cultur— 

al and breeding exoeriments and selection tests with stravberries 

being made by Dr. Darrov are located on the Station farm and will be 

evailable for closer study insofar as they are related to the strav- 

berry disease problems. Grapes and other small fruits such as black 

berries, raspberries, dewberries and blueberries will be available 
for study.!! 

HORTICULTURAL FIELD: STATI Gi 

A. C. Hildreth, Cheyenne, Wyo. 

"The week was merked by unsettled weather and frequent light 
snow flurries," he writes for the week ending October 26th. "The Cheyenne 

Weather Bureau reports that their low temperature of 7 above tne night 

of the 22d vas the lovest ever recorded so early in the season, ‘The 

last of the ornamentals succumbed to the cold snap, altho Chinese elms 
still retain their foliage perhaps due to absence of strong winds, as~:: °° 

this week has been unusually calm."  ;: | oe -« 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

John C. Dunegan, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"The harvesting of the Northwest Arkansas apple crop, estimated 
an Only 2s percent of the normal crop for-the, seetion, iS nearly con— 

pleted, "Ge waites Cctober 19th, "Shortage of the crop this year is 
attributed by most of the growers to last year's drought and the cold, 

reany weather during the early part of 1935. Prices received by the 

farmers of Washington county have ranged from 40 to 75 cents a bushel, 

The average price probably was about 50 cents, 

"Car load shipments in Washington county to date have been 11 
cars from Springdale and 2 from Fayetteville. Probably four times that 

many have been trucked out, it is estimated. No rail shipments were 

made from Lincoln, Farmington or-Prairie-.Grove. this season, Springdale 

expects possibly one or two more cars to be shipped before the season 

closes. fhe Benton county crop also is short this year, with Gravette 

probably the largest shipping point with about:25 cars out by rail. 
Rogers, Bentonville and Lowell have shipped about 2 rail cars each, and 

Gentry and Siloam Springs together about 20 cars, according to reports,!! 

ADMINISTRATIVE: NOTES 

Use ink--. . For your information and guidance there is quoted below 

not pencilj excerpt from a decision rendered by the Comptroller Generel 

- .September 20, 1935 (A-62421) on the subject of signing 
official documents in pencil, qi 

"In addition to the dangers involved, there is a very 
practical objection to lead pencil signing of official documents, 

in that in the nandling thereor, incident to examining, paying, 

sorting, and filing, the signatures and data may become so in- 

distinct as to be illegible, lead pencil signatures should not 

be accepted except in those rare cases where it is impossible to 

secure the required signature in pen and ink,” 

It will be appreciation, therefore, if you will call the atten- 
tion of dealers and others to the above décision in order to make sure 

that vouchers Will be signed in proper form, in ink, for presentation 

to the Disbursing Officers; The Division of Disbursemont, Treasury 

Department, has refused to make payment in instances where the claimant 
has signed in pencil. Where it is impossible to secure the required 
Signature in pen and ink, the voucher should be accompanied by a state- 

ment explaining why. 

And, PeSe, be sure to sign your own vouchers, expenses accounts, 

etc. in pen and ink~—or at least with ink! 
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FRUIT PRODUCTICN 

W. W. Aldrich, Medford, Ores. 

Writing of en automobile triv to Portland and Corvallis the 
week of October 21, he says: "In Goshen I visited an apole grower who 
for several years has determined the time of picking from the number 

fon days ater full ploom., This srower, dine He Ss.) Merriam. vokd me 

that one year, when warm September weather was delaying the coloring 

‘of Jonathan, he picked earlier than his neighbors because the usual 
number of days since full bloom had elapsed and had much better 
Jonathan keeping quality than nis neighbors, He had a very high 
Opinion indeed of this. Be Nate criterion for apple maturity by 

Magness, Diehl and others 

"Inasmuch as Mr. R. K. Norris, field manager for the Pinnacle 
Packing Comoany of Medford, has been using. his own data upon the 
period between bloom and harvest for forecasting the late sprays and 

starting of packing for pears, I have become more and more impressed 

with this criterion for determining the: proper picking of pears. “A 
‘rather hurried study of the blooming dates and pressure test records 

for Bartlett end Anjou at the Medford Experiment Station during 4 

years give CHE PUEC ITE datas 

Year Yerlety. en end! sexys oe bloom to proper harvest, 

i9so.) 9 (petplers = iso Anjou — 153: 
1933 " 135 " 150 
1934 M em) N 153 
As 3 uJ 135° o aealt “ ‘154 

When ‘the earliness of 1934 end the lateness of 1933 are borne in mind, 
the consistency of the data is encouraging," a 

He had written .Cetober 14ths NP ickine of Winter Nelis péars and 

Yellow Newtown apples was quite general during the week. In most cases 
picking of Winter Nelis vas started when the firmness, according to the 
Oregon tester, was between 26 and 27 pounds. Since the recommended 

'picking range! is 24 to 28 pounds, it is evident that nicking was 

started while on the green side of the optimum. ‘range, This tendency 
is characteristic of this district, for srowers and. packers use the 

top of picking range as the sole criterion for starting picking, Al- 

though practical considerations frequently justify this procedure, I 
believe more emphasis should be placed on the desirability of fruit 

firmness reaching the lower half of the picking range before picking. 
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FRUIT PRODUCTI GY 

W. W. Aldrich, Medford, Oreg. (continued) 

"The Yellow Newtown apples, however, have been left on the trees 
(in most cases) until the fruit was more mature-(firmness less than 18 
pounds by U. S. tester) than usually recommended, This delay in picking 

was the result of an effort by the packers to minimize the development 

of bitter~pite 

"Last season mach packed fruit had to be repacked to remove from 
20 to 30 percent of the fruit which showed bitter—pit. This year, 

however, water-core showed up before harvest time, and the delay in the 
picking may be responsible for the very great amount of water~core 

evident in the fruit reaching the packing houses,!! 

New Bid Forms, Special attention tis called to the issuance of a new 

and revised form for securing bids (Staridard Form 33, 
fe) c Revised). This contains the latest instructions and conditions which 

MUST be accepted and observed by bidders. If you have Occasion to 

ask for bids, write to the Business Office at once for a supply of the 

new form, If you nave any of the old Form 33, destroy them or send 

them to Wasnington-—asking for a new supply. 

The new forms include the clauses formerly attecned as "Special 
Condition Sheet" and therefore this sheet need not be attached to the 

new form, but until further notice the followin ng paragraph must be 

added to the specifications in connection with all bidss 

"Provided, That the bidder to whom ava. 
not be charged with any excess cost occas 

is S ment by the purchase of materials or ies 

Market or under other contracts when the delay of the 

contractor in making deliveries is dve to unforseeable 
causes Deyond the control. and without the faul G t 
Bente of the contractor, including, but n 

acts of God or of the public en mys act 
fires, floods, evidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, 

freight embargoes, and unusually severe weather but not 

‘including delays caused by subcontractors," 

169) Oo 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Leases-—and A notice from the Real Estate Officer of the Depart— 
coal wurchases. ment calls attention to the fact that until full in- 

formation is available concerning the scope of the 

Bituminous Coal Conservation Act of 1935, there should be incorporated 

in all invitations to bid and ypeecpicstacus for the leasing of office, 
leboratory, warehouse, storage or other space for the Department, a Ee 

vision reading as orstows: 

In accordance with the provisions of Section 14(b), of 
the Bituminous Coal Conservation Act of 1935 (Public--No, 402- 
74th Congress, approved August 30, 1935) the lessor agrees 

that he will buy no bituminous coal to use on or in the carry— 

ing out of this lease from any producer except such producer 

be a member of the Bituminous Coal Code set out in accordance 

with Section 4 of said Act as certified to by the National Bi- 

tuminous Coal Commission, 

This provision is being incorporated in all leases prepared in 

the Solicitor's Office, and should, of course, be included in all 
leases prepared in the field, including short-form agreements for 
limited periods. In the event that a bidder or lessor refuses to signify 

his willingness to comoly with the provision, the papers should be re~ 

ferred to the Solicitor for consideration. ; 

The point to be emphasized in this connection is that whenever 
time will permit-and that should be 99-44/100 percent of the time-— 
such matters should be referred to our Business Office for attention 
in order to make sure that the leases, etc. are prepared in accordance 

with the latest rules and ie ee a It is practically impossible far 

field men to keep pace with thes 

Delayed A colored boy who was strolling through a cemetery reading 

Vouchers the inscriptions on the tombstones, came to one which reads 
NO? DzAD, BUT SLEEPING. Scratching his head, the boy turned 

to a man who was standing nearby and pointing to the inscription saids 

"He sure aintt foolin! nobody but hisself, is he?" 

Recently we had sent to us a voucher covering a purchase made 

more than a year ago. Of course, such things can happen where bills 

are mailed to the wrong address, or made out improperly in some way so 
as not- to be recognized. Such experiences emphasize tne fact that every 

employee who spends Government funds must realize that he is responsible 

for seeing thet the bills are made out properly and presented promptly. 
If you get a bill you do not recognize, do not throw it in the wastebasket, 

but write the dealer to make sure what is meant-—and that the bill has 

actually been paid or is in course of payment. For, alas, the employee 

who thinks he can shirk this responsibility "ain't foolin! nobody but 
hisself," 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOLES 

Witness fees, etc, Paragraph 588 of the Administrative Regulations of 
the Department has been amended to reads: Appearance 

Fees, and Expenses of Department Employees as Witnesses in Judicial Peo 

eceedings,— The cases involving appearence will be treated in the follow 
ing groups: 

(a) Employees testifying in cases arising within the es Sane or 

growing Out of tne violetion of laws of a state or subddivisi 

the enforcement of which employees of the denartment have be 
tO assist, including laws with respect to migratory birds, 1 

protection of fish and game and the prevention and extinguishment of 

forest fires: (b) Employees testifying for the United States in cases not 

arising within the devartment: (c) Cases between private parties or by some 

party other than the Federal Government where the employee is called upon 

solely because of and to testify in his official capacity or to produce 

official records or information: and (d) Cases between private parties 
where the employee!s testimony has nOvOmLieial Character, Or Cases m7 

which a state is a party not covered by (a) above, 

Appearances: In cases (a) and (b), may be without subpoenas in 

case (c), there must be no ee without subpoena: and in case (d) 
the department is not interested in the manner of apoearance. In case (c 

the employee subpoenaed should notify the chief of bureau by letter or 

telegram stating the names of the parties litigant, the matter in suit, 

and the nature orf the testimony the employee expects to give 

case (c) the chief of bureau deems the production of rec 
ployee's proposed testimony prejudicial to the public i 

at once refer tne case to the Solicitor of the department who will 

advise whether the employee may be compelled to appear and testif 
term "chief of bureau" throughout this regulation will be construed to 
include regional foresters, 

Psi 
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Witness Fees and Exwenses of Trevel and § t term 
"fees" and "expenses" are distinct, The first means the amount a ew wed as 

pey for attendances the second, the amount allowed to cover travel and subs 
Sistence, In case (2) no fees are allowable. Expenses of travel and sub- 

Sistence should be vaid from the department appropriations as in case of 
official travel unless a different arrangement has been made between the co» 

Cpereting states and the department. In case (b) no fees are allowable, 

The expense account, prepared on a special form furnished by tne United 
States marshal, should be presented to him for payment. In case (c) fees 

and expenses ndeld. be accepted but all amounts so collected over and 

above the emount of actual and necessary expenses, a statement of which 
must be furnished the chief of bureeu, must be turned into the Treasury as 

mMiscellancous receipts. In case (4d) the devartment is not concerned with 

fees or expenses. Mo account need be rendered. In cases (a), (b) and (c) 
no leave need be taken, the employee is regarded as on official duty. In 

case (d) leave with pay, or if such leave has been exhausted, leave without 

pay, must be taken. 
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THE DIVISION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

Sel Gee ONTO COX UN BOWS. LT PER W. 

The Official. Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 
eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United.States Department of Agriculture. 

‘John A. Ferrall, Editor 

— 

-This NEWS: LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the. material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 
ture, and is not to be published without. securing the prior approval of 

the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases. The reports of 

field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 
and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 

Vol. VII | Washington, D. C., December 2, 1935 No.23 

And they call "T don't see how in the world Miss Soandao gets so con— 

it Small Fruit ceited," remarked one girl to another. "She does it 

Breeding! with mirrors," explained the second girl. It's going 
to be very easy for us to do it with strawberries, 

what with the Frosted Foods Corporation of Boston writing Dr. Darrow: 
"You will probably be interested to learn that we are arranging to freeze 

100 tons of Redheart strawberries in Oregon. In fact, we are paying a 
premium of 1 cent a pound over the Marshall for this year to encourage 

the growers to plant the Redheart." ° 

Hmmmmm! As if the growers needed any encouragement! Dr. Darrow 

doesn't appear to be excited over the matter, but then this strawberry 

breeding work is getting to be an old story with him. ‘Ye now have 7 
new varieties making good commercially. One of them, the Blakemore (a 
cross of Missionary and Howard 17 or Premier), is pretty likely to be 

ranked third in importance in the United States before the end of 1936-- 

and this after only a half-dozen years in commercial culture. To judge 
from thé Frosted Foods Corporation letter, the Redheart is doing very 
well indeed--and the Narcissa is keeping right along with it in the 

Pacific Northwest. The Southland is generally regarded as the best 
home garden variety for the South; the Dorsett and Fairfax continue to. 
.succeed very well indeed in the East; and the Bellmar is doing quite 

well locally in North Carolina. 

Just to keep these 7, and the standard sorts, hustling, we have. 
20,000 more strawberry hybrids working out daily in our gymnasium. 

Already some of these indicate that the sorts now grown will have to 
keep stepping to hold their places in popular favor. 
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NUT eee AND “DISEASES 

Paul We Mitten, Corvallis, Ores. 

"The forepart of the week ending November 9 was spent in a study 

of the probable cause of a crown and root rot of. grafted walnuts which 

has caused serious damage in an orchard near Liberty, Oreg.. Approximately 

25 percent of the trees in this planting have died from this trouble and 
at least 25 percent of those left are so- badly affected that, in all prob- 

ability, they too will die in the very near future. 

"The trees in this orchard are grafted on presumably Northern 
California black root stocks (Juglans hindsii var. californica), although 

there is a possibility that in’ some cases the rootstocks are hybrids of 

Juglans hindsii with other species of walnuts. In many trees the union 

..of the stock and scion is above the ground line so that a portion of the 
black walnut rootstock‘is exposed. It is this exposed portion of the 
black rootstock which is most severly affected, although in many instances 
the collar and main roots near the surface are also dead or badly injured. 

_The Persian part of the tree above the graft wnion is typically not affected 

at first until the crown’is girdied-and the roots die. In some instances, 
however, the crown did not show any damage but the deeper lying roots were 

found dead or badly injured. The greatest amount of damage occurred in 

the most unfavorable soil location in ‘the orchard, where: soil borings 
indicate that the soil is quite ‘shallow. In some spots’ in this orchard 
there is not much more than 2- 1/2 Feet: of ‘soil - capable of being penetrated 

by the roots. All available go dienes points to the probable fact that the 

adverse soil conditions have predisposed these trees to winter injury and 

_ possibly to attack by weakly parasitic soil organisms..«..: 

"After 9 successive days of morning temperatures below the freezing 

point, the weather has at last moderated and normal temperatures now pre- 

vail. The recent cold spell has not only been the most severe ever ex- 

perienced ‘in the Pa acific Northwest so early in the season, but has been 

the longest and probably the most widespread. e 

He had written eh "A total of 5 inches of snow fell at 
Corvallis October 30 and 31, the first snow ever recorded in October in 

Western Oregon in the 45 years that weather records have been kept. The 
previous record was November 2, 1893, when a ‘trace of snow fell. The 
earliest previous measurable Brian Was on November 10, 1911, 2 inches. 
The heavy snowfall, coming at a time when considerable foliage. was still 
on the trees, caused a considerable amount of breakage on: the limbs of 
trees around Corvallis, the sycamores suffering more than any other kind 
of trees. On November 1, the temperature at Corvallis dropped to 21° F; at 
Salem to 149 F, It is feared that the: unseasonably severe cold spell 
coming before the trees were fully dormant has caused a vast amount of 
damage. Local damage to some of the’ ee ss hardy’ yer such as figs, has 
already been confirmed...." 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND: DISEASES 

Je Re. Cole, Albany, Ga. 

‘"OQur spray experiments did not come up to expectations," he 
writes October 26th from the U. S. Pecan Disease Field Laboratory, 

"nevertheless they did prove to us that-scab can be controlled success-— 
fully." (On most varieties, that is. . He reports November 2 that 5 
applications of 2-1/2-50 bordeaux failed to control scab on the Delmas 

variety.) 

"We estimate that the loss from scab on plots 10 (2-1/2-50 bor- 
deaux mixture plus oil) and 21 (two applications of 2-1/2-50 bordeaux 
pre-blossom spray followed by 3 applications of 3-1-50 bordeaux) was 
not over 1 percent. There was no premature drop of nuts from scab on 

these plots, the loss resulting from undersized and poorly filled nuts. 

Of course, we have not mide the cracking tests yet. The discouraging 

part of the experiments is the fact that the trees in the best plots 

averaged only 26-1/2 pounds. We estimate that at least twice that 

many were shed between May and September due to some causes unknown 

GO “WSs 

"The weather remained dry with high temperatures." 

Milo: Ne. Wood, Sacramento, Calif. 

"In the districts where data has been obtained it is clear 
that the almond crop was very much below the average," he notes in 
his report for the two weeks ending October 26th. "However, in some 

been good and in some orchards has been very heavy. The average 

almond yield for the State, however, is far below normal." 

Max B. Hardy, Albany, Ga. 

Writing from the U. S. Pecan Field Station and Laboratory on 

November 9th, he reports: "The harvest in this region is almost finished. 

This has occurred somewhat earlier this year than normally. The shucks 

on the nuts of all varieties opened normally but there was a small per- 

centage of sprouting in all varieties. 

"Throughout the harvest season there were not more than one or 

two days when it was too wet to harveste The month of October almost 

-set.a record for the driest month, with only .0% of an inch received 

at the station farm at Philema and .O/7 of an inch at Albany. The record 

low was .06 of an inch a few years ago. The dry spell of almost two 
months! duration was definitely broken on Thursday, and indications 

are for more rains within the near future." 
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NUL? PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

Max Be Hardy (continued) 

Writing on November 16th he reported: "It may prove interesting 

to note that the estimated total yield from the two seedling orchards 

at Philema will approximate tne. record ‘yield of about 7300 pounds ob-— 

tained in 1931, even howe: many trees have been removed since that time. 

"Tn the croaesured orchard 134 trees fruited this year. Out of 
this number some had borne previously but of those which had not- thirty 

were considered of sufficient: promise to warrant further trial. This 

number brings the total of those saved for further observations: to 

fifty-six." “7 

Je Re Cole, Albany, Ga.- 

"We have at last had plenty of rain," he writes November 16th, 
"and are getting a good stand of vetch from the September planting. 
Those plants that survived the ten weeks! drouth are making a good 

erowth." 

Ce EH. Schuster, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"The snow has finally left," he reports November 9th. "The 
prune and cherry orchards and aus fruit orchards have turned in - 

most cases to a dull red. Very little of the foliage is falling off. 

On the walnuts the leaf scars are running a steady flow of sap in 

many cases.!! 

FRUIT DISEASES 

M. A. Smith, Springfield, Mo. 

"As indicated in an earlier report," he writes from the Ozark 
Fruit Disease Laboratory November 2, "this was a most favorable season 
for injury from copper fungicides. A recent study of some of the hy gro- 

thermograph records shows that on several days during the spraying season 

the relative humidity was close to 90 percent, while the temperature was 

in the low 40's. Such favorable conditions for spray injury were reflec- 

ted in the final harvest results, which showed that in some of the plots 

sprayed with the more soluble coppers as many as 80 percent of the fruits 

were russetted. ? 

"Spray injury from the use ot copper phosphate was greater this 
year than in 1934, actual figures “showing about 1 percent in 1934 as com 

pared with 9 percent in 1935... Fully one half of the recorded spray in- 
jury from copper phosphate at Marionville.in 1935 was of a very mild type-—- 
not enough injury to prevent fruit being placed in a U.S. No. 1 grade." 
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DISEASES. OF ORNAMENTALS 

Frank P. McWhorter, Corvallis, Oreg. st 

A man stopped.at the book counter and wanted to purchase a book 

for a Christmas present. NDo you want. something. light?" inguired the 

saleslady "It doesn't. matter," replied the man; "I have my.car with 

me." We feel, however, that readers of the NEWS LETTER need a little 

heavier stuff now and then, and are glad to present some carefully . 

worked out statistical data submitted by Frank in his report for the | 
first week in November. It reached us a trifle late for the November 15 

issue-—what with the care necessary to make it scientifically accurate. 

"Corvallis can claim an ornamental catastrophe," he writes, " since 

western Oregon's October. snapped off. with.cold, mantled with snow, the 

first time since 1874.* This condition is unusual, unprecedented, and 
unwanted. The leaves were on the trees. Five inches of snow fell.on. 
the ground: 0.346 to 0.892 remained on the leaves. The snow on the 
leaves pulled down the trees. A cubic foot of snow weighs. 5.63 plus or 

minus 1.24 pounds. The damage done was in direct proportion to the size. 

of the leaves. Ulmus americana, each bearing 20 to 40. thousand leaves,- 

each leaf carrying 0.4 ounces of snow, weighted. 400 to 1,000 pounds on 

trees.e The plane trees were mashed flat. For example, on Jefferson 

Street (latitude 44.5 and longitude 123 plus or minus 66/2) -the 
Platanus acerifolia trees attempted to carry an. ounce of snow per leaf, 

or 1 to 2 tons per tree. As a result of this attempt, the street was 
closed for half a day. A surprising feature of the snow was its localiz- 

ation. For example, about the same amount of snow. fell in Portland asin 
Corvallis, but since Povtland is roughly 60 times as large, the depth per 
unit aree was only a small fraction of an inch and no damage was done, - 
I do not have an official record of the sub-zero temperature, but it~ 

suffices to say that our cat** quit staying out nights. 

"But science must progress. We were slightly Chagrined when a2 
few weeks ago a visiting California virologist spotted ‘spotted Wilt)... 
on asters about Corvallis. He found it everywhere, on nasturtium, too, 

but not on tomatoes even when the tomatoes were growing adjacent: to 

asters. Hxtensive series of tests, twice repeated, have failed to show 

the presence of spotted wilt virus in the asters!.. Platings of the leaf 

spots consistently present an Altermaria which is readily discernible 

microscopically on and within the leaves. Perhaps we have the virus in 

culture!" ; : 

*Wonderful memory; and really looks a lot sotmeer. 

**Note to Inventory Clerks: Please make. sure that. this ee is Oecd 
eS thermometers and not under Sa | Bis 

oes Jaf 
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““"ERUTP PRODUCTION 

W. W. Aldrich, Medford, Oreg. 

MO ra every ee except one during the past week air temperature 

minima were below 30°,. ‘he writes November llth, "while maxima were 

between 48 and 60. ‘The. minimum of 19° the. previous week froze over + 

20,000 boxes of unpicked. Yellow Newtown apples. By November. 6th this - 
fruit had thawed sufficiently to pick and haul to packing housese I~ 

estimate that about 2,000, boxés of apples show a glassy, water | 

soaked appearance of the flesh. Th 1is fruit will be culled and will con- 

stitute the only direct loss that I know of in this district. I was in- 
terested in noting, however, that much of the fruit that. did not show 

any visible sign of cold injury did have a very .sweet taste, This sweet ~~ 

taste is in such marked contrast to the flavor of normal Newtowns at 

this time of year as to distinguish all Newtowns exposed to the low tem- 

peraturescece. 

"Practically all Bosc arriving on the New York market is being © 
conditioned on a steam heated barge at the Pennsylvania pier at a cost 

of 2 ¢ents a box for conditioning and an. additional charge not exceed- 

ing 3/4 of a cent for demurrage. Although this conditioning of Bosc 

has not resulted in any increased auction prices thus.far, it -is causing 

Bosc to pass immediately into consumption, an occurrence which should 

stimulate future suction prices." 

-He had written November 4th: "me past week brought minimum tem: 
peratures as low as 19° F., very wmusual for the last week in October. 

Soil temperatures’ dropped from 48. to 41 degrees and 38 degrees for the 
top foot.e. Vith the exception of two or three orchards, the last of 

the Winter Nelis pears and Yellow Newtown apples have been picked. 

On October eth he reported; "Ammonium sulphate was applied to 
all *fall- application! plots. Records of soil. temperatures were — 

started and during the week the temperature in clay. adobe varied 

diurnally between 51 and 4ug° for the 6-inch depth, and between 50 and 
46° for the 12-inch depth. +.! ; 

George F. pleeee, Corvallis, Oreg. 

"On Thursday, October 31, there fell between 4 ‘a 5 inches of- 
vet snow, Causing great damage to fruit and shade trees," he reported 

for the week of October 28-November 2. "The snow being wet and these 

trees still having their leaves caused a great deal of breaking of limbs. € 

Temperatures Friday and Saturday Peeaade went as low-as’149 F. Such 

temperatures may ‘cause considerable injury to.fruits-in.addition to the 
injury caused by breaking of branchese However, no injury is anticipated 
to the strawberries as they are generally well protected by the snow." 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION 

C. P. Harley, Wenatchee, ‘lash. © 

A report dated November’ 5th, gives some more and very interes- 
ting details concerning cold damage to crops — in the Pacific Northwest, 

ese C he Ly aaa 

lUinies Yatton part of the apple harvest season in the whole Pacific 
Northwest’ has been a rather hectic affair," he comments. "Since the eClst 

of October minimum temperatures have been slightly below 30° F. Under 

these conditions the fruit could not be picked until late in the morning 

because of frost, and consequently the anvedt season. did not progress 

as vee as it should have. 

"The climax to this. situation came on the night of October 31st 
when our thermograph recorded 7° above zero at the Van Vie OR DUNE 

Ranch; the night of November lst, 5°; November 2nd, 10°; and November 
5rd, 159. Since these dates the temperature has been Spacer rising. 

"Tt is estimated that the growers in the Wenatchee district 
were caught with approximately 1,000 cars of fruit on the treese This 

fruit, of course, is a total loss. In addition It is estimated that 

500 cars are still in the orchards in stacked boxes. Just. what per- 

centage of these stacked boxes will be in condition to pack is still 

to be determined. The larger stacks which were covered with paper 

appear to have survived remarkably well. The boxés on the outside and 

top of these stacks are no doubt frozen beyond redemption, but many 

in the center will probably escape serious damage. 

"We are fairly well acquainted with the results of these low 

temperatures on the fruit, but the thing that is bothering me is 

what has happened to the trees. It is rather an odd sight to see the 

leaves still on the trees, dark green in color, and frozen. Both the 

fruit and leaves are sticking tightly. We are wondering if the buds 

have been injured. It is still too early to determine very definitely 

if any bud or wood injury: has taken place. 

"We have just completed the first series of carbohydrate analyses.’ 

We have only "eleven" more to goe ‘Ye are very much pleased with our an-— 
alytical methods now. I have more confidence now in our carbohydrate 

analyses than I have ever had before, and our procedures have been 
modified to not only increase the accuracy but several time-saving 
changes have been made. I am planning to write up these modifications 
shortly." 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS 

Je R. Winston's paper on "Reducing Decay in Citrus Fruits with 
Borax," has been issued as Technical Bulletin No. 488 in the Department's 
series. Although, as pointed out in. the introduction to the bulletin, 

the production of citrus fruits is confined to relatively small areas in 

a few States, the market for the crop is Nation-wide and there is a grow- 
ing export trade as well. The losses from decay developing between the 

time the fruit is harvested and consumed are often serious and greatly 

complicate the-marketing program. So, this new publication with its de 

pages ce striking illustrations is going to be very useful. 

It has.been:only. a few years since work was undertaken at Orlando, 

Fla. to determine whether a more effective control of stem-end rot could 

be obtained by the use of borax or some other cheap antiseptic applied in 
the packing house during the handling operations. ‘Summarizing the studies 

co on, . the bulletin says: 

"A. borax bath given to citrus fruit. immediately upon arrival at 
the “packing nouse was found to retard decay caused by the common stem—end 

rot and blue mold organisms. Delayed treatments were not as effective. 

the borax. treatment was found-to be effective on frost eens 
the coloring treatment as well as on that. which was fully colored when 

harvestede 

"The antiseptic treatment was much more effective on firm fruit 
than on over-ripe fruit ready to drop from the tree. 

"For best results it was found that the concentration of borax 
should not ve less than 8 percent. Whenever.possible the wet fruit 
should be dried slowly and the borax residue should be left on the 

fruit for several hours. 

"Tn cold weather it is desirable to reise the temperature of 
the rind of the fruit to about 90° F. before giving the borax treat— 

ment, in order to retain the maximum effective amount of borax in solu- 

tion. This may be accomplished by warming the fruit in coloring rooms 
or by passing it slowly through long.tanks with heated borax solution. 

"Tn well-organized packing houses the cost of this treatment has 

not exceeded one-half to two-thirds of a cent per 100 pounds of fruit. 

the value of aoe treatment is natieeed i 2) ndaie tion of decay 

while the fruit is in transit and in improved keeping quality after the 
fruit arrives at the market and enters the hands of the retailer and the 

consumer. Its value is especially apparent when fruit is held on the 
market for several days, particularly in warm weather." 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE HANDLING, .TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Freezing Injury An interesting letter from A. Lloyd Ryall, Yakima, 
in Northwest. Washington, to Mr. D. F. Fisher on November 19th 

; gives us some more details on freezing injury there. 

"As nearly as we can ascertain at this time," he writes, "there were ap- 
proximately 300 cars of apples on the trees (mostly in upper Tieton) and 
2,000 cars under the trees in all parts of the valley. The apples on the 
trees are, of course, a total loss. The .fruit which was under the trees 

is in various conditions. That which was spread out with no covering is 
a total losss That which was stacked and covered is partially lost. 

"Advice as to handling the fruit during the freeze was variable. 
Most of the advice was to leave it alone until the celd spell was over. 

Our own advice was merely that the grower had a choice between two 

evils--namely, to move it while frozen and subject it to serious bruising 
or to let it stand and take a chance on the weather. s it turned out 

the growers who moved it during the early days of the freeze came out 

much better than those who left it out. That which was moved in while 

frozen is bruised but marketable while much of that left out is abso- 

lutely unmarketable. Some large blocks which were left out are still 

frozen except for the top layer or two, 

"One serious problem now is the thawing of the fruit in storage. 
I have suggested that thawing at 31 to.32 degrees will take too long a 
time and that fruit will.suffer more than if thawed more quickly. There-_ 

fore some of the storage men are attempting to thaw at about 35 degrees 

but are finding it very difficult to hold the temperature up with the 
outside temperaturesas low as those prevailing since the freeze. Several 
storage concerns here are actually heating the cold storage rooms by means 

of steam radiators and stoves. Many of those who are not heating have tem- 

peratures as low as 29 degrees in the rooms. They cannot seem to realize 

how much reirigeration capacity there is in a room full of frozen fruit. 

"T have. some temperatures from a thermograph record in a Selah 
orchard which you might be interested ins: . 

| O 
October 29 Maximum 30° F., minimum, 25 F. 

" 20 " 24 " 17 

" il " 25 N 16 

Nov. i " ZS) it 6 
" ey al) ZO " 5 
EO sy ean lee ati a a eaea tt 5 

" 4 i BS Wy ILal 

You can readily understand why the fruit,was so seriously injured. 
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A. LloydRyall (contimuca) OF ete Sts Sana 

" Another question which . arises in connection with the freeze 

injury is the extent of recovery which will be made by fruit which shows 

no visible internal or. external injury but has developed off flavor. 

Many of the shippers seem to feel that the fruit will throw off this 

abnormal flavor but I have my doubts. However, I have had no previous 

experience with this problem and so can make no statement. 

"The Traffic and Credit Association here estimates the loss now 

at 1800 cars, practica}ly all of which are Winesaps and Romes. Their 
estimate last week was 750 cars lost, so you can see that further re- 
vision may show an even larger loss than 1800 ‘cars. 

"In addition to the injury to apples, the freeze here did serious 
damage to potatoes, root crops and nursery stock. Approximately 15 percent 

of the potatoes were in the ground when the freeze hit and are almost a 
total loss. 

"Injuries to trees is a topic’ of much discussion but the best 
Opinion seems to be that injury. is not serious. I feel that if low ten— 
peratures should prevail this winter there might be serious injury due 
to the weakened. condition of the trees. [I know of one two-year-old 

planting of apricot trees which is killed to the ground, but this is the 

only serious tree injury I have seen 

Wm. Re Bar&er, Indio, Calif. ; as @ (4) 

"The date crop around Indio and south is over 80 percent harvested, 
while the late ripening section to the west is about two-thirds picked," he 

writes November 20th. "The quality is good, the highest percentage of fancy 

fruit for some years, but it is estimated that the crop will not be larger 

than last year's which was probably around five million pounds....Some 
young palms came into bearing this year and with the natural increase in 

production of the older palms, the crop would have been a couple of million 

pounds larger had it not been for poor pollination. For some unknown reason 
about one-third of the flowers did not set after pollination last spring. 

There seems to be an active demand for fruit this season. 

"There has been slignt frost in the lower end of the valley but the 
beans and peas around Indio have not been killed. ‘The weather has been 
too cold for much growth but the harvest continues and prices are good. 

Onions and corn .crops are being planted. Grapefruit is coloring and is 
fairly sweet but the size is small....We had the first snow on the moun- ) 

tains November 17th, and quite a rain in the valley, but no damage was 

done to the crops." 

oe 
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; W- T. Pentzer, Fresno, Calif. 

| "You, no doubt, have seen reports on the unfavorable weather con- 

ditions,in California," he writes November 5th in a letter to Mr. D. F. 
PUeshex « 5 ‘ : 

"We have had several rains, and for the past two weeks: there has 
been frost rather frequently.: As a result of the rains and the damp 
weather. gray mold has appeared on the grapes in the field, and even 
before the frosts mamy of the shippers and storage men were fearful of 
the storage quality of their Emperor grapes. Only about 50 percent. of 

the Emperor crop has been harvested due to the immaturity and generally 

poor color. : 

"The cold weather, the temperature dropping to 25° F. in some 
vineyards, has injured the stems and berries on much of the fruit adding 

further complications in the storage of grapes. I have inspected cer- 

tain lots coming into storage both here and at San Jose and find a con- 
Siderable quantity of gray mold in some lugs of grapes-e All this 
appeared to be field infection which had not been trimmed at the time of 

packing. It appears that close attention will be necessary this year 

by the storege operators and perhaps more frequent fumigation with 

sulphur dioxide." 

Floyd Zimmerman, New York City Pathological Laboratory. 

"ZT have been busy the last few days inspecting 27 cars of 

Dedicious and Staymans from the Okanogan valley in Canada for export 

on the MS TALISMAN to South America," he writes to Mr. Fisher on Novem- ~ 

ber llth. - "Evidently some of the cars were caught in the cold weather 

in the Northwest, as many lots showed freezing injury and frozen apples 

along the side of some boxese Also the C.P. and C. N. reefers are not 

so good, when it comes to protecting fruit in cold weather." 

POTATO INVESTIGATIONS © 

W. Cs. Hdmundson, Greeley, Colo. 

"Sunday night 8 inches of snow fell," he writes November 6th. "The 
storm was quite general throughout the Rocky Mountain Region. he weather 

has turned quite cold since the storm. Last night 2 above zero was re- 

corded at the station. Many of the sugar beet growers still have a portion 
of their crops unharvested.. Probably 20 percent of the beets remain in the 

ground. Some growers are digging beets today, but they are digging under 

ereat Ggirticulties.' . 
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ADMINISTRATIVE. NOTES 

"Dre Me Ae McCall recently accompanied Dr. H. C- Auchter and Dr- 
Victor R. Boswell on a short trip into the Southeasterri States for the 

purpose of observing production problems in the truck-producing areas," 
says the CEREAL COURIER for November 10th. "Stops weré made at Willard 
and Wilmington, N. C., Charleston, Ss. C., Tifton, Csiro and Albany, Ga. 

and Meridian, Miss. 

"AT Willard, N.- C., the work of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable 
Crops and Diseases, cooperating with the North Carolina station and the 

State Department of Agriculture, was inspected. This includes extensive 
research on strawberry and cane-fruit breeding and bulb frowing, together 

with some work on the Muscadine grape. The Division of Nematology is also 

carrying certain work on strawberry dwarf at this station. In the Wil- 
mington area visits were made to the farms of several extensive truck 

shippers and to one of the largest bulb producing farms, all of these 

growers producing for the northern mar ZEUS 

"At Charleston, S. C., considerable time was spent in going over 
the cooperative work of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and 

Diseases at the South Carolina Truck Station near Charleston and visits 
were made to farms of commercial truckers. This is one of the most im- 
portant and intensive truck-producing areas visited on the trip." 

HISTORIC APPLE TREX 

James Montagnes, in a letter to Country Life (London) for 
October 12, reports our Daily Digest, says: "Although no longer in | 

Canada, tne most historic apple tree in North America is intimately 

related with the Dominion. This 109-year-old tree, which still bears 
fruit annually,-is located at Fort Vancouver, .in the State of Washington, 

where it was planted in 1826 by officers of the Hudson Bay Company. 

"Port Vancouver was once in British territory, but being just 

the other side of the 29th parallel is now in the United States. The 

tree was planted from the seeds of. an apple eaten at a banquet to 

Captain Simpson and other officers on their way for the fur company 
to the new fur post at Vancouver....After several years the tree bore 

its first fruit, one apple, which was divided among the 17 men of the 
post. Next year the tree bore a crop of 20 apples and has been pro- 
ducing an annual crop .ever since.!! 

> 

Incidentally the Canadian press reported recently that for the 
first time since 1929 a Canadian won the highest award in the dessert 

apple class at the Imperial Fruit Show at Cardiff, Wales, returning — 
to the Dominion what is considered the blue ribbon of the world's 

greatest fruit exhibition. The first prize went to James Low of 
Oyama, Be C., whose exhibit of Delicious won him $200 in cash. 

--Daily Digest 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTE 

Altering the A decision (A-65034) has been made by the Comptroller 
Standard bid General based on a recent case in which an employee of 

Form. a Government bureau took it upon himself to alter the 
wording on the standard bid form--No. 33. He inserted 

a special condition in the specifications to the effect that the award 
would be made "in total and not by items.!! 

The printed instructions on the reverse of this bid form state 
that the Government reserves the right to accept or reject any or all 
bids or any item in a bid, "unless otherwise specified by the bidder." 

It has always been understood that when various articles or services 

are listed in specifications on wnich bids are based the acceptance is 

to be made on the basis of the lowest price for each item meeting the 
specifications and requirements unless the bidder has stated on his 
bid that it is based on acceptance of "all items or none." 

It is recognized that quite often a bidder will offer a lower 

aggregate price if he knows that award is to be made of the entire 

list than he would make if there is a possibility that he will be 

awarded only certain items of the list. For this reason it is a good 
Practice to add a line to the specifications stating "Prices if all 

items specified are furnished." [In this way a comparison will be 

possible between bids on each item as well as on the total of each bide 

By adding this statement to the specifications it makes clear to the 
prospective bidder that there is a possibility of his receiving only a 

portion of tne order unless his total bid is the lowest received, 

The Comptroller in this decision ruled that no official has the 

right to alter the printed wording on the standard bid form without 
prior approval of the Procurement Division, 

Sometimes the nature of the equipment to be purchased is such 
that all items must operate together to make a satisfactory outfit. 

In such cases the various parts should not be listed definitely as 
Separate items, but should be described fully and the specifications 

drawn to state that all the parts must be of the same manufacture in 
Order that they may intermenber properly. 

Whenever time permits, of course, ail tentative specifications 
should be submitted to the Business Office for consideration and sug- 

festions.e And remember that there is now a revised bid form--Standard 

Form 33, Revised--which must be used. It includes the clauses formerly 

attached as "Special Condition Sheet." Write the Business Office for 

a supply if you expect to have occasion to ask for bids--and be sure to 

destroy your supply of the old Form 33. 
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THE DIVISION OF..FRUIT AND. VEGETABLE CROPS AND DISEASES 

fet ee ON TE Ey” Vas Lee? 2 Re 

The Official Organ of the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Dis- 

eases, Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Azriculture. 

John A. Ferrall, Editor 

This NEWS LETTER is for distribution to employees of the Division only, 

and the material contained in it is of an informal and confidential na- 

ture, and is not to be published without securing the prior approval of 

| the Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases, The reports of 

| field workers and others represent, of course, their personal opinions, 

and so are not necessarily the official and final word on the subjects. 
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Research 'properly to fulfill its funevion, ones must be rela- 

Effective. tively continuous in plan and execution,” says Mr. Richey 

in his annual report, "Undue modification to meet ever- 

shiping neecs results only in fragmentary accomplishment in any di- 

rection with a minimum of value to anyone. Research prosecuted to suc- 

cessful solutions, on the other hand, builds a cumulative store of in- 

formation upon which to draw when need arises. The value of such a 

research program by the Bureau of Plant Industry upon problems related 

to crop production has been continuously demonstrated through the re- 

cent years of agricultural adjustment. 

"Information has been available as to the kinds and varieties 

Of Satete “anc “horticultural crop plants that were suited for @ifferent 

purposes in different localities. Of nearly equal importance, it has 

been possible to discourage unwarranted expansion of some crops and 

thereby avoid heavy losses to farmers and investors, certain otherwise 

to have followed,...Finally, the increased efficiency of production, 

_the avoidance of losses in field and storage, and more economical 

methods of transportation and storage made possible by various phases 

of the Bureau's research have benefited all classes of the population." 

The horticultural topics touched upon at least briefly cover 

@ wide range, including the possibility of controlling setting of 

apples, the response of sweet cherry trees to pruning, results of 

thinning dates, the work on strawberries, especially as it concerns 

our new hybrids, the control of cranberry diseases, factors affecting 

the yield of pecans, vegetable production and diseases, handling, 

transportation and storage methods, etc,, etc. 
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A 3-percent tar-oil distillate applied at the late cluster-—bud 

stage has given considerable promise in connection with the problem 

of finding a spray that will destroy apple blossoms or prevent them 

from setting fruit, without injuring the tree or foliage. By de- 

stroying the crop of a considerable portion of apple trees in normal 

full crop years, the trees will bear abundantly the next year. 

The orange precooling and transportation studies developed a 

method which has reduced the rate from $25 to $10 a car, the saving 

of $15 a car representing a divident of considerable size on our 
investigations. We have found, too, that sodium metaborate is prac- 

tically as effective as borax as an antiseptic on citrus fruits, 

while it has the advantage of being a satisfactory detergent as 

well. Its chief advantage, however, lies in the fact that the solu- 

tion does not have to be heated, 

The new potato varieties developed in connection with our breed- 

ing work are making excellent neadway. The Zatahdin and Chippewa, 

white-fleshed varieties, continue to show resistance to mild mosaic, 

says the report. Approximately 100,000 bushels of Katahdin and 1,500 

bushels of the Chinpewa were grown in the various cooperating States 

in 1934. The Chippewa seems videly adapted, Additional progress, too, 

has been tinmade in breeding potatoes resistant to both scab and blight. 

The experience of rose zrowers in recent years in the use of 

manetti stocks in propagating rose plants for forcing was costly 

and unsatisfactory in many cases, because of tne failure of the plants 

to grow or develop properly. Our studies have shown that the prin- 

cipal difficulty was due to the stocks being dug prematurely--before 

the wood was-well ripened. Leading growers of manetti stocks in the 

Northwest have adopted our suggestions and are nov delaying the digging 

of the stocks until no doubt remains as to their maturity. The starch 

test for maturity, developed as a part of our investigations, is being 

used 

The new copper phosphate fungicide and the carrier, lime- 

bentonite, is proving quite successful in tests in connection with 

the spraying of apples, pears, peaches and grapes. It was effective 

during the year in controlling the leaf spot disease of Kieffer pear 

and was largely responsible for a decided increase in the fruit crop. 

The report points out that nearly all of the-.30,000 acres of 

the winter crop of lettuce in the Imperial Valley of California, and 

a large part.of some 25,000 acres grow in Arizona, are planted to 

our new varieties, resistant to brown blight. 
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Edwin Smith, Wenatchee, Wash. 

"On Tuesday, November 28th, I visited Chelan and Wells Station to 
look at apples both frozen and thawed," he writes in a letter to Hr. D. F. 

Fisher, dated November 30th. "The greatest cifficulty has been experien- 
ced in thawing out apples placed in common and cold storage while frozen 

hard. In the rush attention was not paid to spacing stacks and thawing. 

orogresses very slowly. Naturally they do not want to rehandle the frozen 

fruit to space now. At the Beebe ranch they have placed a large railroad 

station type coal stove outside at a door and suck air in over this heater. 

After thawing tne tops of stacks they set these boxes off and progressively 

are thawing Gown through the stacks,-thougnh now, a month after freezing, 

they have enormous quantities of frozen apoles in storage. They had 85,000 

loose boxes sitting uncer the trees wnen the cold wave came. The fruit 

moved first (November lst) looks the best efter thawing. Possibly they will 
lose from 20 to 25 vercent from bruises resulting from handling while frozen. 

"At the A. Z. Wells ronch, where they had the apples assembled in 
blocks, four high, and where they covered the stacks with 3-ply heavy paper 

when tne freeze came and let the apples remain until a week following when 

practically all of the frost had been removed, they are in very zood shape. 

Aside from any loss due to possible depreciated storage quality it looks 
as if Mr. Wells' loss will be very small. When I examined this fruit in 
the orchard on November 9th when it was ending its thawing stage, many 

apples which appeared unhurt had a bad flavor. I could not find fruit 

having a bad flavor on November 22nd. wnless it showed. some evidence of in- 

Jury, as occurred in some of the bottom boxes. which he had segregated. He 

had his orchard stacks on rails or scantline which cid not give him the ad- 

vantage of soil heat at the bottom of the stacks. Although not moving the 

fruit while frozen played a major part in minimizing losses, still his 

method of protection probably affected tissue temperatures which were for 

the most part not below 27° or pee. 

"Tom Clawson, at Chelan, influenced many growers not to move their 
apples while frozen. (He had had his lesson in Omak in 1919). This fruit 

now looks very good. One lot of Rome Beauty apples, not moved, has recovered 

excepting for a slightly changed flavor. A contrasting lot of Romes, moved 

while frozen, had almost completely collapsed. The shock to the cells 

when jarrec while tissue is frozen apnarently disturbs very much more tis- 

sue area than that in the immediate vicinity of the bruise. This, I velieve, 

is directly related to the intensity of the freezing. Some of Van Valken- 

burg's Winesaps which I moved to storage while in the incipient. freezing: 

stage did not show the effects of handling to the extent of collapsing anc 
resulted in about 20 percent of the apples having small oruises at point 

of contact. One lot of this frait left in the barn (with the bulk of his 

exposed fruit) from November 1 to November 5, had occasionally an apple 
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Edwin Smith, Wenatchee, Wash. (continued) 

with a bad flavor. I could not find any of these bad-flavored apples 

when I examined the fruit on November 25th. Thus there is some evi- 
dence that apples will lose bad flavors from freezing, although this 

evidence is not such as to make it conclusive. Tom Clawson has been 

fanning some lots which he said tasted very badly two weeks ago. This 

fruit did not taste significantly abnormal on November 22nd. 

"Wenoka growers at Chelan have fruit moved to storage while 
frozen and which is marked with the date of hauling. That moved 

November lst is showing less injury than fruit moved on subsequent 

Gays, the bruises and collapsed fruit increasing progressively with 

the cate of hauling, which means with increased exposure, and degree 

Or freezi ne. 

"There is still a great deal of confusion regarding the best 

way to thaw frozen apples. Apparently thawing at temperatures above 

40° is helpful rather than injurious if the tissue temperature is not 

too low when so exposed.!! 

"It is the time of year when growers and market organization field 

men have time to drop in for a chat and, of course the thawing of frozen 

apples and their subsequent sorting has given them a seasonal subject for 

discussion," hehad written November 23d. "For the most part packing shut 

dowm when the 'big freeze' hit the State and has started up again only 

here and there. Most owners of fruit decided to allow the fruit to 

reach an equilibrium after thawing before riskin the expense of packing. 

"There is much fruit which does not appear to be injured which does not 

taste right." 

"Of the enormous volume which was moved to cover while frozen we 

Gouot if much over one-third will be marketable, At the higher alti- 

tudes where severe exposures were suffered we doubt if over 25 percent 

will be salvaged. The State-Federal inspection service has adopted the 
policy of being very careful ebout certifying fruit which is being packed 

Since the freeze. Cold storages are having difficulty thawing fruit which 
was brought in while frozen. Even with air temperatures at 34° fruit 

remains frozen a long time’ while stacked in large blocks. These tempera- 

tures, of course, are a serious handicap in keeping Delicious which 

were in the rooms previous to the freeze.... The weather has been mostly 

cloudy and moist since November 6th. We have had light rains and, on 
November 22d, a snowstorm. On only a few nights during this period have 

we had frosts." ~ 

ad 
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NUT PRODUCTION AND DISEASES 

nonlinear 

"the forepart of the week ending November 23 was spent in a sur- 
vey of the possible ill effects to walnuts and filberts from the un- 

seasonably early cold spell which occurred in Oregon during the latter 

part of October. Walnuts in the vicinity of Eugene, Oreg. were found 
injured to a greater or less extent. The crown and trunk is very badly 

discolored in many cases. Filberts and chestnuts in this vicinity did 

not appear to have been injured to any significant extent. 

In the vicinity of Corvallis serious injury to Persoan walnuts has 

seemingly occurred. For example, an 8-year-old Franquette orchard about 

two miles east of Corvallis sustained serious damage. A number of trees 

in this orchard are so badly injured that recovery is doubtful. It is of 

interest to note that Northern California black walnuts and the Thomas 

walnut (a variety of Juglans nigra) growing in the same orchard show no 
evidence of injury up to the present, 

"Limb grafted Persian walnuts are apparently not as badly in- 

jured as crown grafted trees, the trunks of the former showing no 

SuUetee Om Mju ho cate. The trunks of limb srafted trees are of 

Northern California black origin, whereas in crown grafted trees the 
trunks are of Persian origin. There seems to be somewhat more damage 

on the north side of the trees than on the southside, This may de due 

to the fact that a cold north vind accompanied the cold spell. In 

general, younger walnut trees seem to have sustained a greater amount 

of injury than older trees, although trees as old as 16 years of age 

were found badly injured." 

He had written November 16th: "Damage to walnuts from the 
recent cold spell is now becoming apparent. The tissues of shoots of 

late summer or early fall growth have been badly injured in the vicinity 

of Corvallis, Oreg. In many instances the tissues of these shoots are 

Sead fromvone foot or more back from the tip. Some of the buds exam=— 

ined have also been damaged to a greater or less extent. 

"Nurserymen around Salem, Oreg, state that a great part of the 

walnut nursery stock has been badly injured. Around Eugene, Oreg. it 

is reported that walnuts and chestnuts were lost from the effects of 

the freeze, The walnuts hit were those not yet harvested when the 

freeze came, The loss was only a small percentage, however, and all 

walnuts on the trees at the time were not damaged, some being protected 

by leaves. 

"The chestnut crop in this section was a total loss as a result 

of the freeze." 
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NUT PRODUCTI TOK AND DISEASES 

Paul %. Miller, Corvallis Ores. (continued) 

He, Bie has. some. additional comments to make on cold injury. 

"The forepart' of the week ending November 30th," he writes, “was spent 

in field surveys in the. vicinity of Corvallis, Ores., of the possible 
danage to walnuts and filberts from the unseasonably cold weather 

occurring the latter part of October. All orchards examined in this 

vicinity were found to be injured to a greater or less extent. The 

form and extent of the injury varied in different orcnarcs. In come 

cases the bodies of tne trees, particularly on the north side, are badly 

injured. In other instances it is the buds, catkins, and current (1935) 

growth which has sustained the greatest damage. | 

"Apparently the factor which has lergely determined the form and 
extent of injury is the degree of maturation of the tissues at the 

time of the freeze. The trees which were in a more or less succulent, 

unripened condition at the time that the freezing weather occurred 

seem to have sustained the greatest amount of damage--the bodies being 

affected to a greater or less extent. These badly damaged orchards are 

located, for the most part, in the river bottoms. and first bench lands, 

where favorable soil conditions kept the trees growing up until rela- 
tively late in the season. In genéral, the hill orchards and those 

located on unfavorable: soil types in the valleys were apparently 

injured the least, the buds and current growth being the parts affected 

in most instances. These latter orchards stopped srowing much ene 

in the season and hence were not in as susceptible a condition.' 

G. Ee Schuster, Corvallis, Oreg. 

Writing concerning general ac ivities, he reports for the week 

of November 25-60: "The soils that we have been working with are. esti- - 

mated to have an age all the Tay from fifteen thousand to one million 

years. The correlation of the information that we got shows why we 

are getting some of the results that we are, and also why we run into 

the inaccuracies on the soil maps as they are today when they were 

developed on 42-inch borings. ; , 

"Reports of winter injury, particularly on walnuts, are increasing. 
There seem to be, so far, but few reports from the uplands, That would 

appear to indicate that little, or no, damage has occurred at higher 

elevations. . 
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NUT PRODUCTION 

Coin ombi Astin. Tex. 

"The writer spent most of the week in Oklahoma visiting pecan 
groves and attending the State Fecan Grovers meeting," he writes for 

the November 18-23 period. "There was an average attendance of 150 

at the meeting, most of whom were pecan growers. 

They had the largest pecan exhibit I have ever seen, there being 

more than 1,100 entries. The judging of these exhibits gave an inter- 
esting picture of varietal behavior in the State. The best filled 

variety was the Schley, with the Stuart probably second. The Stuart 

variety is the most popular variety in most sections of the State and 

apparently deserves to be placed near the top of the list. 

"Topworked trees 3 to 4 inches in: diameter with two- or three- 

year-old tops were bearing as heavily as the Western Schley of the 
same age. The writer observed numbers of Stuart trees 5 to 6 inches 

in diameter topworked 10 years ago that are yielding 90 pounds of 

well filled nuts per tree this year. One native grove of 1,050 acres 

which has been partially thinned out is yielding 300,000 pounds of 

pecans this year. There has been lots of topworking and in most 

cases the trees have been very sl Anche eut back, so that the cuts 

will never be healed.,.. 

| "More. evidence that Oklahoma growers need to use early matur- 
ing varieties was obtained from the fact that in a number of groves 

the Burkett was not mature when the first frost occurred. Even the 

| Schley was damaged in a few cases in Central Oklahoma.!"! 

Milo N. Wood, Sacramento, Calif. 

Reporting for the two weeks ending November 16th, he writes: 

"Some time was taken to go over a few of the trial plantings of the’ 
new creations 8-31 and 8-32 which are now being tested out in 93 

places vim California, 

Several of the trial plots in Yolo county were examined. Some 
of the trees on the better soils have made a remarkable growth. In 

one or two orchards the tro-year-old trees were much larger and more 

vigorous than similar trees of the common commercial varieties. In 

fact, the trees are so much larger and vigorous and are producing so 

many fruit buds that a crop may be expected next year although the 

trees will then be only three years old. Even upon poor soils, and 

where water has been lacking, the trees seem to be groving more 

vigorously and have better foliage than most of the commercial 

varieties of the same age," 
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' FRUIT PRODUCTION 

W. J. Aldrich, Medford, Ores. 

Writing from the U. S. Pear Field Station on November 25th, he 
says: "The pear industry in this district is very enthusiastic about the 
results of the conditioning of Bosc on steam heated barges at the Man- 

hattan piers of the Fennsylvania & Erie railroads. The New York market 

has been taking 40 cars of Rogue River calley Bose each week. The 

Chicago market, on the other hand, vith no pear conditioning facilities, 

has been taking only about 12 cars per week and the returns on that 

market have been poor. Hovever, it is likely that .other factors than 

lack of conditioning are also contributing to the poor Bosc market in 

Chicago." 

POTATO INVESTIGATIONS 

Maine Golden A variety of potato entirely new to this country, 

Potato Scores. propagated in Aroostook County, Maine, for the past 

6 or 8 years, is about ready for marketing, says a 

New York press report. This potato, which will be known as the 

tlaine Goléen, is yellowish in color and has many properties not en- 

joyed by the ordinary Irish potatoes. - 

The tuber is a cross between the yellow potato grown in Germany 

and the Green Mountain variety. Experiments were started over six years 

aco by Dr. Charles F. Clark, and it has taken this lensth of time to = 

bring it to the point where it is suitable for commercial use. The 

acvantages claimed for this new variety are that it contains vitamin A 

in apdreciable quantities, takes less time to cook than other potatoes, 

and has a lower starch content than the ordinary white potato grown 

in this country. 

--Daily Dizest, USDA, Nov.26/35 

N. B. The Dr. Charles F. Clark mentioned is, of course, our associate, 

who sends in the interesting reports from Maine. 

Pi S. The N. B. above is our highbrow way of warning you to note well, 

take notice, etc.; in other words nota bene. This explanatory comment 

is offered as the result of an experience a certain school teacher had 

in connection with the use of the expression. She had written N. B. on 

the blackboard and then explained that it stood for "nota bene." She 

asked if anyone knew the meaning of the words. There was 2 pause and 

then a little boy stood up. 

"Please, teacher," he said, "that's what daddy says when he hasn't 

got any money." 

That use of the term is limited to field men--on occasions where 
salary checks are unduly delayed! 
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ORANGE GROWERS AND SHIPPERS WARNED ON COLORING 

Secretary Wallace has sent the following notice to growers and 

shippers of citrus ferrell ats Sys 

"The application of yellow and orange coal- tar dyes to the peel 
of oranges had its inception in 1934. On July 16, 1934, the Department 

warned the citrus industry that the use of artificial color must be” 

disclosed to the consumer by a conspicuous statement on each orange, 

and that concealment of inferiority or damage of the fruit by the added 

eolor would be in violation of the Food and Drugs Act regardless of 
eolor declaration. 

"The Department was notable to complete its investigations as | 
to the concealment of inferiority during the fruit season ending in the 

spring of 1935. In the meantime the installation of elaborate color 

processing machinery has been extensive, and the staining of oranges by 

added color has become well-night universal in certain producing sec- 
tionse A very large number of consumer protests against the practice 
of staining by addition of color has reacned the Department. Their 

purport is that purchasers are being deceived by such staining even 

under the required informative labeling. It has always been held that 

oranges which were so unripe as to fall below the standard of 8 parts 

of sugar to 1 of acid were inherently inferior, and that coloring of 

such oranges by any method is a violation of the Food and Drugs Act. 

Action is taken under the Food and Drugs Act against such fruit wherever 

encountered in interstate commerce and also against its shippers. 

"Sufficient information is now available to conclude that the 

staining of oranges complying with the 8 to 1 standard, in simulation 

of oranges of greater maturity and flavor or of superior variety, is 

also in violation of the Food and Drugs Act. 

"Notice is hereby given that on and after September 1, 1936, 

action under Section 10 of the Food and Drugs Act will be taken 

against interstate shipments of oranges so stained and under section 

2 of that Act against the shippers on the ground that inferiority is 

concealed." 

This notice was confirmed by Press Release of November 25. 

FRUIT PRODUCTION 

George FW. Waldo, Corvallis, Oreeg, 

"Some injury to the cambium layer has been noted in some of 

the bramble fruits," he writes November 23d, "particularly red rasp- 
berries and seedlings of Loganberry. However, the amount of injury 

cannot be definitely determined at this time. There seems to be very 

hitcle injury to fruit buds.” 
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FRUIT DISEASES 

John CG. Dunegen, Fayetteville, Ark. 

"T have devoted considerable time this week to the report of the 

1935 spraying experiments," he writes November 23, "and the report is 

practically finished. Several of the plots in the experiment had a 

summer oil emulsion added to the fungicide beginning with the first 

cover spray. The use of oil increased the effectiveness of the spray 

combination against the scab fungus but curiously enough the amount of 

blotch increased in each plot when the oil was used. 

"An examination of results since 1929 indicates that in the 
previous years the same feature has been present but, because there 

was only one plot each year where the factor operated, the effect of 

a sticker had not been recognized. This phenomenon, which 1 believe 
is one of the most significant features of the 1935 experiment, will 

be discussed at some length in the report." 

H. F. Bergman, Amherst, Mass. 

"We have been setting out samples of cranberries for another 

storage test this week," he writes in the report of the Cranberry 

Disease Field Laboratory, East Wareham, Mass., for the week ending 

November 16th. 

This wall be the Vast one to be run this’ season. ~Orewmariia, 

we carry them until February 1. There are several reasons for cutting 

the tests short this year. The principal reason is that the results 

appear to be of insufficient interest to warrant a continuation. Most 

of our experimenting this year has been with dusts and they show very 

little control of rots as compared with check plots. Also on account 

of the shorter crop this year with much higher prices we want to 

return as many berries as possible to the growers while the market is” 

good. Howes are now selling at $15.00 per barrel." 

Freight Rates Drastic reductions in reaullvoad freieht nacesrem 

on Citrus Reduced citrus fruits from Florida to New York City and - 

other Atlantic ports were authorized yesterday 

by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The decision granted authority 

to the railroads to depart from the long-and-short-haul provisions of 

the lawe Although of considerable importance from the standpoint of 

the traffic involved, the commission's decisian was regarded as having 

a far greater significance as an indication of the lengths to which it 

might go in aiding the railroads to compete more efficiently with other 

transportation agencies or to recover traffic lost to them. 

(Daily, Digest, November 30, 1935) 
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ADMINISTRATIVE NOTES 

Jury Under the heading "Employees of the Department of Agriculture are 

Duty subject to Jury Duty in the District of Columbia," Personnel Cir- 
cular No. 20. Gatrea November 6, 1935, from the Office of the Di- 

rector of Personnel for the Department states: 

Public No. 301, 74th Congress, approved August 22, 1935, provides: 

"All executive and judicial officers of the Govern- 

ment of the United States and of the District of Columbia 

**K* those connected with the police and fire departments 
of the United States and of the District of Columbia**** 
shall be exempt from jury duty, and their names shall not 

be placed on the jury lists. 

"All other persons, otherwise qualified according to 
law whether employed in the service of the Government of the 

United States or of the District of Columbia****all post- 

masters**** shall be qualified to serve as jurors in the 

District of Columbia and shall not be exempt from such 

Servacet sam. tt 

The Colicitor's office has ruled that in the Department of Agri- 
culture only executive officers appointed by the President, by and with 

the advice and consent of the Senate, are exempt from jury service in 

the District of Columbia. All other persons employed within this De- 

partment and who reside in the District of Columbia are subject to call 

for such service. 

Employees of the Department of Agriculture who are called upon 

GO sit on juries shall not be paid for such jury service but their 

salary from the Department of Agriculture shall not be diminished during 

their term of service by virtue of such service, nor shall such period 

of service be deducted from any leave of absence authorized by law. 

Transportation Recently the Division of Accounts has returned 

Requests. several transportation requests because they were 

NOG rope may ae Led OULm 7) lt, US Necescany, UO 
fill all spaces on a transportation request. In the cases noted, 

the place of issue, the date and the signature of the issuing officer 

Hamenop been filled in. (in practically all cases in this Division, 

the issuing officer and the traveler are the same.) 
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